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INFORMATION
MCI-R241

FOR

MCI STUMM 4

1

,Welcome to the Marine Corps Institute training program. Your interest in
self-improvement end increasedlprofessional competence is noteworthy.

Information 'is provided below, to assist you in completing the course.
Please read this guidance:before proceeding with your studies.

1. MA1ERIALS
I

Check your course materials. You should have all the mate6als listed in ,

the "Course Introduction." In addition itou.should have enoughlinvelopes
mail all lessons back to MCI unless your lesson answer sheets are of the,
selNmailjng type. If your answer sheets are of the preOrinted type, check to
see that your name, rank, and social' security number are correct. Check
closely, your MCI reconds are kept on a computer and any discrepancy in the
above information may cause. your subsequent activity to'go unrecorded. You
may correct the information directly on the answer sheet. If you find a
discrepancy and correct it, Insure thathyou corre0 this information on all
your answer sheets. If you did not-rillive all your miterials, use the--
enclosed Student Request/Inquiry (MCI-R14 ) to notify MCI of this fact-end
,what you require. (Note: 'The MCI-R14 "Fay be mailed to MCI without envelope
or stamp).

2. .LESSON SUBMISSION

Submit your lessons on tht answer sheets provided. Complete all blocki
and follOW directions on the answer'sheet for mailing. In courses in,which
the work is submitted on blank paper or printed forms, identify each sheet in
the following manner:

DOE, John J. Sgt 332-11-9999
44.1, Procedures of Le al Administration
Lesson
Militaiy or offfte address

(RUC number, if available)

Otherwise, yourtanswer sheet may be delayed or lost. If sou have to
interrupt your studies for any reason; contact your training NCO who will
request a single six ,month extension of time, which is added to the original
Course Completion Deadline (CCD) date. If you are not attached to a Marine
Corps unit you may make this request by submitting the enclosed MCI-R14 , or4
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by Calling the Registrar Division on AUTOVON 2.88-4175/2299/f293 or commercial

(202) 433-5174/2299/2691. You are allowed one year from the date of
;enrollment to complete this course. Your commanding officer is notified of
your status through the monthly Unit Activity Report., In the event of
difficulty, contact your training NCO or MCI immediately.

3. ENROLLMENT/MAIL TIME DELAY

Preiented below art the Enrollment /Mail Time delays. Column I represents

the First Cass mail time from MCI to the designated geographical location or c

from your location to,NCI All, correspondence is sent via First Class mail.
toursematiprials aile:sent vie Spacial Fourth "Class Book Rate.) ; You should add
fjve working days 'for our processing. Example: Eastern U.S*.- y3. daysmailing
time tb MCI 5 working days MCI processing + 3 days mailing time back to the
unit 11 days. Column II represents Resular Mail from the time when the
enrollment application is mailed until tfh unit receives the course.
.Example: Eastern U.S. - Enrollment application 3 days mailing time to MCI + 5
working days MCI processing + 6 days mailing timeto the unit 14 days.

.

GEOGRAPHIC AREA Cp!.UNIg, COLUMN 2 .

EASTERN U.S. 3 14

WESTERN U.S. 4 /19.

FPO NEW YORK 5 21-

DEPT. OF STATE NARiNE- 7 24

SECURITY GUARD
J 1.

,

HAWAII (NON.FPO) .

: 5 12

FPO.. SAN FRANCISCO 7:. . 27
e

FPO SEATTLE 6 / ,23

Note: These times represent the service standard. The actual times may

vary. If the delay you are experiencing is excessive, please contact Ur MCI
Registrar by phone, message, or letter, so that we may take action?

4. .GRADING SYSTEM

LESSONS

GRADE PERCENT

A 94-103
B 86-93
C . 78-85
0 . 70-77
Ni. BELOW 71

EXAMS

NNEAING GRADE PERCENT

-EXCELLENT 11 A 94-100 mi.

T -- ABOVE AVERAGE` B 86-93

AVERAGE ........ C . 78-85
BELOW AVERAGE ----- 0 65-77

----- FAILING ........ F BELOW 65

?
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You Will receive a percentage grade for your lessons an for the final
examination, along with a reference sheet (MCI R69), indicating the questions
incorrectly ,answered. All lessons must be COMPLETED AND pASSED before you
will be administered an-exam. The grade attained on the final exam-is your
course _grade. -

5.. FINAL'EXAMIOTION'

ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL:
be mailed -automatically to
final examinations must' be
a 'staff. NCO (ectuAtfalent or.

.71

When you submit your LAST LESSON,

i
,your exam will

your commanding offtcer. The administration of I

superlased by avcommissioned or warrant officer, rhigher)tand It must be velideted by tb. * ..

INACTIVE DUTY OR CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE: The exam may be superviibd by a. ;

director of civilian-personnel, civilian training officer, clergymanror local,
school official

6. COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

The completion certificate be mailed to your commanding officer. For
non-Marines, it is mailed to your superyisor or directly to you, as'
appropriate.

7. RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDITS

Reserve retirement credits are awarded to inactive duty personnel only.
Credits awarded for each course are listed'in the "Course Introduction" and '

ere only awarded upon successful completion of the course. Reserve retirement
'Credits are not awarded for 'MCI study performed during drill periods if
credits are also awarded for drill attendance.

8. DISENROLLMENT

4

Only your commanding officer can reqUest your disenrollment from an' MCI
course since this action will adversely affect the unit!s completion rate.

9.' ASSISTANCE

Consult your training NCO in the event of course content problems. If he

unable to assist you, MCI is ready to helpyou whenever you need it.
Please use the enclosed Student Course Content Assistance Request (TIE-1) or
call.the-Autovon telephone number listed below for the appropriate course
writer section.

PERSONNEL/ADMINISTRATION/LOGISTICS/CORRECTIONS
COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS/AVIATION/NBC
INFANTRY
ENGINEER/MOTOR.TRANSPORT/UTILITIeS # '

SUPPLY/FOOD SERVICES/FISCAL ;..,
. .

TANKS/ARTILLERY/SMALL ARMS REPAIR/AAV

5

268 -32

288-3
288- 1

288-2275 ,

288'2285
288-2290

For administrative problemi call the MCI-Nbtline: 288-4175

For commercial phone lines, use area code 202 and prefix 433insteed of

288.



IS. STUDY
fir k

17 mien a this ellIpTiM, yes have
-*hews a desire to improve the skills yule
and for eftecllve perferwmutee, raid
NCI has prolded materials to help you ,
ockleve your pal. Now all fee seed is
to develop your own method for Rohlg
these asterisks 00 bolt advastage..

TOO fightwing'suidsUpteg prbeeat hue -t
part approach to completing year MCI
worm atteeesefultv:

Slake !ireiestostesasep" of
your material"; -.

Plan year study hate and choose
good study OftvireIMISt;

Seedy thistrughly sad system-
atkallyi
A

01 Prepare for the flast,exam.

a. MAKE A "RECONNAISSANCE" OF
TOUR MATERIALS

Begin with s took at the goers*
tatroductimi page. Read the COURSE
INTRODUCTION to get the 'big
picture" of the esuree. Then read the '
MATERIALS section sear the bottom of
Mee page to find out which teeter dud
study aids you should have received with
the course. If any of the listed motels
are uptight& see paragraph I of this r
pamphlet to find sot how to get them. -41
you have ever/thing that is listed. you
are ready to greogsadlter' your MCI
series.

Read through the tablets) if contents
if your Wahl). Note the various "Wets
severed In the worse sad the order in
which they are taught. Leaf threogh the.
lest(s) and hook at the iliestrotions.
Real lessasemestiong to get an
Yea of the types that ire asked. If
Waprovides other study aids, each as
a slide rule or 'lefties beard, familiarise
poem& with them. Now, get dews to
specifics!

I

b. OUR STUDY TIME AND MOOSE
A 0000 STUDY ENvIRCNIMENT

Trout looking over the worse sisteriala,
you should have oome idea of how,osselt ready
rid will and to oelet* this comm. 1st
*use- idea" is, ri 'bough. Tom seed to

m s pm:matt fad, plain thetfollowlas
Mops should give )1111111000 help. .

.0 Ott a Wader and stark thee days
of the week whoa you have time fres for study.
Two study periods per week, each kitties I
tog hours, are suggested for completlas the
seisintain two lessons required each sleuth

Ot sours*, 'work and ether schedules
are sot the same for everyone. The howl.
teat thing Is that you oshesksig regularliesek_.
ter stay an the same days e each week.

to Read the course latreduction page
aga . The section marked ORDER OF
IITUDECS tells Sp the somber of Warns to
the course and the approximate somber of
study hours you will seed to oemplete dads
lesson. 7 these etude hours into_your

*dui* For sample, if you set aside two
r study periods sack week and the ORDER

VUDIES estimates I study hours for
Year first Season. you mid easily schedule
sod qatosplete the first lassos to ate elegy tt,
period. On your calendar you would mark
"Lesson I" is the appropriate day. Suppose
that the wooed loofas of your course requires
3 study hours. la that safe. you would divide
the lessen to half sad work es each half
daring separate study period. TM would
stark your saleodar accordingly. indicate an
pier saleodr sisafttly 4eltqa you plan to wstAt
op 'act Legion for the satire *gorse. Do sot
forget to schedule pee or two seedy period.
is prepare for asthma exam.

10.
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CD -Stick to rui toithedule. ,

Besides planning, your study time, rma
shoe also choose 's !Rudy eaviresmest that
is i for you. Most people. seed a qa
place for study. Ws.* library or a reading '
binge; other people study better when
there is background arida; still otis prefer
to study nut -ef-veers. Toqmast cW:se year
study 0:wirer:meet carefaNy, se that it fits
your Individual seeds.

S. STUDY TROROUGNIX 11/10
RUTZ au TICA al"

Armed with workable schedule, and
situated to a good study envirionteat, yea
are sow ready to attack your were% bum
by lassos. You will find your first 'WY
assigneneht sad your tint written assignolost
en page f of lemma I. Oa this pap yea will
also find the lesson objective. staterneat
se.what you should W able..to do after OOl-
plane( the assignments. -

DO NOT begin by reading the lessee
questions and flipping through the test for
easwers. V you do so. you will prepare
to fail. not pas.. the final exam. Instead.
proceed as follow,: ,

(D Read the study assignments care-
fully. Make noteson thk ideas you feel are
important and mark any portion you have
difficulty understanding.

CD Reread the portions you marked
is step . -Whets you have mastered
the study assignment. start to work on
he *lines assignmest.

al Read each qbeetieus to the *Afton
assignment carefully.

AisWer all questions that yea are
mire of and team the others blank.

Reread portions of the study
assignment that !spiels the items you leh
blask-

OlDltMCI`for grading. -
Complete the writhe i: assignment and

c 2- CO GO DO the neat lessen.,

ow as sums procedure for huh
of the,sourso. If yea have problems

with the test or lesson questions that yes
cannot solve en your own. -ask your settles
OW or IICOle_forholp. V he cannot ate
Iff" recaliiesistence from MCI ea the
MCI student Course Content Assistance.

'''llfeqesat UK:boded in this pamphlet.

WWes you 16.4- passed the final lesson.
the final *Kam will be mitt to your training
officer or NCO. . .

41. `PREPARE FOR THE FINAL EXAM

. Now do you prepare-for the final exam?
Follow these three steps:

a) Review each lesson objective as a
summary of what was taught in the course.

(a) Reread ail portiono of the text that
you found particularly difficult.

a) Review all die lesson questions.
paying special attention to them you missed
'the first time around.

. V you fellow thise simple steps, you
should do well ori the final. 0000 LUCK!
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UNITED STATEg MARINE CORPS
MAHN( CORPS INSTITUTCMARINIE BARRACKS

BOX 1776 .

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20013

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

/Course Introduction

13i 31h.

. a

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR is desigwad to teach LCpl 's and below the theory re-
quired for the effective operation, maintenance, and employment of selected items of engineer
construction eqtQpment. Although the actual operation of construction equipment is primarily
a physical skill Ihich'you must obtain through actual field experience, the course will teach you
the fundamentals that you must understand before you can acquire the necessary performance
skills.

ORDER OF STUDIES

LAsson
N4nber

Study
Hours

Reserve
Retirement
Credits Subject Matter

1 . 4 1 Introduction to MOS 1345
2 5 2 ,. Power Flow
3 4 1 Earthmoving Fundamentals
4 4 1 Tractors and Tractor -Drawn Equipment
5

4 ' 4 2 . Materials-Handling and Sectionalized
Equipment

6 4 ,--- 1 Miscellaneous Equipment
7 3 1 Associated Subjects

2 1 FINAL EXAMINATION
30 10

EXAMINATION: Supervised final 'examination without textbooks dr notes; time limit, 2 hours.

MATERIALS:

RETURN OF
MATERIALS:

MCI 13. ph. Engineer Equipment Operator.

Lessons sheets and answer sheets.

Students who successfully complete this course are permitted to keep the course
materials, r

Students disenrolled fdr inactivity or at the request of their commanding
'officer will retur\ all course rnatertls.

0 0 *

I.
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PREFACE

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR has been designed to provide engineer equipment
orte-ratbrs, MOS 1395, lance corporals and below, with a source of study material on the operation
of engineer construction equipment. The course will be beneficial to those Marines who are
desirous of becom-Th-g, or are being trained as engineer equipment operators. ENGINEER EQUIP-
MENT OPERATOR provides broad coverage of the operation, maintenance, and effective employ-
ment of a variety of engineer construction equipment normally operated by lance corporals and

_below, and certain related subjects. Throughout the text, selected items of equipment are dis-
cu' seed for illustration purposes. However, the principles are the same and the techniques, are
similar on all makes and types of equipment. *

MCO 4700. lE
MCQ 4710. 2D
MCO P4790. 2
MCC/ 5215. 14B
NavPers 10640 -F

NavPers 1 0644-F

FM 5-34
TM 3-220

TM 5-330

TM 5-331 vol A, B,
C, D, & E
TM 5-725
TM 5 -4310. -250-15

TM 9-8000

SOURCE MATERIALS
b)Unsatisfactory Equipment Report DD For 1686, 28 Dec 1970

Engineer Equipment Repair Criteria, 19 my 197 3
&

I

-MI1V1MS Field Procedures Manual, 4 Feb 1974
$itbj: Marine Corps-Technical Publications Systems, Nov 1,970,
Equipment Operator 3 & 2, Department of the Navy, Bureau of
Naval ,Personnel, 197 0 -. ,

Construction Mechanic 3 & 2, Department of the Navy, Bureau of
Naval Personnel, '1 9,1
Engineer Field Data, w/Ch 1, Dec 70, w/Ch 2 May'71
Chemical,. Biological, and Radiological (CBR) Decontamination,'

., w/Ch 1-2, Nov 1 967 r
Planning, Site Selection, and Design of Roads, Airfield and
Heliports, w/Ch 1, 6 Sep 68
Management: Utiliza,_tion of Engineer Construction qulpment Vol-A
Aug 67, Vol-B May 6s, Vol-C Nov 68, Vol-D April 69, Vql-E Feb 69
Rigging, w/Ch 1, Oct 68 t

Compressor, Rotary: Air; Diesel- Engine -Driven; 250-CFM 0-PSI;
Trailer-Mounted (Davy Model M25ORPV), NoV 1 965 I r.:

Principles of Automotive Vehicles, Jan 1956

Marine Corps technical manuals:

TM /ENG 1850

TM/ ENG-0 0 9 9 2 1 5

TM 01023C-1-5
TM 025508
TM 03197B-15
TM-04060B-15
TM 0078A-15
TM 06129A-15
TM-07075A- 15
TM-07542A
TM- 0780B- 15
TM-4700-15/1B
Marine Corps Stock Lists:

SL-2-2400
SL -3 -03197
SL-3-03417A

Operator's manual e
tr,

s

ered tnyre
Distributor, Bituminous Material', Tank Type, 1000- Truck-
AVIounted Forced -Feed; Gasoline-Engine-Pow
& Co. , Oregon, Ill, Apr 1 959
5-8 Ton Tandem Road Roller, Diesel-Engine-Driven, Model R6760M,
Mar 1967
,,Scraper, Earthmoving, Towed, Model H-82 (M-62) Apr 64
Truck, Lift, Fork, Rough Terrain; RKF -060, May 1962, Ch 001, Apr 63
Crane, Wheel-Mounted, Model M-60, Nov'66, Ch 001 Sep 69
Truck, Forklift, Case MC 4006, Feb 1975
Tractor, 151esel-Engine-Driven, Model 100, Dec 1964
Compressor, Trailer - Mounted, 250-CFM, 100-PSI, Sept 69
Supplement 1 Forklift, Oscillating for Tractor, 12-31MP
Loader, Scoop-Type, Full-Tracked, J. I. Case MC 1150, Oct 1972
Tractor, Wheeled, J. I. Case MC 580B, 1 Jul 1974
Tactical Equipment Record Procedures, Mar 1977

End Items List for Trqctors, M 1960
Components Lists for Crane; heel-Mounted: Model M-60, Aug 69
Components List fpr Skid As embly, Sectionalization, Jan-72(

BLH Austin- Western Portable Crushing and Screening Plant

ey
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Terex Maintenance Manual for Front End Loaders, The Service
Department, Terex. Division of General MOtors, Hudson, Ohio
March 1 967
Terex Maintenance Manual for 82-30M CravvIvr-Ttractor, The
Service Department, Terex, Division of Gebel" Motors, atisdn, Ohio
Ohio, Apr 1 966

rator' Mandb ok.for Ter Front End Loaders, The Service
Departnr Terex, Division General otors, Hudson, Ohio
June 1 967
Operator's' Handbook for -Terex Crawlerfractor Model 82-30Me
The Service Department, Terex, Division of General Motors, Hudson
Ohio, April 1 966 -

00perationand Maintenance Instruction Manual for MRS Model
1-100 M71, MRS Manufacturing, Company, lora, Miss.
Operaticiti,hnd MaintenanCe Manual for MR del 105 SM71
Seraper,'IMRS Manufacturing Company, ora Miss.

A CXNOWLEDGMENT
Grateful acknowledgment is made fo 3LH, Lima Plant, Lima, Ohio, for permission to use

illustrations and text material from their publication.' The material used froni the above is found
in paragivaph 6-6,
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTI ON TO MOS 1345

Section I, THE OPERATOR

1-1. HISTORY

Engineer units cf some form have always been attached to major land forces, .but it has
only been in recent years that engineer construction equipment, as we know it today, has been
used to any great extent. The development of the Fleet Marine Force during the mid-1930's
saw separate engineir companies attached to the landing force. These early experiments in am-
phibious landing techniques led-to the formation of a balanced landing forcp, with engineers be-
coming an integral. part of the newly formed Marine divisions. Duting World War II, Marine
divisions at one time had integral engirleer regiments. (Each regiment consisted of an engineer
battalion, a pioneer battalion (shore party), and a naval constrpction or Seabee;battalion. Sep-

.sirate engineer. and aviation engineer battalions were formed as needed and attached to division's
for a articular assault landing. Towarfl the end of the war, :the engineer rigiments were dis-
bande Seabee battalions once again were released to the Navy, and individnal divisions had/
their own integral engineer and pioneer battalions.

Engineer equipment operators 'played a considerable role in the successful assault across
the Pacific. Moving artillery through the jungles, constructing airfields and roads, and building
base camps are a few of the many Jobs performed by these engineers. These jobs were performed
with equipment which is considered primitive when compared to the power and versatility of the
equipment in use today. During the first Marine landings on Guadalcanal, only one crawler
tractor was. brought ashore before the ships of the amphibious force were forced to withdraw.
btCol Henry W. Crockett expressed his throughts about this tractor and its operator in a letter
to Jhe Commandant. "One R-4 bulldozer--actually an angledozeras landed by the 1st Pioneer
Battalion, and the yeoman service pec.formed by this lone piece of power equipment in the hands
of'one Corporal Cates, its skilled prOpriet%--no one'else was allowed to operate it--seems
worthy of a place in the record ates'drove that dozer from morning till night. He automatically
ceased whatever task he was pe rming when ondition REED sounded and headed for the airfield
ready-to fill bomb craters on th trip. He b fed dead Japs; worked the roads and prepared
bridge bank seats, cleared the Kukum beach or unloading operptions, pulled, tugged, and towed
all manner of things. That lovely R-4 fina fell apart like the -one hoss shay, never to run again,
some time late in October." i

Even though they landed without their heavy equipment, this ,did not prevent the Marines of
the 1st Engineers from completing the construction of Henderson Field With captured Japanese
equipment. This "can do" spitij,t was much in evidence during the Irprilainder of the war in the
Pacific. -N\

ck
,

This tradition was carried on by another generation of Marines in the same 1st Engineer
Battalion a few years later in he rugged mountains of North Korea (Fig 171). The Chosin Res-
ervoir Campaign has its 'own history of allf-,sacrificing equipment oprators. In early November,
1950 as the Marines of the 7th Regiment were advancing toward the Reservoir through a narrow
valley, they came under the surprise .tire of a Communist Chinese divipion. Casualties were
heavy, and the aid station was exposed to enemy fire. An equipment Operator from "D" lat

.Engineer Battalion saved the day by pushing a parapet of earth around the wounded. His actiull in
helping to 'save the lives of his fellow Marines, while operating frittn the exposed beat Of the dozer
under enemy fire called for courage of the highest order. For his actions, this equipment operator
was awarded the Bronze Star Medal, with combat "V." 'f
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This can-do i.ittitude was further enhanced a few weeks laterlgen the engineers were ablepto con stripa temporary strip at Hagaru while working in subzero weather on frozen ground.
After working man- and f fain ment-,killing hours raid assisting ils perimeter defense at night,.
they could feel a great measure of personal pride in the fact that over'5,000 wounded conrades
were flown out from this crude airstrip. Thatioo many Marines lived to tell the tale and fight $

again another day, is a tribute to their efforts.

As the division fought its Way out of the trap, toward the sea, their path was ibloeked by a
blown-out bridge on a narrow mountain road, thousands of feet above the valley. A bridge was '

air- dropped and Marine engineers at the head a the long column of vehicles successfully bridged
the gap in the road. At one point the advance was halted and tlxg fate of a large portion of the con-
voy was in doubt when a dozer. almost destroyed the bridge. Hanging by a hairbreadth, thousaniL
of feet Sbove`a sheer'drop, the cool courage and skill of one equipment operator was demonstrateli
as he cautiously maneuvered the tractor back onto the bridge. OAR Cifistake on his park would have
dOsomed him and destroyed the bridge, stranding the remaining vehicles on the narrow mountain0--road. . He succeeded in saving the bridge and the advance toward the sea continued with the bulk
of the division's equipment. There was no turning back for the Marines of the "Fighting First"
as they drove through'six enemy divisions and subzero cold, a complete combat unit, battered
but Victorians.

grin

't !

:+k
V.IfiViu4* ;
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Fig 1-1. A Marine bulldozer of "D" Company, lst Engineer Battalion, makes a road
out of a former mountain trail near Chunchon, Korea.-a,

Marine en$ineer units in Korea and through the mid 50's continued to use the same basic
organization which had been developed during World War'II. This changed in the latter 1950's
with the adirent of the reorganized "M" series Marine divisions. Division engineer battalions
were redesignated "pioneer battalions. " They were reduced in Manpower and equipment to make
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them more compatible with helicopterborne operations. Force engineer battalions remained
basically the an during this reorganization. The pioneer battalions were tried and tested in,
training exereisde and Marine landings in Lebanon, Cuba, and Thailand during the late 50's
and early do's,

After this period of evaluation, it was decided to beef 'up these pioneer battalions and re-
turn to them the organization title of Engineers, " This redestgnation was accomplished during
1984 and once again Marine engineers and their heavy equipment were landing in support of the
assault elements of each Marine division.

1 -2. MOS 1345, ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

a. MOS description. The Marine who operates Fleet Marine Force engineer construction
equipment is known as 8th engineer equipment operator and has military occupatfonal specialty
number 1345. Ile ie commonly referred to as a heavy equirepent operator or as an operator of
a particular type of equipment, such as.crane or dozer operator. His responsibilities include
the inspection of equipment before operation, operation of all types of equipment, performing pre-
ventive maintenance and lubrication services, and making all authorized first echelon repairs.
The equipment in his care may be gasoline- or, diesel-engine-powered, Self-propelled, skid-
mounted, ol twitted. Generally, this equipment runs the full range of normal civilian construction
work including: earthmoving, grading, excavating, drilling, paving, producing aggregate, log-
ging, clearing, operating sawmills, and operating cableways and tramways, In addition to the
normal construction operations, he must be familiar with the military aspects of operittions con-
ducted by FMF units.

'b. Qualification requirements (see appendix 0. The description of an engineer equipment
operator's responsibilities is quite general. These general riponsibilitiee are divided into quali-
fication requirements which vary according to rank and experience. Naturally, how well an op-
erator meets some of these requirements will depend on what type of equipment his unit has
Generally, a man who ae&ea in an engineer organization will come in contact 'with the full range
of construction equipment. He is more apt to be able to operate a greater variety of equipment
than the operatpr in an artillery unit which has only one specialized type of equipment. The gen-
eral knowledge portioes of the qualification requirements, and effective employment of selected
items of equipment win be covered in this course.

c: Promotion (fig 1-2).

(1) Related MOS:s. The engineer equipment operator is Just one of the three MOS's in the
Construction, Equipment, and Shore Party field which deal with engineer construction
equipment. The other two MOS's are the engineer equipment mechanic (1341) and the en-
gineer equipment chief '1349). Mechanies take care of repairs while the equipment chief,
GySgt and above is primarily a supervieoi, platoon sergeant, or section chief.

(2) Operator assignments . Once you are assigned to a unit you may become an assistant
operator, or the organization may conduct or send you to an operator's training course in
order to qualify yd s for an MOS. Normally, you will be assigned a particular MOS within
6 months. After plasingilits on particular items of equipment, you will be issued a
Government operator's license for this equipment. You will retain the same MOS, 1345,
as you advance in rank, from PFC through SSgt. Your responsibilities will gradually
increase as you acquire more experience and rank,

.2
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(3) Affects of T /0.and T/E on assignments. As a private or Pic, you will robably be as-

signed as de assistant operator of a specific item of equipment such a crawler-tractor.
It is your responsibility to learn how to operate and maintain that item. It is also your.
responsibility to learn about the operation-and maintenance of other items, but never
neglect the item to 'which you were assigned; Promotions through the rank of Cpl are de-
pendant upon the table of organization (TO) and your individual initiative and ability.
After you have gained experience or have been promoted, you may be assigned as the
senior operator for a specific item of equipment or to one of the other jobs related to
engineer equipment operation. For example, a Cpl is expqcted to be able to operate crane-
shovel equipment and Sgt's and above operate graders and other more complicated equip-
ment. After becoming an NCO,.you may be assigned as the senior equipment operator
or section chief. You may also)be assigned as company or battalion dispatcher. The dis-
patcher maintains equipment rebords, arid: schedules the operational commitments of all
equipment. As a staff sergeant equipment operator, you will usually fill the billet of
equipment foreman at.a job site, section chief, or platoon sergeant of a heavy equipment
platoon or section. Staff sergeant is the highest rank in the 1 345 MOS.

(4) Obtaining a new MOS, After completing recruit training, you will be assigned to a unit
and given a basic MOS or to a school that will train you for a epecific MOSS The basic
MOS for the engineers is 1 30 O. After successful completion of certain schools, certai
correspondence'courses; or a period of on-the-job training (usually 90 days), privates
and above are assigned one of the primary MOS-'s in the 1 300 occupational field (OF),
For the purposep of this course, would be MOSS1 345. Once the primary MOS has been
assigned, it is retained until th individual 7ualifies for a higher MOS, is promoted to a '

rank eligible f 'successfully completes a formal school that qualifies him
for ahigher MOS, or a board of investigation finds him incompetent. After promotion
to gunnery sergeant, you change MOS and become an Engineer EquipmeneChief, 1'349. A
chief is capable of filling either an equipment inaintenancO or operation billet. He is generally
the inpintenance chief, or plat6on sergeant, of a large equipment organization.

SSOT

SOT

CPL

L/CPL

PVT- PFC

113491

1341

113411

113411

1341

1300
1341

,1345
134 9

113451

11345)

113451

1345

1

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
ENGINEER EQUIPWNT CHIEF

Fig 1-2. Engineer eqUipment MOS's.
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d. Possible duty assignments , There are warty units of the Marine Corps that require en-
gineer equipment operators. There are ten typical TR) billet titles to which you may be assigned.
Most of these billets for Operators are located in the FMF units such as division and force en-
gineer battalions. There are also equipment operator billets in the Marine.corps base units such
as base maintenance .and Marine Corps Engineer School.

(1) Division, Each Marine rivision- has an organic enginee'r battalion to piovide direct en-
gineer support of a temporary nature. You could be assigned to the division to fill any
one of the ten typical T/O billets.

.(2) Force troops. There are--several units within force troops that require engineer equip-
ment operators. You may be assigned to any of the billets in any of the force units. A
force engineer battalion has the largest requirementfor engineer equipment operators.

,. This battalion provides general engineer support of.r deliberate nature. It usually per-
forms the freavier, more permanent type construction in the rear areas. Force troops
usually expand the division engineer jobs and also assist the division engineers when and
where needed. Althotigh you will not be assigned to the Navy construction battalions (Sea-
bee's), may be working with them, They also provide engineer support.

(3) Marine OA-pa base. Most of the Marine Corps posts, station's, camps, *and bases have
personrAl to perform the housekeeping duties (maintain them). Some of these have re-
quirements for engineer equipment operators. Some base units also provide-training for
other, equipment operators and require operators for instructors. Some develop and test
equipment and require operators to perform the operatipnal tests. You may also meet'''
the requirements needed to perfoirm othertyi6e duties at some of the posts and stations.

(4) Miscellaneous assignments. There,are certain duties within an organization for which
no specific personnel are assigned. These dales include mess duty, guard duty, and
area police. You should perform all duties assigned with enthusiasm, remembering that
you are .a Marine first and an engineer equipment operator second.

SectiOn II. ENGINEER EQUIPMENT

-t1-3. INTRODUCTION

Marine Corps engineer construction equipment has kept pace with the. constant improve-
ment of similar civilian equipment used in large-scale egrthmoving, projects. The equipment
that you operate may be the same as civilian equipment'or it may be further developed, modified.
and improved, to meet the requirements of the Marine Corps. Although the equipment and opera-
ting principles are the same, you will findthat a Marine division generally is assigned lighter
equipment than the force troop units. A Marine 'division moves rapidly and the division engineers
will perform only limited construction of a pioneer nature consistent with the mission of the divi-
sibn. The supporting force troop units use heavier engineer equipment and perform more permanent
type construction.

a. Developing engineer equipment. xeadquarte arine Corps is respctnsible for the develop-
ment of engineer items of equipment for.$the Marine orps. The Marine Corps Landing Force
Development Center, Quantico, Virginia, under the direction of Headquarterp Marine Corps, is
respOnsible for testing the capabilities and developing the techniques for employment of equip-
ment. Data is gathered during the develOpment phase to help determine what equipment will be the
most efficient in combat.
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b. Modifications and improvements of equipment. Many aegis of equipment require further
changes after delivery to the field to improve their safety, maintenance, or combat performance.
A change that will improve a maching is recommended to the Commandant of the Marine Corps
(CMC) through the chain of:comman& A quality deficiency report (QDR) is submitted by
the individual that discovre a deficiency, be he Marine or civilaiit, operator or commanding of-7'
ficer. All pqrsonnel are responsible for reporting deficiencies and making recommendations.
No modifications will be made until the reports have been analyzed and the Modifications author-
ized by CMC. Such authorization is generally in the form of a modification instruction (MI): An
individual who has the ability and initiative to recommend worthwhile equipment improvedkents re-
flects credit on himself and the Marine Corps. QDR's and letters recommending improvements
are received, analyzed, and Considered, but the effect they will have throughout the Marine Corps
determines the action CMC takes. Improvement recommendations are desired, but they must be
authorized before they are applied to the equipment.

c. TAM and TIE.- The table of authorized materiel (TAM) lists all items of equipment and
the table of equipment (T/E) lists those items of equipment authorized to a unit to perform its
mission. A higher authority may authorize other items, if necessary.' There are many items of
equipment that you are expected to be able to operate.. You cannot comprehend the degree of
,knqwledge and skills that an engiqe:t equipment operator must possess until you have studied thee
TAM, T/E, and the engineer equil)ment operator's MOS in detail. For example, the MOS
requires that,you be able to opertife all tractors. There afe two basic tractors, Jthe crawler
type and the wheeled type. You ate also required to operate air compressors, distributors,
rollers, and other items of equipmen't. 4 Plus, for each item thatyou are required to operate,
there may be several makes and models.

d. Type's nperated_by LCpI's and below. Certain items of equipMent such as graders, cranes,
and sawmills require Cpl's and above for operators. However, the commanding officer may have
you assigned to one of these items and trained until,you become a qualified operator if a(shortage
of personnel- dictates this. In this coursewe will discuss only those items required by the MOS
and the general information, rather than specific information, pertainitig to a specific item of
equipment.

1-4. TRACTORS

a. Crawler-tractors. Crawler-tractors are probably the most widely used item of construction.
eqfiipment. They are rugged, powerful machines which are used in a wide,variety of operations,
particularly during the early Stages of construction. Crawler-tractors in,the Marine Corps are
divided into two categories, medium and small. The CaseMC 1150 ecooploader and the Terex
82-30M are classified as Mediums and theCase MC 450 is Classified as the small tractor. ,

(1) Case MC 1150 Scooploader (fig 1-4). This is the latest_madel of the medium crawler-
tractors being Used by the Marine Corps. The Case Model MC 1150 full-tracked
scooploader is powered by a 2-stroke, 4-cylinder diesel engine manufactured by Detroit
Diesel. A single-stage) hydrokinetic-type torque converter is coupled directly to the
engine and attached to the transmission by a universal joint;drive shaft. All gears are
in constant-Mesh and shifting between gears is accomplished by selective engagement

multiplie-diak clutches. A hydraulically controlled 1 3/4-cu yd multipurpose bucket.
performs excavating and materials-handling jobs. Theliu-eket may also be used as a
dozer or scraper in addition to loading operationst The loader is equipped with hydraulic
controls and connections for 'operating a towed scraper. The loader has a 60-in.
fording capability.
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Fig 1-3. Case MC 1150 scooploider.
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(2) Terex 82-30M (fig 1-4). The Terex 82-3* is powered by a. 2-stroke-cycle, '.6-cylinder,,, e.
series 71, Detroit diesel engine. The powe is,delivered to tAe power train by an' 1Allison Torqmatic transmission which iFeontrolled by mechanical linkage pnd hydraulics:
This tractor uses multiple-disk, oil-cooled, hydraulically controlled steering clutches
and brakes; the brakes also have kiechanical linkage fdr engaging. The operating
weight of the bare tractor is approximately 43, ))0 lb. The tractor can be equippedi

twith either of two rear attachments: a hydraul ripper or a single drum winch W).
4
.i 'It is equipped wi/h a bulldozer blade that can be tilted or removed. )

?.
- ,

Terex model 82-30M crawler - tractor with bulldozer and rippe

(3).1Case MC 450 tractor (fig 1.-5). The Case, MC 450 t actor is a full-tracked tkpeequipped with a hydraulically operated angle and til blade. It is powered by a
4-cylinder, 4-stroke-cycle diesel engine. The trac may be used as a doger,
power angling dozer, or power tilt.dozer. The tract r has a ford_ ing capabilityof 36". Four lifting eyes and ten tiedown loop are welded to the track frame.
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b. Wheeled tractors. Follipwing the lead of the civilkan construction industry, military
copstruction equipment is showing an increase in the number of rubber-tired tractors. These
high-speed tractors can be used for bulldoZing, but their primary function is to act as prime ,t
movers for towed scrapers. These rigs are employed when it is necessary to move. large
quantities of earth for relatively long distances.

(1) MRS-100 (fig 1-6). The MRS-100 is designed specifically for Marine Corps use. It is
a 4- wheel- rive, 4--wheel-steer vehicle with a weight transfer. It is designed fpr
genetal pt&pose use as a pritite mover in combination with a .4-wheel hydraulically
overated scraper, and for light dozing, winching, and towing.' The vehicle is equipped
with an automatic transmission ttnd a "werfes 71, 4914 diesel engine. It has a hydraul.-

e ically powered, single -drum winch. It has a limited deep-water fording capability, and
can be sectionalized in five units for air transports by helicopter. The tractor is used
mostly by division and force engineer battalions.. It provides them with a high-speed
earthnioving capdbility when it is teamed with an 8-cu yd scraper.
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1-6. MVS-100 tractor and towed scraper.

(2) M*-1-100 tractor (fig 1-7). The 1'IRSI-100 is the latest whetled tractor in t
Marine Corps; This tractor is a four-wheel-drive, four-wheel,-steer, 8-cyli er "-diesel engine, pneumatic-tired tractor designed primarily as a nrime mover f r
towing and in combination with the MRS-105 SM71 scraper. The tractor is capable of

'being used in fording.;operatiOns up to a depth of 60 inches. It fig equipped with a
reinforced pusher block and p1litle hook, The tractor may be used as a push
tractor for loading operations oNas a tow tractor for other towed equipment.
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Fig 1A-7. MRS-I-100 M71 tractor w/MRS-105 SM71 scraper.

r-

(3) Case MC 580B tract4 (fig 1-8). This rubber-tired tract is equipped with a
hydraulically operated loader and a backhoe. A hydraulically operated earth
drill (fig 1-8a) is art attachment, that can be used when,the baCkhoe is removed.
The tractor can ford 36" of water. This tractor is powered by the same en-
gine, as the Case MC 450.
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1-5. TOWED EQUIPMENT

a. Scrapers. i
(1) Introduction. Scrapers are large earthm. o.ving machines which are capable of loading.

hauling, and spreading large quantities of earth. The scrapers in use in the Marrne

Corps are the towed type which must be drawn and operated by either a.crawker or rubber-

tired tractor. Scrapers and tractors are teamed in various combinations depending

On tkie hauling capacity of the scraper and the pulling power of the tractor. -Sera Ts

are often referred to by their struck carrying capacity, such as 8-yd, 10-yd, an 16-yd

(fig 1-.6), "Struck" means level with the sides; "heaped" means that the earth i iled

higher than the skies on a 1 to 1 slope.

HEAPED III SLOPE

Fig 1-9. Scraper capacities,

(2) Types.

(a) Model II-82, hItlraulfeally operatOtoived scraper4fig 1-10). The if -82 has a

oapacity of A-ctc1;y1:1 struck or 10 yd heaped and Is found primarily in
division enginee4attalions and force engineer battalions. It may be teamed

with either the Case MC 1150 scooploader or the MRS-100 rubber-tired tractor.
The scraper is equipped' for weight transfer operations and has airbrakes. An
additional feature of the scraper is that it has been designed for sectionalization

into helicopter-transportable units,-

(b) MRS model 105 SM71 scraper (fig 1-7). This scraper is designed to operate only

with the MRS-I-100 M.71 tractor, and is hydraulically operated. It is capable

of loading; hauling, dumping, and spreading 15 cubic yards struck, and 20

cubic yards heaped. It consists of three main functioning components; bowl,

apron, and ejector. It is also equipped with air - over -hydraulic braItes.
#
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Fig 1-10. Model 1-1-82 scraper.
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b.
i. Rollers. Rollers are used for compaction of different types of materials. Each roller

compacts different soils at different depths, speeds, and bearhigrpressures. The types of tiwed
rollers that you will come in contact -with are the tamping (sheepsfoot) roller,' the 13-wheel
rubber-tired (wobble-wheel) roller, and the grid roller. .

. ._.4 1 Ar
(1) SheePlif99t roller (fig 1-11), This roller conalata of a drawbar and a box frame within

which two hollow drums with protruding feet are mounted. The drums may be filled
wt water, fuel oil,. used oil, or IsanA for additional weight.

S

Fig 1-11. Sheepsfoot roller..

(2) Pneumatic-tired roller (fig 1-12). The 13 -wheel rubber-tired roller consists of a steel
box mount&I on ubber-tired wheels. 'There are seven wheels at the rear and six ip the
front, so arranged that the rear-wheels do not track the front wheels. It is also called
'!wobble-wheel" roller because the wheels do not run true but wobble frdm side to
side. The tires do not have any tread; even new tires al-t smooth. The open top steel
box may be filled with ballast material for additional weight.
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Fig 1-12. Pneumatic -tired roller.
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(3) Grid roller. %The grid roller consists of a drawbar and box frame within which two
open-face-mesh drums are mounted, Ballast is contained in two containers mounted
fore and aft of the rollers.

,
1 -6. TANDEM ROLLER

In addition to the three towed rollers just discussed, the Marine Corps also has a self-
propetled, 2-axle, 5- to a-ton, tandem roller (fig 1-13). It has a single large-diameter drive roll
at the front and a single smaller - diameter guide roll at the rear. A 2-cylinder, Detroit diesel
engine, located between the'itflls, provides the power for roller operation. Dual operating
clutch controls are located oh,leach side of the seat to control the direction of travel. It is
steered by hydraulics controlljtd by a lever,in the operator's compartment. It also has a 2-spe
transmission and dual foot ptdal clutch..controls, The item weighs approximately 5 tons, but-
water or other ballasting matirial can be added to the rolls to.increaae the weight to 8 tons.

^

Fig 1-13, Huber-Warco model R6760M 5- to 8 -'ton tandem roller.

-1-7, MATERIALS-HANDLING EQUIPMENT

. Materials-handling equipment is used to move bulk or packaged materials. Equipment
such as the scoopldfiders and forklifts-are included in this category:

a, Forklifts. There are several types of forklifts used by the Marine Corps and all are designed
to handle and warehouse materials. Some are designed to be used over rough terrain and others
are designed for use In relatively close areas over smooth, level terrain. .Some. such as the
Case MC 4000, the RICF-060, and the OS -3354 were designed especially for military use over 4it
rough terrain. The other forklifts aree,s'ommercial types used mostly by supply units.

Forklift, Case MC 4000 (fig 1-14). This forklift is a ruliber -tired forklift designed.,
for handling, transporting, and stacking gear on various types of terrain. It is powered by a
3-cylinder, 2-stroke.cycle diesel engine. It has a lifting capa'city of 4000 pounds and can

lift up to a height of 68".
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(2) Forklift, 6,000-lb (fig 1-1t). The RKF 060 and the OS-3354 are 6,000-lb forklifts
for use in landing operations, helicopter operations, and general materials handling
under field conditions. They are relatively easy to operate and are extremely help-
ful in combat situations where large volumes of palletized supplies,are being handled.They are not multi-purpose machines; they were designed to be 'used as forklifts only.
They have 3914 series 71 Detroit diesel engines, torqmatic transmissions, and powersteering. They are designed toaoperate in water up to 5 ft deep. Roth the RKF -0R0
and the OS-3354 have a lift-height capability of 144 inches. While they are similar
to the new family of rubber-tired sectionalized construction equipment, they cannot.
be sectionalized and must land over the beach or by large transport type aircraft.

F g 1-15, Rough-terrain forklift.

1 -15
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(3) Forklift, commercial, The commercial forklifts are supplied by many manufkcturers
in many different sites and capacities. An operation and maintenance publication /
printed by the manufacturer is available for each make and model forklift; be sure to
read and understand these publications before attetnpting to operate or service the

-commercial type forklifts.

b. Scoop loader--Terex 72-31MP tractor w/bucket load r (fig 1-113).
+

This is a 4-wheel drive,
hydraulically operated front-end loader powered y a 4-c34 act. series 71, Detroit diesel engine.
The 72-31MP acooploader is 4quipped with agtio ated steeri g. Power is transmitted from the
engine to the power train through an Allison Tors atic tran lesion. It is equipped with the
Drbtt 4-in-1 bucket and can al") be pqqpped wittl'the for t attachment ;capable of lifting
10,090 lb. Thus this tractor can hindle..either b palletized material.

4,

-v

s

Fig 1-18. Terex 721:3'1MP tractor w /bucket loader.

1-8. AIR COMPRESSOR

An air compressor is an efficient and versatile tool which can be used,during almost all
stages of military construction. Compressed a1/41:11tay be used for such-jobs as sawing, drilling,
spraying, and inflating. It is probably one of the first items of construction equipment that you
will come in contact with.

a. Davey rotary 250-cfm air compressor (fig 1-17). This tompressof is basically skid-
mounted, but it can be, and is, mounted on trailers and trucks. It is powered by a series
53, Detroit diesel engine: It wil rovide 250 cfm at a discharge pressure of 100 psi. It

is an oil-cooled, single-stage, ng-vanet, rotary-type compressor which has fewer
moving parts than the rector° g compressor. This compressor is equipped with a
thermoswitch aseembly which ocate.d on the discharge side of the Compressor. This thermo-
switch-is connected to an autontege-shutdown control which will stop the engine if the discharge
air exceeds 230°F.

Ty. ,

.41
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Fig 1-17. Skid-mounted Davey 250-cfm rotary air compressor.

b, Worthington 40-cfm rotary air compressor (fig 1 -18). ThiS is one of the latest models.
of air compressor* used by the Marine Corps, It Is wheel-mounted, and powered by a Dertroita
Diesel series 71 engine. It is capable of providing 600 cfm at a discharge pressure of 100 psi for
continuous service, or zi maximum discharge pressufce of 125 psi for intermittent service, The
compressor is a single cylinder, sliding-vane, oil - cooled, positive-displacement rotary com-
pressor and is connected to the engine through a friction-disk clutch. An ele'ctrically operated
shut-down system Fill stoPhe,engine in case. of malfunctions of the engine or compres'sor. It
is equipped with a minimum pressure device to prevent the discharge pressure from dropping
below 70 psi. A thermostatic bypass valve assures rapid warmup and optimii.rn performance
over a wide range of ambient temperatures.

41111p0i7

4

Fig 1-18. 1, ortHington 600-cfm rotary air compressor.
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1-9. MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

There are many more items of equipment that you will come in contact with while serving

as an engineer equipment operator in the Marine Corps. Items such as graders and cranes are

operated by Cp1'0 Old Sgt's, but you may be assigned to assist thorn, especially in a combal

area where an item is seldom sent out on a job without two men.

Section III. MAINTENANCE

1-10. MAINTENANCE qYSTEM

a. Introduction. The successful accomplishment of engineer missions in garrision, in the

field, and in combat depends to a_ great extent on the proper maintenance of assigned equipment

Maintenance can be described as the action takento keep material in, or restore material to, a

serviceable condition. .It incit:Os inspection, testing, servicing, serviceability classification,

replacement, repair, rebuilding, and reclamation of equipment..

Ever Marine and every unit has certain responsibilities for the maintenance of individual

and organizational equipment. The Marine Corps maintenance system establishes a maintenance

structure w ich is designed to assist both the individual Marine and the various units in the Marine

Corps in accomplishing their responsibilities in a timely and effective manner. You, as an

engineer equipment operator, are a member of the maintenance team, consequently, you should

know your responsibilities and their relation to the overall system.

b. Categories and echelons of maintenance. The Marine Corps maintenance system (fig 1-19)

is organized into three categories of maintenance: organizational, intermediate, and depot, which are

further broken down into five echelons. .
.-

(1) Organizational maintenance is the responsibility of, and is performed by, the using

unit. Its responsibilities include correct operating, inspecting, servicing, lubricating

adjusting, and replacing of parts,' minor assemblies, and subassemblies. Organizational

maintenance is the foundation. upon which the remainder of the system rests. If using

unit maintenance is effective, equipment availability will be good. If organizational

maintenance is neglected, equipment availability,Olbe low and it will place a heavy

demand on the maintenance capability of higher e041ons. Organizational maintenance

is broken down into two echelons: 1st, perfcrmed by the operator and 2d, performed

by the unit mechanics.

(a) First echelon is performed by the user, wearer, or Operator. It consists primarily

of correct operation, servicing, inspecting, ,,lubricating, and performipg minor

adjustments. Just as organizational maintenance is the foundation of the whole main-

tenance system, so 1st echelon or 'operator services are the foundation of good or-

ganizational maintenance. The .equipment operator and the services he performs are

two'of the most important ftletors in the success of the Maintenance system.

(b) Second.echelon is performed by specially trained personnel in the using organization,

the unit mechanicl, it consists primarilyse inspecting, performing major scheduled

lubrication services, making major adjustments, and replacing parts and minor
assemblies. Depending on the organization, 2d echelon maintenance services May be

performed either at company level or in ccsavralized battalion maintenance shops.

While the mechanic is responsible for parts replacements, both the operator and

mechanic will generally corOine their efforts in performing scheduled preventive
maintenanc% services and Making adjustments. /-

t2) Intermediate maintenance is authorizell and performed by'a desikated maintenance

activity in direct support of the using organizationi, or by higher echelon maintenance .-

units supporting the direct-support maintenance activity, It is normally limited to

the replacement and repair of parts, subassemblies, and major assemblies. When

necessary, intermediate maintenance units, support, tower echelpns by providing tech-

nical assistance, mobile repair crews, and repair harts. Intermediate maintenance

consists of 3d and 4th echelons CI. maintenance. A 11,

4
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Third and fourth echelon is performed by the Force Service Support Group in direct
' support of the Division, \king, and Force Engineer Battalion. Third echelon mainte-

nance shops have the neceskoiary special tools, machine shops, mechanics, and repair
parts to perform mate ;Vecitilized nieintenance than tile using' units. Fourth echelon
maintenance is the highest level of intermediate maintenance, and any equipment
eqpiring more specialized repair 9r complete rebuild is forwarded to the last category

of maintenance, depot.

(3) Depot maintenance consists of a, singr6 echelon of maintenance, 5th. It normally supports
the supply fkinctiOn by rebuilding and returning to stock, parts, subassemblies,
assemblies, or the whole item of equipment on.a scheduled basis. Pifth 'echelon main-
tenance is generally performed nt the two Marine Corps Logistic Support Bases located
at Albany, Georgia and Barstow, California or by civilian contractors: Specific authori-
zation may be granted for deployed organizations to perform limited 5th echelon repairs.

CATEGORY ECHELON UNIT
...

PERSONNEL
,

RESPONSIBILITIES

ORGANIZATIONAL OH COMPANY OPERATOR INSPECTION,LUBRICATION,ADJUSTMENT
(USING UNIT).,

CO. OR ON.

..,

MECHANIC

OPERATION

REPAIR OR REPLACE PARTS,MIKIR ASSEMBLIES;
INSPECTION,SCHEDULED PIAMAJOR ADJUSTMENTt' _ _ ._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _

5.t

.

INTERMEDIATE VI. FORCE SERVICE MECHANIC REPAIR OR REPLACE PARTS,SUBASSEMBLIES OR
SUPPORT GROUP MAJOR ASSEMBLIES - .. -

4th MECHAM. REPAIR OR REPLACE PARTS,SUSASSEMSLIES OR

,-.

DEPOT
r!,

5ir

t. i

LOGISTIC
SUPPORT BASES MECHANIC

'MAJOR ASSEMBLIES

.4

OVERHAUL AND REBUILD, RETURN TO STOCK

..

Fig 1-19. Mainterfike System,

c. Factors affecting maintenance echelons.' The echelon of maintenance at which a particular'
repair or replacement is going to be perfofmed depends on a number of factors. These include
the combat situation, the Attire of the repair, the time available, the number and skills of the
available mechanics, and the availability of tools, test equibment, and repair parts. Repair is
performed by the lowest echelon of maintenance which is capable of performincit. Higher, ech-
pions of maintenance perform the category of maintenance which is assigned to their' units.
They also perform, within their capabilities, the overflow .maintenance of the supported using
unite'. The lower echelons of maintenance should riot attempt to perfOrm, repairs which are
assigned to a higher echelon. tThis generally leads to cannibalization of equipment and usually

,1,19
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causes the lower echelon to neglect the w,_1,t-k that is thew primary responsibility. The effective-
ness of the, maintenance system depends -)n how well the men at the various echelons know and
perform their own responsibilities: The breakdown of individual responsibilities withjn the

r. system provides for a balanced woVitload, and there is generally more than enough work at all
levels to keep everyone busy

d. Exameleof t.pal.,,tenance spi/tem operation (fig 1-20. An equipment Operator from
engineer t.,upport company ,div,isibn engineer battalion, noticed that when he inspected his
Terex 133-30M eral,v1e1--tractor for the past few mornings that there fats been a puddle of
heavy dark oil beneath his tractor. lie records the information about the leak on his
operational record, and also verbally informs his section chief and the dispatcher. The
dispatcher notifies the maintenance chief and the unit mechanics inspect the tractor, 'confirm
a leaking teal, and write up a work order. The, tractor is serviced, all organizatiotfal main-
tenance performed, and then is forwarded to 9d echelon maintenance, the division service

`battalion. Knowing that the work is beyond,their capability, they in turn forward the tractor'
and work order to the FSR, which performs the work and returns the tractor and completed
work order back through the various echelons of the maintenance.system to the using unit.

3d
INTERMEDIATE

MAINT

a

4th
NTERIDIAT1

MA T

Fig 1-20. "'Equipment repair flow.
rt

1 -11. OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE

a. Importance. The operator of engineer equipment is the most important person in the
accomplishment of proper'preventive maintenance. The maintenance system will be effective
only when it rests upon a firm foundation, and it is the operator through his 1st echelon maintenance
who provides this foundation. Operators must take the same care of their engineer
equipment as they do their individual equipment. The successful accom'plishment of engineer
missions in support of combat units depends on the availability of engineer equipment. If the
equipment ijir deadlined because of a lack of operator preventive maintenance, engineer support
capability will be correspondingly reduced. The supply routes and airstrips which are not
completed when needed may cause the loss of the battle,

b. Operators assignment and knowledge of equipment. If at all possible, a regular operator
is assigned to each piece of equipment. Generally, hew or inexperienced operatlrs will be
assigned as an assistant to qualified eperatoro and.after they have Mastered the operation and
preventive maintenance procedures fora particular type of equipment they will be assigned their
own piece of equipment. An operator must become as familiar with the nomenclature, functioning,

41, .
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operation, lubrication, and adjustment of his equipment as he is with his rifle. .,Operator training
will generally proceed from the equipment which is easily mastered (tractors and stationary
equipMent) to the equipment which requires a greater degree of skill and experience (crane

1shovels and motor grade's). If it is not possible to lissignone operator to each piece of
equipment, one operator may be responsible for the preventive maintenance of several items
of equipment. Each item of equipment must have.one person who is respoxislible for its mainte-
nance.

c. Operator's responsibilities. It is the opwa tor's responsibility to perform specific
daily and scheduled preventive maintenance services on his assigned Equipment and to
instirb that it is in proper operating condition. Proper operation takot in not only the
actual,working of equipment, but also the observance of safety mica and traffic regulations.
Imp. per operation and disregald of these regulations are abuses of equipnient. Excessive
spee\tc14.(eowboy-ing") is an examprt of this. Bouncing and bumping over rough Terrain causes undue
strain on the equipment and endangers.. the operator anti other men working in the same area.
If the operator noticeqpsomething throng with his equipment, he is responsible for stopping
operation and bringing the defect to the attention of his immediate superior. Operator's
preventive maintenanceprocedures include daily services.' scheduled lubrication services, and
assisting the unit mechiinics in performing quarterly services. To insure that these services
are performed at the prqper time; system& records and forms is used by the operator to
record his services to his equiprn4t. .The completion of these forms is one of the operator's
primary duties.

1 -12. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

0

a. Lubriciltion and maintenance intervals. Each item of engineei- eqiiipment will have reclm-
mended normEiTintervals for servicing, inspecting, lubricating, adjusting, and cleaning of specific
.points. Always remember that the recommended intervals designate oily the normal intervals
at which particular Maintenance or lubrication procedures are to be performed. Under abnormal
conditions, storage, or continuous heavy service, the using organizations are responsible for
adjusting these intervals as experience indicates. Although the recommended intervals'May.vary
between different models and types of equipment, they will usually consist of two categories:
calendar and operatinrtime.

(1) Calendar intervals. Calendar intervals
may be designated by various symbols
but basically they all indicate the min-
imum frequency of performance of par-
ticular services at specified calender
intervals. These usually consist of dal -
l', weekly, monthly, quarterly, semi-
annual, and annual intervals. One method
of indication is by the letter symbols shown
at the right.

(2) Operating time intervals. Operating
time intervals are designated by the
hourmeter or actual operating time.
The numberi indicate the minimum
frequency for performing particular
services. One method of indicating
operating time intervals is shown at
the right.

1-21

Calendar Intervals'

D Daily
W Weekly
M Monthly°
Q Quarterly (every 3 mo)
S Semiannually (every 6 mo)
A Annually

Operating Time ervals

8
25
50
100
125
150
173s.
200
300
500

8 hr
25 hr
50 hr
100 hr
125 hr
150 hr
175 hr
200 hr .

300 hr
500 hr

- ::2;' . "77
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(3) Combination calendar and operating time intervals. You will usually find that many a

individual services or lubrication points will be assigned both a calendar and an oper-
ating time interval. When two symbols are assigned to a service, it will be accom-
plished promptly upon the expiration of whichever interval elapftes first.' For example,
if the engine crankcase oil 'change was assigned a calendar interval of .quarterly and an
operating time interval of 100 hours, and the piece of equipment is operated 100 hours in 2
months, the crankcase oil would'be changed at the 100-hour interval, If the piece of.
equipment operates.only 50 hours during the 3-month calendar Interval, the crankcase
oil would be changed upon the expiration of the calendar period.

b. Types of service. )

(1) Daily "A" service. Daily pre entive maintenance services are the respo.nsibili,ty of the
individual equipment operator he user). They are .performed tq accoNiance.with the
checklist-on the back. of the Enginder Equipment Operational Record, NAVMC 10523
and the information,contained,in the equipment technical manual (TM).. Specified services
are performed before, during, and after each operating period. Services are scheduled and
performed on standby dr stored equipment at periodic intervals (weekly) to make sure
it will be ready when needed.

(a) Before-operation servick.These services are performed on equipment before it is
started. The purpose of this check is to dete,rmine,whether-or not the condition othe
equipment has changed since the equipment was 'last operate. -Many things can happen
between service checks. Tires may be deflated; freezing may haveloc,eurred: or engine
oil, water, or Net may- have leaked out.: This service should never be omitted
no matter what piece of equipment you are assigned to. It only takes a few minutes to
insure that the equipment is ready to go. The man who runs out Of fuel while out on a
job has no one to blame but 'himself. if you find that your eqUipment is defective or
damaged, you should report it to the dispatcher immediately.

(b) During-operation services. During the time the equipment is being operated you should ,

be alert to detect any unusual or unsatisfactory perforrnance. Unusual noises or odors,
abnormal gage readings, and steering irregularities are examples of things which should
be reported on the Operational Record. If there is an indication that your equipment is not

-functioning properly, you should stop operation immediately. Check out the malfunction
and either correct it or report it to the equipment foreman or dispatcher. Reporting

1"-), malfunctions promptly will enable the equipment to be repaired before, more extensive
damage occurs, 'thus saying both man-hours and money.

(c) After-operation services. These services are performed in order to make sure
thpt the equipment is ready to go at a moment's notice, The operator refills the
fuel tank,s and then inspects the equipment-to determine if any damage occurred
during operation. Any assembliss that require inspection or service while still at
operating temperature are takerrcare of as soon as possible after parking the equip-
ment. All defects and irregularities that developed during operation are noted on the
Operational Record, It is good practice to inform the dispatcher of these troubles
when you turn in the Operational Record at the end Qf the day. This wililiksist the
mechanics in correcting small troubles before they'become big probleqs, An
,perator should become so used to performing these daily "A" services, that they
become second nature to him.

(2) Lubrication "1." service, Construction equipment, military and civilian, requires .

extensive lubrication at prescribed intervals. These services are performed by,the
equipment operatdr with the assistance of the unit mechanics, if necessary (such as
when the operator does not have the necessary tools). The lubrication services are
performed in accordance with lubrication instructions contained in the individual .

equipment TM. Because these lubrication services are so extensive and time intervals
for lubrication of specific points vary, it is good operator. practice to have a TM on
hand wheneveryou lubricate your equipment. After operating one type oif equipmekt
for a long time, you will becomt thoroughly familiar with these lubrication points ,Ad time
intervals... Remember, however, that e4ery time you are assigned to a different type of
equipment that the TM shoulct become your lubrication guide.
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(a) Scheduling of "L" services. Lithrication intervals vary between differe t models and
types of equipment. Because of this, the services are scheduled on the Consolidated
Engineer Equipment Operational Log and Service Accord (NAVMC 10524), which is
maintained for each piece offiquipment. Space is provided on the form for recording
and scheduling oil changes-17nd lubrication services which are due weekly, %Tit lity, or
atter specific periods of operating time.

(b) Procedure. Before dispatching any equipment, the dispatcher checks the Operational
Log and Sery e Record to see if a lubrication service is due. If so, he enters the-
necessary Info ation on the Operational Record (Trip Ticket). Then, you, as the
Operator are res. nsible for performing the scheduled service on the equipment
.before leavin the sill ment ool. Aftet performing the reqnired services, make

,sure you, record the ct on the trip ticket. This will enable the dispatcher to main-
tain accurate lubrica ion schedules, preventing either over - or under-lubrication.
Effective lubrication rvice scheduling depends on accurate records.

(c) Lubrication information,

:1. Technical manuals. The equipment ')'M contains lubrication instructions and charts,
anti a detailed explanation of the services. to be performed on a particular item. In-
_formation Includes the point of lubrication, hour or time interval, and the type and
quantity of lubricant to be used at different temperatures. You should always use
the TM as a guide when lubricating your equipment,

2. Lubrication instructions (fig 1-21). The upper portion of the lubrication instructions,
sometimes called the lube order (L0), is. devoted to lubricating oils. it provides you
with information concerning the uses of various military specification oils, their
application, filling and changing intervals, capacity,' and the grade or weight.of oil
to be used during different tqmperature ranges. The lower portion covers the
various types of greases, the points at which they are used, theinterval at whid
they are applied and, in some cases, the number of grease fittings (2). information
concerning filter element changing is provided at the lower left of the instruction,
On the LI are two charts (see fig 1-22) showing the location of the service points,
hourly service schedule, and the type of lubricant. it is worth noting at this point
that the engine oil filter elements are changed at the same hoilrly intervals that the
engine oil is changed. This will be true for most of the equipment you willfbe
operating.
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KEY

SYMBOL LUBRICANT AND
APPLICATIONS

EXPECTED TEMPERATURES INTERVALS iilli
NOTES .ABOVE r32°F +40°F TO 0°F +10°F TO -25°F SYMBOL INTERVAL

OE r

"---

OIL, Engine
Main engine crank.
case

- SAE30 .

MIL-L-2t048
NS 9110

D Daily
25 25 hours
50 50 hours

100 100 hours
200 200 hours
600 600 hours

1500 1500 hours

.

...

.

.

,

.

,.. ..

. si
Ti tieiThessum

.
t iii qua

cbliver tut, hydraulic
system

.
. .

SAE 10 MII
NS'9110

OES
.011., Lubrication,
angina, Sub ;tom
MIL- L- 10295A

Winch gear
box and
adapter

SA E50
MIL-L-21048

NS 9110

' . SAE10
M1L-L-21046

NS 9110

.

GAA

GREASE, Automotive
and Artillery

Drain plugs, wire
ropes, controls,
bricks, pivoraxie

MIL -G-10924B
.. ., .

GO
LUBRICATION OIL,
Gear

Final drive gear boxes
SAE 90

M1L-1,-2105B

HB
BRAKE FLUID,
Automotive

Brake cylinders

.
.

FED-VV-14!91(

NOTES
1

1 CRANKCASE.11)1am only when oil is hot. Refill to
"FULL"' mark on oil fowl gauge. Hun engine a few niintites
and recheck level, Add OE it necessary. Check level daily and
HI as necessary, Moline oil filter element each Blue oil is
changed.

2. TRANSMISSION. Check oil level daily. Add OE as
necessary. Drain only when oil is hot. Clean suction wean and
breather filter and 'opiate pressure filter cartridge at 600-hour
inteivels and at each oil change. Remove oil level gauge to
promote faster drainage.

3. UNIVERSAL JOINTS Open floor plate and rotate drive
shaft for access. Lto not use high pressure gun on these fittings.
Seals will rupture under pressure. .p-

4.- HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR: Check level daily and add OE
as necessary.. Clean ured., around filler cog thoroughly before
iembving. Drain only when oil is hot. Clean filter screen and
replace' return filter cartridge at 600.hour intervals and with
each oil change. IV

5. WINCH BRAKE SHAFT BEARINGS: Three tube points,
two external and one internal. Rotate brake shaft so plug li
each blaring guard are accessible from below winch thin
Remove plugs, instill fittings end pump in grease Until clean
grease shOws around bearing guard. To grease Air' shaft
bearing, release winch brake,.remove'cover and gasket' in left
side of winch and remove brake drum. Grease_beatInt 'n same
manner as external bearings. Wipe nevay all excess grease and
replace plugs.

Pig 1-21. Lubrication instructions for the'Case MC1150 ScoopIoader.
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LUBRICANT INTERVAL

(11.4110 Oil Filter
Replce (dense",
w,iI each Oil
chan9t,

INTERVAL LUBRICANT

Tachometer Drive GAA 100

Brake Master
Cylinders
Check level and
add as necessary

Driveshalt Spline GAA 600
Remove plug

Transmission Suction
Screen
Re/MVP and
clean in solvent

Transmission
Case Dram
See Note 2

Transmission Filter
Replace element

Engine Crankcase
Diem
See Note 1

Engine Crankcase
Oil Level Gage
Check level

100 OE Engine Crankcase
Fill
Capacity 19 Quints
See Note 1

100 GAA Brake Pivot
Shafts
2 Fittings

100 GAA Universal JonCts
2 Fittings
See Note 3

Transmission
011 Level Gage
Check level

1500 OE Hydraulic
Reservoir Fill
Capacity 132 Quails
See Note 4

Teanortwevon Fait OE 1500
CaPecitY 52 Quarts
See Note 2

ranch Brake
Shaft Bearings
Sae Note 5

- Hydraulic Oil
Filter
See Note 4

Hydraulic Oil
Filter Screen
Serf! Note'4

1500 HB Hydraulic
Reservoir Dram
See Note 4

3 a ,

KEY

Hydraulic
Reesrvoir
Level Gage
Check level

LUBRICANT INTERVAL

Winch Gear Case
Level Plug
See Note 1

Adapter Level
Plug
See Note 1

, 4

INTERVAL LUBRICANT

Adapt., Drain 600
See Note 1

Final Dn..
Fill and Level Plug
Fill to plug
opening
See Note 2

Final Drive
Drain Plug
See Note 2

Pivot Aisle

Lilt Cylinder
Rod Eye
1 Fitting
each side

Lift Cylinder
Trunn.on Pin
2 Fittings
each side

Bucket Linkage
3 Fittings
each side

GO 100

GO 1500

..4r44".

GAA

GAA

GAA

GAA

-.Cit****

10-'-
010

400
Cle..444

1. WINCH GEAR CASE AND ADAPTER: After initial 40
hotirt of operation, drain oil from both locations 'and refill
with new oil (16 (its. in gear case and 3 pints in adapter).
Thereafter/change oil in both locations every SittOhouts.
Check level daily by removing level jalugs. Add or refill through
plugs at top of housings, while levell$Iugs are removed,

Fig 1-22. Lubrica en Chart.

25

a

SIDE VIEW

'NOTES

600 OE Winch Gaol Case
Filler Plug
Capacity 16 quarts
See Note 1

Winch Gear Casa
Level Plug
See Note

600 OE Adapter Filler
Plug
Capacity 3 pints
Sec Note 1

100 GAA Winch Brake
and Shill
Control Cables
Each end

0 GAA Leveling Arm
Pivot Pin
I Vining
each side

es." D

GAA Lilt Arm
Pivot Pin
1 fitting

each side

GAA Leveling Linkage
2 Fittings
each side

D GAA Clam Cylinders
1 Fitting
barb side

D GAA Clam Pivots
1 Fitting
each side

2. FINAL DRIVES: Check level every 100 operating hours
and add GO as necessary to level of filler opening. Drain only
when oil is hot.

40



(3) Quarterly "Q" Beryl-cc.

(a) .15hip-oss: This ierirTee proviks for d-dethiled-1r4keetien and the cleaning, tightening,
adjusting, ,and lubrication of each pied of eqUipment to, insure trouble-free operation
until the next,qudisteriy check. The service is quite exteneive-and will geatrall be
performed in the area of the maintenance shop. The equipment operator asele s t
mechanics. in making the check because he is the one who is most familiar with the
tibulat-Itern;dregttipmeht."--Many of the.Bervices which are performed during the check
tome .prtinailly under the operator's responsibi%ity. Also, during the cheek, the oper-
ator yilr become faluiliar,,withperforming those Adjustments and repairs which are nor-

.,
mally handled by the unit mechanics. This 9perience will be extremely valuable when
Jr is operating his equipment alone or when lift IS attached to a deployed unit. An expe-

41eneed equipment operator should be capableof installing hi4"mount out" spare
parts when attached to a deployed unit,'

(b) Desert firm and recordin of uar erl service. Quarterly setyices are scheduled pre=
ven lye maintenance services which are pe ormed by 2d echeloti Maintenance personnel,
the unit mechanics, assisted by fte operator. This service is performed in accordance.,,.
with the checklist on the'Work Sheet for Preventive Maintenance, and Technical Inspection'
of Engineer Equipment (NAVMC-10562) and the data provided by the equipment TM.
As the maintenance is performed it is checked and/or noted on the form. The form is
filed in the record folder and maintained as a record until the n'ekt quarterly service is
perforMed and recorded. The preventive maintenance roster (NAVMC 10561) is alsO.
updated as the maintenance is performed,

1-13, RECORDS AND FORMS

a. Introduction. In the preceding paragraph we discussed the various classifications of prewen-.
tive maintenance services and mentioned how important it is that these services be accurately
scheduled and recorded. This paragraph will briefly cover those records and forms which you wilt
be dealing with as an engine-er equipment operator. More information can be obtained by taking'
MCI oodrse Engineer Forks and Records.

b. Operator's license (hg 1-23). The operator's license, Standard Form 46, states the type
of equipment you are (manned to operate. No engiheer equipment mai be operated by any person
who does not have a valid operator's license for thatkparticular item of equipment. Student opera-
tol-s should be issued a learner's permit consisting of an SF 46 with "LEARNER" indelibly stamped
a fross the face, and the spec ed equipment placed on the reverse side. After -passing the required
o anization test, written and r oral and practical, the operator will belssued a regular SF 46
hit ting what . quipment he is now qualified to operate. Milttary licenses are valid toy, 3 years and
must be rene*ed at the end of that time. The front portion of the license must be si,gned by both
the licensing officer and the (*terror, The rear portion of the license hilist be signed in the ap-
propriate space by the qualifying Oficial, generally the equipment foreman or chief. You must
have yOur operator's license in your possession wheneirer you are operating or perfornping'pre-
ventive maintenance on your assigned equipment. The licenseemay be.reioked at the discretion
of the commanding officer.

U.S. GOVIERNMIENT MOTOR V[UCLIC
OPIERATOR'S IDIENTWICATIFON CARD r,
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Fig 1-23. Standard Form 46.
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c.- Engineer X.cluipment_pperstional .Recol, _NA.YM.C.J9 Weir 10-69) (fig 1-24).

A
.

(1) Purpose. The operational record or trip ticket, as it is often called, is the operator's

41
authorization for the use of a particular piece of equipment, on a specific date, at a specific
tinie, lend at a definite location for a particular task orrlob. The rear portion of the form'
is used tecreeord the performance of daily "A" operator preventive maintenance services.
Lubrication "L" services are recorded on the front,

. ie.
(2) Dispatcher's responsibility, The unit dispatcher prepares the operational record and logs

the equipirient out, He will fill in the columns pertaining to the 'date, equipment, USMC

No., and organizatiott. Ise `will also fill in the operator's name, time out, and the location
to which the operator reports, After, completing the upper front of the record, the dis-
patcher will check the Equipment Operation Log and Service Record to see if any lu rica-
Hon services are due, If so, tie.will enter the required information on the form arid hen
sign in the appropriate blank.

* .
$

..
t

. ..

(3) Operator's ,..esponsibility. The Rperator to s the trip tickee, and after checking the equ4i4 R-
ment hotn-meter, 'places this figure in the irs start" column, Any lubrication serviceN
which are due Must be performed before th quipment leaves the equipment pgol and the
appropriate information recorded on the form. The operator RerforMa his daily "4" ser-
vices in accordance -with the rear portion of operation rec,6d and the information1"n the

___N ./
TM, using the marking legend at the top of the form. / ...- ,

.1.,
, . .

WbiletoArating the equipment, the operator performs his during-operation services and

recoltds the information. While on the job, he als enters the type of worked performed
(elearing, road maintenance, loading trucks with clamshell, etc.)

Upon completion ofpthe job, the operator bbtaind a "released by" signature and the time
of refease tAom the job supervisor.

3

(4) Cornpletiont nd film. When he returns to.the e ent pool, the operator perfoAns his
afte-operation services, signs the form on the ottom rear, and lower right froq and
fills in the "in" time and "hours,. " He then subtracts the tiut"from the "in" ai'$ enters
the\allfference in thet"total" column.

e When the form has been completed, he obtains his equipmeOt foreman's or section- chief's
signature on the front and turns the completed operational record over to the dispatc12er.
the dispatcher. This procedure assists the equipment foreman In keepiing abreast orthe
operational
. fo.commitments and the performance of preventive maintenance on the equipment
in his charge. . .

. t % ; "1
During many construction Operations, the equitiwit' t will remain, on the job site. In tifla
case, the equipment wil e serviced in the field and only th spatching and turning in
of the completed operational receild will take place in the eqUip t pool. WhateVer tike:,

k case, the records must be maintained in a uniform and accurate m nner in or-derto ef-
TiTaively hedule both commitments and lubrication servicek 'Remember, if your equip-s not

.
ment is ot .operating properly, you should make it a matter Of polity not to record it
on the operational record, but atsc; to call it to-the attention of the equipMent forsealan and
dispatcher,. vekbally. The dispatcher completes his records and files the form in the ve-
hicle record folder.

a

A

C-
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t3EST COPY AVAILABLE

d. Consolidated Engineer Equipment Okeration Log and,Service Record, NAVM(.7.105241
(rev 4 -70 (fig

,
(1) Purpose. duplicate of this form serves as the operational authority and maintenance firg

foi- stationary eqUipment (water pumps, well righ, rock crushers) that remains at a job sit,4
for long periods of time. In other words, no operational report or trip ticket is r'equired
,for operation of thts equiptnent; the form serves a twofold purpose. The form will also
serve as a maintenance log to record and schedule preventive maintenance on all other items
of engineer equipment. It is from this farm that the dispatcher obtains the information
concerning lubrication "L" services which may be due on equipment. Pertinent operational,
service, and repair information will be.taken from the completed operational record?nd
transferred to the appropriate spaces.

(2) Completion and filing. 'the recommended PM schedule may be obtained either from the
TM or the manufacturer's manual, Oil change and lubrication informatiob is carried over
from previous forms and kept up to date with information extracted frdm operational records.
Operation and servieeinformation is recorded on a daily basis, Retia,ir information can
be obtained from the unit maintenance shop. After the form has been filled, appropriate
information is 'placed on a new form. The old form should be disposed of in accordanc'e
with local regulations,

When an item of stationary equipment is to remain at a project site for a long time, the
diepateher makes up a duplioate form with all required information recorded on it. The
duplicate form is issued to the.operator and will serve as his operational authority for the
duration of the job, The,. form remains with the equipment and .the operator is responsible
for making the necessary entries and perforniing the required services as they become '
clue. The date of issue, the hours or mileage on the equipment, and the name of the Operator
are entered in the "Remarks" column of the original log which is keptby the dispatcher.
When the job is completed and the equipment is returned, the duplicate log is turned in to
the dispatcher, He treeefere the appropriate entries to the original log and destroys the..
duplicates.

The above,procedures regarding the duplicate'copy of the log are often used when equip-,
ment is attached to small units, such as engineer platoons, which make up one of the rein- .

forcing elements of a battalion landing team. This provides the operator with operational
authority, eliminates paper work, and permits the operator to effectively schedule the pre-
ventive maintenance and lubrication of his equipment during the time he is deployed.

As you can see, depending on the circumstances, the responsibility for keeping this form
up to date will rest either with the operator or the dispatcher. In either case,' accuracy
and completeness are a must if equipment is to be maintained properly.
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e. Operator's Reportlf Motor - Vehicle Accident, Standard Form 91 (fig 1 -213).

(1) Introduction. This fq a Onwaniee each Item of equipment when it is being operated,
and is used by the opa4'atorJto provide a detpiled report of any ve cle acciknt in which he
is involved. The repo i to be completed,- regardless of the e ent of delft:lige caused by
an accident, and is tol,e filled out by the operator at the time o the accident. If the oper-
ator is injured and unalple to complete.tlie form, it will'be completed at the next earliest date
Possible. The report ill be completed%nd submitted to the equipment officer for review
and forwarding. It will be used by the investigators of the accident.

(2) Completion ins ructions. be need for accuracy and attention to details when completing a
standarel (i;i-.t--0.91 cannot be overemphasized. The operator should attempt to obtain as much
information about the accident as possible and enter it on the report. The report should tell
WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHO, and WHY.. Particular attention is paid to information concerning
the other vehicle, its driver or owner,- and t e riamesluid addresses of any witnesses. In
case G. operator cannot complete the report cause of injury or death, the next senior
military parson will complete the initial repor

(3) Miscellaneous instructions. Anpperator involoved in an accident will render assistance
to the injured and attempt to notify the proper military authorities as soon as possible.
He will comply with State and local laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to the reporting

.eof vehicle accidegts. He will NOT express opinions regarding the accident nor complete
any civilian inaufance company accident forms. The motor vehicle accident report is for-

,

warded for action, but a copy of the report and th gineer Equipment Operational Record
are maintained in the organizational files.

' ')"11

(\i

e
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f. Quality Deficiency Report (QOR) SF368 (Formerly Referred To As I1 ER) Fig 1-27
. .

(1) Purpose and responsibilities. The SF348 is an administrative form used to report
equipment and material failures and equipment design deficiencies. It is the responsibility
of all individuals who come in contact with defective equipment to submit a SF368
through their unit.

(2) Categories of reports. To insure that serious defects are quickly acted upon, the
forwarding procedures for the SF368 have been broken down into two different categories.
When a discrepancy is discovered, a decision must be made as to which category it
fits into using the guidelines described below.

(a) Category, I:report. If a deficiency is discovered _that could cause an injury to someone
or could -hurt the combat capability of a unit, a Category I Quality Deficiency Report
should be sent in standard message format directly` to CMC (Code LMO-2). This
report must be sent within 24 hours after the discrepancy is discovered. If the
discrepancy is very serious, it may first be reported by phone or even in person and
then later confirmed by message.

. .. .

(b) Category II report. All deficiencies that do not need to l immediately reported are
sent in a Category II Quality Deficiency Report.. Category II QDR's must be submitted
within 5 calendar days after the discrepancy is discovered.

I

. ... . . ..

It should be the responsibility of the equipment officer to determine whether the
I deficiency is of such a nature as to require a Category I or Category II report. In

i
either case, an SF368 should be completed and submitted `tai the equipment officer for
this decision. If, in his opinion, the discrepancy requires immediate action, the
information on the SF368 can readily be used in submitting the meisage because the

p.

mOssage format is keyed to the entries off the SF368. ,

(3) Filing and disposition. When reporting Category II deficiencies, three copie's"\hiutit
be sent to the screening point (CMC code LMO-2). One copy will be maintaitiet on file
by the unit maintenance management officer.
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1-14. PUBLICATIONS
4

a. Introduction. It is the responsibility of all personnel concerned with operation, maintenance,
and supply to secure and use all available and current publications which apply to engineer equip-
ment. The Marine" COrps technical publications system will provide you w h the detailed information
necessary for effective operation and maintenance of your equipment. Th nden. of AuthoriZed ,

Supply and Maintenance Publicetibris (Stocklist 1-2) will provide xou with t "information regarding
the Marine Corps or civilian marnifacturer's publications on the operation and maintenance of a
particular piece of equipment. The Marine Corps publications will be explained below. ,

b. Types of technical publications.

(1) Technical manual (TM). A TM contains a.description of equipment and instructions for
effective use which may include the following: instructions covering initial preparation

,for use; operating, maintenance, and overhaul instructions; related technical information
and procedures.

(2) Technical instruction(Tl). A TI adcls,tichni-cal information not included in a TM, such as:

(a) Apeciat professional techniques and maintenance rocedures for simply.personnel.

(b) Supplenientary TM information 'hitch will. be inc rporated into the next TM change or
revision.

(c) Administratiye technical deta is primarily for equipment maintenance which can be
more suitably dibtri i ed b an instruction. (Examples are forme to use, special
safety measures d s eability standards. ) ..

N) Urgent instructions to distribute critical information to assure proper use, operation,
and maintenance of equipment and materiel.

(e) Nonurgellt instructions for changing or altering equipment. These-instructions may
affect physical, technical, operational, or military characteristics; however, this
kind of TI will:

,."

1. Not include a kit. -k-1.

(3)

1

-

t`,

(4) Lubrication instruction (II). An LI prescrilieslubrication instructions foi equipment,-
c, including the lubricants Mr proper servicing. It sets up required intervals and explains

-methods and procedures for lubrication and maintenance.

(5Y-Sticklisf; type 3 (SL-3) - (Components List). The SL-3 consists of information on col-
lection-tbe items (tools, accerrsories).

(8) Stocking, tygei 4 ($L -4L- (Repair Part List). ,The -SL -4 furnishes information for repair,
pert@ requireti-for: mai tenance and support of equipment.

(

2. Not be reported.

3 Ordinarily useproduction material or common hardware if material is deeded.

Modification instructiou441) An MI it ifies equipment to.add certain tactical and
:t.

technical advantages. It is ally the type instruction and authorization received after
submitting a Quality Den ency Report. It sets forth authentic and uniform instructions
to correct the Weakness in an equipment design. Its importance reqUires a strict reports
c9ntripl by equipment serial number. The MI will include instructions which meet any of
the following conditions:

(a) Urgency.
ot

(b) Indispensability to an ite m's or a systbm's aeration or effectiveness.
,,

i to.
., o ,I

A))pclusion oik-kits or costly parts which the Marine Corps closely manages.

17, .
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(7) Marine Corps orders (MCO's). These directives are printed in manual- or letter-type
form. They are of n continuing nature and contain the specific intorrnation needed to carry
out somd particular instructions. They are reviewed periodically to reduce the possibility
of conflicting instructions and to insure that they are applicable and appropriate. A listing
of effective Marine Corps orders js distributed quarterly so that using units can inventory
their directives. They are usually filed in the company office under the numerical sub-
ject classification systetp.

(8) Miscellaneous publications.

(a) Marine Corps Supply_Manual (MCO P4400.19). This is a 5-volume publication that
outlines the responsibilites of supply and maintenance personnel. It contains general
instructions of a permanent nature whiCh may be supplemented by other directives.
It contains the regulations that Item the allocation of funds for procuring new equip-
ment and supplies and is one so ce of information that will assist your seniors in
keeping records, turning in ex spares or equipment, and turning in recoverable
items. The complete set (all mes) is usually maintained by the battalion supply
office.

(b) Marine Corps bulletins (MCB's). These directives are printed in letter-.type form and
have the same force as a Marine Corps order, but they are either pri arily informative
or temporary in authority. Bulletins will include a self-cancellatio date. Instructions
contained in a bulletin should be followed carefully because they may be canceled before
they have been completely carried out. For example, if you receive a bulletin that in-
structs you to turn in all excess tools during the month of June, do so at that time or
yoU will not have a reference for your action and supply can refuse to accept the excess
tools. Bulletins are usually filed in the same location and under the same system
as Marine Corps orders.

c. Numbering.system (fig 1-28). The number of any technical publication is its identification.
These numbers may consist of four elements: type lei:.ers, basic number, maintenance echelon'
number, and sequence number.

(1) Type letters. The first element of any number will tell you v. hat type of technical pub-
lication you are dealing with. It will consist of two letters, such us TM, SL, TI, or MI.
Stock lists will havetwo letters and a number, SL-4.

,(2) Basic number. The basic number identifies the partiCular piece of equipment or subject
with which this publication is concerned. 'One of three different kinds of basic numbers
will be assigned.

(a) Item designatrrOr ID number. This is a 5-digit number followed by a letter (excluding
0 and I) asst ed to a system, major item, or multiple-use major component. The
5-digit identi ying number is taken from the Table of Attheilfn tized Materiel, a supply docu-
ment, which dentifies all organizational equipment in the Marine Corps. The letter Which
follows the number wi 1 e used to indicate different makes Wild models of one piece of
equipment. For examp , TM 00872A covers the earlier Bay'ay City, model M97. cranes,
While the latest models (M63) are covered 'by TM 00872B. If the publication covers
more than one model of the same equipment, the suffix letter(i) will be dropped ,and
reference made on the cover sheet concerning the specific models covered. A TI
covering both models of the M37 would be numbered TI(J0872.

(b) Federal supply classification number. This is a 4-digit number based on the group and
cla'ss of material rather than the ID'numberi For example, the first four numbers of
any crane National stock number are 3810 and the TI pertaining to general crane safety
would be numbered TI 3810.

(c) Standard subject identification code (SSIC). This number, used for a variety of sub-
jects, applies when general information covering a wide range of; equipment, such
as electronic, motor transport, and engineer, is discussed (example: MCP 4700):

tA3) Maintenance echelon number. The third element of a plablication is the echelon of main-
tenance indicAor. This consists of a 2-digit number and tells to what echelons of main-
tenance the publication pertains. Sp far we have a technical publication which might have
a number4iie this: TM 00872B-1`K Technical Manua or the Crane-Shovel, Crawler-
Mounted, molt M37 (M6 ), 1st through 5th echelon mrtenance. Possible echelon of
maintenance in cators are:

1-95
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(n) -10 1st echelon onlyi Operator or crew instructions.

20 2d echelon only. Organizational maintenance instructions.

(c) -30 3d echelon only. Direct support of field maintenance instructions.

(d) -40 4th echelon only. Field maintenance instructions.

(e) -50 5th echelon only. Depot maintenance instructions.

(f) Any combination of these echelons to which a publication would apply:

-12 1st and 2d. -24 2d through 4th.

-13 1st through 3d. -25 2d through 5th.

-14 let through 4th. -34 3d and 4th.

-15 1st through 5th. -35 3d through 5th.

-23 2d and 3d, -45 4th and 5th.

Note: When two consecutive numbers are used, such as 12, they apply only to the echelons
which are specified. When two nonconsecutive numbers are used, such as 15, they include the
echelons which come between them. In the case of the numerical de gnator 15, the publication
would apply to 1st through 5th echelon maintenance.

(4) Sequenc e number. If more ..than one publication is issued pertaining to a particular piece
of equipment, a sequence number is added. This fourth elethijit" a publication number
is separated from the Maintenance echelon indicator by a slash

fit'
(/). The sequence

number will generally be used on those publications,- such as MI's and TI's where more
than one is usually published.

F- ELEMENTS
tot 241

TYPE

TM

TI

MI

LI

SI

SC

SL-3

SL -4

BASIC NUMBER ECHELON OF
MAINTENANCE

(I 6 OR CLASS)

04078A 15

Fig 1-20 Nitrilltring system.
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d. Single -and publication system. The Marine Corps system relates publi-
cations to specific equipment and to major compon'ents which are used on more than one piece
of equipment.

(1) Single -unit satatem, Most of the Marine Corps technical publications will come under
the single-unit system. Th10 system incorporates all the echelons of maintenance into
a single TM. Generally, they will include information concerning operation, organiza-
tional, field and depot maintenance of the complete end item of equipment. The main-
tenance support of components and parts of the end itern will be covered in the end item
publications. All MI, s SI's, SL's, etc. have the same basic number (5 -digit ID number)
as the end item.

(2) Maltiple-usitlystern, The multiple:-unit system is used for complex equipment and
weapons systems such as vehicles, self-propelled weapons, and radar. This system
is used for equipment which has several major components or auxiliary equipment
which is used on two or more end items. EScamples of this are the GMC series 71
engines and Allison 3391-1 Torqmatic transmissions which are used in a variety-of
enginapr equipment. Instead of duplicating the information in each individual equip-
ment:TM, separate TM's were made-for the engines and transmissions, and the end
item TM simply refers to these manual's for overhaul and repair information of thdse
components.

e. Multiple -unit system technical manuals. Technical 'manuals are arranged as follows:

(1) Organizational maintenance manual. This manual will provide the completaiorganiza-
tional maintenance support of the major end item or weapons system. This includes
the'organizational maintenance of all components or auxiliary equipment even when
these are covered in separate TM's.'

(2) Field and depot intenance mammal. A separate TM will be pre ared, when necessary,
covering the field and spot Maintenance for components or huxil equi ent of end
items or weapo systems. This separate manual can be used for all items ip-

d
ihent having li coniponents, thus reducing the number of publications required on a
Marine Corps wide basis.

1-15. FUELS AND IX RICANTS

a. Introduction.. ,orage, handling, and use of le proper fuels and lubricants can affect the ..

maintenance protram as much as untrained operators and mechanics.' Fuels and lubricants (POL
supplies) are requisitioned,through the supply system ational Stock number (NSN), Like other
supplies, fuels and lubricants witl a specific NSN muss' military tipecificsations. Since supply
personnel prcriici POL supplies by NSN, operators and mechanics are concerned only with their
proper storage, handling, and usg. Containers for the fuels and lilbricants will affect thl NSN.
For example, the NSN for an 19 -gage 55-gal container of 30 weight oil is not the same as that of a'
16-gage 55-gal container of 30 weight oil. Therefore, operators and mechanics must rely on
symbols, appearance,, feel, and Smell to identify fuels and lubricants.

During landings, most supplies are moved across the beach and stored in supply dumps by
sh&re party and bulk fuel persofinel. POL supplies are normally stored near the flank that is
opposite to the ammunition atoiage area. The POL suppi dump is usually marked by a large yeller/
square panel with a black funnel shape in the center. (Note: No smoking is allowed near the POL
supplies at any location even if the NO SMOKING signs are not in place.) At the equipment park
and in maintenance areas, the POL supplies are normally stored in some convenient place away
from the parked equipment and maintenance shop. In all stodge areas, precautions are taken to
prevent contamination by water, dust, and other debris and also to prevent fire hazards. The
supplies are stored in shaded areas or covered where possible, and those supplies small contain-
ers are stored upright and tilted to prevent water seeping by the caps. Bulk storage tanks have
drains to remove water caused by condensation or seepage.

*la
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POI., 'supplies come in sealed containers and it is the respoilsibility of erAors and mainte-
nance men to keep them clean and use.them properly. Most fuels and lubrica is become contam-
inated because they are transferred in dirty containers or the cont er is lef open. Keep the
service equipment such as fuel pumps, measuring cans, and lubri rs clea Clean the handling
and service equipment before using it and store it in a clean place, lose all ontainers when they
are not being used. Remove water and dirt from the top of containers before. pening. Use pumps
which will not draw the container contents from the bottom; water usually sett les to the bottom.
When a faucet is used, tilt the container so that any water will be elow the drain. Shute containers
are reusable; store and protect theni to prevent contamination and-damage. ;Fuels and lubricants
should not be transferred from one container to another any more than is neicess.ary Thus don't-
draw a five gallon container of fuel, use two gallons, and return the rest tofthe original container;
instead measure out the two gallons you nled and use it before it becomes contaminated. Each time a
a fuel or lubricant is handled or transferred it accumulates foreign matter.

The hardest job for the user of fuels and lubricants is to determine what,is in a container
which has many numbers and letters, some a which do not correspond with the numbers shown
on the lubrication instructions (LI) or in the technical manual (TM). Shipments marked by cony
tractors will show the following information: NATO symbol (if applicable); product symbol;
nomenclature; product specification; grade, type, or clash; National stock number; MAN date;
and other information.; Containers *larked within a theater of operation are marked as illustrated
in fig 1-29. if the container is used for anything other than its original contents it should be
cleaned and remarked.

"R.

We MI 110,1 VW

StiAliCil CAM

NONBOATUPI

Wa.1171.0iCIASS

11WM:DAII

2073
URRICAI1NG Oil.

GENERAL
PURPOSE

3A1 10

0150- 1435 -5573
Mani

1p111010111:1111014

5560110N MN

Fig 1 -29. Can and drum markings within a theater of operations.

kFuels a lubricants are issued In bulk quantities or in one of the standard size containers.
The standard size containers for oils are: 5 cc, 2 oz, 4 oz, 1 pt, 1 qt, 1-gal, and 55 gal. The
standard size containers for greases are: plastic tube that will.fit in a rifle butt, 8 oz, 1 lb, 5
lb, 25 lb, 100 lb, and 400 lb. Figure 1-30 is a partial listing of the fuels and grease used for
equipment maintenance showing the military speCifications, grade or type, and the military
symbol.

Description Specification Grade, Military
symbol

Gasoline, Unleaded Fed VV-G-109 62ASTM 82 ,
.---, 0

Turbine Fuel, Aviation MIL-J-5624 JP-5
.
JP-5

)
DF-1 DF-1
DF-2 DF-2

I

Fuel Oil, Diesel. . .. ., Fed VV-F-800

Grease, Aircraft (`

High Temperature MIL- G -3545A GH
Grease, Autoiattive.and

..

Artillery IV v MIL-G-10924B ., GAA
Grease, Ordnance,

Extreme Pressure u MOLYKOTP
type G

. -,.a.

Grease, Aircraft MIL-G-25760
Lubricating Oils Engine MIL-L-2104 10 0E-10

30 0E-.30
..50 0E750,

Fig 1-30. Partial list of petroleum products showing specifications, grade,
and military symbol. ,
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N-

or

Lubricating Oil, Engine

Lubricating Oil, Engine

MIL -L -9000

MIL-L 10295

10
20
30
50
Blended

9110
9170
9250
9500
9250&9500

OES
Lubricating Oil, Engine MIL- 45199 10 HDO-10

30 H DO- 30
Lubricating Oil, Gear MIL .2101B 80

90
140

Lubricating Oil, Gear 75. GO-75
80 GO-80

Brake Fluid, Automotive MIL -H- 1.3910 HBA
Brake Fluid, Automotive Fed VV-H-910 HB I

Fig 1-30 contd

b. Fuels. Moat fuels and lubricants are derived from crude oil which is run through a dis-
tillation or cracking process during refining. The different products are separated anti certain
additives blended in to Improve them.

(1) Gasoline. Gasoline is one of the first products used in engineer equipment that is re-
moved from crude oil. The sane type of fuel that is used in the internal - combustion
engine of motor-transport-type vehicles is used in the gasoline engine of engineer equip-
ment: It is blended with additives (tetraethyl lead) and is for use in spark-ignition
internal-combustion engines only. Gasoline has such,poor lubricating qualities that when
used alone it would do severe damage to the fuel system components of a compression
ignition engine. Gasoline will also cause unsatisfactory operation in diesel engines
because of the low fiashpoint; gasoline requires very little heat to ignite as. compared
to diesel fuel. Gasoline also evaporates rapidly and the fumes are more dangerous
than the fuel in its liquid state. The rate of evaporation increases as the temperature
rises.

'Gasoline is issued in bulk, 55-gal drums or 5-gal cans. When gasoline is issued in
55-gal drums, it is usually placed on a rack and drawn through a fauCet. A 374-in.
standard faucet will fit the small hole in the/top of a drum. If the quantity of gasoline
used is sufficiently large, it will probably be pumped from the drums or delivered by
tat* truck. Safety regulations restrict the size of the container and the amount of
gasoline which' can be kept inside a maintenance shop to 5 gal,or less. During refining.
gasoline is filtered and stored as clean as possible and precautions should be taken to
keep it that way. Store it in an area that is a safe distance from other facilities and protect
oline is filtered and stored as clean as possible and precautions should be taken to keep
it that way. Store it in an area that is a safe distance from other facilities and protect
it from the weather and foreign matter if possible. Gasoline is lighter than water and oil
and it will rise to the top in a short time if not disturbed. The gasoline can then be pump-
ed or siphoned off or the water drained.

Jim,
Gasoline has a strong odor and is blended with dye for color. Although the color

has no affect on quality, it does assist in determining the quality of a, fuel when there
are no test instruments. As gasoline evaporates it loses some of its color, and is net
as clear. By checking the filling date on the .container, the color of the. contents, and
the odor produced, an experienced mechanic dan make a fair Judgment about the quality
of the gasoline.

Gasoline spreads and evaporates rapidly when spilled. If spilled or splashed on the
skin, it will cause the skin to feel cool and dry as it evaporates. Clean dry skin has a
silky feeling when rubbed, but gasoline will remove the body oils and dame a dry rough
feeling. Continuous applications of gasoline on the skin may cause a tingling sensation
or irritation. It is possible to receive lead poisoning as a result of gasoline entering
the blood stream.
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(2) Diesel fuel. The second product Used in engineer equipment and refined from crude oil
Is_diesel fuel. It is alio produced by distillation and cracking and is filtered and blend-
ed with additives.' It is produced in several different grades, but the Marine Corps
uses grade No, 2 in most of its engineer equipment diesel engines. The fuels used
meet the specifications recommended by the manufacturer Of the engine who-takes into
consideration the volatility, cleanliness, viscosity, ignition quality, and antiknock qual-
ity of the fuel. Diesel fuel is less volatile than gasoline., This Means that it does not
change from a liquid to a gas as rapidly as gasoline. It is also more vispous (more
resistant to flow) than gasoline. It has some lubricative qualities, but the higher
viscosity helps hold some of theloreign matter such as sulfur and water during the re-
fining process. All of the foreign matter cannot be removed. The lighter fuel (grade
No. 1) is lees viscous than the heavy fuel (grade No. 3). One of the requirements for
a desirable diesel fuel is that it be light enough to flow freely, but heavy enough to
lubricate the injection system components.

The ignition quality of diesel fuel is its readiness to ignite and the ea-se with which
it ignites after it is injected into tt.e compressed air. The ignition quality is measured
b5' the cetane rating, which is obtained by comparing diesel fuel wLth a reference
mixture (which is difficult to ignite) and with cetane. Cetane is..added to the reference
mixture until it will ignite the same as the diesel fuel in a test engine. 'pie rating
indicates the percentage of cetane required in the reference mixture, net the diesel
fuel. The lower the cetane number, the harder the fuel is to igniteradditiOrn.to
th &,betane rating, flashpoint and firepoint affect the, fuel's ignition a d antiknock
qualities. The flashpoint is the temperature to which the fuel vapor milk be heated
to ignite. The fire point is that temperature at which the fuel vapor will continue to
burn. The fire point is usually 50° to 120° higher than the flashpoint. A light fuel
has a lower flashpoint than a heavy fuel.

Diesel fuel is usually supplied in the or 55-gal drums. A hose or spout can
be attached to a drum and the contents poure into the equipment tank or the fuel can
be pumped from an upright drum. Like othe fuels, diesel fuel must be protected to
prevent further' contamination. Use clean equipment for transferring and keep the
containers closed when not in use.

The odor of diesel fuel IS not as pronounced as gasoline. It has dye added which
does not affect its qualities and it contains some wax elements which will freeze in
extremely cold climates. Diesel fuel spreads and evaporates slowly when spilled and
leaves an oily spot when evaporated. Diesel fuel feels oily when rubbed between the
fingers. It is lighter than water and will rise above the water if a mixture of the two
is allowed to settle undisturbed*.

c. The theory of lubrication is that a layer of oil prevents the surfaces of two parts
from making contact and creating friction. A layer of oil will split into layers of molecules.
The lighter the viscosity of the oil. the smaller the molecules. The operating clearance
between the parts will determine what viscosity will provide the best lubrication. Figure
1-,31 illustrates the.five.molecule layer theory. The outside layers adhere to the parts
and the inner layers act as bearings to reduce friction. The principleof oil film and wedge
theory is applied for shafts air! bearings. Figure 1-32 illustrates the effects of oil viscosity
when used on a shaft.

Olk
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bearings to reduce fi-ttion. The principle of oil film and wedge theory is applied for shafts
and beari gs. Figure 1-3? illustrates the effects of oil viscosity when used on a shaft.t

- ..

A

0

ZONIS Of IMAM!
ONITIA0M001
LUONICANT

moven vow .

Fig 1-31.

moms
mese*

Oil molecule layer then'ry.

caw**
ADNCel

TOO HEAVY CORRECT

If -the oil is too heavy for the bearing
clearance, it can't get in. If the oil
is too light for tge bearing load, it can't
support it. If the oil is correct for both $
clearance and load, the bearing isp.Laperly
lubricated.

Fig 1-32, Oil film and wedge theory.

The SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) has standardized specifications and references
for the viscosity of oils. ME numbers in multiples of 10 (such as 10, 20, and 30) are used
to denote viscosity. The lighter the oil, the lowIr the number.. The viscosity of the lubricant
is very important for properiubricatioh. To meet SAE standards and to provide proper lu-
brication, manufacturers blend the filtered and stored oils to obtain the correct viscosity.
They also consider the effects of temperature change and put in additives to combat this and
other undesirable effects. For example, "10 W" means tha't oil andadditives have beep blend-
ed to obtain an ME 10 vis9osityoillhat it winterized to allow easier starting. Depending
on the intended use, oils are 'blended with additives which will combat viscosity changes, heat
seizures, oxidation, corrosion, tars and varnishes, as well as suspend impurities. During
the mixings distilling, and blending, the oil manufacturers produce a lubricant that will meet
rigid ppecifications. The foaming tendencies are controlled, acid content reduced, gums and
resins eliminate* and all harmful factors reduced before the product ;is packaged.

The oils are supplied in any of the standard size containers. For engineer equipment use,
must oils:are furnished in 5- and 55 -gal containers. The oil may be any color depending on
the type of additives, but new oil Will be clear, Oil that is not clear indicates oxidation, dirt,
oK other contamination. Water globules can be seen and foreign matter will cause it to feel
gritty. Contaminated oil should not be used as it.can result in serious damage to the equipment.

WW1 suspended in soap; the Amp acts as a sponge to hold the oils in the desired lo-
cation. The type of soaps used are selected for certain-qualities. Some are soft and water-

, soluble and others are hard and waterproof. Greases also contain additives to reduce undesir-
able effects and improve their lubricatinequalities. Synthetic (nonpetroleum products)lubri-
cants represent about 20% of the total lubricants consumed. Some synthetic lubricants are
added to the petroleum products to improve their desired qualities.

Some forms of containinatiqin greases are hard to detect end extra precautions must be
"taken to prevent their use.. KeePhe container covers tightly closed and use clean equipment
to reduce the possibility of contaminating the grease.

ve,
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1-16. YOUR RESPONSIBILITY FOR LUBRICATION.

a. To give good service, automotive and construction equipment must be properly lubricated.
Lutication requirefnents for construction equipment are usually gaged according to hours of
operatiOn which are ladicated by an hourmeter. Each engine-driven piece of construction equip-
ment is usually fitted with thili -device, Hourmeters register operating or clock hours, de-
pending on whether they are gear-driven or electrical.

b. BefOre you start it) perform a particular hourly lubrication service, -check the T d
lubricatibn instructions, Make sure you know which fittings require lubrication, and the type
and amount of lubrication to be used. All grease fittings twist be wiped clean before you apply ',
the lubricant, If fittings are not cleaned,- sand and dirt may be forced into the bearing surface,,
causing scoring and extensive damage. Take care not overlubricate fittings which are located
near clutch and brake surfaces or which are connectedo surfaces protected by seals. Blown
seals, requiring prolonged deadlining'of equipment, are generally caused by overlubrication,

c. After lubrication, wipe any excess grease off the fitting. This will help to keep dust
and dirt from collecting on the fitting. Be. sure to wipe up'any grease or oil which may be
spilled on, the surface of the equipment, This is a safety hazard. Keep your equipment as clean
as possible.

tr'
1-1/. SUMMARY

f,The airstrip that is not completed in time, the landing that fails due to congestion on the
beach, or the 105-mm howitzer that is hit by incoming counterbattery fire costs the lives of
your fellow Marines and ''retduces the overall combat effectiveness of the Marine Corps. You
and your equ ment play a vital role as part of the Marine Corps team. You and your first
echelon mai enance services are the foundation for the entire system. Now well you perforin
these services determines how well the Marine Carps cin meet its worldwide commitments!

Ie.
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORM INSTITUTt. MARINE ARRACKS

SOX 1775
WAIIMPlaYON. D.F. 20013

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

$ Lesson 1

Introduction to MOS 1345

-

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Information For MCI Students,
Course Introduction.
MCI 13. 31h, Engineer Ettuiement Operator, chap 1.

be LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon succesisful completion of this lesson you will be able to identify,
by general nomenclature, tractors, scratoers, rollers, air compressors,
and materials-handling equipment. You will also be able to-identify
the publications, records and forms required to inspect,. operate and
perform preventive maintenance on this equipment. In addition, you
will be abler to recognize the fuels and lubricants used to service and

13.31h

if

a

maintain it.

WRITTVN ASSIGNMENT:\

A. Choice: Select the ONE answer which MST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
bOx.

Value: 1 'point each

1. During World War II, engineer regiments were composed of what type battalions?

a. Engineer, short party, and service
b. Pioneer, Seabee) and service
c. Pioneer, engineer, and Seabee

,d. Service, Shore party, And Seabhe

2. What is the military occupational specialty number of an engineer equipment operator?

a. 1341 c. 1349
b. 1345 d. 1381

3. An engineer equipment operator becomes an engineer equipment chief when prothoted
to thprank oc

a. Cpl. c. GySgt.
b. SSgt. / a. MGySgt.

11

4.. Which tractor used by the Marine Corps is powered by a 2-stroke cycle, 6-cylinder
die gill engine? k,

a. 72-31 MP Terex . c. Case MC 1150 scooploacler
b. MRS-100 d, 82-30M Of

5. Which of the full-tra.cked tractors currently in use in the Marine Corps is equipped
with a 4-stroke-cycle, 4-cylinder diesel'engine?

a. Terex 82-30M
b. Case MC 1150

I

lsn 1; p. 1

c. MRS-I-100
CateMC4g,tr
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6. The fUll-tracked tractor currently in use in the Marine Corps which can be uded as a
po.wer lilt dozer is called the

a. Case MC 1150 c. Case MC 450
b. Terex 82 -30M d. Case MC 58.0 . 4

7, Which of the following tractors has the capability of being sectionalized for helicopter
transport? \----- .

a. MRS-I-100 c. 82-30M ,
b. Case MC 450 (1. MRS-100

8. Which of the following tractors is equipped with an 8-cylinder diesel engine?

a. MC 580
b. 82-30M

c. MRS-I-100
d, MRS-100

9. Which of ,the following tractors can be equipped with a loacfer, backhoe, and drill
attachment?

a. 72-31MP
b. VC 580

c, MC 450
d. MRS- ft

10. Which scraper is designed to be sectionalized for transporting by helicopter?

11.

a. 4S-85
b. H-82.

c. 105 SM71
d. -13-170A

Which model scrapel is used in conjunction with the MRS-I-100 tractor?

a. H-82
b. 105 SM71

c. 45 -85
d. 13-170A,

12. What is the identifying feature of the sheepsfoot rollerk

a. Two smooth metal drums
b. Two. hollow metal driims with protruding feet
c.- Two"open:mesh drums
d. Two rows of thick tread tires

.1%

13. :Which roller is self-propelled?

I

a. 5 to 8-ton tandem roller c. Pneumatic-tired (wobble-wheel) roller
b. Sheepsfoot roller d, Grid roller

14. Which rough - terrain forklift is designed to lift materials to a height of 613'inches?

a. 0S-,3354 c. RKF-060
b. MC 4000 d. 72-31MP

15. Which item of etiuipment oen be used to handle either bulk or pallbtized materials?

a. R KF 060 c. 82-30M
b. 'MRS-100 d. 72-31MP

16, What its the capaclly in am of the Dayey rotary air compressor?

a. 125 c.,315'
b. 250 d, 600

13.31
lsn 1; p. 2 1
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17. On the Worthington air compressor, what device Is deSigkled to assure rapid warmup of
the unit?

a. Friction-disk clutch c. Thermostatic bypass valve
b. Thermoswitch assembly

18. How many categories are there within the Marine Corps maintenance system?

a. 3 c. 5

b. 4 4 elk d. 6.

19. How many echelons are there within the Marine Corps maintepance system?

a. 3 c. 5

b. 4 21.1 6
4, 0

20. Which organization has a 3d echelon maintenance capability?

a. Engineer battalion c. Landing Support battalion
b. Force engineer letter company d. Force 'Service Support Group

t.

21. What echelons of maintenance make up the organizational maintenance category?

a. 1st and 2d c. 3d and 4th
b. 2d and 3d 'd. 4th and 5th

- 22. Who Is responsible for performing 1st echelon maintenance services?

a. Unit mechanics c. lAuipment operathrr
b, Equipment chief d. Equipment officer

.23. Who is the most important person in the accomplishment of proper preventive maintenance?
. -

a. Dispatcher c. Maintenance chief
b. Equipment operator d. Unit:mechanic'

. r.

24. Which echelon of maintenance performs major overhauls or complete rebuild?

a. 2d c. 4th
b. 3d d. 5th

25. Who is responsible for performing 2d echelon maintenance?
1'

a. Dispatcher c. Equipment operator
b. Unit mechanics d. Equipment chief'

26, Whet category of maintenance consists of a single echelon? ,

a. Organizational c. Depot
b. Intermediate

27. Performing daily serviCeS% scheduled lubrication Services, and assisting with quarterly
services are responsibilities of the _

a. unit mechanic.
b. dispatcher.

13. 31
lsn 1; p. 3
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c. equipment foreman.
d. equipment °genitor.
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2,8. Who performs quarterly "Q" services?

a. Unit mechanic, assisted by the dispatcher
b. Operator, assisted by the unit mechanic
c. Unit mechanic, assisted by the operator
d. Equip ent foreman, assisted by the operator

. What f rm is the operator's authorization for the use of engineer equipm4nt?

a. NAVMC 10523 c. Standard Form 46
b. NAVMC 10293 d. Standard Form 91

30. What form lists the equipment that an operator is qualified to operate?

a. Standard Form 46 c. NAVMC 10529
b. Standard Form 91 , d.. NAVMC 10524

31. Who is responsible for performing lubrication "L" services?

Digittetcher c. Mechanic
,b. Operator, d. Equipment chief

32, A duplicate of what forts servos as the operational authority and maintenance log for
stationary'Rquipment which remains at a project site?

a. Stati'dard Form 46 c. Standard Form 91
NAVM6 10523 d. NAVMC 10524

33. Daily preventive maintenance performed in accordance with tife checklist on the back
of the Engineer Equipment Operational Record and information in the TM, is known as

service.

a. "L"
b. "Q"

c. "A"
"it"

34. What form is used for scheduling'lubrication "Ti' services?

a. NAVMC 10562 c. NAVMC 10524
b. NAVMC 10245 d. Standard Form 91

35. If ,a lubrication service is entered on the Engineer Equipment Operational Record when
should the service be performed?

a., Before the equipment leaves. the equipmerepool.
b. After the equipment returns to the equipMent pool.
c. At the convenience of the operator.
d. After, the equipment reaches the job site.

36. Which publication should be-tised as a primary source of lubrication information for
engineer elluipment?

a. LI
b. TM

c. TI
d. LO

f

37. If a lubrication point is assigned both a calendar and an operating time interval, when
should that point be serviced?

a. Upon expiration of the calendar interval.
b. Upon expiration of the operatink time.
c, Upon expiration of the clock time.
d. When either the calender or operating time interval has expired.

13. 31
lsn 1: p. 4
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38. The operator's report of motor-vehicle accident, Standard form 91. is to be completea
by the operator

a. only if Ms vehicle is seriously damaged.
b. only if the kther vehicle involved is seriously damaged.
c. only if serious injury occurs.
d. regardless of the extent of damage or injury.

:19. Who is responsible for scheduling lubrication services on equipment attached to a deployed
unit?

a. Dispatcher c. -Operator
b. Platoon sergeant d. Platoon commander

St

40. Information concerning the repair parts required for maintenance and support of equipment
would be found in the

a. SL-3.
b. SL-4.

41. The item designator consists of a(an)

c. ,MI.
a. TI.

number followed by a letter.

a. 4-digit federal supply classifiCation
b. 5-digit ID

c. S,SIC
d. 5-digit FSN

42. Which type of publication will provide you with a list of the special tools requir
icular piece of equipment?

a. TI c. SL-3
b. 'SC d. SL-4

43. Additional equipment safety preeautions would be published as a(an)

a. LI. c. MI.
b. TI. d.

44. The thir* element of a technical publication number is the

a. type letter.
h, sequence number.'

0-

c. basic number.

fora part-

d. maintenance echelon number.

45. 'What type of publication sets forth authentic and uniform instructions to correct weaknesses in
equipment design?

a. LI
b. MI

c. SL-S
d. TI

'46. The letter of.the alp bet following a 5-digit ID number identifieit the

a. type of publication. 0 c. partioularimodel of the basic equipment.
b. sequence of the publication. d. supply classification code.

47. Which echelons of maintenance are covered by theinaill nce ecjielon indicator 15?

a. 1st through $d a. 1st apd 5th
d. lst.throug 5th.`

.
b. 2d through 4th

Ian 1;0: 5
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48. Most Marine Corpf Technics publications come under the

b:, ,,dou le-unit
a. 'ring e-unit c. multiple-unit

11
d. sequence-number

.
49. POL containers that are storellup,right should be tilted to s :

_ -

a. prevent water seeping by caps.
b. allow water to settle.

publication system.

C-
50. What is the military tymbol for high-temperature 'tease h IL ,G -3545A specification?,

i *
a. Go I Glir
b. GA.A OE -

II,
.______111

51. The ignition and antiknock qualities of a diesel f 1 are affected by

a. its cetane rating. ./ c. its lo viscosity. N'.
latility.b. its octane rating. . d. it

52. If the Case MC 1150 scooploader requires a grade 3141 with a MIL-L-2104, what military

c. prevent. fuel from leaking.
d. prevent tacking containers.

symbol should,you look for on the container?

a. DF-2
b. OES

IP

1 31
lsn 1:-p. 6

4ot

J 3

4.

01.

A

t,

Total Points: 52
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2-1. ENGINE PRINCIPLES

I Chapter 2

POWER -FLOW

Section I. 'ENGINES

\ a . Engine construction. The first step in rstanding e ngine coast action and opera-
t n is to know what it'Ses on inside an engine dy der. No matter how rgany cylinders an engine
as, whether 1, 2, 6, or 12, t same actions to e,place in eaeji cylinder. Since the dies

engine is mechanically similar o the gasoline engine, we can learn about engine constructio
and operstion by studying a e-cylinder engine. This is a 4-stroke-cycle, internal-comb tion,

.
gasoline engine.

I

N

Cylinder and piston (fig 2-1). In the cutaway of a single-cylinder gaspline engine, the
upper, or head end of the cylinder is closed by a cylinder head, but the lower end is open.
The piaton is a hollow metal tube with the top end closed. It has a close-sliding fit in
the cylinder, which means it.can move up and down. This up-and-down movement,
produced by the burning of fuel in the cylinder, provides engine power.

CYLINDER
HEAD

COMIDSTION

WATER MOWS

N411111111,,mummihr,

it°7",--05---7A. "or

11.11114

TO IGNITION
SYSTEM

EXHAUST VALVE

PISTON

cApuRETOR

.)

. a.

CONNECTING

i1.

I vAtye

Wave TiLItT

CAMiNAPT

rig 2 -1. Single-cylinder, 4-stroke e, gasolin engine:
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(2) Connecting rod and crank (fig 2-2). The up-and-down movement of the pistolt is called
reciprocating motion. This, reciprocating motion must be changed to rotary motion so
the wheels of the vehicle can be made to turn. The change is accomplished by a crank
on the crankshaft and a connecting rod which connects the piston to the crank. The con-
necting rod is connected to the piston by a pia tp pin which passes through bearing sur-
faces in the piston and the connecting rod. Tower end of the connecting rod is bolted
to the crankpin on the crankshaft. As the piston moves up and down in the cylinder, the
upper end of the connecting rod moves with it. The lower end of the connecting rod also
moves up and down, but because it is attached to the crankshaft, it must also move in a
circle with the crankpin. Each movement of the piston from top to bottom or from bot-
tom to top is called a stroke. The piston takes two strokes as the crankshaft makes one
complete revolution, an upstroke and a downstroke. When the piston is at the top of a
stroke, it is said to be at top dead center (TDC). When it is at the bottom of a stroke,
it is said to be at bottom dead center (BDC). These are called rock positions.

CYLINDVR

f
UP

DOWN

AROUND IN
A CIRCLE

PISTON RINGS

PISTON

PISTON PIN

CONNICTINO
ROD

CRANKPIN

CRANKSHAFT ct 2:64_ LOWER ROD
SNARING CAP

WASHER

44;64.-- NUT

Fig 2-2. Cylinder, piston, connecting rod, and
crankshaft for a simple one-cylinder engine.

(3) Valves. There are two valves at the top of the cylinder. A valve is an accurately
machined plug that fit. into a machined opening at the top of the cylinder. When the
valve is resting in this opening, it is said to be seated. When a valve is seated, it is
closed and the opening is sealed off. When a valve is pushed off its seat, it is opened.
The two valves in the cylinder are closed part of the time and open part of the time.
One of the valves, called the intake valve, open. to admit a mixture of fuel and air into
the cylinder. The other valve, called the exhaust valve, opensito allow the escape of
burned gases. .

I)

(4) Valve mechanism action. There are various ways of causing the intake and exhaust
valve, to open and close. One method is shown in figure 2-1. Here, a gear on the crank-
shaft is in mesh with a second gear on.another shaft called the camshaft. The camshaft
has a number of cams on it which are simply raised sections, or collars with high spots
on them. ?When the camshaft rotates, the high spots (called lobes) move and push away
anything they are in contact with. Riding on'each cam is a cylindrical valve tappet. As
the lobe movedivup under the valve tappet, the tappet is raised. This upward movement
causes the valve above it to be raised off its seat. When the lobe on the cam moves on
around out of the way, the pressure of the spring under the valve forces the raver to -
move down and reseat. At the same time, the valve tappet is also forced downward so

2-2
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that it remains in contact with the cam. The gear on the camshaft is twice as large as
the crankshaft gear which meana,the camshaft will turn half as flast as the crankshaft.
In other words, the crankshaft must turn twice for the camshaft-to turn once. Thus, the
valves are opened only once every two crankshaft revolutions.

4 lir
(5) Engine accessory 'systems. A discussion of accessory systems can begiu with the fuel

syslem. The fuel system contains the carburetor which supplies vaporiAd fuel to the
air passing into the' engine cylinder on the intake stroke. Another accessory system is
the ignition system which ignites the compressed fuel-air mixture in the cylinder of gaso-
line engines at the end of the compression stroke. A third accessory system is the lubri-
cation system; this supplies lubricating oil to the various moving parts in the engine.
The oil lubricates all parts such as the piston, bearings, crankpin, and valve stems, that
rotate or slide in or on other parts. This oil permits the parts to move easily so that
little power is lost and engine wear' is kept to a minimum. A fourth system is the cooling
system which circulates water through Jackets around the cylinder awl in the cylinder
head. This water removes part of the heat produced during combustion and prevents the
engine from overheating detailed explanation will be given later in the chapter.

b. Gasoline engines. To produce salcined power, an engine must accomplish a definite
series of operations ct er and over. This ser; 3 of events is called a cycle. The cycle of an
engine is designated by the number of .strokes in a cycle: either 2 strokes, or 4 strokes. Molt
gasoline engines used by the Marine Corps are the 4-stroke-cycle type. Let us see what happens
in a 1-cylinder gasoline_ engine during one complete cycle.

(1) Four-stroke cycle in sequence (fig 2-3).

(a) Intake stroke. When you turn the ignition key, you throw a switch which connects the
battery to the ignition system. Pushing the starter button or turning the ignition key
still farther clauses the starter to turn the flywheel and crankshaft which are linked
to the piston by the connecting rod. The movement of the crankshaft causes the piston
to move up or down, depending on its position. On the intake stroke, as the piston
moves down, a vacuum is created in the cylinder, the intake valve opens, and air
rushes in. This air enters the cylinder by passing through the carburetor and pick-
ing up and vaporizing a spray of gasoline which enters the intake manifold. As the
crankshaft continues to rotate, the piston moves down and the air-gas mixture fills the
cylinder. At the bottom of the intake stroke, the intake valve is closed. When the
piston reaches BDC, both the exhaust valve and the intake valve are closed.

(b) Compresiion stroke. As the crankshaft continues to rotate, the piston bigins to rise,
and the compression stroke begins. As the piston rises, the mixture of air and gaso-
line vapor cannot escape since both valves are closed. The mixture is therefore corn- fr---
pressed in the space at the top of the cylinder, making it still more combustible. Com
pressionc.auses the air-fuel mixture to move around in the cylinder; providing better
mixing. As air is compressed, it creates heat which also aids in mixing and prepares
the mixture for igniting. Just before the piston reaches TDO at the end of the compres-
sion stroke, a charge of electricity is delivered to the spark plug. This electricity
jumps across the gap between the spark plug electrodes. The spark of electricity ig-
nites the compressed gas-air mixture which burns rapidly and builds up tremendous
pressures.

(c) Power stroke. The great pressure in the cylinder forces the piston, which is at ,rnc,
to start. down. This is the beginning'of the power stroke. The force (or thrust) of the
piston is carried from the piston by the connecting rod to the crankshaft, which turns
the flywheel. As the piston approaches BDC, the exhaust valve is opened. Part of the
burned gases are forced out of the exhaust valve opening by the pressure still remain-
ing in the cylinder.

(d) Exhaust stroke. i'he piston moves past BDC and begins to rise, forcing the remain-
ing burned gases out the &pen exhaust valve on the exhaust stroke. The exhaust valve
closes when the piston reaches TDC and the cycle is completed. The four strokes
(intake, compression, power, and exhaust) are continuously repeated as the engine
runs. These four strokes take place very rapidly; the greater speed of the engine,

the more rapid the strokes..

f
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Fig 2-3. Four-stroke cycle in a gasoline engine.,

(2) Two-stroke cycle. As previously mentioned, the 2-stroke
as common as the 4-itroke-cycle engine. In the 2-cycle eng
events (intake, compression, power, and exhaust) takes place in
Intake and exhaust ports are cut into the cylinder wall rather than b

cle gasoline engine is not
the entire series of

trokes of the piston.
ing placed at the ,

t o combustion chamber.' in a 4-cycle engine. As the piston moves down on the
wer strok4, it first uncovers the exhaust port to let burried gases escape and then,

uncovers the intake port to allow a new fuel-air mixture to enter the combustion
chamber. On the upward stroke, the piston covers bath ports and compresses the new
mixture in preparation for ignition and another power (down) stroke. 4very down stroke
in a 2-cycle engine_ is a power stroke:

(3) Comparil of 2-cycle and 4-cycle engines. It might appear that a 2-cycle engine could
produce twice as much horsepower as a 4-cycle engine of the same sire, operating at the
same speed. However, this is not the case. In order to scavenge the burned gases at
the end of the pow stroke and during the time both the intake and exhaulet ports are
open, the fresh to air mixture rushecinto and through the cylindeV A portion of the
fresh fuel-air mixture mixes with the burned eas*s and is carried out through the
exhaust port. Also, due to the much shorter'period the intake port pis open (compared

s
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to the period the intake valve in a 4-cycle engine is open), a smaller amount of fuel-air
mixture is admitted. Hence, with less fuel-air mixture, less power per power stroke
is produced as compared to a Wailer 4-cycle engine. To increase the amount of fuel-
air mixture, auxiliary device. (blower, or air pumps) are used on 2-cycle engine..

c. Diesel engine.

(I) Comparison of diesel euine to gasoline engines. The dispel engine is mechanically
similar to the gasoline engine, but is somewhat heavier. Both engines utilize air, fuel,
compression, and ignition. Intake, compression, 'ignition, power, and exhaust oc8ur in the
paine sequence; arrangements of pistons, connecting. rods, end crankshafts are similar.

th are internal-combustion engines which use either a 2- or a 4-stroke cycle. They
inky differ in the way that fuel is delivered tolhe engine cylinders, and in the way

th the air-fuel mixture is ignited. You will recall that in a gasoline engine the air
and gasoline are mixed together in the carburetor; the vaporizeckmixture, enters the
cylinder through the intake manifold. The mixture is ignited by a charge of electricity
across the gap in the spark plugs. As we shell see, the diesel uses neither a carburetor
nor spark plugs; pnly air is drawn into the cylinder through the intake valve and manifold..'
On the compression stroke, the air is compressed to an extremely high pressure, and the
temperature in the cylinder rises. At the proper instant, diesel fuel is injected into thq
cylinder by auel injection system, which usually consists of a pump,"luel lines, and an
injector or nozzle. The high temperature of the compressed air in the cylinder ignites the fuel. -

it

(2) Four-stroke cycle (fig 2;4).

(a) Intake stroke. With the engine turning over, the piston is moving down and the Intake
valve is open. Instead of a mixture of air and gasoline entering the cylinder (as was
the case in a gasoline enginit), only air is entering. When the piston reaches BDC,
the intake valve closes, and the piston starts up. .

(b) Compression stroke. As the piston moves up, the air is compressed to as little as
1/16 of its original volume_ Dtrktqg compression, the temperature of the air rises to
about 1, 000 F. Shortly before t14*iston reaches the top of the stroke, the correct
amount of fuel is iircted into the cylinder. When the diesel fuel is injected into the
cylinder, it has alfflady been broken up into very tine particles by the nozzle of the
fuel injector. It ignites when it comes in contact with the heated air in the cylinder.

(c) Power stroke. As with the gasoline engine, the expanding, burning gases put
pressure on the piston and force it down on the power stroke. Though it burns more
slowly than the air-fuel mixture in a gasoline engine, the diesel fuel develops more
thrust and power within the cylinder. As the piston approaches the bottom of the
power stroke, the exhaust valve is opened and part of the burned gases eicape.

(d) Exhaust stroke. As the crankshaft continues to turn, the piston moves up in the
cylinder forcing out the remaining exhaust gases. When the piston approaches the
top of its stroke, the exhaust valve is closed, and the intake valve is opened. Then
the entire cycle begins again.

2-5
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Fig 2-4. 4-stroke-cycle diesel engine.

EXHAUST '

) jtwo-stroke cycle. Two- stroke -cycle diesel engines are more widely used than the
2-cycle 'gasoline engines mentioned previously. One of the more common types that
you Will come in contact with is the 2-cycle Detroit diesel engine. Let us examine the
operation of the typical 2-cycle, valve-in-head (overhead) engine.,, This engine uses

4 rotary blower to supply air, at a low pressure of 5-7 psi (pounds per square inch) to an
air chamber surrounding the `cylinders (fig 2-5). The cylinder walls contain a row of
holes, or ports, which are above the piston when it is at the bottom Of its stroke. Tbeee
inlet ports admit air from the blower into the cylinder as soon as the piston uncovers the
ports near the bottom of its stroke. Although there are two valves in the cylinder head, '
as in a 4-cycle engine, both are exhaust valves. The flow of air from the inlet ports in
the bottom of cylinder toward the exhaust valves in the top (unidirectional) produces a
scavenging effect, leaving the cylinders full a clean air when the piston again covers
the inlet ports.

(a)' Scavenging. Figure 2-6a shows the piston at the4aottom of its stroke with the inlet
ports uncovers d and the exhaust valves open. The blower is forcing fl'esh air into
the bottom of the cylinder., and this air is forcing the exhaust gases out through t
exhaust"valves in the cylinder head. As the piston continues its upward irsoyerne,n ,
the inlet ports are covered apd then the exhaust valves close, Compression begins.

(b) Co t.respion. The compression phase of the upward stroke of a 2-cycle diesel
engine raises the fresftair charge to the high temperatures required for,,igniCion of
the fuel (fig '2-6b). Shortly before the piston reaches TDC, the required amount of
fuel is sprayed into the combustion space by the unit injector.. The intense heat
generated during the high compression of the air ignites the fine fuel spray immedi-
ately.

s'
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Fig 2 -5. "'Engine air Intake system.

7. ,Exhaust valve
8. Camshift
9 .Blower housing

1

(c) Power. Burning and expansion take place just as they did in the 4-cycle engine; and
the resulting pressure forces the pistqn down on its bower stroke (fig 2-6c).

(d) Exhaust. When the piston is about halfw own, the exhaust valves are opened again,
017ivrig the burned gases to s ape into P xhaust manifold (fig 2-6d). Shortly

thereafter, the doWnward ent of the *,;' ton uncovOs the inlet ports and fresh
air is again blown into the ylin r. Just as before, this helps to 'it the exhaust
gsses out, or scavenges t rn;.it ltso fills the cylinder with fresh air. This entire

, combustion cycle is completed in each cylinder for each revolution of the crankshaft,
or, in other words, in '2 strokes; hence the 2-siroke cycle.
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, Fig 2-6c. Powei phase of
downward stroke of engine pfston.

4

Fig 2-6a, Scavenging phase of
upward stroke of engine piston.

4

Fig 2-6b. Compression phase of
upward stroke of engine piston.

Fig 2-6d. ixhaust phase of
downward stroke of enfine piston.

Z1.5,

1/4
d. Filtering devices. The proper operation of an'engine depends on the air, fuel, and oil

being free of idly particles that will clog, restrict, or cause excessive wear on the pails. Manu-
facturers require that strainers, filters, and cleanbrs be used in the engine systems to remove
any ob/ectional materials in order to increase engine life.

2-8
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Fuel strain s. Wet fuel strainers (see
fig 2-7) havI a reillolable element which
should be cleaned at regular intervals,
This element consists of either close-
fitting disks or some other materials'.
The element shoold,be handled carefully
so as not to damage it. The strainer
should be drained and the element i-e-
moved and washed carefully in CLEAN
solvent or fuel oil. For specific direc-
tions for the removal and cleaning of the
strainer element, consult the manufac-
turer's manual or TM for your piece of
equipment.

Ns

Fig 2-7. Fuel strainer.

(2) Fuel-oil filters. In addition tOrthe metal strainer mentioned above, most diesel-fuel
systems also contain a filter to remove any remaining small particles of dirt that might
clog the injectors. Fuel-oil filters are mpriufactured in- various models by a number of
manufacturers. All fuel entering the injectors first passes through the filter elements..
The filter elements are made of cotton fiber or mineral wool and glass cloth. After
continued use, these filters will become packed with dirt filtered from the fuel, and the
flow of fuel to the engine will be reduced todat point where the engine ceases to function
properly or stops. Most types of heavy kjuiPment'have fuel-pressure gages which will
indicate when filters are dirty. 'Filter elements are enaik removed and must bere-
placed with new etements when they start,to restrict the ftoW of fuel to the engine..

(3) Lubricating-oil filters. Most internal-- '4
combustionengines are equipped will an .
oil filter. This device filters out Al dust,
'dirt, and grit that enters the oil during

other ma tha e from engine op-,
operati of th ine and carbon and

eration. Lubricating-oil filters (fig 2 -8)
depend upon a filtering element fSr their.
filtering action. When this filtering element
is saturated with solid particles, it ceases
to function. It is a good practice to replace -..1
the element with a new one every time the "-
crankcase is drained and new oil is adde.d.
By aucch replacement you are assured of
clean oil and a minimum of wear on engine

parts.

r.

Fig 2-8, Lubricating-oil filter.

-

(4) Air cleaners. Engineer equipment is equipped,with air cleaners to filter-air-as-it s

enters the engine. The air cleaner removes dirt, dust, and other material that might '
cause internal damage to engine. 4bout 50% of engine wear is caused by abrasive
"particles entering the - engine through the air intake. There are two main types of air
cleaners: the DRY' type and the OIL-BATH or *et type.

0
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Dry -type qir cleaners. The dry-type
cleaner (fig 2-9) draws the air through
a cleaning element which gerkerally con-
sists of cotton fabric, specially treated

CA paper, or wire screens (specially wound
copper'crimp). The cleaning eleTent
(filter) collects the dust and other abra--
sive particles from the air as It passes
down through the central duct. The
hollow,housing supporting the cleaning
element also serves as a sile'peer to
lessen the whining noise of the air
entering the air cleaner. The dry-type
air gleaner is -used on many newer makes
of construction equipment.

Fib{ 2-9. Dry-type air cleaner.

-,(4 Oil-bath or wet-type air cleaner. The wet-type air cleaner (filr 2-10) is an oil -bath

V) cleaner, consisting of a main body and a cover. A reservoir of oil and a Wter ele-
ment made df copper gauze or fine mesh threads are within tills unit. Air Vntering

the cleaner petsses through the small ports at the top of the body, then past the oil-,
filled reservoir, picking up drops of oil and carrying them into the filter element.
The oil returns to the reservoir, Carrying with it particles of dust that have accu-
mulated in the filter. The air finally hits the cover plate and is deflected down
througfi'a passage to the carburetor.

C411/ XLCMIIIII It ATII

I

Fig 2-10. Wet-type air cleaner.
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2-2, ENGINE SYSTEMS
.-, .

te Cooling axstern. Engines are cooled by haviiig a liquid or air pass around the hot engine parte,
absorbing heat and catrying it away. Most large engines in use today are liquid- cooled. Essentia
parts of a liquid-cooled system are the water" jacket, water pump, thermostat, fan, and radiator.
The water removes-Sxcess heat from the engine by circulating through the engine water jacket
and dissipating the heat from the coolant to the surrounding air through the radiator. in air-
cooled engines, the, cylinders are cooled by condttcting the.heat to metal tins located on the
outside of the cylinder and MM.. The essential parts of an air-cooled system are t fan,e)
fins, and bal(les. Air is circulated between the fins to effect cooling. When poss l the

If the engine cannot be mounted 3n the Air stream, a fan is employed to fo
engine is exsed to the air str ip). of the vehicle, and baffles direct the air to th tiers

air through
..

the baffles. The liquid-cooled system is the more complicated of th o and will require
the greater amount of operator preventive maintenece. Proper ci tive makhtenance 01-
servicing largely depends on your knowledge of the Individual '.nents end how they function.
This will be co red in the remainder of the paragraph.covered

(1) Liquid.

(a) .Components and functioning (fig 2-11).

1

Water jacket. The watet passages in the cylinder block and cylinder had form the
engine water jacket. In the cylinder block, the water jacket surrounds all cylinders
along. their full leirigth. In the cylinder head, the water jacket covers the combustion
chambers at the top of the cylinders, and contains water passages around the valve
seats when they are located in the head. The honlant flows from the block up into the
cylinder head through passages called water transfer ports. A tight seal at the ports
between the block and the head is important. The watertight seal at the ports, and
lib gastight seal at the combustion chamber openings, are both obtained with one large

gasket called the cylinder-head gasket. A drain cock or removable plug in the block
may be used to drain water from the system.
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2. Radiator. The radiator assembly consisp.of two tanks with a core between them to form
the radiating element.

4- a. The top tank collects thekincoming.water and distributes it across the top of the radia-
tor core.' Baffles in the tank Assist in distributing the water to the tubes or chits of
the core and prevent water from being thrown out of the radiator. An overflow pipe
provides an opening for the escape of water or steam that might cause exceqsive pre's-
sure which would rupture the thin, metal walls of the radiator. The bottom rank col-
lects water flowingfrom the core and discharges it through the radiator outlet. Usu-
ally, a drain cock or removable plug in the bottom of the lower tank permits draining
water from the radiator.

II
4

_

b. Some 000ling systems are sealed and use a pressure radiator cap to close off the oVer-
flow pipe opening. If the overflow pipe was open, the movement of the, water would
cause some of it to overflow into the pipe and be lost. The pressure cap prevents this
and albo allows a certain amount of pressure to build up. This pressure buildup
raises the boiling point offthe water and permits the engine to operate at hightr
temperature without overfroAing. The.cap contains two valves: a pleaeure valve
whiCh acts as a safety valve 6 relieve any extra pressure in the system, and a Viituum
valve which allows aineto enter the system when the pressure within the system d. rops
as the engine cools off. .

a

3. WateryumR and fan (fig' 2 -12).. The
pump le a centrifugal type having
an impeller with blades which force
the coolant outward as they rotate.
The pump and [aware usually driven
through a V-belt and pulley arrange-
ment which is driven by a pulley at
the front end of the crankshaft. The
pump draws water from the bottom
of the radiator and forces it up
through the engine water jacket. The
fan circulates a large volume of air
"through the radiator core. In addi-
tion to removing heat from the radia-
tor, this how of air also provides
some direct cooling of t engine.
The fan usually rotates ithin a shroud,
which is a funnellike structure to

,.- direct the flow of air for most effec-
tive cooling. f'-

A

A- PULLV AND
HUE ASSEMELY

5- *RARING DETAINEE
C- SHAFT AND

SEARING ASMARA
0- 1100Y
E . SEAL WASHED

P . SEAL ASSEIHILY
0- WELL lilt
14 PLATE CASKET
.1- PLATE

Fig 2 -12.2-12. Water pump.
Andp

4.11 Thermostat fig 2-13). An internal-combustion engine will operate more efficiently and
economically when hot than when cold. The best operating temperature for an engine is
just over the boiling point of water, 2120 F, but to allow for marginAbf safety, it is
usually controlled to a maximum temperature of 185° F. Normal operating temperatures
range between 1806-185° F. The water pump starts circulating water through the system
as soon as the engine is started, no matter how low the temperature, so a thermostat
must be installed to insure quick warmup and to prevent -overcooling in cold weather.
The thermostat controls engine temperature by regulating the amount of water flowing
from the block to the radiator.

a. The thermostat is a heat-operattd unit which controls a valve between the water jacket
and the radiator. Attached to the valve is a flexible metal bellows, which is expanda-
ble. The sealed bellows contains a volatile liquid or gas. When the liquid is cold, the
bellows is contracted and the valve is closed. As the engine warms up, the liquid is
vaporized and expande the chamber, opening the valve. When the engine is cold, the
valve remains closed and the water is recirculated, bypassing the radiator.

2-12
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b. The thermostat is usually located in the hOusing of the cylinder-head water outlet,
elbow. It is constructed so that if it fails to funOi101,it will remain in the open
position allowing free circulation of the water.

c.7 Soma military vehiciaa are equipped with radiator shutters which are used to supple-
ment he thermostat in cold weather. The shutters restrict the flow of alr through
the radiator and thus help inlYarrning up the engine.

TKIAIDITAT THERMOSTAT
4 OPENED

ENOINE

. ENGINE COLO-41114.VR,

WISED IV110401900
ALLOWS w,:,/ita gitts:,1ta .

THROIRIti pm lomat !ter,.
mot THIC OADATERII.

tamer 0,4-VALVE
'oral V( ItiERIAPSTAT
AL RATOR TO.CIRCIJLATE

,teg gocilut
RADIATOR AW1 THE RADIATOR

.0.14 2-13. ,b;ertiplri of therrnostat.
110101...?

(b) ServiOins..
. .

I. ,-Cling fluOin4( of thm:kaOlit6r:0:.509aaaary.te Prevent excessive accumulations
afyuit,apd gtlier corxd ive Attpis:,,ito:.'(1-eike*aliy, it should be done at least twice a year,
In fall;and eprhig.._)*:11130* thohitigprOoadure opining the drain cocks and allowing

'1114041.the. *Mon :w with new *iter,and an approved cleaning corn-
...04nd, (IsIOtet,,,ch'ickPOrtlh'etit Maine Corps orgers (MOO'S) before adding cleaning

compounds..,);11:31,rtfk;enginefdr.-Eit least .-1/ 2 .hou4.and drain the system again. Refill
with wees1;,-/rAfk.thi(englue minutes, and than drain thih water. Refill with clean
water; Xd-diCig-,a`rtati.:InhihitOr orkkatifieeze eoltitWU if the weather requires It

2; .A.00* and flUghing the cooling system. can insects. dirt: wend other foreign mat-
OtifiCif the radiator air.Passages. Water or compressed air may be used to clean out

the passages. :When operating equipment' under extremely dusty conditions. or when clegri
lug brushy arsaili check the.radiator-paesages frequently to prevent overheating the engine,.

e

When servicing a cooling. system, check the condition of the hoses andall c,onnections.
If there are leaks, or 'if a hose collapses when grasped with the hand, it should
be replaced. In replacing hoseabe sure that they are of the proper length and diameter.
The -diameter (inside dimension) is usually marked On Ahe outside of the hose.

!.

4. An 'overheated engine is easy to recognile by the temperature gage reading, radiat&
boiling, or by knocking and hiboring of the engine. Probable causes include: insufficient
Water in the system, a defective pressure cap, slipping fan belts, or a partly clogged t
radiator. Do not add water to an overheated engine until the' engine has cooled enough
to prevent cracking the cylinder hie or head. When refilling the radiator, pour the water
in slowly with the engine running at a high idle.

Worn, lobse, or slipping fan belts 9ften dadsetwerherating. check excessive loose-
neis or tightness; push in on.the belt midway between the fan and crankshaft pulleys.
Individual equipment TM's will specify the amount of slack that should exist (usually
between 3/4 and 1 in.). If it is necessary to.adjust the fan first look at the type of
device used to provide the fan belt takeup. Two methods of adjusting fan belts are
illustrated in figure 2-14. Never adjust the belt too tightly, es this will cause unneces-

teary strain on the fan and generator bearings. !.

:-,^
6. Water pump bearings may be either sealed, requiring no lubrication, or open, requiring

lubrication at specific 'intervals. Lubrication of the water pump bearing is accomplished
either through a special grease fitting, incorporating's relief valve, or by removing a
pipe plug and filling the housing with grealy.

RADIATOR

2-13
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*Fig 2-14. Two methods of adjusting fan belts (A-adjuetirtput).
(c) Additives.

1. Antifreeze. -*

a.

-_1

I

A vehicle operated in temperatures below 32°F requires an antifreeze solution in its
cooling system. Without thii solution, the water in the cooling system freezes and
sometimes cracks the cylinder head or block. ,

b. Ethylene glycol is the most commonly used permanent-type antifreeze. It has an
.extretnely.high boiling point, does not e.fspdrite in use, is noncorrosive)
and gives complete protection when used in the prdyier amount. MaxiMumiubtection
(-64 is obta4fd when aksolAtion of 404**ater and 60% ethylene glycol is d.
Adding ore ethylene glycol wilrfonlylsise the-frieifleg point of solution. If ,

100% ethylene glycol compound. is used/ tft freezing Point is not much below that of
water. .

c. Hydrometers (fig 2-15) are used 116.1i

for testing antifreeze solutions.
The time intervals for testing,
generally weekly, are established
by local o'ders. Hydrometers
usually.coMe with instructions for
their use.'; Their principle of
operation i based oq the/act that
the specific gravity of the solldion
in the cooling system varies with .

the temperature at which the solu7
tion freezes.` Tests should be.
made after the engine reaches its It.fre
normal operating temperature.
The hydrometer suction bulb is used Fig 2-15.. Hydrometer.
to draw a sample of the 4olution
from the radiator. Care should be taken to draw only'enouih iolotion to float the
float. The temperature of the Solution*, matched to the specific*,Avity, and a con;
version table indicates the bemperature,at which the solutionwill freeze. When
making the test, is a good praotice to take two or more readknis to insure accuracy.

d. A good antifreeze solution mixes readily with water, Mit Ando to teditikte openings
and connections more readily than' water, Before antifreeze is aded in the fall, and
periodically thereafter, hose compections shoqld be checked for tightness.

3r,

7.
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24 Rust inhibitors. The cooling system must be free nrrust and scale to maintain its
efficietky. The use of inhibitors or rust preventives will reduce or prevent corro-
sion and the forination of scale. Inhibitors are not cleaners and do not remove rust
and scale already formed; they merely prevent rust or corrosion, Most antifreeze
solutions contain an inhibitor. If water alone is used as the coolant, an inhibitor

egishould be added. .
vt:4(2) Air.

(a) Components and functicOng Air-cooled engines have fins around the cylinders and on
the cylinder heads to expose' more of the surface to the cooling air. Some of the airs
cooled engines also hay iese pars surrounded by a cowling (light metal air ducts) with
a fan to blow the air a 11 the fins. Some engines with cowling have a heat-controlled
piece of metal that wiltopen.and close the air passage"to allow for engine warm-up. The
fan that circulates the air is usually a part of the engine flywheel.

(b) Servicing. Cleanliness is the most important -part of servicing the air-cooled-type system.
Leaves and other debris are removed from the screen protecting the flywheel fan daily
before cranking the engine. The cowling is removed periodically, depending upon the op-
erating conditions, to remove any dirt or debris lodged in the fins. If the engine is col-
lecting a lot of dirt on other parts, the cowling should be removed and the cooling areas
cleaned.

b. Lubrication system. .

(1) Purpose. Engine lubricating oils have a fourfold purpose: to reduce friction, to assist in
coolinffhe engine, to clean the engine parts! and to.prevent blowby in the enginte cylinder.

(a) The primary purpose of engine lubricating oil is to reduce f .., ion between moving parts.
Lubrication supplies a thin film of oil which prevents metal-tet-metal contact, thus
gre tly reducing friction. The crankshaft, connecting rods, bearings, pistons, valvp
me aniems, gears, and accessory drives are the principal parts which must be lubri-
cated to guard against friction. . ..-

(b) Helping to cool the engine is another purpose of the lubricating oils. As the Oil cir-
culates through the engine, it absorbs a portion of tike engine heat, raising the tempera-
ture of the oil. The heated oil is carried back to the oil pan where the flow of air past
the oil pan cools it. Some engines use an oil cockier, Which is a functional part of the
water-cooling system, to assist in cooling the heated lubricating oil.

(c) As oil circulates through the engart< it tends to wash off and carry-dir c rbon, and
foreign matter into the crankWase where the larger particles drop to ottom of the
pan. Oil filters are u11*d to remove the smaller particles which re in in t ie oil.

(d) Piston rings must form a gastight seal with the cylinder walls. The lubricating oil on
the cylinder walls not only reduces friction but also provides a seal, preventing combus-
tion gases from blowing by the piston rings.

A
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c.

Te

12) Comp vents and functioning (fig 2-16). Most modern engines employ a full-force feed
lubrication system. The oil supply is carried in the oil pad from which it is forced
through a network of drilled passages, tubes, and pipes to the valve mechanism, crank-
shaft, camshaft, connecting rods, and piston pins.

(a) Oil strainer. This is a fine-mesh bronze screen through which the oil enters the oil
pump fromthd oil pan. It keeps large dirt and sludge particles from entering the system.

(b) Oil pump. The oil pump is the heart of the Itibricetion system. Depending on the design
of the engine, the pump is mounted either inside o=ide the crankcase. One of the
most common oil putnps is the gear-type which is ally driven by the camshaft, A
pressure relief valve is provided to regulate the pressure within the pump. This valve
contains a spring-loaded ball that rises when the desired pressure is reached and allows
excess oil to be delivered to the inlet side of the psump.

4

(c) 1 a es: Normally, there are two oil gages in ah engine. One indiCates the pressure
oTThe oil in the system, the other indicates the oil level in the oil pan.

1.

1. Pressure age. The pressure gage, mounted on the instrument panel, is calibrated
in psi or In some other comparative system to indicate the pressure in the lubrication
system. TherAnormal oil/ pressure varies from 90 to 50 psi. This is the most impor-
tant gage for an operatorlo check during the course of,a day's work. The gage should
register within 30 seconds aftei- the engine is started. If it does not register, shut
the engine,down andnOtify your section chief. New or cold oil may take a little more
time to register, and then (while still cold) may produce high-pressure readings. If
some`part of the system is clogged, the pressure on the gage will also rise abnor-
mally. A sudden drop in oil pressure indicates a failure in some part of the
lubrication system and the engine should be shut down immediately,

2. Oil -leve \gage. The oil-level gage is a rod or dipstick which is inserted into the
, side of tilt engine,and extends down into the oil pan. It is generally marked to show
LOW and FULL oil levels. Some diesel engines have markings on bot sides of the
dipstick; the upper clerking/3 indicate the oil level with the engine stoMed, the lower
markings (on the opposite° side) indicate the oil level with the engine running. To
assure accurate readings, first remove the stick, wipe it clean and replace it,. then
remove it again and observe the oil level.

(d) Oil filters. The Oil filter is placed in the oil line above the oil pump. A removes most
O7ffie-7nna,11 impurities that hairs not been caught bythe strainer. Two types of oil
filters used: the bypass filter, which filters only 'a portion,of the oil and returns it
t cr kcaee; and...the full-flow filter which handles the full output of oil from the oil
p mp re it is circulated through the engine. The full-flow filter is generally provided

of or bypass valves which allow the oil to flow around tht filter when it becomes
ed. The typical oil filter elerrittlit is a replaceable cartridge which is usually

changed at the same tire that the engine oil is changed. Oil changes are generally
scheduled at intervals of 100 hours.

(e) Oil cooler. Some engines einploy an oil cooler which uses the liquid in the cooling
system to prevent the oil temperature from rising too high in hot weather. It provides

la more positive means of conttolling oil tetnperatbre than does cooling by radiation
from the oil -pan walls. The cooler is made up of a core through which the oil circulates,
and a housing through-which the cooling water passes. The cooler is located on the side
of the engineer qool water from the,bottom tank of the radiator passes through it before
beittg circulated through the engine water jacket( a k

2-16
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fp Fig 2-16, Lubrication systexh of in-line and V-type engines.

-",----Eafr"Servicing.

(a) The oil level 'should be checked prior to starting the engine and, if necessary,, addition
oil should be added to obtain a FULL dipstick reading. The grade of oil to be used '
during varied temperature ranges will be specified in the applicable TM and also On
plate or chart on the equipment. The TM will Hot the time or calendar interval at whit
the lubricating oil should be hanged. In cold weather or extremely dusty conditions,
the oil shbuld be changed m re frequently. .,

-.

(b) Drain the oil only after the engine has been *armed up. This warmup, period will thin
.. the oil and stir up the sludge and foreign matter, in the crankcase.

N.

( c ) Oil filter elements are generar danged at the same time the oil is changed. In chang--
. , ,

ing the element, first remo.votMe drain plug from the filter housing. Then remove the
filter cover and lift out.the old elemaRt. Clean the inside of the housing, install a new
element, and repl ce the drain plug. Fill the housing with new oil and reinstall the
cover, using a n gasket. Make sure the gasket seats correctly and is not crimped
by the cover. ter completing the oil and filter change, run the engine for it short
time and cheat. the filter for leaks. Recheck the bil level when you secure the engine.

207 C,
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a

c. Intake and exhaust "%atoms, The intake system lUdes.all those parts through which,
sir must travel to enter the engine cylinder. The exhaust system contains the parts through
which the exhaust gases are expelled into the atmoephere. From the discussion on engine
principles you learned thaFtbe fuel is {nixed with the air before it enters the cylinder on gasoline
engines and that only air Enters throughsthe intake of diesel engines. The unreitricted flow of
air to the engine is very imporfant for proper engine operation. .The air must be clean qr
abrasives will cause rapid wear of the internal engine parts. Most of the dirt and debris is
trapped by the air cleaner, but some small particles may enter the piping through leaks or small
holes in the filter or loose. connections. These small particles soon build up on the wails of the
passage and restrict the flow of air. The intake system parts from the manifold orie carburetor
should be removed and cleaned periodically depending upon the operating conditaits. The ai
cleaner is checked daily and serviced according to the manufacturer's recetlinmendations as sown
in the TM. The exhaust must also be unrestricted in order to allow all the burned gases to escape.
Check the system daily to insure that it is not bent or clogged.

d. Electrical aystem.

(1) Introduction. The electrical system provides the direct current (dc) electricity to op-
erate the, engine, its electrical accessosiels, and the vehicle electrical components. It
consists of a battery, a charging system, ap ignition system for gasoline engines, and a
starting system. 4-

(2) Battery.

Introduction, The lead-acid storage battery is the most common battery used for
starting, lighting, and ignition purposes. It consists of three or more cells, de-
welding on the voltage required. Each cell has a rated output of approximately 2
volts. A battery of three cells (2 volts each) connected in series is known as a 6-
volt battery. To get higher voltage from a battery, Mire sells are connected in
series. Storage batteries come in multiples of 2 volts (and three cells), such as
6-volt and 12-volt.

tto

(b) Constructiotlifig 2-17). Each cell
contains a number of poeitiveland
negative lead plates, separated from
each other by a suitable insulator.
The plates are joined together in
positive and negative groups and are
permanently joined to the conntcting
poet strap. Each cell is located in

ca hard-rubber jar or compartthent
and is submerged in a sulfuric acid
solution (electrolyte). The connect-
ing post strap to which the plates are
attached contains a cylindrical termi-
nal which forme the outside connec-
tion for a cell. A hard-rubber cover
with two terminal openings and a
vent plug is placed on each cell. The
cells are then sealed and connected
in series by burning cell connectors
on the terminals. The vent plug serves
as a means for checki4 and filling
the battery. It also allows the heat
and gas caused by file chemical reac-
tion within the cell to escape and pre-
vents eletrolyte from splashing outside
the battery.

(c) Electrolyte. An electrolyte is a liquid which .readily conducts electricity and decomposes
1 when an electric current passes through it. The electrolyte in a battery has a specific

gravity of 1.280, and is composed of 1 part sulfuric acid to approximately 2 3/4 parts
distilled water, Premixed electrolyte is normally available and is used for activating
drY-chaigeti.itorage batteries,

Fig 2-17. Cell construction
of a storage battery.

41V
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(d) Chemical action. When th-e battery delivers current to a load, it discharges; the sulfuric
acid is absorbed into the plates, weakening the electrolyte. When the battery is being
charged, it receives current f om the generator in a revereib. direction. The reverse
chemical reaction restores th sulfuric acid to the electrolyte. Thus we may say that the
amount of sulfuric acid and th specific gravity of the electrolyte changes *with the amount
of electrical charge. This pro ides a convenient way Of measuring the degree of charge
in a battery.

(e) Testing.

t . Specific gravity (fig 2-18).

a. Specific gravity can be measured by a hydrometer;:., A reading is taken by drawing
enough electrolyte into the hydrometer fo raisethefloat. For convenience,
the readings are spoken of as being 1150; 1200, and'1280, Instead of 1.15, 1. 2,
and 1.28, which are the true specie gravitie8. ' '

b. .-Relationshi betwepentcific ravitclstate'''of char 7:!,

1275 fully. char..
...

.ged /
' 1235-1260 thrte.fourths charge,dt.

1205-1230 one-half charged';,.
1170-1200 one-fourth:O'harged
1140-1165 .f barely operative ,-,,

1110 -1135 completely discharged
..

When electrolyte readings indicate that the battery.is nearing a discharged
condition, the battery should be recharged immediately, otherwise serious damage

,
will result.

- ..

c. Temperature correction. All hydrometer readings are istated at a normal electro-
lyte temperature of 80° tr. It i$ not usually necessary:lo make allbwance for .

temperature variations, unless the temperature range itt great. Temperature
corrections asp made by adding 1 to the hydrometer .readings for every.2. 50
above 80° F, Ind subtracting 1 for every 2.5° below 80°F. .

, . _, ' 2

d. Troeieal oeeratioh. When batteries are operated in tropicgUeUmateg. the epeCific
gravity of the electrolyte should be loWered to between 1208 and 1225 by diluting i

with water. 14 tag indicating the fullJcharge specific.irspi,itrihOuld be-attaOled- to
the battery. ,, ,

Fig 2-18. Taking specific gravity reading of I battery with hydrometer.
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2. etery-captcity test. While dpecific gravity tsalts.give an indicator of the battery's

e of charge. the acturateeffectivenese of the Winery to supply electrical energy is
`determined by a battery-cSliacity test. This test is generally performed by mechanics
or battery shop personnel. If the battery does not meet spedifications, it should be
replaced.

(f) Servicing.
. '. , .

I. Battery water level shOuttl be checked at least ghee a week, and clean water added,

2.

if required. When possible,' tusadistilled water. Do not Overfill the cells. Add water,
Carefully and wipe away any water which spills on the'battetly top. During freeziqg

'weather, add water after the engine has been started; prior to beginning opegration.
,

Check the battery terminal clamps and battery holddowne, and tighten them If nec-
esbary.

9'
4 OP

-3. Acid fumes from the battery cells react with metal to form a hard greenish white,
deposit on terminals and clamps which results in corrosion. This deposit also gets
tfetAreen the terminal posts, and clamps, and hampers the flow of current. A
bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) and water Olution should be used to remove the
deposits. ''.Use about 3 tablespoons of soda to a pint of water. When (Naming the
battery, rereYe"the cable clampkand apply the selution, with a stiff brush. Do NOT

"permit the liaxla solution to enter the cells. After the solution has softened the acid
deposits, serape them away with a stiff brush or knife. When Clean, rinse' the parts
with'cletin water and wipe dry; then reconnect the battery.claraps.

- . * .
1..< New or replacement batteries are dry-charged and Only require the addition of a suit-

able electrolyte in order to be pladed in service. Pretnixed1280 electrolytp is
available" through the supply system-. Adding electrolyte to a battery is a dangerous
job. You have probably seen,,hqlee appear in utilities for no apparenereason. Later,'.
you remember replaaigg a-battery and having carelessly brushed against it. Itemem-r
ber, handling electroi,yt04,ou are dealing with sulfaricacid which can burn cloth-
ing and severely burn'your hands and face. Always wear rubber gloves, an apron, '
and goggles for protection itgainst-splasheS, . .

5. If int are accidentally-burned T33, acid, keep calf and apply fit-HI-aid. First, douese the
burned area With large amounts of Water to reinovq most of the acid.. Then apply a
solution_of baking,soda and water, or ammonia, and water, to neutrilfte any remaip-
ing acid. Check in at the nearest 'sick bay for further treatment.

6. When mixing electrolyte, never pour water into acid. ALWAYS POUR ACID INTO
z WATER. If water is added to concentrated sulfuric acid, the mixture may 'explode

al-id bpatter in all directions, causing severe burns. Pour the acid into the*Water '
slowly, stirring gently but thoroughly all the time.

"
7. When replacing

,
batteries or cleaning terminal's, make sure that you reconnect the..

. clamps to the proper terminals. When removing the 'cables, disconnect the grounded
terminal (the terminal lead that is connected to the vehicle frame) first and install it
last when, replacing. Batteries d electrical'systelits have different types of gr1ounds.

' For the various electrical syst to Nation properly, the batteries must be hooked
Op correctly. Use your e'quipme t TM -whenever you work on the batteried and battery
cables. All batteries have a positive (+) and a negative .(-) terminal-or past. The - P

appropriate signs ale stamped either on top of the poet or on the battery cage. next to
the poet. As a veneritr,rule, the larger of the two posts will be the positive pdst. If
in 'doubt about instEillitig the battery, check the equipent TM.

.(3) Chartihst ciretit (fig 2-1A),

(a) purpose.' ''he charging circuit "consists of the generator or, alternator, geneiator
regulatorb and ammeter. Thip''Clrissit recharges the 'battery and Supplies electrical
cu rent to-clierate.the eleCtrIcal load of the.vehicle (lights and ignition), The battery
and generator upply electrical current to, operate the rehicle:electrIcal system.
but never at the' e time. The battery supplies current ii or Starting and for operation
at low idle speedswhen the genertator is not turning'faiit 'enough.to generate sufficient

`' electricity.. At speeds aboye low idle the Venerator takes over and supplies electrical
current for accessory operation, and also recharges the battery.
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I (b) Componeipts and functioning. .,

IIII ),-. .
.1. Generator/alternator. The genbrator.or alternator are devices which change me-

chanicakenergy into electrical energy,, tienerators are capable of supplying more
electrical currbht than the electrical system ,Gail use. For this reason a generator
regulator is employed in the charging circuit.,

« . i
2. Regylators.'

Generator re ulittlars: Heavy-duti, generator retulatol-s, cohtainingtree regulating
ices,

...r.,

v extensivelion military construction equipment. fl.st voltage regulator
. it protects electrical dnit*.by limiting generator voltage-to a maximthilfsafe value.

. current rIgulater`kotecte the generator by ligetting generator output to a maximum'
rated value-. The cbtrent regulator_ functions to protect the generator when load de-
mancis are heavy (as, for ekainple, when many ele4rical devibes are turned on and
the battery is 'a dischergedcondftion), ighe lastnit in the regulator is the cutout
relay or breaker. This is thil device which. makesand breaks the circus -
tsieen thefgenerator and the battery as,needed. Dating starting, or at tow idle .4

the breaker is opeh and the battery is supplying power to the electrical system. s ,,,

engine speed ikrpases, generator outputincreasts and the cutout relay closes. Then
the generator supplies the power and also recharges the battery.\ . .A

b. 4lternator regulEgbr, The sltetnator reguilkir and the 'generator .reiulator perform the
, setae funetiort; protect, the assembly producing the earrent. .Althougi they look the same,

. 'they are different, The alternator regulate? controls only the current flow in the alter-
qator fibld (rotor),and diodes in the alternator perform the function performed by the

* cutout relay. Diodes ere special parts mounted in the alternator to convert' the alter- .
nating current to direct Ltrrent; thej permit the electricity to 'flow in only one direction.
The maiiiiin in which they, are connected prevents current from flowing froms the battery,
through the alternator.' A new type of"alternator is presently beidt tested. It dos not

.,

i requite any. type of outs* regulating system. It has only one external connection which
;

leads from the alternator to the ammeter to the battery. .«
.

, II Ammeter. The ammeter, a device for mg. enuring electric current, is praced in the ' .
. .

N BA C 111.41 circuit between the 'regulator and thdihattety. The bittery-cherging. rate le ,
--"-- 1,. indicated on the-ammeter. When the battery is be g charged operating above

idle speed, cutout relay closed), the ammeter ne dle registers "Charge." When the
battery le supplying.ct111%nt (lbw idle, cutout re y dpen), the ammeter needle regis-

''"'14ei."Discharge. " ., \
I - ' , ' . O

6 a. The ammeter. williteil -you st great deal about the chargingeireult. It. ,
regirers dischirgewhini,the battery supplies power for the eleCtrical system,. :After
the engine itarts, the 'generator should take over and'supply power and also reatiarge
'the battery. The more discharged the bitttery, the higher the charging rate will be.
Ad the battery approtighee,full charge, the..qhaning rate Will gradually abrease, but
ehould a eye:remain slightly on the. charge, side of le gage,..

1 ! . «

b,:- If the ammeter a *1111 nei charge or discharge, or if the needle on the gage fluctuates1
between clischairi and charge with the engine operating;above idle speed, there is

.,sometking wrotik'iti the system. Prolonged operation inIhin eondition will conAletely
discharge the batteries. ! ,

. I ' Ai o
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c. the chargihg rate should drop as. %e batteries are recharged. jfft gage continues
to register,an excessive charging rate when the" batteries are fully charged, it will
cause rapid evaporation of battery water, 'overheating, and possible fire or explosion.

.9 -,
. '

'd. In all cases, when you notice abnormal ammeter readings, record the fact on the
Equipment Operational Record and notify the dispatcher and section chief.

4,?ra
, .

. . .
(c) Servicing. Operator services to the charging circuit are limited primarily to making

, sure that electrical connections are tight and tontaintaining the specifie-eamount of
slack in the generator drive belt. Loose or slipping belts will cause e3wessive belt wear
and a low charginwrate. Belts which are too tight will place too great a strain on the
generator and fan bearings. At the uni,t or organizational maintenance level, repitire
are generally limited to replacement of complete asseMblies by the unit mechanics.

(4Y Starting circuit. (fig 2 -20).

JP°

(a) Purpose. Heavy-duty, sealed starting systems are generally used on construction equip -
'ment. Since most constiuctioa equipment is diesel- powered, it means that the starting
motor must turn the engine over against the high compression ratios used in diesel
engines. The starting motor receives its power from the b eriea, and you will gener-
ally find that 24-volt starting systems are used. In Most plications, this voltage is ob-
taMed by connecting two 12.'voltbatteriee in series. The tartink motor may be engaged
.either manualy bask leyer, or by a switch or key which act atee, a magnetic switch or .

solenoid. 4

,.....;.....,,,,.,,.......a

gm...1w.. . 4
I ,

FYN,.

*Pip 7-70. Simplified electrical circuit. -.

(1)). Components and functioning. ,
... , , .

. `.. N.-
1. Conductors arid current flow.. The .electrical wires. and cables,are conductors of the

electricity producedby the battery br the generator or alternator, They,se;Ve as pipes '"
to tiirectthe current to the desisred part.' The current Will continpe to flow through the
condudtors es long. as (here is sufficient voltage to overcome an resistance. Electricity

-.-" will alwatir take the path of least tesistalice. 'Switches, circuit brealuirs, and resistors'
? a installe,d to control current flow, but loOse connections, corrosion ? arid broken or

' illeganductors provide resistance that hinders operation.of electrical parts. Insu-
. latilirthat i.cracked or warn, through allows the c.onductoil to short or groitAd out; the
,electricity goes iliActly to grounfebecatiseht 'offers the least resistance . .

f:"P . f . . ) -/

- , !. l.

1 2, ting switch, %sure 2-21 illpitratts a startiag.towitch whih is manually activated .
, by ie operator th h.e, staking lever. Depressing ate lever moves the drive

8-, , mechanism forward and causes the drive gpar to engage the teeth ,tr the flywheel be-
fore the starting switch allows electric current to activate the cranking motor.

, . ,,

3

A

Oar,
3. solenoid. A remote control switch Or solenoid may also be used to engage the drive

- ifirarcia supply power to the cranking 'rotor. The operator turns a key or switch.

which causes the'magnetic 'switch to mote the drive mechanism forward and then
supplies battery el!ctrical power to start the motor turning..

2.'22"
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4. Starting motor (fig 2-21). The starting motor is just the opposite of the generator
which converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. it is ja de ice which converts
electi-ical energy fFom the battery into the mechar&al envy nee turn the engine
over. As such, the starting r is made,up of a conventional motor nd a drive
mechanism. Different types
the starter drive gear to be die
engine starts. 'The overrunning
disengaging mechanisms.

411~Arill, IMO PRAM'

0041.17TOR 04.111

001.110111q4

ye mechanise an be used, but all must permit
ged from the`Tbrerheel automatically once the

clutch in figure 2-21 is one of the thost wicialy used
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Fig 2-.21. Starting motor and switai.
.., - ,,4

, . /. .
(c) Servicing. ,,,, , , ,

1. The starling circuit reqvires very 1 t rator service.\ It, like t otheff circuits,SU
AltIMIRe

,.,

is part of military efandard, heavy-duty, radio-suppressed, and Tungus -proof,4 electricalsystems. The operator should cheek electrical connections and make sure
that they remain tight. N

. ..

. --.
I .... ,

2. When the starter fails to turn the engine over, check for lode% connections and cor-
roded,termitgals; especially bhttery terminals which insert a resistance in the: electrical
circuit and reduce or prevent current flow. This realstanceis similar to putting a tigjit
beild Or kink in a garden hose which rednteo water flow. . .

- IV/ ^ - P-, - .
3. Another prOblem, particularly when' equipment is not reii regularly, igt that the bat: lk,

leries may be so run down that there is not eno :, wer available to turn the engine
over. Op solenoid-equipped circuits, there 41;,ar I . enough current to move the drive
tear forward, but not enough to turn the engine _over, When this is the case, you will
often hear a clicking noise from.the startiny motor is you attempt to turn the engine

3 over. 4,...
.

r

4.

f

.
. . a ..

The startingInotor runs-for only It few seconds each time, it is. used and carrie'
great overload when it is running. To carry such a heavy 'load, it draws hig)4441t
which causes the starter motor to heat up quickly. To keep the starter mot
overheating, never run it longer than 90 seconds at a tittle. If the engine cf.:mem:1.z
Start within that tftne,41et the starter motor cool off for several minute betikee;4191ii

gaging it again. ,
".:
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A.

5. The starting motor requires little maintenance if used properly: Most of the motors
you will come in contact with Will a sealed unite requiring no lubrication. Others
may be provided with small lubrica ion cups. A few drops of oil should be put in the

.t

cups at regular lubrication intervals. Starting motors-and switches will be replaceko
by unit mechanics if they are defective.

,.<

(5.) Ignition systems.

(a) Introduction. daooline engines use an electric spark lo Ignite the fuel-air mixture near the
-top of the compression stroke. A spark ignition system provides a method of using electrical
energy to ignite the Mixture at the proper instant. An °nemo may use either a battery dIs-
tributor7type *Mon or a magneto ignit n. They are basically-the same; they step up the
low voltage to a high voltage and distribute the voltage to a spark plug at the proper nixie. The
high voltage spark Jumps the .gap between the sptii-k plug electrodes and ignities the mixture.

(b) Battery-distributor type. The battery-distributor type ignition system consists of a
primary draft and a secondary circuit. The battery or generator/alternator delivers ,
low voltage t ough the coil to the breaker points. Each time the breaker. points open.

`'phi volta (as much as 30.000 volts) created by the coil, is induced in the secondary
cireu imary and secondary circuits and a schematic of the wiring are
illus ain figure 2-22. The primary cir uit is represented by the heavy dark line
and the secondary circuit is represented by he lighter liae.

.11

-a?

4

et.

SPARKALUO
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COMBUSTICT CHAMBER

DISTRIRUfOR
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ROTOR

I
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CAM

illrcIRCUIT
Ilf TEHSION)

Fig 2 -2R, Bittery ignition circuit..

1.- Components and functioning.

PRIMARYARCUIT
(LOW-TENSION)

COIL

JC

S

a. Distributor (fig 2-2;0. The heart of the ba ignition elystem is the distributor.
It functions do poth circuits. Making and br ng the low-voltage circuit and dis-
tribu g high voltage to the right cylindeflat the right time.
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1. Breaker cam. The breaker cam will generally have as many earn. lobes HO there
are engine cylinders. 'A 4-cylinder engine will have four lobes and a 6-cylinder
Opgine will have six lobes. Therefore the contact points on a 6-cylinder.engjne
will open and close six times for each revolution of tilt distributor shaft. Each
time the points open, the primary circuit will be broken and high voltage will be

'induced in the secondary circuit.-;The breaker cam and rotor rotate together, and
the rotor is alined with the proper sparkplug contact each time a cam lobe opens the
,pYirnary bircuit, producing a high - voltage surge in the secondary circuit.

2. Contact points., The contact points used in conjunction with the cam lobes to form '

the make-and-break device consisof a fixed and a movable point. A spring-loaded
breaker arm with a rubbing block which rides on the breaker cam forms the Movable
contact surface. 'the fixed adjustable contact point surface is the contact support.
The 2-piece points'come as a set and are always replaced as skeet. Notice the two

(screws 10 the contact support in figure 2-23, the one on thLright is the locking screw
and the one on thedeft (with elongated hole) is the adjusting screw.

rt

Condenser. The condbaser or capacitor is placed in the distributortto prevent
arcing across the contact points. As the points are opened, the flow of current in
the primary circuit tends to continue to flow, jumping the gap or ar.Wg. To pre-

pvent arcing, which -would quickly burn out and damage the contact polets, the
scindenaer is wired in parallel with the contact points and grounded through the
distributor bissing. The consaenser absorbs the current from the primary circuit
as the points' open, preventing arcing and also aiding in a rapid buildup ce secondary
voltage in the ignition coil.

4. Distributor eltr:. re 2-22 shows how secondary voltage enters the distriVtor
cop through tb er terminal, to the rotor. The rotor in turn distributes the
electrical, current fo the spark plug leads. Note that the spark plug leadi are
arranged in a standard pattern or engin firing order. This firing order insures
that the spark is delivered to the right c linder at the proper time. The firing
order varies with different makes and m deli of engines and is generally stamped
on the side of the engine block. A corn nly'used firing order.for.6-cylinclet
engines is 1-5-3-6-2-4.
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ADVANCE WRIGHT
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.1; ',,..Fig, 2-23. tSeetiobal view`of a standard-type distribut
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b. Ignition coil, The ignition coil acts as -11 magnetic step-up transformer, changing the
low voltage "of the primary circuit into the high voltage neded for ignition in the-sec-
ondary circuit! When the ignition pdints are closed, current is flowing through the
primary circuit. When the points ar47 opened, a high voltage (as much as 20,000 volts)
is induced into the secondary windings of the .coil;

/.

*.r

t.
(c) Magneto ignition (fig 2-24). The magneto

is a self-contained ignition unit. With the ,
exception of the spark plugs and wires lead-
ing to them, the magneto includes or sub-
stitutes foall units usually found in the
battery iinitionsystem, The magneto pro-
vides electricity for igniti n alone and is

C
often Used on industrial an handcranked
enginetzia

c. .Spark advance. As englpe speed varies, the time at which ignition occurs in the
individual 4Cinders must also vary if the engine is to operate at maximum efficiency.
The faster an engine runs, the sooner the spark must occur if combusti4 is to be
completed at the most effective time iwthe operating cycle. There are two types of
automatic spark-advance mechanisms which are built into distributors: centrifugal
and vacuum. They may be used separately or toge4her, depending on the application,
Most automotjve distributors employ both types: the vaottum- advance for low speed,
and the centrifugal advance for high speed.

Wr 1
1. Centrifugal advance (fig N2--23). centrifugal- advance thechanism is operated by

a pair of weights that are thrown out against synting pressure as the engine speed
increases. The movement of the weights advances the spark throygh a linkage to
the'breaker cam.' As speed increases, the spark is advanced. As speed decreases,
the spark isa'retarded.

v.$

2, Vacuunfasivance. The vacuum-advance mechanism uses a spring-loaded diaphragm
connected by a linkage to the distributor plate, and by a vacuum passage to the
carburetor. The opening to the carburetor is on the atmospheric side of the throttle
when the.throttle is in.the idling position. As the throttle,is opened, the spark-
advance mechanism is expoSed to the lower pressure of the intake manifold. The
pressure act; on the diaphragm, moving the spark-evance linkage. The linkage
rotates the breaker plate and contact pdints to an advanced position.

2. Svicing. An operator is very limited in the amount of work tie can do to settice the
battery-distributor ignition system because the tools required for adjustment are not
available. He can keep the conductors (wires) clean and the connections tight. He can
replace broken or defective secondary leads. The distributor cap towers and the coil
tower should be clea ed periodically to prevent the buildup of corrosion. The covers and
connections of waterp ofed systewns Should" be kept-tight; they ace removed and serviced
by the engineer equipme it mechanic. If the distributor is not
,can remove the distributor, cap and clean and lubricate thellitte 'p rts if necessary.

ed, the operator
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1. Principles of operation (fig 2-25).
A magnete.*yery similar to a
generator. The primary and
secondary fgqition windings are
wound on an armature which rota,tee
within the magnetic field created
by the horsehoe magnet and pole
pieces. As the armature. et:wolves,
an alternating currefit of low voltage
is generated in the primary wind-
ings.' When this current reaches r
its highest value, the breaker points
open, and high voltage,is induced
in the secondary winding, Just as
it was in the battery ignition system's

The high-voltige charge is then
&Filleted to the magneto distributor
and on to the spark plugs in the proper
firing order.

2: Impulse coupling.

a.

0

1
CAuLES TO SPARK MUGS

.ROTOR

o

PRIMARY
WINDING

LIVE CONTACT

CONDENSER

INTERRUPTER

SECONDARY
WINOiNG

ARMATURE GROUNDED CONTACT

RETARD

ADVANCE

Fig 2-25. Circuits of a high-tension magneto.

. ki.The magneto must be turned t enopgh to generate a primary current with enough
strength to enable the e to fire d to keep it running. This speed varies with
different types of ma os, but the l'Oerage is about 100 rpm. When starting the
engine, it is diff to rotate the crankshaft fast enough to obtain this speed. An
impulse c g is used to obtain sufficient speed to cause an initial starting cur-

rom the magneto.

b, The impulse coupling is n unted between the magneto drive from the engine and the
magneto:driven-shaft 1 consists of a spring and ratchet drive. When the engine
is turned over,- the spring in the couplin is wound up against a spring.and.trigger
arrangement. As the piston -reaches firi position; the trigger releases automati-
cally. The spring,,-which is' connected to th magneto drive shaft, flips it with

- enough speed to Illrodbee the primary current. This operation continues until the
engine firea.and starts to run. As engine speed increases, the impulse coupling
locks °tat approximately 900 rpm and the magneto is driven at engine speed.

rift:
*(d) General maintenance. A O 4

wr

"
. ,

1. Introduction. Operator maintenance to the ignilion system is primarilylimited-to making
sure 'that all electrical connections are tight. Visual inspections will reveal any bare
wires, loose connectipna, borrnsioh, or cracks in insultiting material. Unit mechanics
wilfgener'ally test; replace,, or repair ignition system components. Normal 'wear'
wilt require that periodi hacks and adjuatnikiints or replaceingits be made to spark
plugs' breaker points, aA enginestiming. .41 knOwledgeofAhese mainttrnanee proce-
dutes will be a great helt o equipmeni operators. , --,.

. j .
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2. Spat* plugs (ftg;?.-28).
,a. The spark plugs, _which must

operate -under severe conditions,
require 'periodic cleahing and ,
adjusting, The extreme hest,
high voltage, and high compfession
occurring within the cylinder cause
the electrode tips to burn, increasing
the distance between the electrodes.
Spark plugs may be tested under
pressure. They are cleaned with a
special sandblasting machine.

b. Engine specifications provide for
a specified gap between the spark
plug electrodes. To adjust spark GASKET

INSULATOR

!Aug gaps, it is alw'ays better to
use a round rather than a flat
feeler gage.4Aly.rays bend the ground
eleo&ode which is attached to the
spark plug shell to get the proper Fig 2-26. Sectional view of a typiCal spark plug.
gap, Never bend' the center elec-

.10rode as this may crack the core
insulator.

Break)r points.
Or ...orWhen adjusting breaker points, remember that a spark occurs at one of the spark

plugs at the instant that the breaker points open when the ignition switch is on.
A180. unless the points close proper)ty to complete. the primary circuit, no voltage -
can be induced in the secondary Therefoee, it is important to clean and
aline the points to ,insure good contact. When fully opened, the pohlts must have
the recommended gap clearance to insure proper -timing,. The breaker points are
fully opened when the rubbing Neck of the movable points is resting on the highest
point the cam lobe.

QS'

Before removing the distributor cap to adjust points, be..sure to checf the position
of the spark plug wire that leads to, No. 1 cylinder. Many caps have the number
"1" marked on the cap surface adjacent to the No. 1 spark plug wire. If not, you
can scratch ah appropriate mark on the cap with a screwdriver tip. After removing
the cap, notice the direction ib'which $he rolor turns. If you know the position..of
No. 1 spark plug wire, the direction of rot ion, and the firing order, you can
always rewire the cap without any troublel.

.fk,v

c_ With the ignition switch on and the engi turned so the polo s are:in a.closed posi-
tion, you can check to see if thelloints a making and breaking. When you brew
the points, you should see EN,,,J mall sparloev y time they are separatcrd. If the
paints ace burnad or th4 spark will no be noti able, By visual inspectiQn
you can tell if IFe' yoints Reed repewing. ItladkV andburned, they should
be replacrd. Altfibugh it is nottrecommerialit wM3' points are, avail4le, yoti.".
can clean,:#urs,ed.cohtact points with a.ppint flleror one and Mtn readjust; hem.

"TERAN AL NO.
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CENTER
ELECTRODE

GASKETS
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INSULATOR
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d.
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The rubbing block of the movable
point must be resting on the high
point of the earn lobe for you to
adjust the breaker point gap
(fig 2-27). Specification are
given in the appropriate TM.
With a feeler gage of the recoen-
mended thickness, yoti can adjust
the gap by chaing the position
of the stationary point. TWQ screws,.
are generally provided, an adjust-
ment screve-and a lockscrew.
Loosen the lockscrew and turn
the adjusting screw as needed.
Hold the feelergage lightly and
obtain a slip fit on the gage with
the points. Tighten the lockscrew
and then recheck the gap. Very
often you will have to reset it.
When you are satisfied that the gap
is correct, put a drop of oil on the
felt wick in the center of the cam,
and place small smear of grease

(IN

2)

at441140 MAACK ON CAN LOOP
GAGINO THICANRIS ARTWIIRN CONTACTS
CONTACT POINTS IN CONDITION FOR GAGING
CONTACT POINTS URNEE, AND MIRO

Fig ?-27. Adjusting breaker points.

or lubriplate n the cam surface. Never overlubricate the distributor. Excessive
grease and oil will combine with dirt and dust to cause short circuits. After instal-'
ling new contact points and adjusting the gape you should check the ignition timing.

Whenever you remove the distributor cap, clean and inspect it carefully for cracks
or other damage. A crack reaching tite center terminal may permit the high voltage
from the coil to ground through the distributor body. Check the rotor for cracks,
corrosion, and burned terminals.

4. '''on timing (fiq 2-78). In almost .
all engines, thoi timing marks are
found on the flywheel(A), or the vibra-
tion damper (B) located next to
fan belt pulley. Specifications irr the
TM wilt tell you at what instant
ignition should occur, usually in
relation to TDC of the piston stroke
(such as 2° before4TDC or 0°).

_____A neon timing light is generally used
when adjusting engine timing. To
use the light, connect ode lead to
the No. 1 spark plug wire and
connect tile other lea to a-suitable
ground. (Some menu cturers also
recommend that the cuum line from
the distributor vacuum-advance unit
be disconnected. Then start the *-
engine. The timing light will light
every time the spark plug Mee.
Therefore, you aim the timing light at -.
ehe timing'marks; when the timing
light comes on, the timing marks should
be lined up, and thomentarily appear
to stand still. If the timing marksdo Fig 2-28. Ignition timing
not line up according to specifications, . on flywheel and vibrator damper.

74/ the distributor or magneto can be
.... turned Rightly after the locking bolt ¢r screw has been loosened, By turning the unit,

/ you can bring the timing marks exactly into litie: When they are correctly lined up,
lock the distributor or magneto in place, and remove the timing light. .
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e. Fuel systems.

(1) Components and functioning.

(a) Gasoline, Most large enginee equipment is powered by diesel engines, however, you
wilralso be working with gasoline- engine powered chain saws, compressors, concrete
mixers, and generators. These small, stationary applications do not requirg a com-
plicated fuel system such as those employed on modern automobile engines. The same
components must be used, but they are of simpler construction, The operator's re-,-/
sponsibilitics for the care and servicing of the system deal primarily with using clean
fuel, and cleaning filter elements at periodic intervals. Figure 2-29 illustrates a
typical fuel system. In stationary applications, the fuel system takes up considerably
'less space and the fuel tans is often located higher than the carburetor. This appli-

ation of, gravity fuel flow eliminates the need for a fuel pump.
A
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Fig 2-29, Fuel system of the gasoline engine.

1. Fuel tank. Most fuel tanks are made of thin -gage sheet metal, and have-an inlet or
filler pipe and an outlet. The Outlet line is usually'plaeed about 1/2 inch from the
bottom of the tank to prevent any sediment in the tank from entering the carburetor.
Tanks are generally provided with electric fuel gages (sending units). Drain plugs
are located on the bottom of the fuel tank and when the tank supplies fuel bygravity
flow, a shutoff valve is generally prov,ided.

2. Fuel filter and strainer. The fuel filter or strainer may be loca ed at any poiai-
between the fuel tank and the carlyuretor. When a fuel pump is sed in the system,
the drainer generMly comes between the fuel tank and the pum and a filter between
the pump and the carburetiir. The sedimint bowl (fig 2-30) is a ommon type of
strainer and is often combined with the fuel pump. Fuel enters the lass bowl and
pdSses up and out through a filter screen. Any water or solid matter aught by the
screen falls to the bottom of the bowl where it can be easily seen. Di in fuel gen-
erallycomes from rust scale in tanks and drums, and from dust and rt in expe-
ditionary cans. Water comes from condensation of moisture in metal containers or
tanks. Thumbscrews or spring-wire clips hold the sediment bowl in place against
a corkgasket. 'Another type of fi1ter.is made of a .dries of laminated disks placed
in a large metal bowl which acts as a settling chamber for thestuel:
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Fig 2:30. Fuel pumged sediment bowl.

3. Fuel pump. One of the most common fuel pumps Is the mechanicallyactivated nonpositive,
diaphragm type (fig 2-30). Rotation of an eccentric on the engine camshaft actuates the rocker'
arm, which pulls the' diaphragm .down against the pressure of the diaphragm spring, nits

__reduces the pressure in the pump chamber and permits gasoline to enter. The diaphragm is
moved up on its return stroke by the pressure of the diaphragm spring, and gasoline is forced
to the carburetor. When the carburetor bowl is filled, a back pressure is created in the fuel
pump chamber, holding the diaphragm down against the spring pressure, It remains down
until the carburetor needs more gasoline. The rocker arm and thee pump lever (link) are in
two pieces which operate as a single unit when the diaphragm is meting up and down. However,
when the diaphragm is helcl.down; only the rocker arm operates in the normal way, This is
possible because the rocker arm operates against the link' only in the downward direction.
Upwajd movement of both parts ie by spring pressUre. It is this operation which makes the ,

pump nonpositive. The principal problem encountered with fuel pumps is the wear and de-
teri9ration of the diaphragm, Which is composed of several layers of especiallytreated cloth
that Is not affected by gasoline.. Some fuel pUmps are equipped with hand-operated priming
levers which' may be used to pump fuel to the carburetor after the engine has been idle for a
long time. this reduces the drain on the battery caused by using,the regular fuel pump action
to 'prime the fuel system and deliver fuel to the carburetor.

4.. Carburetor (fig 2-314 The carburetor is
that component on a gasoline engine that
meters the fuel and mixes it with the air.
The opening through Which air enters i401
caved the air horn. The carburetor it -,
lustraled is an updraft type so called
because it is located below the intake
manifold and air travels upward through 11

the carburetor. In the air horn, you see VINTUNI

AWAthe choke valve. The decrease in sizetof ..D/SCN NOZILI

the air passages or restriction, is. called
the venturi. This causes the air,passing
through it ow with greater speed than
it would ut the restriction. The dis7
charge nozzle connected to the float chamber
by a fuel passage peArnits liquid fuel to
enter the air stream)' The throttle valv is
located in the carburetor throat betweb e discharge nozzle and the intake manifold which
delivers the fuel-air mixture to the individual cylinders. The choke vaRre allows die operator
to vary the richness.of the fuel-air mixture as an aid in cold-weather starting. Under normal
operating conditions,4he choke' valve is wide open ag shown in figure 2-32. ,When starting the
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Fig 2 -31. Simple carburetor. I
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engine, you. can obtain a richer fuel-air mixture (more fuel) b clbsing the choiy. valve as muchas necessary: This reduces the flow of air through the carbuator'and increases the amount of
fuel flowing from the discharge dazzle. A "full" choke (valye completely closed) will stall an
engine in a few seconds unless the choke la gradually opened githaer manually or by a 'semi-
automatic safety.valve or spring-loaded cnoke. Fuel musyKaiie oxygen to burn. -Tile throttle
valve is very similar to the choke valve but, as its naMeimplies, it is used to throttle or
control the speed of the engine. It does this by. varying the speed of the air flowing through the
venturi of the carburetBr. This in turn con-trols the amount of fuel drawn into the air stream
from the discharge nozzle. Under normal operating conditions, the throttle yalve is the only
carburetor control used. Throttle °Oregon is generally controlled by a foot accelerator, a
hand throttle, or a governor. Most throttle linkages are adjustable, and,a throttle stop screw
is generally provided for adjusting the engine idle speed. The float and needle valve combine
to maintain a constant fuel level in the carburetor during engine operation. The float is ad-,.justed to a predetermined level during manufacture. When the float drops due to low fuel level,
the needle valve is lowered from its seat, allowing fuel to enter under pressure of the fuel
pump. As the fuel level rises, the float also rises. This brings the needle valve up.into its
seat, closing off the flew of fuel.

5. Maintenance.

a. Adjustment. Most of the carburetors
that you will tome in ,Fontact with will
be similar to the clowndraft carburetor
in figure 2-32. It has two carburetor
circuits. An idle- and w-speed cir-

,cuit, and a nha.fh nozzle r nj-nial
. operation.- The main nozz is nonadjust-
able, but the idle circuit is ovided with
an external adjustment screw. The idle-
speed screw in adjusted to prov e the 't
correct mixture to enable the en ne to
idle sm TM's krovide del
instructs s on adjustment of the idle I,

screw. As a general rule, the screw la
turned all the way in then opened approx-
imately 1 full turn. Correct adjilstment is
obtained by turning the screw in until the
idle is rough from fuel "leanness, then
turning the needle out .to tile richest set-

, ting at which the engine idles the smoothest.
The engine idle speed may be increased or Fig -32. Constant-speed,
decreased for best idle speed by equating do ndraft carburetor'.
hike throttle stop setscrevt. '

b. Troubleshooting gasoline fuel systems.

TIOKftli MOW
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- ExOssive fuel consumptik can result from a high float level, tt leiliky float, or too
rich an idling mixture. . .

A Sluggish engine' may result from a low float level, dirty or gummy fuel passageS,
. or a clogged air cleaner. -

-.Pool: idling, often characterized by the stalling of thAfigine, usually is due to too
much fuel, a defective choke, or an incorrectly adjust#d idle-Speed screw.

- Failure of the engine to start may be caused by clogged fuel lines, an incorrectly
used choke, °noir leaking into the intake, manifold.

Slow engine warmini may indicate a defective choke.

A smoky, black exhaust' indicates a very rich air-fuel mixture.

Stalling of the engine as it warms up could be caused by a defective o$ closed choke
valve.

r' .

- A backfiring engine may be due to an incorrect, often lean, afr-fuel mixture reaching
the engine. This tondition may be caused by clogged fuel lines or a fluctuating fuel,
level.

2-32
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(b) Diesel. Diesel engine fuel systems do not mix the fuel and air before they enter
the engihe cylinder. The fuel injection syslem is designed to deliver only fuel to the
;proper eyliriller at the correct time. Operator services.tr the fuel system are limited
prirmitily to the servicing of the fuel filters and strainers. Diesel-fuel systems

, are complicrited mechanisms, but will generally provide excelkent service if clean
fuel is used and the filtering devices are serviced properly. In the Detroit diesel
engine fuel system (f 2-33), a positive-displacement, gear-type fuel pump draws
fuel from the fuel tali through the fuel strainer. The strainer is equipped with a
check valve which pr vents fuel from flowing back to the tank when the engene is shut_
down. A relief valve n the 'fuel pump bypasses fuel from the outlet to the inlet
side of the pump when ver excessive pressure develops. This valve opens at a
pressure of 65-70 psi. After leaving the fuel pump, the fuel oil plumes throqgh the
fuel filter, into the inle manifold,, and then the individual injectors, through'the .
jumper tines. Unused fuel is returned to the fuel tank through the jyrnplir lines and
the outlet manifold. A restricted elbow in the outlet manifold combin46 with the
pressure relief valve in the fuel pump to maintain a specified presisure in the fuel
syste-401. More fuel is pumped throughThe syst m than can be used by the engine,
thus elating and Lubricating the injectors and p "%riding the engine wtt4 a self-bleeding
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(2). Servicing. To insure that there is an adequate airpply of fuel, the operator must use
, great care when servicing the vqhicle. Use only clean, approved fuels for the type

engine b`eing serviced. Keel) the fuel elean;,trae clean Containers to transfer the -fuel
and keep, the openings eloped when not in use. Keeping the vehicle tank full will help
reduce condensation. The proper Servicing of the water trap, strainer, or filters at
prescribed intervals wil; prevent foreign Ipaterialit from entering the engine, Different

,systems require some specific maintenance that is peculiar to that type of'system.

(a) Gasoline. Most carburetors, have a strainer or.a ceramic type filter located behind
the riut where the gas line connects to the carburetor .in addition to those discussed
earlier. ,Thin filter "ill eventually become clogged with dirt and debris and shut off
the fuel supply 'for the engine. A slight leak on the suction side of a fuel pump may be
sufficient to cause the' gasoline engine to loose power. Worn fuel pump parts will also
cause Er loss of power and, in some cases, gasoline cart leak inftthe crankcase, creating
danger from crankcase explorrion,

(b) also
..Morel. Cleanliness of the diesel fuel !system is s very critical. The fuel injection

Parts are machined tip such precision that, when separated, the heat from body tempera::
ture will prevent their fitting together. Imagine what dirt and rust can do to these la .parts. This is one of the reasons that the diesel system uses so many filters.. Tne
water traps and strainers are drained-daily before attempting to crank '{'re engine.
This procedure will drain off any aecumulated water or' dirt that has settled, thereby
prqonging filter life and providing clean fuel to 'the injection system. The fUel inter -
and strainer elements are usually replaced on an.hourky schedule but if conditions

_\
,

warrant they are chang d when nepessary. When changing the filter, strainer, or , --)
:cleaning the sediment b 1, be sure the parts ate thoroughly clean, new gaskets in-

stalled, and that parts are ight. SOme systems such as the Detroit diesel require
that the strainer be "fille.d.with fuel: This is to reduce the cranking time and also to
Insure lubrication of the injection parts. 0

ti
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u. f. Governor. This' is a device that Will automatically control, within specified limits/the
speed of the component for which it was designed. The-engine speed governor controls dr

.:,
lim-its engine speed or output in two steps. It fie:ft-Measures engine speed and thep changes the

fuel control to bringihe engine 'to the desire speed. There are several -types of-governors,
but-for :the purposes of this course only the mechanical engine speed governor" will be dis9ussed.

...

' -(1) Principles. Any change in the load on an engine itinnediateWchanges the engine speed. A
engine receiving a"constant an'ount of fuel-will operate at a constant speed if the load its
constant.. if the load changes, the fuel must change or the engine /meet! will, change. The
time required for an engine to change from one speed to another is affected by the hiertia
of the engine's flywheel and other moving parts, A large heavy flywheel requires more

" time to change speeds than a smaller light flywheel. Governor flyweights connected to .a rotating shaft will produce a centrifugal force proportionate to the speed. As the shaft
rotates, the weights tend'to move away from the center. You can demonstrate this prin-

.citile by'using your ID, "dog tags," Place the cii)ein ovAr your finger and swing in a
circular motion. Notice that the faster you swing, the more horizontal the-tags betome
and that there la more pull on your finger. These basic principles are employed by ,mechanical and hydraralic'engine speed governors. .

.1 .
1*

e ^ .(2) Mechanical governor (fig 2-34). The first action Of the governor is to accurately measure the
speed.. This is pelarMed by the ballhead (flyweight) mechanism which.is rpSated ity
gears-at speeds pr6Portion1te to the engine speed; any change in the engide speed will
affect the rotation speed of Theballhead. To oppose and balance the'critrifugal force,
a spring is used. As the centrifugal force causes the weights to move out, the speeder
spring is compressed. When the centrifugal force and the speeder spring tension are

moved a certaid distance and the- flyiveights have takenitt definite position in rel tion to
nibalanced, engine speed is normal for that koyernorr The toe of the ballnr slats

the axis of rotation. The second step of the governot ig to coniN the fuel. 'This is. ' IR
accomplished hy viewing a fuel control rod in Contact with the'hallarm toe and the spring.
Any movement cruised, by their actiortis transmitted.to the fuel control.. Study fig 1-35 - ;

' said you shoUldsee that if the flyweights move outward, the speeder rod lfuel Control rod)
will4e lifted, and if the flyweights are forcerdsieward by the spring.tension, the speeder
rod gill move down. _Through linkages, the weeder rod is attached to the engine fuel .

i,
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control (throttle). Spring tension causes the engine to receive more fuel and to speed
ktp. The flyweights try to slowit down:
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Section II. POWER TRAINS

2-3., BASIC POWER TRAINS

a. Purppse. The mechanism that transfers engine'power to the driving wheels or tracks of a
vehicle is known as the power train. This power train is made up of gears, shafts, and bearings
combined into various assemblies which enable the dperator to tontrol the speed and direction of
the vehicle. Power trains are generally classified as either wheeled vehicle or tracklaying.
Operator services to most components consist of visual inspection for leaks, maintaining
correct oil levels within the various housings, and proper operation. Correct lubrication is a
must, but proper operatidn is equally important. Construction equipment is rugged, but operator
abuse (clashing gears, slipping clutches) will materially shorten the effective life,of any piece of
equipment. A good operator knows his equipment and makes it work for him, not against him.

4

b. Wheeled vehicle. The development of wheeled-vehicle construction equipment has made
tremendous strides lin recent years. Military construction equipment has kept pace with civilian
efforts and an increasing proportion of the equipment you will operate will have power trains
similar to that hit figure 2-35. Examine the figure closely and trace the flow of power from the
engine to the wheels.

V

AXLE HOWER) PROPELLER SHAFT

CENTER SUPPORT 'RAMO

Fig 2-35. Wheeled-vehicle power train.
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(I) Clutch. 11'he first element in the power train is the clutch, located between the engine
wine tranornisilon.. .By means,of the clutch, the operator can disconnect the enginefrom the pernrinder:of the poweetrain% This is necessary for starting the engine, for
allowing the vehicle to'stand Mill while the engine is running for gradual engagementof the engine to the power train, and for permitting the operator to change transmissionge.ar ratios to meet varying road conditions. Clutch operation and adjustment will be

'discussed in detail later in the 'chapter.

(2) Torque converters (fig 2-36). Torque
converter., a4orna of fluid coupling

- ,which takes the place of the clutch
assembly, have come into wide use

) in conjunction with automatic trans-
missions. Forsome applications
the torque converter is used with a
clutch. The principle of fluid drive
can best be illustrated through the use of \
of electric fans which are facing each
other. If power is connected to one fan,
the air blast from this fan will cause
other fan to rotate until both are running
at approximately the same speed. -This
same action takes place in fluid tlriye,
except that oil instead of air is used to transmit the power, 'torque converters consist "of three basic eleMenta: the pump (driving member), the turbine (driven member) andthe stator (reactibn member). Vaiying numbers of stators are employed to provide dif-ferent degrees of torque multiplication within the unit.

POWER DISCONNECTED 'TOWER CONNECTED

Fig 2-36. Principle of fluid drive.

(3) Transmission. The transmission
is the next unit in thepower train.
Basically, the transmission is a
set of gears enclosed in a metal
housing. It provides the operator
with'a selection of speeds, and per-
mits...the disengaging and reversing,
of the-flow of power from the 'engine
to the wheels. The transmission
provides the mechanical advantage
that allows the engine to move the
vehicle under varying load conditions.

J

2
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Fig 2-37. Four-speed trudk transmission..
Sliding.gear (fig 2-37). The spur gear, constant mesh, and synchromesh type trans-
missions are used in the different items of engineer construction equipment. %The
operator must disengage a clutch, select the-gear ratio, and slowly engage the clutch
to cause the power to flow.

(b) Torqmatic. The torqmatic transmission is becoming more popular in the newer items '
of equipment. It is a planetary gear system that uses. hydraulic pressure -to engage and
disengage the different planetary parts for the desired gear ratio and direction. By
using the torqmatic, which is an automatic transmission with a torque converter,
greater toque multiplication is achieved. Speed and direction is easily selected by
the operator.

%

(4) Auxiliary transmission and transfer case. An auxiliary transmission and transfer case
is usually ,bled in construction equipment to provide an additional gear reduction, to
provide power to the front wheels on all-wheel drive vehicles, and to furnish power
for auxillary,devices, such as a winch, It is connected to the mein transmission by a'
shogrt propeller shaft back shaft) and universal joints. Basically, it is an additional
gear trap which provides a low-speed range, anotpermits power to be applied to the
front whbele when necessary. it is sometimes referred to as a "drop box, " because

, . it provides a means of lowering the power train enough for the front'propeller shaft
to clear the engine,

'111-;,-
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Peopellerhatt. Power. is transmitted from the transmission to the rear ends of vehicles
by the propeller shaft. The means of transmitting power must be flexible, becausd the
driving axle of the vehicle is attached to the springs and is free to move up and 'down

the transnilfiakim is attached to the frame iud cannot move. ,An,y.ltpWard movement
of the wIrels, as when the vehicle travels over rough ground, wi§uld'shotifedhe didtance
between the rear end and the transmission. --''To compensate for this changing distanck
the propeller shaft is fitted with a slip joint (spline) that is free to sieve back and farth
(fig 2-38), Another device used on the propeller shaft is the universal joint which per

. Mit. power to be transmitted thl.ough an angle, The angle between the engine crankshaft
axis and a tine.to the axle will change as the vehicle moves over rough grou d and as-
the load is increased or decreased. The universal joint provides the flexiby needed
in the power train.

iPLINED SLIP JOINT 'SLIP YOKE HUT

J
LOCKING PLATE

41/4. S At,

JOURNAL

CLAMP

CLAMP BOLT FLANGE YOKE

Fig 2-38. Slip joint and co mmon type of universal joint.

(6) Differential (fig 2 -39).. The differeetial, or the rear end as it is generally called, is
enclosed and attached to.the axle housing. It changes the direction of the power flow
90° and transfers the power to the axles,' It divides the power to the two driving axles.
Due to ?to construction, it atm permits a difference in rotational speeds of the axles.
It permits the wheel with the least resistance to spin or rotate faster.

411 Final drive. This device transmits
the Power floit from the propeller
theft to the differential and, at the
same time, provides a further gear
reduction. The final drive is encased
in the carrier housing and consists
of two gears: the bevel drive pinion
and the bevel drive gear. The pinion
receives the power flow from the
differentisl and transmits it to the
bevel drive gear which is bolted to
'the differential case,

N
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Tracked vehicles.

(1) Comparision to wheeled vehicle. P,o1.,,er trains of tracklaying or crawler eqUipment
(fig 2 -40) perform the same function -As those.on wheeled vehicles. The difference is
that cnkwler pow,er trains are designed to provide greater gear 1-equctioN, withstand

7 more rugged treattnent, and are heavicr and sturdier in congtruction. .Some track
vehicle power trains do not use propellor shafts and differentials. -This reduces poNier
train length, and power`, flows directly from the engine, through the clutch and trans-
mission, to the bevel drive gear. When 'there is no propeller shaft or unkitrsal joints
the-components must be kept tight'and alined. The power is distributed oboth tracks
through the steering clutches to the sprocket drive (final drive), the spr ket,,ansl.
finally to the track chain.
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Fig -40; Power flow in a crawler- tractor.

('l) Steering.
i-

(a) Steering of tracked vehicles can be accomplished by any method which will stop or
slow one track. Some tracked vehicles, such as the 137 crane-shove, 'use a differ-
ential and brakeswhile others may use clutches and Mikes or planetary systems.'
The M37 crane-shovel calf be turned by applying the brake to one propelling shaft,
stopping that track, and causing the differential to react. The 2111 crane-shovel and
the 82-30M crawler-tracto do Kist have a differential. They.use a clutch to break.
the power flow to a tracl3 and a ,hake to stop and hold it.

(b), Some of these steering systems are a part of another power train component. The
steering clutches used to steer the, 82-30Detractoe are a part of the reduction gearing
The Case MC 1150 scooploadet steering system is a part of the transmission. It is a
planetary type system that provides a method of breaking the flow of power and on this
particular' tractor it is also ustd to reverse the rotation of the power flow to onehr both
tracks. It is possiblei to power/one track in reverse while the other is being powered
forward or to break the flow of power and hold one or both tracks.

(c) There are as many methods of actuating the steering system as there are types of
systems. The tracked vehicles used by- the Marine Corps are actuated by mechanical,
air, hydraulic, or hydraulic boosted methods.

(3) Final drive. Final gear reduction takes place in the tractor final drive which drives the
sprocket that drives the track claain. A small drive pinion gear transmits the flow of
power from the steering clut8h yo a large drive or bull gear which in turn drives the
sprocket. ,
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2-4. (ENGINE CLUTCHES

. 411(
As an engineer eqdipment optrator, you will come in contact with two typesof engine

clutches: the automotive or foot elutch,, and the hand-operated 'snap -over center clutch used on
crawler and stationary equiPment. The components and the functioning of both types.itre similar,

. However, adjustment of the clutches to compensate for normal wear is different and will be
discussed separately. t ,

'7 '.
I l A I

a. general. N

(1) Operation (fig 2-41). Clt1tches generally-transmit power by bringing one Ormore rotat-
ing drive members, attached.to Ole crankshaft, into gradual contact with one or more
driNkn members (plates)* secured to the unit !ling driven (transmission, gear train).
Contact is made and Held by strong sprini'presoure which is controlled by)he driver . '

with the clutch pedal. With onlyNt-light spring pressure,. pedal depressed, there' is
little friction between the plates whioh permits a great deal of slippage. As spring
pressure increases, friction alto increases, and less slippage ociurs. When the opera-
tor removes his foot from the clutch, and full spring pressure is applied, all slippage
stskps, and the speed of the driiink and driven plates is the same. There is then a
direct onnection between the driving and driven members.
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Fig.2-41.. Exploded and cross-sectional views of disk clutdh.

(2) Driving members. The driving members -of-a clutch usually consist of two cast-iron
plates or flat surttloes machined and ground to a smooth finish. One of these surfaces
is usually the rear face of the flywheel. The other, a heavy flat ring known as the pres-
sure plate, is a part of the clutch assembly whichis bolted to the flywheel.

(3) Driven member (fig 2-42): The driven
member, commonly called a clutch
plate, consists of a steel disk with
linings riveted or cemented to it.
It is these linings or facings which
wear during normal operation. Periodic
clutch-adjustments are necessary to
compensate for this wear. Abormal
operation, as when the operator rides
or slips the clutch,,will rapidly wear
out the clutch facings and require
continual clutch adjustment and eventual
replacdment of the driven member.

CLUTCH RIVET
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Fig 2-42 Clutch driven
plate with flexible center,
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Maintenance. Proper operation and service are the best insurance that an opirator will gekt
. '

..._ .i.

good service from the clutcheskm the vehicle assigned. Like all mechanical paha, the clutch
will wear. However, the rate of wear decreases when-serviced and used properly. The rate Of
wear is very slow on a clutch that has been prdperly lubricated and properly used If 'tide ovell-
lubricated, the lubricant will get on the parts Nat should not be lubricated. If it is not lubricated,
the bearings will wear-rapidly. If lubricants get on the friction surfaces (item 1, figure 2-43 A .* .

and B) of theiclutchylate, it wink slip causing ropy wear, overheating, and other clutch problem
fleeting your on the clOtch pedal or partially engaging the snap overtenter clutch control ley r
yfill cause the release bearing (item 7, fig 2-43) to-contact the clutch levers (item tt, fig 2-43),

4 This will partially disengage the cluteh causing it to slip and cause the clutch' diskoteleaue bearing,
and levers to wear more rapidly. An improperly, adjuited clutch is about the same Pis restirw your
foot on the clutch pedal; the free travel is not enougff to allow the release bearing to move balc
away from the clutch levers so that the 'clutch springs (item 3, fig 2-43) can force the pressure -

plate (item 2, fig 2-43) against the clutch plate. As stated previbusly, the cych disk will wear;
as it wears, the'free travel ,decreases to the point that the clutch fails to fully engage. Study figure
2-43A and 2-43B and visualiz ow the clutch is engaged and diiengaged through, the linkage. Pay .

particular attention lothe lev it, theiryivot points, the direction of travel opeach side of the
pivot, and the parts that must ove or come in contact. Note the pedal and its pivot pohit (12)
and visualize the direction the 1 kage will travel when the pedal is depressed and when released.
Note how the linkage (10) is connected to the lever and the yoke to, the release bearing (7); visualize
the direction that the releale Siring will move and that the lever pivots (8) when the pedal and
linkage are nloyed, Note the clutch levers (5) in the clutch assembly, how they connect to the
pressure pia* (2), and how they pivot (8) when moved from the clutch disk (1) wehr or when Con-
tacted by the release bearing. _Visualize how the distance between the Iflywheel and the pressure ..

plate can decrease as thp clutch disk wears. This will allow the pressure plate to move closer
t6 the flywheel, moving the clutch levers attached to it, causing them to p of and the free ends
to move closer to the release'beafihg. When the free ends contact the re age bearing! there is
no free travel at the clutch.pedal. As long as there is sufficient free t avel and the clutch is
properly used and serviced, the clutch springs (3) will force the pressure plate,t9ward the fly-
wheel and squeeze the clutch disk. Note howthe pressure plate Is held back in figure 2 -43B
because there is insyfficient clutch pedal free travel. It must be emphaiiked that some clutches .....,
are different from the simple linkage illustrated in figure 2-49, but the principles are the same.
By studying illustrations and information in the TM's, you can determine the correct amount of
free travel and Where to, make the adjustment. .

(CHAPTER CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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TRAVEL
(NONE)

A fN B
1. Clutch disk 7. Release bearing, lever and yoke
2. Pressure plate 8. Release lever pivbt
3. Clutch springs 9. Backing !Slate (bolted to flywheel)
4. Clutch lever pivot (pressure plate) 10. Adjustable linkage
5. Clutch lever 11. Pedal return spring
6. Clutch lever pivot (backipg plate) F2. Pedal pi/trot

Fig 2-43. Illustration of correct and Incorrect clutch pedal free travel.

(1) Clutch-pedal adjustment.
.0

(a)

(b)

Clutch-pedal adjustments make up for normal clutch facing and linkage wear. Most clutches
will haveadjusting 'devices similar to those illustrated in figur4 2-44.'

The toeboard clearance screw,
shown in the diagram, should be
adjusted so that the pedal arm has
1/2 to 3/4 in, free, play from the
underside of the pedal to the toeboard.
A clutch-pedal return spring returns
the pedal to the normal engaged
position.

(c) The screw adjustment in the tie rod('
between the pedal and throwout lever,

FREE MOVEMENT
OF CLUTCH FEDAL

TOE BOARD

TOE BOARD

SCRIE0 ADJUSTMENT

lib
is where the adjustment ix made for \''...,-.

clutch facing wear. After loosening
---7 t

th loacidg mit and unfastenit* one 4. 1.-0rc
e d of the tie r, the lengthlbf the
ro can be increased or decreased
by turning the loose TO. The a cunt
of free ploy or correct pedal ad st-
ment is usually designated by a ci-
fled dicKance, 3/4 in. , or by m mum and maximum 'adjustment holes in the pedal arm.
You can feel the point where free movement eqds by the increased fobt pressure required
to depress the pedal. If you leave the Olut?h pedal with too litJle free play, it will cause
the throw out bearing to ride on the pressure plate fingers, causing clutch slippage and
damage to the pressure plate and throwout bearing. Too much free movement may keep
the clutch from completely disengaging, making it hard or impossible to shift gears.
After6you make the adjustment, be sure to tighten the locknut and refasten the clevis pin.

2-41

TOE BOARD
CLEARANCE sciew

Fig 1 -44. Clutch-pedal adjustment.,
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(c You undoubtedly will encounter variations of tV'Iinkage.adjustments distussed above,
but they'arelnot difficult to understand. Equippent TM's provide spegific instructions.
A few points to remember include:

--,/ _ i

1. Free travel becomes less ail the clutc..1 wea- r_cor,%9 other- words, the clutch
pedal has to be released farther befo e will-move. 'I 4-

a" 2. Do not slip the engine clutch. -'§el c mission Speed which will Permit -you, to

A
s -mOve 'a heavily loaded veliiole with° t r the engine and slipping the clutch.

, -
... \ az. ' : )1- ....e , . 4

3. Do,pot "ride the clutch. " Keep Yourfeet on the floorboard, northe-clutch.
-,-.-... t. .

lit
as

(2) Hapd-operated clUtcbes. J.-
.;

'..
- ih, 1

..
(a) Adjustment. 0.

?
' A .

1. As an equipment operator you will comean aiptact wit?itriety of makes and models
of haiid-operated clutches in tractbrs, cranes, and statTonary equipment. The internal
working parts, the driving and driveninernbere, are similar to the automotive, clutch,
but the operation and adjustment are slightly diffeent.

2. The clutch is engaged and disengaged by a clutch lever. The utch mechanism has a
snap-over center action which will hold the lever in either pos ion when the operatOr
removes his hand. Correct olutchAdjustment is usually speci ied as either a distinct
snap-'over- center action ir as so Many pounds.of pull required to engage the clutch.
The clutch should be adjusted when it fails to meet these specifications or when
noticeable slippage takes place when the equipment is operating under load. Continued
operation with a "loose" or slipping clutch will cause excessive clutch plate wear and
may permanently damage the pressure plate and flywheel surface, Most clutches of
engineer crawler equipnient are adjusted inside the clutch compartment.

3.

a

To adjust thellutch, remove the clutch
cover and slowly crank the engine until
the adjusting locking device appears
(fig 2-40. Loosen the locking device
and using a pry bar, (or if necessary,
a hammer and brass drift), turn the
adjusting ring in the appropriate di-
rection to tighten the clutch. This
direction will vary with different
makes of clutches. When the clutch
has been adjusted, reposition and re-
tighten the locking device and replace
the clutch cover.

,IP11'r,..T.:11.

,tv
sc, 0(

P ATE

AD STM
LOCK

AD) TI
Op: NUT

I ,
(3) Lubri&tion. Engineer equipment clutches willrgenerally require some type of lubrication.

This tribriaktion consists of applying grease to either external or internal grease fittings
' (fig 2-46). The externally located fitting, pose no particular problem, however the

internal fittings are located on the clutchitseq. To lybribate these fittings, the clutch
compartment cover must be removed and you must crank the engine over' to lubricate
all the fittings. Care must be taken to lubricate every fitting ork the clutch assembly,
to not overlubricate these fittings: Excessive.lubrication may cause a slipping or
grabbing clutch action. Clutch compartments are eqUipped with draih plugs for removing
excessive oil that finds its way into the compartment from either the engine or the-trans-
mission. If oil is leaking into the clutCh compartment, it indicates worn or damaged
engine or transmission oil seals and you should note this on your Operational Record and
inform your equipment foreman.

2-42
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Remove operator's platform and
engine clutch cover. Crank engine to .

resaheachfitting. Lubricate every
50 service hours. NOTE: The following
numbers refer to figure 2-46.

1. Camshaft bearings: Crank engine
fo react each of tpe three fittings
and appty one two strokes of
glet,liubsicator

2. Release sleeve; .Apply three or
'four 'strokes of the lubricator.

3, Release beariac Apply three or
four strokes of the lubricator,.

4. Pilot bearing: Apply five or six
'strokes ofslhe lubricator.

5. Universaljoint bearing: Apply
three or fdur strokes of the
lubricator. Fig 2-46, Engine clutch lubrication points.

2-5. TRACKED VEHICLE STEERING SYSTEM

a. General. To-turn a tracked vehicle, one of the tracks must be stopped. This can be done
by disengaging the steering clutch to stop the power from going to the track and then applying a
brake to hold the track, keeping that side of the machine from moving.

The principles of operation are similar between brakes and clutches. The major differences
between the two are that the clutch transmits power and both friction surfaces are free to move,
while a brake stops rotation and one friction surface is stationary. Some of the later models of
tracked vehicles use a planetary gear system to Stop the flow of power, to reduce the gear
ratio, or to reverse the output. For example,' some tracked vehicles have a stee'ing system

' that the operator can place one track in low range while the other is in high range or he can
reverse one track while the other track is moving forw4d.

11111047

4 \ 1'

, 041,4414447.4. adttLf`

. b. Steering clutth.

(1) General; A 'multiple -disk clutch is one having more than three' plated or disks. Some
have as many as 11 driving disks =and 10 driven disiks. The multiple-disk type of clutch
has a greater frictkmal area than a plate clutch, and is best suited as a steering clutch
on crawler-tractors. Operation is similar to a typical automotive clutch. It is spring-
loaded so that it is normally in the engaged position. Steering clutch levers enable the
the operator to disengagefiie clutches and stop thellow ofvower to either or both tracks.

(2) Crawler controls. Steering of the C ie MC 1150 scooploader is accomplished through
clutches located within the power shift transmission. On this-vehicle-the clutches are
called crawler controls because they control the direction of travel (forsfard and reverse)
and the steering of the tractor (right ow left). There are two clutches and one brake to

-control each track. The clutches are multiple-disk type, that are engaged by hydraulic
"reassure and eele,ased by spring pressure. The clutches-operate in the transmission
oil and are wet type. Since they are eniagesUpy hydrablic pressure and espied ansl-
lubricated by oil, there is very little weir and no adjustments are provided. The
teering.brakes are located to the front of the tractor -and also operate in oil. There
are no operator adjustments for the brakes even though they are controlled through ,
mechanical linkage. I

2 -4
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(3) Steering controls. The steering of the 82-30M crawler tractor is accomplished through

steering clutches loc ed in the reduction gearing case. The steering control levers actuate a
master Cylinder whi h transmits hydrstulic pressure to a clutch and brake control'valve
to disengage the'clutch and engage the brake. Hydraulic pressure from the torqmatic
transmission engages the clutches which operate in oil. The steering control hydraulic
system is a separate syetem from the hydraulic system that engages the clutch. The
steering control system replaCes the mechanical linkage as used on other crawler trac-
tore. There are no operator adjusttments on the, steering clutches or the parking brakes.

(4) Steering clutch booster. Considerable effort on the operator's part would be needed to
disengage the steering clutch levers unless some form of booster or aid were used. It may
be either a spring or a hydraulic booster. 'Bolster springs were used extensively on older
Model tractors. Adjustment of the springs was relatiirely simple and was usually done
only ?n,time. Hydraulics are used widely today and require relatively little ajustmenis
add 'semping. It it, very important ,that scare be taken to use clean oil when eervicing the
units.- The adjustments to the booster onry affeCt the ease with which the control levers'
are moved, not the action within the steering clutch assemblies. Adjustments for the
Case MC 1150 scooploader anti the 82-30M are performed by specially trained personnel..

My,

(5) Maintenance. The steering clutches and brake of the newer crawler-tractors require .

little or no operator adjustments, but the hydraulic systems must be carefully maintained.
They must be kept filled to the pr. per level with the correct oil at all time?. The system -

must be protected from foreigtt,matte such as dirt, water, and small particles
that would damage the system. The clutch compartments must be kept as dry as
possible 'and the parts lubricated as speafied by the TM. Other tractors are simi-
lar and specific instructions can be found in the TM's.

c. Brakes and functions. Brake types, classifications, and principles of o ation are
similler-lo clutches. As stated earlier. the major difference between a brake an
clutch is that a clutch transmits power, while a brake stops rotation. There are bk,
internal-expanding, and external;zontracting brakes. The most commonly used t es
of brakes are tile external-contrketing and internal-expanding. The principal plr
of a brake are The shoes which have a nonmetallic lining riveted or bonded to the They .7

are normally 4itsvedito the vehicle to*serve as the stationary member. The of er
friction surfacelOssually a machined metal surface on a rotating part. Thpa s of one
type of internalAanding brake are shown in figure 2-47. ti

t;)

'-fi041# 1110I SKOMMAY 4404

pivfo,

Fig 2-47. Intsrnal-expanding brake.
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(1) Brake control and operation. A brake can be controlled ify the same methods as a
clutch. As indicated in figure2-47, some brakes are designed to add additional pressure
through their action. Brake systems are often referred to as servicejyarking, trans-
mission steering, and' operating. SerVice brakes are those used fbAllstopping or controlling'
vehicle i-peecunder normal conditions. ,,,Parking brakes, used to*hold the machine when
stopped, are sometimes called emergency brakes. Transmission brakes are used to
slow or stop the transmission and power train parts for easier and faster shifting of
transmission gear's. Operating brakes are those used to control equipment and its
attachments. Steering brakes are those used to steer crawler type-equipment.

(2) Ste&inibrake adjustment. The brake adjustments for the Case MC 1150 are looated under
the rear floor plate. First remove the rear floor nlate. then adjust the pedal free travel
as shown in figure 2-48. The free travel should be 1/16" measured at the floor plate.
After adjusting the push rod, check the travel of the adjusting net, on the brakes by
placing a 24" Pule on top. of the adjusting nut and depressing the brake pedal. The travel
should be measured at the, seat frame. It should he 1/8* (+I/16" or -1/32" ).

ADJUST ON
TRAM If 1/14
OR -1/321'

$1110
_ADJUSTING SCREW
NUt'S '

h

fig 2-48. Steering>brake adjustment.

(3) Servicing.1Servicing the brakes of engineer equi,.....ent is probably the easiest part of
the operator maintenance. All that he has to be concerned with is that they are properly
adjusted, that the linkage is free, that the hydraulic system is maintained to the propkr
level with the correct clean fluid, and that the compartments of those brakes that operate
dry are kept free of oil and- water. The hydraulic systems of the Case MC 11513 scooplondspr
and the 82-30M crawler-tractor are, easily maintained by keeping fluids at.proper levels.
Four or five drops of oil in the proper place on the linkage pins will keep them free
and prevent binding` A thorough cleaning of the tractor will keep the dirt, pease, min
debris from building lip and cI ausing the linkage to bind.

2-6. TRACKS

a. Istroduction. A tracklaying vehicle does just what its name implies: it lays its Own road,
then picks it up and ,lays it again. Because springs alone are too flexible to support the weight
of tracklaying equipment, their suspension system (fig 2-49)1 differs from automotive type vehicles.
Tracklaying construction equipment has a track roller frame assembly which peovides a mounting
for the track rollers, front idler, sprocket, track recoil mechanism, and equalizer spring.
The weight of the tractor is carried through the frame to the rollers. The diagonal brace or
some other part on the inside of the frame maintains correct track frame alinement. Some
arrangements allow each track frame to opeyate independently and to move up and down in re-
lation to one another by pivoting at the sprocket shaft; others are rigidly connected to the vehicle.
The front idler, track rollers, idlers, and sprocket are used to keep the tr k up out of the
suspeotion mechanism, to guide the track, and to maintain track tension. rge track springs
or other systems such as gas cylinders absorb shocks to the track assert) y permitting the
front idler to recoil when it is subjected to heavy shock or load.
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Fig 2-49. Tracklaying vehicle suspension system.,

1 -Front Idler Assembly
2-Carrier Ho/ lei
3-Recoil Cylinder
4-Track Chain
fi-:Tack Rollers
6-Track Frame

b. Service and maintenance.
..... m.

.

(1) Checking slacin track chain: When backing the tractor, if the track chain is teo loose,,.

it will tend to clim,b the sprocket: If the chain is either too tight or too loose, it will -b,
cause undue weat.4n the track. links; pins, atiebuchings; and also on the front idler
bearings. Track chain tension can be checked by measuring the sag in the tracks be-
.tween the track idlers: When this .sag is measured, the track shotild be stretched/ tight: To remove allslack from the chain; place a 'Wooden block Under' the foremost
track she lug and, with the tractor in low gear, .engage the.engine.clutch just enough -

so that the sprocket drive lightens -the track along the grouhd and around the sprocket.
Then apply and lock the brakes and top the engine. '.A11 remaining slack in the tracks
can be obtained between the track fdlerfilay.baving a man stand on the track between, .
them, or by using asledge'hammer, to driAre the track down: Lay-a straightedge along-
the track lugs. The trsyck khould have,a clearance of about 3/4 to 1 in. or 1 to 4 1/2 in,

(depending on,the.model tractor)' between the.straightedge and the track lug. If the Clear-,
ante is more or less than speciffed'in the TM, the tension should be adjusted. _Greater
stack may have to be allowed in certain soils. such as beach sand, which tend build up
on front idlers and sprockets. thus tightening the-track chain excessively. his
happens, it lugs the engine down and reduces available pushing power. Too In a
track chain not only causes excessive wear, but may cause the track to leave t'lie suspension
systepn or be thrown. This is.particularly true when the tractor on a slope..

.

,

(2) Adjusting track chain terAtitrtillt-9,00). The front iciler._is moved forward by forcing
chassis grease into a hydraulic cylinder with a.standard lubricator or by pressUre of
compressed nitrogen gas. Those unite that use gas to force We front idler out to
'tighten the track are loosened by forcing chassis grease in thc front part of t cyl-
hider. To tighten the track, the grease is bled off until,the correct track tel p is

'obtained. The lubricant and the gas used in these systems -are tinder extreme pressure.
When adjusting tracks with these systems, you must be extra careful because the force
behind the bleeder plugs and grease fittings
is sufficient to blow them out like a bullet.
Check the specificatiOn , proceares, and
safety precautions in t TM and service
manuals before adjust g tracks on the Case
MC 1150 and the 82-3 crawler-tractors.
Figure 2-50 illustrates how the Case MC 11'50'
tracks are adjusted.

4.
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2-7. OPERATING CLUTCHES'AND BRAKES
e. 4 "

tined to control the various shafts and "cable drums on winched, Omer control units, and (rm-
a. General. Operating clutches and )(es are thoSe clutches aad brakds which are

. 1

ponents of other machines. Operating clutches and brakes are similar to the wheel brakes of, .

your car and operate on the same principles as the engine clutch. -The majority d the blutc.hes
and brakes ybu will conic in contact with on engineer construction equipment will part ofi'a
mechanical control system. Emil clutch and brake will have a specific name, but h94/ are
usually grouped under operatiry clutches dn inapectioh forms. Operating clutches ail br ;kes
~have been grouped together here beicause orate way they are used. For example; a type of
brake tan be used to ho11 one part of # planetray system and it will be called a clutch, The
difference between a clinch and a brat is that a brake is used to slow down or contplctely
atop rotstido by friction, ivhile.the clutch engages or disengages the power flow between
the engine and /or-p-ower train components. The clutches and brakes discussed earlier in
this course were used primarily on crawler-tractors while the clutches and brakes discussed
here can be used anywhere in die power train. The clutches are placed in thejpolver train -9

.. al any place there is.a need to break the flow of power. A brake will also be used if the
ipart must be stopped or the free- wheeling action controlled,

:-

(1) Within this mechanical control system,. two adjustments will generally be provid6d,
One:4/djustment is used tOpoiition the'eontrol lever or foot pedal so that it_can be
reached easily by the Operator during normal operatic:ins. Operating construction
equipment for long periods of time is hard and exhausting work. You should pbsitiop
the levers and pedals so that you can operate the machine 'with a minimum of effort,
increasing both operating efficiency and safety. The second adjustment is located
within the Mechanical linkage between the lever and the clutch band, generally at the
"live" (movable end) of the clutch band. This adjustment determines the holding
power of a brake band or pulling power of a clutch band.

I
(2) As an equipment operator you will often hear clutch or brake action referred to as

either being "dragging" or. Vslipping." Dragging means that the band 'is dragging or
rubbing against the drum when it should be free. This can be caused by a warped
band, too tight
means that whe
drum. This Ow
causing a burning
heat 'generated 1,40

etment, or a buildup of oil or grease on the lining. Slipping
clutch ie engaged the band is not being held tightly against the 'e

slippage to occur between the lining and the drum, often
nr The `smell of a slipping etch is readily apparent.' The

lipping Dutch will cause rapt lining wear, posilble untrpage of
the band, and the needfor frequent clutch adjustment%.

(3) Two terms you will hear!qtiite often are tlite "114 end" and the "dead end" of a band. -
Since most operating clutches, both Intel-hail expanding and external contracting, are
circular bands, the end which is anchored or fixed in the clutch assembly is known:IS
as the dead end. The other end is movable and is connected to the operating linkage.
This-end of the band ih known as the live end. It is here that most adjustments
are made.

.rk
(4) Depending upon their application, clutches may or rusty not be adjusted to backlock,

kntickle-in, or snap-over-(eenter. This dver-center action is used t6 keep a lever
the engaged position when the operator removes his hand. An example of this would
be the drag cable lever of a crane or the hoist line on ashovel front. Most clutches
such as those on power control units and hookblocks on cranes are not adjusted to
snap-over-center and will return to the neutral or disengaged position when the
operator releases the lever.

b. Types used. There are several types of clutches and brakes that can be used as oper-
ating clutches and brakes. The type used derds upon the manufacturer, its location and
space, and the operation it is to perform.

(1) Internal-expanding or e ernal-ctintracting. These are the most common type of oper-
ating clutches that the ra.tor will come in contact with. The internal-eicpitnding-type
clutch (fig 2-51) expandond contacts a rotating member, or the clutch rotates and ex-
pands to cause the drumlo rotate. The external-contracting-type clutch tfig'2-52) fiis
around the outside.of the drum and cbntraets to cause the two parts to move as One.
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With these clutches there is only one friction surface on the drum and one on the clutch
band, These same type components can also be used as brakes if one of the members
is held stationary. For exampg, by anchoring the clutch band, a rotating drum could
ba-stopped by applying the band to the drum with sufficient pressure. These clutches
and brakes are the type usually found on concrete mixers to control the skip.

- 1: Compression,.spring
2. Clutch carrier
3. Jam nuts
4. Eyebolt
5. !..ever

1. Lining 6. Pin

3. Clutch shoe
titiit fi? 8. Tension spring'2 Rivets 7. Pin

.4. Anchor pin gt Pin

5. Anchor pin 1,11 CI
10. Link

6. Drum ...4 11. Clutch band,

7. Pivot pin r 12. Lining and rivets

8 Snap ring 13. Dar
ii. Om nut 14. Bolt

10. Adjusting bolts 15. Shaft
11. Clutch spring o 16. Drum
12. Rorler pin 17. Shoe lining
19. ?Anchor pin 18. Band:dead end

14. Lever arm 19. Pin . .
15. *She

if
t .20. far

< 21. Shoe
22. Pin

Fig 2-517-3nternal-expanding clutch. Fig 2-82: External-contracting cLueen,'

(2) Cone, Some machines use the cone type, clutch which has one friction surface shaped
like a cone. The drum also" has one friction surface that is shaped like a cone to receive
the cone shaped clutch,

(3) Jaw. These clutches are constructed similar to gears; they have metal -to -metal friction
sqrfices. . They can be used to engage or disengage power throlegh linkage controlled by
an operatolior they can be spring loaded and serve as an overload clutch. The jaws are
usually designed so that an overload will force them apart.. However, some_ machines
such as cranes, have jaw clutcheti which are positively engaged end will remain there
until miyed by the operator. Unlike the other type clutches, the' jaw clutch is seldom
used as a brake. It can be used to hold a component after it has been stopped.

c. Service. For the clutches and brakes to operate properly, they must, receive proper
care a d tr-T-mintenance. Those exposed to the elements must be kept as clean and as dry as
possible. Fkast All cause them to stick Or drag. Dirt that accumulates will act as an abrasive
and wear the clutch band rapidly. Grease and oil pat accumulate on the clutch parts can cause
slipping and will also cause dirt to accumulate and stick. Some of these clutches operate in oil
to keep them cool and the linkage operating freely. They require that the oil be kept at the proper
level. Those that do not operate in oil require certain parts to be lubricated to prevent binding
and seizing. However, over-lubrication will cause dirt and dust to accumulate and can
possibly get on the clutch friction surfaces. Proper adjustment of clutches is very important.
They must be adjusted so that when fully engaged there is no slippage. Some of the clutches must
be adjusted so they will not toggle in (snap-over-.center) while others are*tiesigned to operate
properly when they toggle in. Always check the TM for the machine to determine how a specific
clutch should be serviced and maintained. ,

d. Brakes. Basically, there are two kinds of brakes: external-contracting brakes and
internal7expanding brakes. . The methods and devices used to apply the.brakinteffort are called
braking systems. On construction equipment, you will 'find all systemli mechanical brakes,
hydraulic brakes, air brakes, and, electric brakes. Booster devices -and vacuum brakes are
sometimes used with other brake systems to increase the initial brake action.'41"Although the,
steering brakes were discussed previously, some of the material discussed below will Also apply
to them and some of the material covered previously will be repeated emphasis,
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(1) External-contractincirakes (fig 2-53).
These are used for prlting rakes .on
wheeled vehicles., for steering brakes
on crawler eqUipmetit., and for control-
ling the speed on auxiliary equipment.
drive shafts. In operation, the brake
band is tightened around a rotating drum
by moving the brake lever. The brake
band 14 made of flexible steel, shaped
to fit the drum and has a frictional
lining riveted or bonded to its inner
surface. External- contracting brakes
are generally applied by mechanical
linkages. They are often referred to
as mechanical brakes.

(2) Internal-expandint brakes (fig 2:54).

Fig 2-53. External-contracting
, parking brakes.

(a) ,Internal-expanding brakes are' uped primarily as wheel brakes. T&!! type of brake
permits a more compaci and economical construction. The bra hoes and brake
operating mechanism are supported on a backing plate or brake lihield which is
attached to the axle housing. The brake drum , ,attached to the rotating wheel., acts
as a cover and provides a frictional surface ftir the brake shoes.

(b) In operation, the brake shoes are forced outward against the drum, to produce a brak-
ing action. One end of each shoe is hinged to the. backing plate by an anchor pin
while the other end is unattached and can move-in its support with the operating
mechanism. When force from the operating mechanism is applied to the unattached
ends of the shoes , they expand an4 brake the wheels, Retracting springs return the
shoes to their original positions when braking action is !lb longer required.

A

C1

_I V
K

A, IRAK' SHOIWO LINING
B FRONT BRAKE SHOE ANCHOR

!LATE ASSEMBLY

C FRONT BRAKE SHOE LINK PIN
LOCK

FRONT BRAKE SHOE LINK PIN

-Fig 2 -54.'

A

C

PIN SPRING

PIN

O PIN LOCK,

H ANCHOR PIN

I, ANCHOR PINOCK

J. FRONT BRAKE SHOE RETURN
SPRING

K, FRONT BRAKE, SHOE WcHEEL
CYLINDER ..

L FRONT BRAKE SHOE LINK

M ADJUSTING wHIEL.
Internal expanding wheel brake.
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(3) Agitating brakes.

(a) _Brakestioe adjustments are made to teniedy.lining wear. If the vehicle pulls to one
side when the brakes are applied, indilvidual brakes must be adjusted to equalize them.
Wthe front wheels should, lock before the rear gels are stopped, the operator may
lose stee la control. It is Important, therefore, tijat brake adjustments be made to
provide e MIT distribution of braking action to ail wheel brakes. A single parking
brake or emergency brake on a drive,,shaft , must be adjusted so it willt hold,

(b) With properly adjusted brakes , the linings attached to the shoes flit evenly against the
drums when the brakes are applied. The lining should not rub onithe drum when no
brake action is required. Linings must not drag,, but they must t_m. near enough to
the drum to give proper leverage between the operating mechanisM and the fridtion
serface. Wheel brakes are adjusted separately and externally at each individual
wheel.

4
( c ) A cam adjusting bolt or an adjusting ..0

.- .wheel (fig. 2-55), which can be reached
through a hole in the backing plate,
will permit yOu to move 'One end .ot
the enclosed brake shoes. This
adjusting device is usually-located
al" either The. Cop or bottom of the
backing plate. Turning the adjust-
ing device In one direction will
movethe brake shoes towardthe
drum to compensate for lining wear.
Turning the adjusting device ,in the
other direction will move the shoes
away from the drum. Proper
adjustment is usually specified as
so many thousandths of an inch - -
clearance between the lining and
the drum, or backing off the adjust- , Fig 2-55. Brake adjusting wheel. ....
ing wheel a certain number of clicks
after it has been turned all the way in against the drum. When the wheel is jacked
up, you,can tell by spinning it whether the brake is free or dragging.

You will find a slack adjuster (fig 2-56)
instead of brakeshoe cams used to
adjust airbrakes. This adjusting
device has an adjusting nut and a
locknut which musj be loosened be-
fore maki g an adjustment. Turning
the adjust g nut rotates a wdun gear
that takes the slack in the adjuster..
Back 2f f the adjusting nut just a little
after tightening it, then retighten the
locktiat. Push rod .travel at all
wheels should be exactly the same
so braking action is equal. It
should be at a minimum from fully
applied to fully released with the
shoes not dragging in the released position.

N

r

4

1111M1 MIMED MOM APPLIED

rig 2-56.. Operation of brake
shoes from brake chamber.
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(e) EleOtric brakes are self-adjusting, As the lining wears, the electromagnet which .4 ;,
applies the brakes milt move a little farther to force the brake shoes against the
drums!. An automatic stop on the brake shoes prevents the rivets from contacting. the
drum, 'after excessive wear.

(f) Extermil-contracting parking brakes are adjusted either through adjustable mechanical
linkage or an adjusting device at one end of the brake band.

(4) Brake inspection." Brake band linings should be inspected at periodinlintervals and at the
time when wheel bearings are being tacked. Brake shoes should be replaced before
the rivets or the metal part of the shoe come in cqntact.with the brake clrurnt Metal
to - metal contact will score the surface of the brake drum. A badly scored brake drum
will have to be replaced or turned down, unnecessarily increasing the cost of repairs
and vehicle "down" time. Keep oil and grease Off br e linings. If the brakes fail to
hold, or will.not equalize after adjustments ar e,-or if they are excessively oily,
the brake linings or shoes must be replaced.

di

e. Servicing brake systems.

(1) Hydraulic brakes.

(a) A hydraulic brake system is
primarily,a liquid connection be-
tween the brake pedal and the in-
dividual brake shoes. Principal
parts of the brake system are the
master cylinder and the wheel
cylinders (fig 2-57). When the
brake pedal is depressed, the brake
fluid forces the pistons, in the wheel
cylinders agaippt the brake shoes.
The shoes expand against the brake
drutn and stop the vehicle.

(b) Principal operator service to hydraulic Fig 2-5;1. Operation of a hydraulic
brakes consists. of keeping the proper brake system.
level of brake fluid in the master cy-
linder reservoir, checking the system for leaks, and "bleeding the system."

(c) Use only approved hydraulic brake
fluid when adding to or refilling the
brake system. See that all dust and
dirt are removed around the filler
cap opening on the master cylinder
before adding fluid. Add enough fluid
so that the level reaches just below the NKSINVOIN

filler cap open g (fig 258). After
filling the rese oir,ir, Ekes, that the
verit at the top o the reservoir is
open and the filler cap is tight. If
the brake pedal goes to the floor-
board when pushed down, the first'
things. to check are the brake fluid,
level in the master cylinder and signs of
leaks around the wheel cylinders. .

2-61
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-Fig. 2-58 lAYdraulic brake master..
cylinder and brake-pedal connections
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(d) Continual refilling ofthe master cylinder is a sure sign of leakage in the wheetr operating
cylinders, the master cylinder, or a loose fitting or a broken line in the system.
Fluid logt at, these'places can be easily detected. 'Wipe the system clean and dry,
and then have someone step on the brake. In this way, you can be sure you have
found the leak and that'others have not been overlooked, Leaks and loose joints not
only allow fluid to escape from the system, but also permit air to enter- Air in the
system can be felt by the soft, springy action of the brake pedal; it must be removed
by "bleeding" before you can obtaltut solid pedal, :

(e) Each hydraulic brake wheel cylinder
(fig 2-p9) has some kind of bleeder
screw device or valve, extending from',N the backing plate. To bleed the lines ,
lean all dirt from around, this valve

a d proceed as follows:

Fill the reservoir with brake fluid to
1/4 in. from the top and keep it full
during the bleeding operation. Replace
the cap after each filling to prevent lore
of brakeefluid and to keep dirt from en-:

,tering the eystem.

Attach a sho'rt length of rubber hose
to the bleeder scree and place the
Idtse end in a clean pass container
(fig 2-60). Most bleeder screws hav'e
a capscrew to protect the threaded
opening to which you attach the hose.

1.

2:

3.' Now, have an assistant push in the
brake pedal to put pressure qn the
brake systenAirwhile you operate
the bleeder screw, and watch fpr
air bubbles in the glass container.
The pedal may lave to be pumped
to build up preisure in the system.
The assistant should push down on
the pedal slowly, as far as it. will
go. This forces fluid out of thl
bleeder.valve through the hoseinto
the glass container. With the fluid
comes the air that may be trapped 1.
in Or live. It may be necessary to
pump V brake pedal six or seven
times before fluid without aircan be seen entering the glass
the master cylinder -run dry during)* bleeding operation.

Bleed1one wheel at a time. starting with. the-one farthest away from the master
cylinder. This will remove all the air possible at the first bleeding operation.,
When all air has been bled fr -sm the.line..close the bleeder screw Aight1/, remove
the bleederhose, and reins' Weeder capecrew.

4,

Fig 249, Crone section of a wheel cTli der,

J

i 11

BLEEDER SCREW 2. BLEEDER HOSE
Fig 240. Bleeding brake lines.

container. Do not let

ey
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12) Alrbrake systems (fig 2-81).

(a) In servicing airbrake systems, your biggest problem is to keep the air in the lines.
The airline hoses and couplings should be checked for teaks and wear, particularly
those connecting a prime mover and trailer. Worn hoses and couplings shoulcroLe re-
placed. 'man emergency. 'Several turns of tape may stop an air leak for a short time.
The high pressure within the lines, normally between SO and 105 1361. will soon force
an opening unless the taped section ls replaced. The cutout cocks provided at the
tractor holm connections are often respons,,ible,for air loss. These tapered valves
shOuld He closed tightly when nootrafler i being towed, but they often jar open.

,
(b) Another problem with any compressed-air system is condensation. The drain cocks

at every r rbservoir should be drained daily to,remove water that accumulates from
condensation. Make sure that these valves work'freely and are closed before starting
the vehicle.

r Of

(c) Some compressors receive their lubrication from the engine, ithile others have self-
contained lubrication systems which must be checked daily. The oil should be drained
each time the engine oil is drained.

. '

CUT OUT -OCK

SYRYICIf TAO

VAIN' TOOL y
1111SOIY011

Fig 2-61. Diagram of,an airbrake system in a tractor-trailer combination.

9, HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
4

a. ?'pose., A hydraulic system is used
of the et.. methods of transferring power
to control 1.1e many different components.
maintenance time required to kee it operati
a gear system would require too mach space
transmission operation, attachment control,
operate gearidriven components.

on engineer equ ment for many reasons. It isone
around a cornets! It makes it easier for the operator

used and maintained properly,,there is less
Hydraulics can also'be used in many places that

to be efficient. Hydraulics are used for brakect,
to assist mechanical contrOls, and as motors to

2-53
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b. Components. "The number, type, and nomenclature of the compbnents depends on tlIe
application. The domponents shown in figure 2-57 are used for a simple hydraulic brake system
and some °hitch release mechanisms. It consists of a moister cylinder and one or more operating
cylinders which are similar to She wheel cylinders. The 82-90M crawler-tractor uses a part
of this type system to control the hydraulic steering. Anothd type system used on many items
of engineer equipmpt is illustrajd in simple form in figure.2-82. It consists of a supply tank,
pump, strainers, filters,. cnntr valves; relief valves, lines and fittings, and one or more ram
cylindeps. The pump provides the amount of fluid required at the pressure needed to perform
the work. The control valve and lines direct the'pressurized fluid to the desired poinSs. The
ram cylinder performs the actual work-of raising and lowering the blade or operating the oth,er'
attachments. The relief valve protects the system from excessive pressure thafthe"purnp is
capable of building up. The internal parts bf a hydraulic system have a clone fit and are pro-
tected 'from abrasives and other debris by the strainers and filters. Most hydraulic systems
provide a mechanical advantage which' is the reason that the operator's job is made easier:

a

ftlf,PLY TAM(

1,011iIMI *KW LING

YYYYY

1=a1 /NI

;II IL

1'

C113068

i
Fig 2-62. Components and flow ofi basic hydraulic system.

IL
c. Servicing. The clOttrator service to the ,hydraulicsyetem'is limited to keeping the system

full of the correct fluid, keeping all foreign miterfal out, some minor adjustments to the control
linkage, and bleeding air from the system. Because of the various types of systems and equip-

' ment, it is important that you check the TM to determine the type fluid to use in a particular
system. The system should be 'Sept clean and tight and the fluid maintained at the proper leVe
to keep out diet ancrair. The fluid used must befclean, the correct type. and the correct via - - *
cosity to provide proper lubrication, *cooling, and to prevent sluggish operation. Hydraulic
systems were designed to react faster and with less operator effort thin mechanical By-seems,
Improper care and maintenance will iteep it from performing as intended. Some control link-
age has adjustments which can be mAle by the operator to position the operating levers and
pedals in a more convenient location, There are also some adjustments to properly position
the control valves. These Adjustments can also be made by the operator. However the ,..-.

valve adtastments ale normally made by the mechanic. When checking o1 caking a
any adjustment, always refer to the TM for the specific machine and the particular' control. 4

i till
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Lesson 2

13.31h v

Power Flow
;

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 13. 3111. FLngineer Equipment Operator, chap 2.-

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon suceseful completion of this lesson you will be able to recognize
the theory and principles of operation, the nonkenclature and
classification of components and systems that provide, transmit,
or control power flow in an item of engineer construction equipment.
You will be able to identify the procedures and methods of operating and,
servicing these components and systems.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST competes the statement or answers'
the qudstion. After the corresponding item number on the 6nswer sheet, blaCkeiVthe "-
appropriate box.

Valua: 1 point each

1. What changes the reciprocating motion of thaOston into rotary motion?
Y'

a. Camshaft
b. Valve mechanism
c. CFank on the crankshaft and a cSnnecting rod
d. "Slip fit cylinder liner

2. What opens the engine valves?

a. Crankshaft
b. Camshaft

c. Connecting rod
.d. Plato/1

3. In what sequence do the strokes of a 4-stroke-cycle engine occur?\
a. Intake, power, compression, and exhaust I

,

e.-...' b. Exhaust, power, compression, and intake .
c. Compression, 'power, intake, and exhaust
d. Intake; ,cornprission, power, and exhaust

/ . .

4. During which two strokes of a 4-stroke-cycle engine are both the intake hnd exhaust
valves closed? -

a. Power and intake , . Exhaust and coMpreepion
b. Power and compression '

11?
d. Intake Ind exhaust 't

.,,
II:. '' .

.
S_,,i ,1

5. In a 4- stroke cycle rine, the camshaft gear is to size of the crankrtaftigear.

a. 1/2 c. 3 times
b. twice d,' 4 times

t

6. f What ignites the fuel in a diesel engine?

a. Magneto ignition
b. tow-voltage spark

len 2; p. 1

A

c. He of compressed air.(kl.
4. High voltage spark

'7
r.
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7. When is fuel injected into the cylinder of a diesel engine?

a. Just before TDC of the compression stroke
b. Just after TDC of the compression stroke
c. At TDC on the exhaust stroke
d. At BDC on the intake strolFe

8. The 2-stroke-cycle Detroit diesel engine ernplciye exhaust valves;rithe head and intake
a. valves in the block.
b. valves in the heat!.

c. ports in the head.
A. ports 1,n the cylinder wall.

9. What are the components of an air-cooled cooling system?

a. Fan, fins, and baffle c. Fan, radiator, hose
b. Radiator, baffle, shroud d. Fins, water jacket, fan

4 10. What is the normal operating temperature of an internalcombustion engine?

a, 130' 155° c. 180° - 185°F .

11. Which &art of a wales-cooling system controls the engine temperature?
)

4

b Water pump and fan #

a. Radiator -.

-

c. Thermostat ;
de Pressure radidtor cap

- 12. At what interval spoulcrrtifri
1

eze solutions be tested?

a. Daily
'...... 1

. A / 7\ 1 i, V1
c. Every 2 weeks

b. Weekly __}
, d, Monthly . ,

. 1
13. When antifreeze solutions'are tested, the'coolant should be

? NI
1temperature.

"
a

. at .

. c, abovea. below
1

normal operating

14. When adding Viater,to4n overheated engine, you should pour the water in
ith the engine operating at

a. quicklylow idle
b. slowlyfast idle

c. quicklyfull throttle
d( slowly- -low idle,

15. As a general rule, how much slack ehoul there be ih the engine tan belts?

a. 0-1/2 in. c. 3/4-1 in.
k,,, 1/2-3/4 in. d. 1-2 in.

ii ,
18. It there is a suddhn drop in engine oil pressure, you should

a, continue to operate. .

b. continue to operate and record the information do the operational record.
c. shut the engine down.
d. stop the vehicle and check the radiator. ...

Oil and filter' chanjes are generally scheduled at4ntervals of hours. .

a. 10 c.'''alOd
pp, 50 d. 250

' )
18. Which ty pe of oil filter handles the full flow of oil before it is circulated throilgh the.

engine? / .

-5 -

uri

a. Full flow
b. Bypass

13.31
las 2; p. 2

c. Recirculating
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19. Which specific gravity reading indicates a fully charged kiattery?

a. 1100
b. 1170

1 C. 1250
d. 1275

s

20. Dui Ing freezing weather, when should water IA added to a battery?

..,
..

a. At the end of daily operation .

b. ,At the end of a week's operation r
c. Before the engine is started
d. After the engine is started, prior to beginning operation

21.

22.

N

What so n should be used as t first afd measure when electrolyte is accidentally
spilled ,the body?

'a. Gunk c. Baking soda and water
b. Carbon tetrachloride d. Cleaning solvent

The positive a battery is generally the negative post.

a.
b.

ipolkof

smaller than
the same size as

c. larger than

23. Which unit in a heavy-duty generator regul,tor- makes and breaks the circuit between
the battery and generator as needed?'

a. Voltage regulator c. Current regulator
le Cutout relEty

24. Mien the engine is operating at low idle speed, vhickprt of the charging circuit sup-
plies the current to the vehicle electrical system?

a. Generator
ti. Battery ,

a. Generator regulator
Ammeter

25. To keep a starting motor from overheating, It should never be run longer than
at a time.

r a. 10 sec 30 sec
b. 20 sec d. I min

26. What part of the ignition system acts as-a step-up transformer?

a. Capacitor c. Rotor
b. Distributor d. Coil

I
27. Which is a part of the primary ignition circuit?

a. Rotor It
b. Distributor cap d. Breaker points

28. Which part of the ignition sylrn is used to prevent arcing across the contact points?

Coil for cap
b. Condenser d. Rotor ut<,on

29. When adjusting the spark plug gap, which electrode should you bend? ,..

Et.

o. Spat k plug*

P

a. Ground
b. Center
c. either, depending on how wide the gap is

' 13.11
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30. To properly adj(.4t the breaker points, the rubbing block of the movable point 'shouldbe resting on the

a. flatf,R9rtion of the cam lobe. c, stationary point.b, 'higoint of the cam lobe. d. condenser contact post.
4

31. Engine timiAg marks can be lined up by adjusting the

a. coil. c. generatoyb, battery voltage. d. ciistribtfor.
32. What is the principal problem

a. Clogging of the filter
b. Wearing of the linkages

encountered in fuel pumps?

c. Deterioration of the diaphragm
4. Air in the lines

33. As an aid to cold-weather starting, which part of the carburetor
to vary the richness of the fuel-air mixture? 's

a. bloat
b. Choke

34. Whin adjusting the carburetor idle circuit,
be openecLon the itlitial adjustment?

a. 1/ 2 turn
b. 3/4 turn

1'41

c. Throttle
d. Venturi

enabled the operator

approximately. ho:w far should the idle screw
.11

;

c. 1 turn
d. 2 turns

35. On a Detroit diesel engine, fuel flow through the fuel filter is accomplished by
a. pressure of the fuel-pump.
b. gravity from the fuel tank.

36. When should the operator drain

,c. high injection pressures.
d. gravity ow from the injection pump.

water from the filter and strainer'housings.of a Detroitdiesel fuel system?

a. Daily, after operation
b.' Daily, befooperation

c. Weekly ift,
d. Monthly

37. After installing the filter *d strainer elements
for should

a. "'':deed the system of air.
. b. prime the housings with clean diesel fuel.

c. run the engineAl full throttle.
d. open the drain cocks_ on the housings.

36. Which part of the vehicle power train provides for an additional gear reduction an

in a Detroit diesel fuel system, the opera-.

furnishes power for auxiliary devices?

a. Clutch
b. Transmission

39. When a vehicle is making a turn,
resistance to rbtate faster?

4 a. Clutch
b. Propeller shaft

c. Differential and propeller shaft
d. Auxiliary transmission and transfer case

Which part of the power train permits the wheel with leas%

c. Differeritial
d, Final drive

V s,
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40. As the friction surface of the clutch driven member wears, what happens to clutch-pedal
free travel?

a. Decreases
b. Increases

c. Remains the same

11
41. A clutch pedal with too much free play will cause

a. the throwout bearing to ride on the pressure plate tinge
b. damage to the pressure plate.
c, clutch slippage.
d. hard gear'shifting.

42. The major difference between a brake and-a clutch is that the brake stops rotation and
the _clutch

a. transmits power. 4. c. starts power,
b. releases energy. d. assists movement.

43, Flow much slack should there normally be in the track chain of a crawler-tractor ?

a,
b.

1/4 to 3/4 in.
3/4%to 1 1/2 in.

c. 11/2 to 2 1/2 in.
did. 2 1/2 to 4 in.

44, To much pressure in the hydraulic slack adjuster could cause

a.
b,
c.
d.

bleeder" plug and grease fitting blow out.
hydraulic valve leak.
grease and nitrogen gas gasket leak,
bleeder plug seepage.

41110

45, A slack adjuster is used to adjust the brake bands of a(an) brake system.

a. 94 r c. electric
d, aiF-over-hydraulicb. hydraulic

46. When bleeding hydratilic brake systems, which wheel cylinder would you bleed first?
6,

a.
b.
c.
d.

The one closest to the master cylinder
The one farthest from the master- cylinder
The right front
The left front

47. A soft, springt hydraulic brake - 'pedal action indicates

a. excessive hydraulic fluid.
b. worn brake linings?

c. air in the'sfitem.
d; low air pressure.

48. What is one of the principal problems encountered in an airbrake system?

a. Underlubrication
b. Overlubricgticin

49. Adjustments to compensate for n
tit the 4
a. operatitl,cOntrol lever.
b. dead egtliq the band.

13. 31
lan 2; P. 5

.
c. Excessive air preinsure
d. Condensation

ormal operating clutch lining wear are generally Made'

Total Points: 49

c. live end of the band.
d. compensator spring.
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Chapter 3

E A RTIIMOVING'FUNDAMENTALS

3 -1. INTRODUCTION

Roads, airfields, buildings, bunkers, and other types of construction projects must be
built within definite limits of grade and alinement. Irregularitimof the ground must be removed'
or lessened by cutting off the high spots and filling the low places. In the construction of gen.
emplacements and storage areas below ground-level, the excavated material its -9ften used to
form parapets around the,perimeter, This cutting and filling is known as earthrwring of earth-
work. Before earthmovink begins, it in often necessary to remove overgrowth, bouldere, and
other obstructions. It is sometimes necessary to construct a drainage system so that construc-
tion can proceed with little interference from adverse weather. These operations are'performed
with the most suitable 'item of engineer equipment available for the job. Because most of the
Marine Corps engineer equipment Waif designed to perform more than one type job. it is seldom
necessary to improvise in order to'do a apeclile job. The required nanchlnekMaY'not be at the
job site at the particular time when needed, but with the mobile equipment available it can be re-
quested and arrive there in a reasonable length of time. In most engineer construction, espilcially--
during combat, time is of the utmost importance. Therefore, time moslie considered when
requesting the proper machine or improvising With the equipmenebn hand.

3-2, OPERATOR EFFICIENCY

a. General. There is more to earthwork opers4ions than just moving the earth. Knowing
what the finished job will be, reading stakes correctly, hauling full loads, knowing the terrain and
type of earth being moved, and knowing your equipment, are important factors that will help you
to move earth efficiently.

b. Knowing.your equipment. In order to become an efficient operator, you must know your
equipment, its limitations, and its operating characteristics. - You should know What jobs it was
designed-'to do and for what jobs it can be -used ae an expedient. After having operated equipment
for a while, you will,be able to tell whether you have picked up a full ldad, and whether or not you
are losing it. You will know when you are digging too deeply, and when you are cutting smoothly.
You will learn to depend upon your sense of feel and on the sound of the engine in controlling your
equipment. No matter what the equipment, knowing its characteristics will help you to become
a good operator.

c, Knowledge of terrain. Get off the machine and study the terrain and the type of job that is
to be 'performed. Locate the large boulders, stumps, soft spots, or other obstacles that could
slow the operation. Learn the location of friendly forces and what type, of enemy action is to be
expected. Decide or find out what you are to do in case of enemy action while you are performing
the job. Check the'lay of the land (topography) and decide which would be the best direction to
move the earth. Your equipment will produce more when, moving the load However,
there may be some slopes or areas where the load prat be moved uphill for safety reasons' or
because of the enemy situation. In some cases, the'earth removed from one site may be needed
to fill an area 'at another place nearby. Determine how the job can be done in the least arridunt of
time, maintaining as much of the natural camouflage as possible;

d. Reading stakes correctly. You nnist know What each grade stake`rneans arid read it cor-
rectly. If the marking on a stake is not clear because of mud or dirt, do not guess at it, but get
down from your equipment and check the stake. If you. should knock a grade stake down or if it
has been moved by others, contact the surveyors to have it put back in place. Don't try to guess
whit is on a grade stake or where it-should be. Move to. another area if possible until the Stake -

is replaced or stop work until it is replaced,- Ili the long run, this checking will Save you extra
work.
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e. Taking_ full loads. When you are mo.yehig earth,
take a full; heaped load and make it count. In'earth-
moxing operationg, travel can be one of the most time- HEAPED III SLOPE

I consuming lectern.. Suppose you are operating a .
41r

tractor-drawn, 8-cubic-yard scraper. It will carry
. tabout 910-cubic-yard heaped -load (fig -3-1); If you '
car only a struck (level) lOad of 8 cubic yards,
you e 2 'cubic yards of loggd each trip. .To move
40 cu 0,yards takes. five trips, hauling.8 cubic yards
each tin Hauling full heaped loads, you could
move the same amount of earth in foul' tripe.

f: Knowing the finished job. .Before beginning an earthmoving job, you should visualize its
purpose and how it Wilt appear when 'finished; otherwise, you will be proceeding without a plan
and working without an aim. TO help you visualize how a finished road orairfield will look, you
will have grade Stakee.piscuased ;later) to seave as guides.' Often, a rough sketch blueprint

, of the job will be available, or you may find it helpful to prepare a rough sketch of your own to
help visualize the jOb (fig 3-2): Iptich a sketch should show which sections are to be cut, Ohich
are to be fillid, and the level of the finished )(Win comparison with the terrain at the beginning

,. of the operation. earn to estimate height and distance. This will help to visualize how the
job kill look when it is finished,. It will also aid in locating grade stakes, markers,
and the grade you have cut. For exaMpler,if you are to out- a pit 60 ft long and 4 ft deep, You
should logAbabeut when the length and depth is right withotit having to get off and measure. You

. :should be able to estimate how deep yOu must cut for what distance to get a full load. If a grade
stake ma for .5 It cut, yolk Should be able to estimate a 6 in. cut and be close when the Bur-
veyors check the job. The more experienc-e you have, the closer you can grade to the a:let:died
level, but you should be able to grade to within 2 In. on a 100 ft square area by estimating from* ''grade stakes. In other words, the MO ft square area should not have a: place that is more Than
2 in. from being leVel.

x,IS

Fig*3-1; Heaped load.
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Fig 3-2. Sketch of a propOsedioad.

3-3. CONSTRUCTION SEQUErE

a. Introduction. As mentioned before, there id more to earthwork operatione.than merely
moving earth. Experience has proven that certain jobs must be performed before others can pro-
ceed. Some jobs can also be perfornied at the same time Euld in some cases a job may be left out
of the sequence. Clearing, /rubbing, stripping, pioneering, and establishing a drainage system
are parts of the job which are usually completed before cutting and filling begin. These operations
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

b. Clearing and g rubbing.

(1) Clear11.-*

k (a) Definition; 'Clearing is ridding an area of trees; brush, vegetation, and rubbish, and
disposing of all thise materials. Climate, terrain, and 'soil conditions will affect
clearing procedures and operations. Clearintemai be bescaccoMplished by pushing
uprooted trees, 'stumps, and brush in both directions froM the center of We area to be
cleared. Clearing should be done so that debris (spoil material) is placed in a desig-
nated spot with only ONE handling. When cleating landing stripe, for example, it is

'3-2
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generally necessary to dispose of material along each ,pide of the strip outside the
construction site. If the site is located where burning nay be done, the haul distance
can be reduced by piling brush, stumps, and trees on the site and burning them there.

4
4.

. (b) Fquipinent used, In 'addition to the handtools used mostly by the combat engineer
personnel (M0g1371); 'fitiblOrs and their attachments or towed equipment are very
effectisy* in clearing operations. The 82-301V1 has a shear blade which can
be aittaChed in the dozer blade position to cut large trios. It will shear-trees at
the level desired, but is best used to cut them M ground level so that the stump
dote not interfere wit °Pt/rations, The hydraulic tipper attachment can be
used to cut the roots of trees and stumps so that they can be pushed over with the dozer
blade and towed away. Demolitions, when properly employed, can be used to cut trees
anthrernoVe the stumps do that they can be pushed or towed away, Boulders can some-

-time, be removed by the scraper, but the crawler-tractor and the rooter are
normally used for clearing an area.

,(c) Procedures.

1. Timeen be saved by concentrating firat on large trees. Very large trees may re-
quir4laating to break the roots. Al r large trees are bushed away, they will carry
with them smaller trees, brush; and grass. Tree* should be felled in a predeter-
mined ad,r to prevent them from lodging against one another and thus contain a
difficult removal Problem. Felling and rernovitirtrees with a bulldozer reqyires
precautions to avoid injury to persons and damage to equipment. You sh9i1U take
special care whenIzemOving dead trees.' Although their weakened roots allow easier re-\ -moval than green tree., dead trees are more dangerouit to remove. Dead limbs
May snap off and strike you, resulting In severeihjut7, A-large dead tree Could,
fall with a_force at*ong enough to upset yourtractor.

2: Uprooting trees near pavements and structures.is harder job. To prevent struc--
tural damage; first dig trenches around the trees and chop the root a away with hand
implements. Uprooting may be easier if the trees are killed some time before the
uprooting operation by girdling (cutting deeply through the outer bark), poisoning, ,

or burnine.

3. The shear blade is similar to the angledozei except that the leading edge has a long
point on it and the cutting edge is almost level, The operator drives the point into
large trees and shears them off a little at a time. For smaller trees, when tractor
power and traction are sufficient, the tree is Contacted just to the.side of the point
and sheared off.

(2) Grubbing.

(a) Definition. Grubbing is the uprooting and rembval of roots, stumps, and boulders.
This operatioitis sometimes performed at the same time clearing is being performed,
especially-if the trees are mr;rootedrather<than cut.

(b) Equipment. Used. There are several methodi used- for grubbing stumps; some which.
you will perform and others which will be performed by combat engineer personnel
or other personnel working at the job. you, as the engineer equipment operator, can
perform most of the grubbing work more rapidly with the crawler tractor and its
attachments. The doter blade; the winch, and the ripper attaCbinerit can be used
for grubbing. _Stumps which are Flifficult or iznpossible to pull out, even with winches,
should be burned or blasted.' The amount of time piloted to complete the job will e-
termInethe method .used the job cannot be done with the equipment.-

(c) Procedures. The hydraulic ripper attachMent is Used to cut the 'root. around a stump
and it may 14 possible to split large stumps with at Once the roots hav4 been cut,
dig the blade under the stump and as you push forwird, raise the blade to roll the
stump up and Out., It may be necessary to dig around the stump heft, pushing and
prying it out. Boulders are dug around and pushed and pried out.' ."::fflter the stump
or notilder has been removed, the hole should be filled in so that it Will not 'slow the
operations to follow. Wheel the stump, end boulder's' are left ineplace, 'it will_not be
poserible_to grade below the ground surface. Stumps will rot over a period of years

3-3
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and the surface can settle if they are not removed. 'T'.e pertfon in charge of the
project will decide whether to leave the stumps or not. He will aled determine if
they are to be blasted or bulled if they cannot be removed by machine.

c, Stripping. 1.

(1) Definition. Stripping is the removal of objectionable top soil, sod, rocks, and-any herd
substances embedded in the ground prior tb excavation (fig 3-3). Stripping may either
follow or be done together with clearing and grubbing. Actual eartbmoving begini with
stripping; ourface'noil and rocks from the area to be eicavated. Deeply

rockscks and large boulder, y have to be hlasted before they can be removed.
The material removed by stripping is called spoil. Unless otherwise directed, you should
dump spoil along the area to be excavated, within range of the earthmoving equipment.
If the spoil will not be put to use, such as turfing or finieihing a road or run ay, it should
be wasted along the edges of the project or in stockpiles depending on the situation. 1

(2) Equipment used. The equipment used muff in stripping is the dozer. The useIof dozers
in removing trees was mentioned above. If the haul distance is over 900 feet, it is more
efticie*t to strip with a scraper. A acraper may be used also oft fine soils where shallow
stripping is deal}ed. A motor grader is used mainly for shaping and finishing a stripped
surface. It is adaptible also for ditching, foi sidecasting, and for sloping banks. Grading
and related operations will be described.in connection with drainage systems later.

(3) Procedures. When you check the job and terrain, you should learn where the, spoil is to
be disposed of. Remember Oat its location may affect the camouflage plan. Most mil-
itary construction will be performed. on foreign soil and you should practice now in
stripping and disposing of the (spoil Without damaging the usefulness of arm more of an
'area than is absolutely necessary. Unless necessary, you would not durni) the spoil from
a road site on some farmer's crops. However, the. mission may die-taM that you do the
job as quickly as possible. A dqzer or scraper is usually used to cut to a depth that will
remove the objedtional material and then push it to the desired location.- An-angledozer
may be.used to Windrow the material along the sides of a road clearing so that it can be,
used later on road shoulderg. The depthqf the material and the width of the area will
determine the method to use and the number of passes required. For example, the meth-
od' illustrated' in figure 3-3 may be the fastest method .to use for eparticular type job,
but if the material was to be hauled for long distances, it should be stockpiled and a
scoop loader and trucks or scrapers should be used. The Drott 4 rin-1 can be used to
cut and 16ed on trucks or to load frOrn stockpiles.

fit* ,

STOCK PILE,OR
WASTE AREA

Fig 3-3. Stripping.
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d. Pioneering,

(1), Introduction. Pioneering means the first working over of an area that is o ergrown or
rough. In pioneering, the operations of clearing, stripping, grading, and roviding for
drainage are all done practically at the'pame time rather than as separate operations.
A dozer starts out *long a predetermjned route and leaves a road behind it. This may
be a haul road, on Which trucks and equipment will mcgete in later operations. In some
mountain road pioneering, a crane shovel may be to to dig and cast material over the
side.

(2) Procedures.

(a) $9ppose yogi, aa elozer operator, are given the job of cutting a road on the side" of a
mountain to be used"for access 'to a proposed airstrip site, or to reach a mountain
,stream whIch is to be developed into a water supply gyatem. Where should you start
and how should you proceed? The route your mountain road is to°follow will be staked
out by the. survey party. You shouldLntart nor road di. the highest point posaible.
First, clear the stretch of ground immediately in front of you then cut out the earth to
give your tractor a firm footing. When you make,th4s cut, start it into the mountain'
(fig 9-4) and follow this same plan on the rest of the road.

(b) In clearing on aldehill cut*, brush and trees should be east far enough to the side of the
road site =so that 'they will not be ,covered with the earth, It is even better if you can
cast them overlhe edge when the road is cut. When you are Cutting the road, dg
watch the grade,:atakefmmediatey ahead of you or you will find yoUrself below grade,
Instead, watch then. tbird or fourth stake down. It is better to be above grade and come
back andeut'down to grade.than it is to be below grade and have td.come back and fin,
A sidehill cut is one of the places where it is More efficient,to move part of a load
rather than attempting to take.* full load. Take only part of a load and cut it out over
the bank. If you attempt to take,a full load, you will soo find you have a bank of earth
in front, and are working uphill. Another reason for to only part of a load is that
it is easier to control the tractor and coat over the bank a partial load than With
a full load.

,--:c

.4;

Fig 3-4. Start your road right.
4

e. Drainage oysters. A drainage system is a network of ditches, culverts, bridges, and
other deees used to removeethe Wetter from an area.

(1) Purpose. The purpere of a drainage system is to remove all water from operating areas,
to intercept and dibpose of surface water from adjoining areas, and to intercept and re-
move detrimental rain or ground water seepage: The areas where construction is to be
performed must have a system of removing rainfall, water that may be trapped in low
areas, or water below the surface that may interfere with construction progress. Pro-
perly designed and constructed drainage systems time one of the mostimportant parts of
a construction protect, particularly airstrips, revetted supply dumps (especially amtpo),
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and campsite conatruction. Without proper - drainage, rain and water running off sur-
rounding ground v)ould turn the area idp.a lake., Water that would Nook the subgrade or
seep into bunker complexes must aleolte drained off. In certain areas, water below the
surface Arill tneeze in therwinter causing frost action or eroaiop which will weaken the
surface during the summer rainy season. With a properly designed drainage system,
this rsintali MI Other.watar.,can be. Controlled and diverted to an area that Will prevent
construction delays or destruction of the construction which has been completed.

,k . ,

(2) Types. There are three main types of water that hinder construction operations (fig 3-5);
rainfall, surface, and subsurface. The amount pf rainfall is different throughout The , :-5,!

4world. Sonte4areas such as Vietnam receive several inches of rain in a very short per- .
sod of time durihg certain seasons '(the monsoon season): Other parts of the world, such
as Vieques, .Puerto Rico, receive a WO rain almost every day. This is water that falls
directly on the project bite. Surface'vhder can be from many sources. oat of the sur0:(101
face water that will'effept you and your equipment operationwillbe that which is trapped
in low areas after a heavy rain.'-rivers and streams, runoff from surrounding hills afier,
a rain or when snow from the mountains is melting. and swamps or Irrigated farm land
such as the rice paddies in sOmeAsian countries. ,Water from these sources can flood k;4,

an area in a short period of time, Ground surfaces in areas that are flo ed will not
support the weight of ,your equipment, subsurface water is the last type t will probably
affect the construction, and it is the hardeffit to control. It lies below the a dace at differ-
ent depths and is referred to as the water table. In some parts of the world it rises t? the -$t;,
surface as a spring. There are some places `where thowater table 10 very close to the
surface. For example you may dig a storage pit six feet deep along the coastal area of
an Asian country and return a few days later to find it half full of Water. In these areas,
It is beat to *Void cutting. The water problem will be considered by those persons draw-
ing up the plans, but you, the operator, must know how to follow their plan for cOntrOl-
ling it. Where possible, planners will avoid performing extensive construction' in areas
where +ter will be a great problem. However, combat situations may dictate some con-
structtion regardless of the water problem. The planners then must design some type of
drainage systesn which will reduce the problem. This can be accomplished by diversion
ditches, outfall ditches, sloping, culverts, and subsurface drains. Figure 3-4 illustrates
some of the ways that water can be controlled.
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(a). Ditcirs.- This is the primary methOd that you will be concerned with. You may or
maYllot be told when and. where to dig a ditch, You may need authorization to dig aditch because of the time required to construct the drainage or because of the location
and the daMage it would'do to surrouading property. However, a drainage ditch should
be recommended When Ovate' is hindering the progress of the construction project.
Pitches are dug slong the. sides of --a road so -that the water will run toward a culvert
and into a stream, caned, or lake away from the road. Ditches are also dug on hill-
aides to divert water limning off the hill toward, a project site to prevent it getting close
*nought° the construction to Slow the progress or damage the construction. A tractor
with an angledozOr is a good itemot ehuipmenOor constructing ditches at tbe'beginningof constraction. lido:sere esaa,be used to dig .11 ditch, but it is harder, to control thedepth and location of the ditch Chap hogledoXer, To ptart,a V ditch with a bull-dozer, dig a trench or drive. one .track Ofthe tractor on a log or some other high sur-
face so that the opposite corner of the blade will start digging into the ground. Once
the ditch is started keep one track in the.ditch and one on the high ground. For diver-
sion ditches around the side of a hilt cast the dirt toward the low .ground so that therunoff won't wash it back into thetditch and keep it from doing its job. Towed scraperscan also be used to .dig ditches by 'starting them in the same manner as starting with
a bulldozer: When'construciing ditahei, it is very important that they will not interfdre
with ulture construction oPeration., Sorge may be iroproVed for1ermanent drainage
systems. AlthOugh V-type ditches have been discussed here, there are others which
can be dug with the engledozer, bulldozer, aid $ith scrapers. A ditch is nothing more

' thin a trenclidug to direc_t the flow of water. -

, - s

(b) Sloping.. Once the eerthwOrk is started, you,mill always be c cerned.with slopes.
During the cutting and filling operations, the slope must be ..m ntained one way to assist
in controlling the equipment, but the slope must be changed en securing-operations,
in order-to controlany water problems that :may arise, For example, the center of
a fill area is slightly lower during filling operations so that the scrapers and tractors .will not slide over the side; bUt the center is filled in at securing time and slightly
crowned to prevenit,,water settling in the low area if it should rain at night. Ditches
are alio sloped so that water falling into theta does not form pools and so that the water
running through the ditch does not run so fast that it cuts the ditch deeper. Cutkaround

a hilksidel are sloped tovrard the high side so that the water will run back toward thehill. This prevents the fill material on the low side of the hill from being washed away.
However, the cut and the fill are sloped along the longaxis so tharthe water will not
collect on the love side of the scut (high side of the hill).- One thing to remember about

-, '' sloping is that the steeper the slope, the greater the possibility of erosion (earth
washing away). A gentle *lope will slow the flow rate and give the witei a chance toqsoak into the ground, SoakingdbanOroduce,undesirsble_iffects-depending On the typesoil you are working with. FigurA03,4B illustrates how a elope is used to remove tht
Water from an airfield into a ditarcir through a culvert.

': w.

(c) Subsurface drat . As an .equipment operator.you will construct surface drains (slopes
and ditches andyou may be called on to help put in subsurface draids. These are ;,.'drainage s terns that are put in.below the surface to control the water. -- -, ,...,.i

1. Culverts. Culvert, are the type of subsurface drain normallrused in Military.
2 ::.,:tF

: :.e,,
construction. They are used to transfer t14 water fromone side of a road or air-
field to another. For example, -Water drained toward the high side of a hill into s- ' ,
ditch around the bill they require some ntethod, of croising the cut and fill area to be
disposed of.4 A 'culvert can be installed at the lowest point to drain lite water from A,.,,,,,,,\ .,the ditch to the low side of the hill far enough away from-the fill to prevent 'dam*.k

; \to the roadway. Culverts are usually Constructed from pipe (iron, cordrite. eta).
wood, or oil drums which are placed in trenches across the fill or cut and co4ered-

f

with fill material. They usually receive the water from an open drain (ditch'or
slope) 6d-dispose of, it into another open drain 9t1 the opposite side, of the till or cut.You and your equipment *ill nortitally be used to, prepare the.trench for the culvert,
and backfill to cover the ctIWOrt. .bulldozer 'and, the Drott attirehmentsare the beat suited 'eqUipinent for rforming these Operation.; The acdop loader
and other equipment can be 'tssed, but"the two mintiotted alVNI:e'lare the be)itt of the typeequipment to. which you will be assigned. Here again the tyth Of the trench add theslope of the trench, are very important. If the trench is too shallow, the water may
seep unddr the culvert -and erode the area. If the elope of the culvert is too steep,

.>
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the water minting through it -yin flow out the low end with enough force to erode the
soil which may cause damage to the project. There are other types of covered
drain. smilar to the culvert to carry the water over long distances, but they are
seldom used in militiry construction.

2. Coyerea -drains. -Figure 3 -SA illustrates some of the covered drains which you may
be oalfed on to ditetrenchea far. French drains may be used in camp sites, for air-
field drainage, and for removing subsurface water., Storm drains like those used
in the built up Oreas in the United States Oro also.considered to be covempod drains.
Water, flow. dm in the slope of a street or other surface, falls into a pit or trap and
is drained off through large undergieund pipes. This syitem is used mostly for
permanent installati90. The trench,. for their construction are usually dug
trenchers, crane-shovels and,ettachrnents, or other equipment not normally assigned
to operators. With your rink and experience. 'However, tractors and scraper, can
be used for Clearing the right-of-way and for digging very large trenches. The,
equipment noxmitlly assigned to you will be us4d to backfill the drain. 5:
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(3) EatablishingAraina, The proper consideration of drainage during all phases of the con-struction -will Often eliminate costly;delays and poasible construction failures due tosaturated subgrades. It-is impossible to prescribe set rules for installing a dreinage
systeni. However, some drainage should be established or considered before clearingand grubbing begins. Equipment and personnel are not as proficient when working inwater as they are when working on dry ground. Whenever possible use the existing.(kidnap _and improve it if necessary,- -For example; -if yod are to construct an air-field thaLheii a pond in the middle of it or a small stream that crosses it, they must bedrained or retouted. You can drain the pond or a swampy area by trenching or ditchingalong the route that the overflow normally takes. A isteeam can be diverted toward thelower side of the proposed *Wield, Some of the ctitehing and trenching-may be of a tem-porary 'nature; just to dry the area so that it can be prepared for earthwork construction.
The installation of culverts, permanent ditchee., and French drains or otherAtainage
systems is useelty 'accomplished during the rough grading. For example, you know frontl the plans that a culvert will be installed between two hills; the culvert should be put inPlace after the fill material has been placed deep enough that ihe weight of the equipmentwillipot damage as the lin operations continue. However, yoe would net dig th e-trenchand install -a -Culvert for a hillside cut until the surface was cut down to grade level. Soplan to.Use existing drains if they are adequate or to construct temporary drainage atthe beginhing of the project, and ipaintain and improve them as the project progressesor tnxtll the peril:len...rept drains *reinstalled,

f. Grading and excavating: After the'area is cleared, stripped, nand a drainage systeMestab-lished, the job is to Cut the high points to grade and to ill in the low paints. In_cutting down-thehigh spots, -enough'euitable flit material maybe remo to-rill the low spOts. However, it maybe necessary to develop other sources of fill material. If it is necessary to borrow fill material,usually a shotel or scooploadttr is used to dig up the material, aed_clump trucks or dump wagonsare ute to haul It to the fill point. If the-site is on hard and rocky terrain,- it will be necessary
to loosen and break the soil by using the ripper attachment. Dozers will handle all short -haul (up
to 300 feet) excavations.. For hauls of 300 to.1,500 feet, trawil)r-type tractors and scrapers aremore efficient. For longer hauls, trucks and-shovels or motorized scrapers are used, Beforefill material can be placed in low spots, a suitable foundation must be prepared: It may be neces-sary to place fill on a side of the hill, therefbre suitable benches are pit before the fill is placed.
Drainage must be 'provided under the fill. In general...1414=s. are built up in compacted layers.In construction work, these layers are called lifts. ,These lifts are from 6 'to 12 inches high,,
depending upon compaction necessary and the material used for the fill. In constructingeach lift is spread by dozer or scraper and then Compacted. The fill material must have the right
moisture content before it can be compacted; therefore at times it is necessary to wet the fill
before it is compacted. After preliminary cutting and filling have beep completed, the job is
brought to final grade by motor graders. Further smoothing and compacting are obtained byusing smooth rollers.

.
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3-4. GRADE STAICS

a. Introduction. Grade stakes are the guides and rkers *a in rthw.ork operations;
they mark the alinement,' the limits, and the dimensio of the oject. They are usually alpiece
of 1 x 3 in. lumber, 2-or more feet long, set in place by a su 'r. Since you will use
the grade stake as guides in,earthmoving operations, you must able to identify, read, and in-
terpret the markings. At the beginning of the project and for some hasty construction,- you may,
have only the,centerline (!takes and poisibly the elope and offset stakes to guide you: These will
tell you the width, length, and direction of the area to be cleared. They.inay or may not be
marked with cut and fillmarkings. 'In addition to the 1 x,.3 in. lumber used to Mark the project,
small trees may be blazed or color coded to, indicate the centerline and other stakes. After clear-
ipg. grubbing, and stripping, the grade stakes with cut, fill, and other marks will be set by the
surveyore,if the project warrants. 'Understanding stake markings will, help you take the proper
amounts of cut and fill to bring the ground to the desired level. You must be able, to estimate the
amount of cut or fill and the distance in relation to the grade stakes to keep from hating to move
the earth twice. For example, itiou cut too deep, dirt will have to be heuleStin to fill that area
to the proper level. It is better to leave,jt too high than to cut it tot low.; Once the'surveyor has
set the grade stakes they must be kept in good- COndition until they have Served their purpose'.
Running jover them or knocking them down will enlydelay.the project completion and cause extra
work for the survey crew.. Work around the stakes unfit you are down to the desired grade and
then remove the earth surrounding the stake. If a grade stake is accidentally moved, don't try
to guess where it is supposed to go or the depth that it was driven; let a surveyor reset the stake.
There are other grade stake#of sizes different from those discussed above, but they are for the
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surveyor's use or the. final grade stakes used to guide the more experienced operators who will
perform the final grading. A

Centerline grade Makes. You must be able to read station markings and the cut and
ti directions on grade stakes. In surveying, the term "station" mdans points at which definite
measurements are Made. You need not be concerned too much with the station markings, but if
your foreman should send you out to station 6+50 to do some work, you should know how the sta-
tions are numbered in order to go In the right direction. Station numbers are marked on the
front of each centerline stake, ,

1)

(1) Station numbers.

(a) Let's look at the stakes itp the centerline of a roadbuilding job. The starting point is
the first station in the eurvex; this station{ is numbered 0+00. The'''next station is nor-
mally,100 feet farther and iunarked 1+00; the third station is another 100 feet farther
and is marked -f-OCO; .and so 04. On iharp curves or on rough ground the stakes may be
closer together (fig 3-7): If a station is located 50.feet farther/along than station
3+00, it is marked 8+50, After the survey has gone 1, 000 feet, the station markings
will read 10+00, 11+00, and so forth; the station markings face the starting'point. The
mark c. , which is also on the side, lacing the starting point, is used to indicate tilt the
stake is a centerline stake.

(b) A cut is designated by the letterf,.and a fill is indicated by the letter F. Numerals
follow the letters to indicate thefirnount that the grade should be cut or filled. Look
at the back of,the stake shown in figure 3-8. The letter C, of course, stands for the
w_otlrucut. " The numerals lk (note that the tenths of a foot are underlined) following
the dash indicate that the grade should be out 1.5 feet beldw that V mark os the stake.
That V is called a "crow'sfoot." The crow'sfoot mark is, used in surveying so that the
line is easier to see, The V may point to a line across the stake in which case the
cut or fill depth is from the line. If the line is missing, the cut or fill depth is from
the present ground level at that point and the point of the V is almost or touching the
ground,

(c) In earthwork, measurements are made and written by the decimal system, as used in
construction engineering. Most of your markings on grade stakes will be in feet and
tenths of a foot. Occasionally, finished grade stakes will be marked in hundredths of a
foot. If you are in the habit of thinking in terms of feet, inches, and fractions of inches",
it may be helpful to know:that a tenth of a foot is approximately 1 3/16 inches; or that
25 foot = 3 inches;.. 50 foot = 6 Inches; and .75 foot = 9 inches,

(d) The-front of the stake in figure 3-8 shoWs the location of the station. As you can see,
' station cis abbreviated STA. The station shown in figure a-8 is located 550 feet from
the stlirting point. 'Ihe stake shown in figure 3-9 'indicates that fill operations are to
be performgd at at* on '8+00.1The letter F at the top of the stake stands for fill. The
numerals 2 indfcate that 2.,7 feet of fill are required to bring the construction up to
grade. The 2.7 feet is measured from the'crow'sfoot marked on the back of the stake.

(e) Some grade staked indicate that no cutting or fillging is required. Figure 3 -10, for
example, shows a grade stake that is on the proper grade. The wor4 "grade" is on
the back of the stake, and the crow'afoot is even with the ground, As with tiff stakes
shown in figures 3.8 and 3-9, the station is marked on the front of the stake. If the
three stakes shoWn in figures 3'8 and 3-9, and 3-10 were on the same survey con-
struction job--a road, for instanceL-the contour V land to be graded might look like
figure 3 -11. Surveyors call this kind of contour a "centerline profile.y, Sincethe
haul distance is short (50 feet between these two stations), the grading from station

'5+50 to 8+50 would be a good job for a dozer.
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(2) Example of use. Suppose the foreman told you to take your dozer out to station 5+50 and
to clear and grade to station 6+50. Do you know where you are to go, what equipment
you will use; and what kind of job-you will be doing? The foreMan wants you to go down
the centerline 550, ft fro iv the start of the project and clear and grade 100 ft to a station
650 ft from the start of thelroject. if the foreman has the plans or has seen the area
he Can tell you-how "Wide an'inres-you are'toelear and grade; otherwiseyon will have to
check the grade, itslies After 'TM get there. life can tell you what to do with the trees,
underbrush, and Spell that you remove before starting the cut or fill operation, He has
already told to take your dozer; the item, of equipment to which you are assigned. When
you' get to the starting point station 500, get off the tractor and locate the stakes and
cheek their markings for the complete area that you are to work in. Also check the
ground for any obstacles that may cause an acsident or slow the output of your equipment.
You will be Working alone and a falling limb from a dead tree could hurt You badly, or a
oft spot in the ground may Cause you to get ytior trdVbr stuck; both would prevent you

erom completing the job in .the time alloted. yolTiffve checked the area thoroughly
and also the markings on the grade apikes,yiesualize what the finished job will look like.
The area may look like that illustrated in figure 377 when you start, but the particular
area that you are to 'grade will be level when finiatied, The grade stake at station 450
may be marked for a, cut of 1:5 ft the width of the area; station 8 +00 may be marked for
a cut of 2.7 ft on one Ride, 2.1 ft at the center and 1.5 ft tin the other side of the area;
station 6+10 may be marked for a fill of 1.5 ft. After you have cleared and stripped the
area, you would, pq the_ high area *here it was marked cut, and. you would till in the low
area marked fill. Any excess fill material would be saved and used in other areas along
the project or disposed of as directed. The 100-ft strip would be cut and filled to the grade
aneCified,on the grade stakes. The grade markings may leaver,the area level or it mgy
be sloped from side to aide ,oe'rengthways.

c. Shoulder stakes. Shoulder stakes mark the outek edges of the shoulders (fig 3-12). They
are set at right angles to the centerline on the shoulder 0. Shoulder stakes are set with the
board side facing the centerline of the road. The same station numbers are' placed on the back of
shoulder stakes as are on the centerline stakes. The amount of cut or fill is marked on the fide
of the shoulder stake facing the 'Centerline; this mark represents the amount of cut or fill at that
location in relation to the finished grade of the outside edge of the shoulder or ditch. The hori-
zontal distance from the shoulder 'stake to the odnterline, may be placed underneath the cut or fill
figure on the shvilder stake. In figure 3-12, the stakes marking the shoulder line are aline-
ment (hub) and finished gradi (blue top) stakes rather than ordinary out and fill stakes. Hubs-
and blue tops are discussed later.
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Fig 3-12. Plan view of stake placement.

d. Slope stakes. Slope stakes a& set at the .intersection of the planned slope with the orig--
inal ground. They indicate the earthwork limits on each side of the centerline. Minimum areas
to be cleared and grubbed extend outward about 6 feet from the slope stakes. Figure 3 -13 shows
a slope stake set on the edge of a cut. (A centerline stake, marked G is also shown.) The
dotted tines indicate the outline of a cross section of a road and its banks. The slope marked on

.
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the stake is 3 to 1, Slopes are given, in ratios of horizontal distance to vertical distance. Thus,
in the cut figure 313, for every 3 feet that the bank is cut in the direction of the centerline of
the road, th brk -eel" down 1 toot toward the shoulder of the road, or 3-feel horizontal for 1 foot
vertical, If tht same 3 to 1 slope were placed at the bottona of a fill, it would mean that for every
3 feet out from the shoulder, the height of fill should drop rfoot below the top of'the shoulder of
the road. If a slope stake does not specify the slope to be carried on 4 bank or fill, you will slope
from the edge of the construction to the point at which, the stake meets the ground. Figure 9-13
shows the elope on only one side of the road M a particular point, Another slope-stake will be on
the opposite side of the construction sits (fig 3-12). The slopes are not necessarily the same on
both sides of the construction site, ,

Fig 3-13. Slope stake,

e. Offset stakes. Grule 'casket,' that are set out of the way of the excavation are called offset
stakes (fig 3-14), The markings on an offset stake identify the distance of the stake from the
centerline of the construction and the out or fill data to finish centerline grade. In figure-34714,
for example, the markings on the stake indicate that the stake tit, offset (OF), that the stake 10
40 feet from the centerline of construction and that the area directly in line with the stakeYinside
the construction area. is 'to be e.ttt 2 feet. .154ring earthmoving operation*, center stakes may be
dug out or covered up; offset stakes may be used as reference control points in reestablishing the
centerline of the construction. They are also used to indicate ?le banked portion of a curve which
lies above the regular grade. .,

f. Finish grade stakes. The more experienced operators will normally do the final grading.
They are likely to work with stakes called bide tops. These stakes are driven into the ground
until the top is at the exact 91evation of the finished grade, as determined by the surveying crew.
When the top of the stake is at the desired finish grade elevation, it is colored with blue lumber
crayon to identify it as a finish grade stake. (Other colors may be used, but blue to the usual
color.) Stakes colored in this manner:are for finish grade only.

g. Hub and juard stakes. A hub or hub stake (fig 3-15) is placed to show the exact lotation of
survey line and station. The-stake is .driven even with the ground; and a tack is driven into the top
to help the surveying crew in alinement work. A &Ltd stake may be placed near the hub stake to
help identify theub and to protect it. Station identifiloation is placed on the face of the cniard stake.

Fig 3-14. Offset stake: Fig 3-0. Hub stake.
h, Heading. stakes properly. ,;As mentioned 'earlier, reading stakes correctly is one step in do-

ing an efficietit Po Of grading:' Failure*, read a stake correctly can cause you extra work and de-
lay an entire job, If you see s stake that does not mel,n anything to you, or if you are in doubt about
the markings on a stake, do not go ahead tlindly; stop.and get squared away. If necessary, ask the
foreman in charge of the job for instructions, Figures 3-12 and 3-18 show a cross aection of con-
struction work (which could be either a road or an airfield) with stakes and markings. Study these
illustrations carefully.; they shove, the placement of the main types of stakes discussed in this section.
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Fig 3-16. Cross section of runway showing stakes and markings.

I. Workinearoundsgrade stakes.. All of the stakes discussed in this part of'tlie course are
set by the, surveyor so kkisit the operators and the rest of the construction crew can build a road,
airfield, or some other OprAscit to grade specifications. They should not be disturbed until the
earth around them is to the:specified grade level. It is your duty to keep from running over the
stakes, pushing them out of pine, or allowing the earth falling into a fill area to knock them
over or out of alinement. If opa of thee, tpite happens, work on that part of the project must
be stopped until the (survey crew tan CO out and. eset the stake. After the surrounding area
has been cut or filled to grade,' the earth where th rade stake ialcan be cut away to the same

, level. Notice how civilian contractors Rem to lea little mounds of Girt in spots where tractors
and scrapers are working. Those little mounds are here the grade etakee are located,

j. Judging distance. For Many years man hae veiled on hie eyes for judging distance. He
goes hunting and estimptes the distance from him to his target before shooting.- He will plan a
trip and estimate the distance. You, as an equipMent operator, will be more efficient if you
learn to judge distance at close and long ranges. You must be able to estimate both horizopeal
and vertical distances. After you learn to eatimatelhese-dietances with a fair amount of aoca-
racy, you will begin to get more production from your equipment during earthwork operations.
To help you to learn to estimate, stick a yardstick in the ground near the Corner of your dozer
blade and notice how far and how fat the blade moves up and down. Perhaps by just lauMpinig
the control lever, the blade will raise 1 in., or it may take 2 seconds. for the blade to raise 2
in. when operating at an rpm similiar to that of a fully loaded tractor.. Make what you fudge to
be a 2 in. cut across an area, then lay a board over the cut and measure the depth. Donl
expect to be perfect every time or to be an expert a short time. There are many jobs that
you will perform that will not have grade stakes aMt you can eave yourself time by being able to
make a good estimate. You can judge long distance by kribwing the speed of your equipment and
the traveling time.

asz5. SOIL

a.' General. Since you are going to be working with earth and earthmoving equipment, you
should know something about the material you are to handle. The study of earth or soil is termed
soil engineering or soil mechanics. It is a complicated subject, but for, your .Purpose it is not
necessary to go into it in great detail: For identification and classification purposes, all soil .

can be grouped into five principal types: gravel, sand, siltinbck flour), clay, and organic soil.
Each type has distinctive properties which can be identified in the field. Each, type of soil also
has distinct engineering characteristic's. Letts take a. look at the soil with which you will work.

. b. Gravel. You are probably familiar with gravel. In soil terminology, any bulk mineral
grain larger than 1/4 inch is clitsied as gravel. Gravel is made up of rocks various sizes, As
a rule, the rocks are worn smobtheby water actionl Next to solid bedrock/Nell graded and coin-

paoted gravel with enoughtfine material to fill the voids between the gravel is the molt stable and
natural foundation material, It is desirable material for base and surface course. for airfields
and roadi, since it is easy to drain, easy to compset, hot, affected greatly by moisture, and not
subject tp frost actions.

c. Sand. Mineral grains ranging in size from abOut 0.10 millimeter (Enro) to 2 mtnin diameter
are classified as sand. (There are about 25 mm in an inch,) Well-graded angular sand, is a de-
sirable foundation material if it can be confined. It is relatively easy to'compsct, easy to drain,
little affected by moisture, and ordinarily not affscted by frOst action. Confined sand provides an
excellent subgnde and for this reason, it works well under lending:mat:341f sand is uniformly
very fine, it approaches silt and has many undesireable characteristics.

.
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d. Silt- consist. -of .mineral amine much finer.. than sand. These grains are between
0.002 mini and 0.05 nun in diameter, Silt Is PCometitnes! termed "roOkr flour. " It is not plastic
and does not holttoirother when dry. It can bidiatingliiihed from fine and becaitse it feels
Moot* not gritty, to the touch. Silt nay glee be -identified by making a small mud- o it
end shaking it in your hand. If the sample is silt, water will come to the surface, causin to

look glossy and keft.L.flqueesing the..SaMple_oausesAke_water to dieappear, §ips are irsacherous,
due to theirlustabiliky, Slight disturhiSees is the presence of water (such as traffic vibration'
transmitted to a wet silt itibgrade) may cause them to become soft or to change into a quicksand
,condition, Vhen ground water or seepage is prese_ "silts are subject to ice accumulation and
consequent heaving when exposed to frost actions, he are difficult to compact and difficult to
drain . 4

e. Clay. Clay consists of particles 0.003 mm in diameter or smaller.' Clays, when they
have the propetemoisture content, are sticky, This ti their most important characteristic, If
a piece of clay le kneaded With enough water to moisten it, it cam be 'squeezed through the fingers
to form a ribbon that does not break utifer its own weight. This test may be used to differentiate
clay fronts silt. Clay is difficult to drain when there is ground water, It can be compacted when
the moisture content- is right. It Varies In consistency from slippery to sticky, depending on
moisture content. Hard clay is difficult to excavate and may require the use of w ripper.

f. Organic soils. Organic soils are of two types: -peat soils, consisting largely of partly de-
composed vegetation, and finely grained mineral sediments, containing various amounts of finely
divided vegetable matter. Peaty soils can be identified by vlainal inspection. In organic clays
and silt's, the organic matter is so finely divided that it 'cannot be detected easily. You may be fr -

able to identify organic material by *e Smell. Peaty and organic soils are unsatisfictory sub-
grades. In genetal, they should be removed;

g. Soil mixitures. Soils seldom exist naturally separated as gravel, sand, silt, clay, or or- .
gaiiic material, but are found as mixture's with varying` proportions of the five principal
Each type of soil contributes' its characteristics to the mixture. Some combinations make eel-
lent subgrade, base, or surfacing materials. A very good example is a mixture of the' right ,
proportions of gravel,,sand, silt, and 'clay. -Another example its loam, a soft mixture of sand, . A

silt, and clay. Such mixtures are sometimesi found in nature. However, it is frequently neces-
sary to combine separatie eons by mixing, o produceoa satisfactoh combination, Identification
of combined sone depends upon recognition of tip* individual soils in the combination.

3-6. NATURAL -ROAD 4tip AIRSTRIP MATERIAL

Mo&-st perinanent roads and airstrips are surfaced wish concrete or some;bituminous mate- %
rial like asphalt. Certain other materials, however, can be used to surface roads and airstrips.
These materials include coral, caliche, and depomposed granite. Xt an advanced base, any of
these materials may be used because of the importance of using materials that are readily avail-
able. DuringWorld War II, for exantle, Seabees in theoPacific often used coral for construction
purposes. coral, caliche,' and decomposed-granite ordinarily do not require blasting. 1.Thesse,
materials can usually be loomed with ripper attachments and can be picked up with tractor-drawn
scrapers, or they can be loaded into trucks with power shovels.

a. Coral. Coral consists of the 'skeletons .ofUnimak animals which have aplidified into a
stony mass. It varies in color from pure white 'to reddish. .Coral is found' in the banks andithe
hills of Pacific and Caribbean islands. It may be & xcavated with a .hotel, 'or it may bs dredged
from the ocean floor with a d'raglitie or clamshell. It is etcellent. subgrade"and surfaciag mate-
rial, since it is easily drained. Live coral has natural cementing prOpetties. Bard dense coral
may be crushed and mixed with bituminous binders for blacktop fini"hingotroads and airstrips.

. 6

b. Caliche,and decomposed granite. There are a number of other good natural subgrade and
surfacing' materials. Among those you are most likelyto find and use are caliche and decomposed
granite.

. :

(1) Caliche is a hard, cemented layer locatestOn'Or near the earth's surface, It does
not soften when wet. Caliche I. usually found in semi-arid regions like Arizona. A
reddish brown material, It may be fine In'tekture; o1 it may ^resemble coarse grains of
sand cemented together, Larger atones may be lodged in caliche. It is Sometimes
found on the building site, or It May be excavated from pits and banks. Like coral,
caliche is easily compacted, drained, and has natural cementing properties. .
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(2)- Decomposed-granite. As -its name-- Implies, -is granite that-ha become soft from long
weathering. in co4100, it varies from reddieb brown to black. Like caliche, it may be
foimitin place on some jobs. OtherWise, It is excavated from. pits and banks. Decoln-
posed granite has thesime compacting and draining characteristics as caliche and ,cnral.
You may hear sO11109110 referring to "DGI" in a conversation- about road or airfield' con-
etrttetion. ....11411taiking .ahout .dec.omposed_granite..

(3) Learn to receipts, these natural roa- dbuilding materials; they are hard to find. If you
out into a bank of coral,. caliche, or decomposed granite, your discovery may mean
valuable savings to the Marine Corps.

Al

3-7. COMeACTICD EASTI

CoMpliCtiOn, 411 used in earthwork operations, means pressing together soil particles to.
form a smooth, even eUrfece, Compaction helps the soil to shed narrater and also makei the
soil more resitantto soaking up Moiaturn from below. Coral and caliche, as well as soft 'sans,
may be compan bd. Compaction ban be accom ed by rollers,, pneumetic-tire units, and semi-
lar equipment, 'to obtain a coil surface hard rrn enough to support loads without settling dr
buckling. Tracked vehicle; are. very.poor Ito... of equipment to use for compaction, Wheeled
vehicles can be,:ueed if regular compaction equipment is not available, A loaded jeep' 111 do
better for compacting than a large 'crawler- tractor. The traciot weight is dietrib tili over a
larger square area through the tracks than the weight of a. jeep throughthe. four heels.

$

Ia. . Co"pmaction principles. There are no uniform procedures for compatting 'eerth, because
soil typed, operatineconditions; and available equipment vary from area to area. Still, there
are a few principles of compaction that can be applied generally: soil particles must fit together
tightly, the soil must have enough moisture content to form into a smooth surface, and the earth
must be place in layer% thin enough to permit excess air and water to be expelled easily.

4
b. Visible n to look for. While you need not k he tests for adequate. compaiction, you

must learn to recog ese poor surfaces. Soggy'surf s the presence or s, moisture;
uneven, lumpy surfaces indicate too little moisture. .

1
-/

3-8. ,TofilitARY ROADS- ,

The criteria or specifications for nnilitary.roade are estarblished to Insure that the roads-
will be able to fulfill the purpose for which' they are built. Though it 1. possible to conettuct
roads with very narrow traffic 'waveband with excespively ;keep grades, said although these roads

1' could actually carry traffic, roads so built have a reduced.ciPacityLand ate far less effective felts
suptained operations than one for which the specifications 'are 'Illithilkdesirible bounds. A road
built to adequate specifications will seldom presen Aetinuing problenis of maintenance and ex-
pension, both of which reqUi v a large expenditure o *Waal en eer construction effort that

.14could be better used on new : struotiem., It must be bora 1.0 114nd t the ipecitIcationwelit
forth in succeeding paragraphs are itenerally quite liberal. These crit rt., are baited ion mara-

u, t instag,a trait* flow of about 2,000 vehicles per sclow at a design ilipseci of 25-35 mph. Tactical
onditions of localized construction problems may require certain,hanes in Ite suggested

criteria. 4 -iv!

a. Structural pat ts of a road. Figure 3-17 illustrates a cross section of sr road at a point
where the construction is along the eide* of a hill, normally referred to as# "sidehill cut: FF, ,The
following discussion refers to this figure. .

(1) Cut. The term "cut" has two general ineenings in road construction. It refers to an
e ation through which the road parses, below the original giound level, toportion
a can be described as a cut section,- Indicating that the necessary earth ik con-
si earth removal below the original ground line. The lett sidt of figure 3-17 is a "
cut I ction. Cut is also used to express the differimce lo.elevallon between the final
grade line and the original ground line or the Une toiwhich construction his progressed.
Thus the phrase "cut :of10 feet" would indicate that an excavation of,10 feet is required
to attain final elevation.
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(2) Fill: -A 'lilt section-lsons at which the -origins' ground line must be raised in order
=ring the road up to final elevation. The right side of figpre 3-17 he a fill section.
The material used for this -filling operation must conform to certaiq requireinentip of
compaction and must be emplaced'according to proper procedures which will give the
load7bearing results required. "ill" is siss used to indicate the difference inlevation
between the pretieni ground line and desired final elevation. 1111 needed to complete a
road but not available/rem cut sections is known as "borrow".

Fir 3-17. Structural parts of a road.
A

(3) Sub rade. The subgrade is me mumiation of a road and can be either the original ground-
or 1 material placed on top-of the original ground.: The function of tAte subgracieAte
support all loads that the road is required to carry. The load-bearin^apecity\af the
soil can best be determined biappropriate gets made in the field. certain types of Soils .

in place already have-the capability of carry_h* the Jloads Hbwever, in fill sec-
tions, and In. cut sections Where"the natural ground is inail8iluate for this purpose, suit-
able materiel must be emplaced and compacted to provide this strength. The depth of
the subgrade depends on the type of soil present or available to be emplaced. To main
tain the strength of the subgrade, adequate drainage must be provided. Final grade ele-
vations given on a profile most commonly refer to the subgrade elevations.

(4) Base course. The base course of a road consists of select materials placed in a layer
over the *airede for the purpose of distributing the,load to the subgrade. Within,prac-
tical limits, the thicker'the base course the greater the amount of distribution. However,
the thickness depend: on the properties of the subgrade. When properly prepared and
placed, traffic can move satisfactorily over the base course of the road. In the summer,
however, and partieularly in hot arid areas, the loss of moisture in the base course may
result in an unpleasant dust apndit).on. In wet weather, the porous base course absorbs
mug% water, and deterieration may result without an adequate surface *trove it. Also,
the pounding of heavy loads Will ultimately eau., disintegration of the hese course, and
its prolonged use as a surface ii not usually recommended.

:(5) Surface course.. The surface course prov es a smooth, hard surface on which the traf-
-he moveLii; It can be constructed of. Bove types of material--asphalt or tar pducts,
concretenkravel, or compacted earth 'Al ertain types of binders. The aurfack' course
should be all-weather Sad should provide for the rapid removal of any surface water.
The use of treated suifts roads iceconomicsibr limited tp those which have a relatively
long life expectatm.y. In 'general, a divisional road with a fe expectancy of 8 menthe'
will require only an earth or gravel surface. r

b. Other nomenolatUrttidenecificstions. Figure 3-18 shows atypical road section with the
parts named according te iThitindard military terminology.
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Fig 3-1§.. Road nomenclature.

(1) Traffic lane. A traffic lane consists of that portion of the road surface over which a
single line of traffic travelIng in the same direction will pas's. For single-lane roads
Avtiere the traffic must Move in one direction, the traffic lane would by at least 12 feet
wide. For a multilane road, each lane should be at least 11 feet Wide. Widths some-
what less than these will actually carry most military traffic, but the capacity of the
road will be correspondingly decreased.

(2) Traveled way. The traveled Way is that portion of a road surface upon which all vehi-
cles move or travel. For a single-lane road, the traveled way is the same as the traf-
fic -lanes. Therefore, for a 2-lane road, the traveled way will normally be 22 feet wide.
If a surface course is provided, it extends only across the traveled way.

(3) Shoulders. The shoulder of a road is the additional width provided beyond the traveled
vai.1%; minimum width of shoulders on a military road should be 4 feet. Shoulders
have three general purposes. They provide a space for emergencipirking of vehicles
or for the movement of marching troops. This is particularly important for military
operations and underscores the necessity for wide sthoulders. They provide a gradual
transition from the fairly flat 'surface of the, traveled way to the much rteepet ditch
slopes, 'thus assisting in the removal of surface water, and because of the additional
width they help prevent erosion. Finally they provide a safety zone along the 'edges of
the traveled way. Shoulders are compacted but serom surfaced,

(4) Roadbed. The roadbed in designated as the entire width of surface on which a vehicle
may stand or move. It consists of the traveled`way and the shoulders. Thus, for a
1-lane road the roadbed is 20 feet wide, while for the standard 2-lane rbad it is 30 feet
wide.

) Slopes.

(a)
stru-Ctio9:,

ssification of slopes. There are three types of slopeø referred to in road con-

+It

1 t slope. Cut slope is the incline extending upward from the ditch line or bottom
the ditch to the natural ground. It ie often referred to as the back slope.

2: Ditch slope. The ditch slope IA the slope of the ditch which extend from the out-- side edge-of the shoulder to the bottom of the ditch, This slope would be relatively
flat to avoid damage to vehicles which may drive into it and to permit the escape
of vehicles which may tave become trapped. It is sometimes referred to as a fore
slope.
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3. -Fil el . The fill slope is the incline extending from the outside edge of the
ou O the toe or bottom,pf a fill. The fill slope is a type of fore slope.
, se

(b) Function
1s. The prima function of slopes is provict for drainage and to

prevent o *oil.

Itl (c) Measuremint of slopes. Sl9peo are commonly specified in terms of a ratio when re- ;

ferrfng to broom Section, ind a percent or degree when referring to the length or
alinement. Thad, are a measure of the relative steepness of the slope. The slope
ratio IS expreleed as thyratio of horizontal distance to vertical distance. Thus a 2:1
'slope ratio (fig 3-19Armignifies that for every 2 feet horizontally there has been-X
ride or fall okl foot. The choice of the slope ratio usedin construction depends almost
entirely on the propertiei of the soil involved. Ditch slopes may also be governed by
the quantity of water to be run off and the possibility of ditch erosion. Alingment slope
percentage is illustrated in figu 3119B. Degrees pertain to angle of incline from

1ff horizontal. In the absence of othkrkr criteria the following are recommended minimum
' slope ratios for road construction:

Cat slope 4 1:1
Ditch slope 3:1
Fill slope 1 1/2:1 1

Alinsment grade 10% maximum except under extreme topographical conditions
(Sles, in rock cut, may he much steeper.)
Alinement grade 6% or les eferred.
Slope degree Lowest axi m of vehicles for which the road is built.

1.

met RATIO 10'
1:1

A
Slope ratio.

Grade $
Vertical distance

Horizontal distance
1/10 x loo 10%

B
Grade percent.

Fig 3-19. Slopes and grades,

x 100

(8) Roadwa . The roadway ie the entire width which lies within the limits of earthwork con-
. struct on. It is measured between the outside edges of cut or fill slopes. Roadway width

normally' does not include interceptor ditches if these ditches felt outside pf the slopes.
The width of the roadway will vary from section to section depending on the height of cut
or fill, depth of ditches, and slope ratios used

. ,

(7) Ditches. Ditches are constructed al the same time as roads to provide channels for
' removal of water, either surface or subsurface, from the road site. There are sev-

eral types of ditches that may be constructed. Lateral side ditches carry water parallel
to the road and receive water running off the surface, interceptor ditches catch water be-
fore it reaches the subgrade or road proper, and culverts provide for the movement of
water from one side of a road to the other. .

(8) Clearing. Clearing is the removal of such material as trees, brusk, buildings, and
fences from the rvdway site. This Must be done before earthmoying °wagons can
begin.' To proviclOsufficient room for conptructIon operations, clearing is normally
carried to a width of b feet outside the roadway on both sides of the road. This width
of clearing will provide adequate cdestructron room and will improve, sight distance
mound horizontal curves. The total width of cleaHng will vary from section to section,
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atbut/Will florally be 12 feet greater than the roadway width. Local cdfiditions may re-
quire greater w14 lihereas real estate limitations may force a reduction in this
figure. lipure 3-20 illustrates a typical section at which the width of clearing in to be
de/termini'''.

Given: Standard 2-lane military road
Cut at construction limit 4 feet
Fill at edge of shoulder 6 feet
Ditch depth below shoulder , 1 1/2 feet
Recignmended minimum 'slope, ratios used

Find: Total with of. clearing

Solution:

1 ,

(9) Crown. The crown of a road is the difference in elevation betweep the centerline and
tie of the traveled way., Crown is provided to insure the reiTioval of rain water
which falls on the road. The amount of crown provided primarily depends on the surface
used. Surfaces such as concrete or bituminous materials require little crown because
of their impermeability, whereas perineable (porous) surfaces such as earth or gravel
require a relatively high crown. Crown is normally 'peeped as the number of inches
rise per horizontal foot measured from the edge of the surface fo the centerline. For
concrete and bituminous surface, the crown is normally fax= 1/4 to 1/2 Welt per toot;
for earth and gravel surfaces, from 1/2 to 3/4 inch,per foot.

(10) Superelevation. When traveling on a horizontal curve, vehicles'have a tendency to tip
over or slide toward the outer edge of the curve. This is caused by centrifugal force.
The greater the speed of the vehicle and the sharper the curve, the larger this force be-
comes, thus increasing the hazard to safe vehicle operation. This force may be counter-
acted by raising this outer edge of the road to an elevation. greater than the other side
(fig 3-21). This difference in elevation is referred to ail superelevation. Superelevation,
like crown, Is specified as the number of inches rise per horizontal foot. The value
varies with the type of surface and with the design speed of the road. The minimum value
for earth or gravel surfactrmust be 1/2 inch per foot. Superelevated roads should be
widened as well. When going around a curve the back wheels of a vehicle do not
necessarily follow in the tracks Of the nt whogls, and for this yeason a greater width
of tray-11e6 *ay is needed, as shown in figure 3-21.

sor

Traveled way 2 x 11 22 ft
Roadbed 22+ (2 x 4) a 30 ft
Horizontal distance Nom outside edge of right shoulder to bottom of fill

1 1/2 x 6 = a ft
Horizontal distance from outside of left shoulder to top of cut = (1 1/2 x 3) +

(1 x 51/2) a 4 172 +IS 1/2 10 ft
Roadway 99+ 9 +10 = 40 ft
Width of clearing 4a+ (2 x 6). 61 ft

WIDTI1 OF OLIANING

Fig 3 -20. Determining width of clearing.

tt.
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Fig 3-21. Superelevated road.

(13) phouNer-elepee. The *lope of the shouldbk can be the same. as that of the traveled Way,
but a littlegreater slope is desirable since the stibulder is more porous than the sur-
face course. in general

F
it should be approximately 3/4 to 1 1/2 inches per foot.

f+.

(12) Overhead clitArence. A minimum clearance is specified between the road 'surface and
Any overhead construction pitch As 'a bridge or overpass. :Though this is dependent up-
on the height of the vehicle, a minimum figure of 14 feet should be provided.

(13) Turnouts. Turnouts are provided on.14ane toads where traffic must be routed in both
rglircirOrzo and on 2-lane roads Where there is a necqesity for vehicles to stop. frequently.

On 1-lane roads, turnouts should be provided at least every 1/4 mile to avoid -excessive
jamming of the' road due to traffic traveling in opposite directipls.

3-9. SATS ANp HELICOPTER LANDING SITES

a. General. As an engineer equipment operator, you will also find yourself involved'in the
preparation of airfields and helicopter landing sites. The Marine Corps has develo!ed a. ekophis-
Heated system for handling high performance jet aircraft involving runways as short as 2000 to
30e0 feet long. This is known as SATS (Short Airfield for Tactical Support). Also, because
helicopters are now used a great deal, ..you will quite often find yourself carving out helipads and
landing sites to support these aircraft. Both SATS and helipads require a bit of skill and accur-
acy on the part of the equipment operator.

(1) SATS The terrain in the area to be used for a SATS complex -must be leveled and rolled
to provide a compact matting base. Adequate drainage must b ptosfidectto remove sur-
face and rainwater from the field area, The soil should, be disturbled as little as possible
in obtaining the prescribed finish i o deg to provide maximum hearthe capacitor, Any area
under the matting- requiring 110irViCe or drain pipe, or other objects must
be sufficiently level so, that the mats i I not vary more than 1/4 inch in height over a i2:
foot distance. Hand raking maybe required to accomplish OW condition, but it ie the
heavy equipment that does the bulk of the preparation and achieves the tolerances that
can be finished with the rake.

(2) Helicopter landing sites. These are initially improved by expedient methods such as use
of demolitions, handtoolto, and small, .self - contained power equipMent. Depending On the
planned usetand time &Mailable, helicopter landing sites may b further improved by such
work as completely Oloartng the area of brush and trees, clea ng aPPrOliOn lanes, im-
proving drainage, and preparing parking areas for disperiai a caMouflage Of helicopters.
These tasks upually fall, to the equipment operator. The size of e Istidingsites and heli-
pads will depend upon the tactical tequirements, the number and ei*s of heltcoptirs to
use the area, and other factorS''Ithatlare decided upon by the supported;unit.- The things
that must be remembered hy.the equipment operator is that the slope of heaped should
not exbeed 14% or 8°, Also, for pioneer heaped*. in particular, the surface must be clear
of all debris, 'stumps, rooks, holes. and 'trenched that exceed 10,litchei in height or depth.
'Upon further improvement, of course, these will all have to be eliniinlid.

-
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3-10. COMBAT SUPPORT 0TRupTioN
.

a. General. As an engineer equipment operator in the Marine Corps, you may serve in var-
ious conigirrmppoft and service support units, and perform strictly combat-type construction in
a forward battle area. 'Speed is the most important factor in this type of con traction. When a
road or a bypass around_ a-blovm=up bridge is needed. it ie needed right air Hepause of this,
many of the fine points of more permanent rear-area earthwork are elimina d. Projects are
are completed in the shortest time *ith the least amount of ,earittwOlt that will accompli
mission. Much of this work comes under the Classification of hasty or pioneer construe n. Pro-
jecteiare not physically laid out) but are selected by reconnaissance only. Remember, in order to'
complete a project satisfactorily, you Must know what the finished product is supposed to look like.
When you and your equipment are sent out on a job, talk to the man in charge. `Find out exactly
what he wants, physically checti the construction ami par any potential problem areas, and quickly
determine the best way to do the job. Remember that you can always come back later and enlarge
or improve on your pioneer construction if the unit is going to remain in one area for a consider-
able period of time. .

. ,
I

b. Roadik There are'several factors to 'consitier during the location of any new road, even a
pioneerwa. \

. .

(1) Existing facilities. When possible, locate along or ver existing roads, or'trails. The
use of existing facilities shortens construction time and, in many cities, provides better
roads than can be built in the Short time available In cornet operations. Usually it will
be fairly easy to widen footpaths into suitable I -lane roads.

(2) Draina e. Locate the able, easily drained soil. Avoid swamps, marshes, or-
gan soil, and 1 s ms become waterlogged during rainy weather. For good
drainage, locate the road along ridges and stream lines:

(3) 'Curves. Select a route that-eliminates curves at the bottom'of hills and on steep grades.
Avoid whenever possible; if you cannot, make them as wide as possible.

Topography. Locate the road along natural contour lbws to avoid Unnecessary earthwork.
Avoid rockwork. Pick an area twat does not require extensive clearing.

'Miscellaneous factors. Locate the road, on the sunny (south) side of hills and caTOns.
Take advantage of natural concealment. In addition, the final grade should be at east 4
feet above ground (subsurface) water 1 ea.

(6) Future expansion. .Even when the ad is ade with one pass of a dozer blade, it is pos-
sible to locate it so that/i can . rt , expanded, and used during future operations.

. / ...;.,.

. Airstrips. An airstrip for lig aison-type aircraft is generally a clear area of land, not
more t an , 9 feet indengtti. Nprr ally, the construction of an airstrip consists of minor
iblearing and leveling only. Often' a suitable pasture or secondary road will be found that requires

e or no construction work except possibly removing a fence or occasional tree, Or leveling a
ditch. Soffshguld be disturbed as little as possible. When too rough cut and fill as little as pos-

o make the striptusable.

(1) Layout. The long axis of the landing strip should lie in the general direction of the pre-/ :vatting wind, if poseible: The minimum. runway' dimensions ale 1,000 feet long by 50
,feet wide, The wjdthamay have to be increased when variable mind condkions exist.

/Tesnperaturekaltitude, slope of the ground, and wind conditions will cause the length
.op.%e strip to vary. If grass is more than 6 inches high, the length of the strip should

4 be increased 300 feet, -Dp not burp, grass, stubble, or brush frohn a possible airstrip
1. site. Burning leaves theliground bare and causes dust, which is a flying hazard. Trees,

poles, and objects at the ends of the airstripwhich might interfere with fending or take-
. OS must be cleared.

(2) Glading.and drainage. Landing strips must be reasonably level and free from holes.,
stumps, ;rficite and similar obstructions. Grading is limited to the minimum necessary
for rernoVitiglibstaclesi smoothing humps, filling ktcal depressions, And providing Bur-

.-- face, drainage., :Diainalla must be adequate or the airstrip will be Uselesi.

.4.
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(3) Surfaces. The usual airstrip has a sod or earth surface. If the field Is rutted, it may
smoothed by a scraper, grader, or by back-blading with a dozer, Sod provides a

good wearing and easily drained outface. gate should be taken to disturb the earth as
little as possible*. other forms of runway surfaces are not required except under unusual
wet - weather conditions, In this case, some surfacing of low spots or soft spots with sand
°mg avel may be needed. Landing mat or special treatment of the surface may have to
be u d to provide all-weather capability to airstrips subject to inclement weather.

d. B sees. This refers to hasty.roads which are built around blown up bridges, destroyed
.equipment, heavily mined sections of road, and antitank ditches or obstacles. An important fac-
tor to considen in any of these operations is that the enemy will usually place land mines in the
most probable bypass routes. Make sure that combat engineers check the area for mines before
you begin construction.

(1) 'Remember, you want to get traffic moving as quickly as poseiible. Construct a 1-lane
bypass first. You can then widen and improve the bypass after traffic begins moving.

(2) When crossing a river, make'the approaches slope gradually so that traffic will not have
to slow down unnecessarily. During construction,. do not try to dam the river. A ford
of rock or river gravel should be constructed so that water will run over it, Do not use
soft earth fill. If necessary, take gravel from the upstream and downstream sides of the
ford to construct the bypass. After constructing a ford, make sure that the outer edges
of it are marked.

(3) While constructing brfasses, remember to keep drainage in mind: Construct the bypass
as quickly at possible, then make sure that the area is improved and drainage provided
for A bypass that turns into a sea of mud after the first rain iiin't going to help anyone.
The surface of a temporary bypass can be built up with thin layers of earth. Normal
road traffic can be used to compact it. It is a good idea to stet on a man at the hypasie to
instruct truckdrivers not to travel in the same wheel tracks. thing damages and ruts

"' a hasty surface, particulary damp areas, more than a convoy of vehicles traveling in one
path.

(4) Remember, speed is the most important factor in combat-type construction. Choose the path
that will be simplest and easiest to build, making sure that it is checked for mines.

e. Fording. Many times during combat operations you will hsvto assist vehicles, in cross-
ing a deep stream while other equipment is being used to construct a bypass. A crawlertracAor
equipped with a single-drum winch is ideal for this. If the stream is narrow, the tractor can be
parked on t far shore and the winch can be used to pull vehicles througi the stream. If the
stream is w e, the tractor can be peed ds a towing vehicle. ontinuptilly cross and recross
the stream bed. The method of conducting fording operations fie enda on the. takical situation
and the depth and width of the stream.

f. 'Beach operations. During an amphibious landing, large numbers of engineer equipment
al* employed on,the landing beaches to support the shore party, Crmes, dozers, and materiali
haridling equipment will be used for general road construction, beach development, unloading-
point operations, towing and salvage, and construction of sand ramps for unloading landihg ships.
ArouRd-the-clock operations in salt water place a heavy demand on the irkdividual eqUipment and
its operator.

(I) When constructing ramps, make, sure you start pushing sandlarlenough away from the
ship that yotCwill not leave a depression at the edge of the ramp. Wheeled vehicles,
have enough problems in soft beach sand,

(2) When involved in towing and salvaging vehicles, Weep a short sling or tow cable on the
tractor. An assistant can attach the sling to the towing pintles, or lifting eyei, or wrap
it around the bumper do the vehicle in such a way that the strain of the' towing operation
will not damage the vehicle bumper. Do not use the large hook on the winch:line for this
purpose.'" it is not only hard to handle underwater, but will place the pulling strain at 'qv
point on the bumper. -Ths, could Ctuse you to p111 the bumper off the stalled- vehicle.
Oneelkiu are ready to pull, like tip the slack infte towing line gradually to prevent the
tow hoolNorn elipp off 006 sling, and to preveetd4rnage to the towed vehicle. Once
you get th vehicle oh 'e bee , pull it far enough from the surf so that it will not in-
terfere with future ()per tion
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)() 1 When helping the naval beach party to salvage boats, and in assisting landing craft to
retract from the beach, be particularly careful not to damage the boats., Many of the
landing craft are constructed primarily of wood.- It As very easy to puna t.hole in them
with the cornepof dozer blade. Use the widepart.of the blade for pushing. Make con-
tact 'gradually iind the-If-apply-WI power'when both the dozer and boat are ready. Trac-
tors with single drum winches can also be used to assist some of the larg0 landing ships ,
in beaching. The lines can be Connected to the ships for direct pull, or toiow the bow
anchor ashore so that the shipa can pull themselves, in rough surf, the tractors can be

-used to stabilee the landing craft and to prevent broaching. Cooperation between boat)
crews anddoeer operators is essential,,..

,..,

(4) Watch the surf ndltiona. As the tide rises or falls, equipment rill have to move ac-
cordingly; Tee your equipment's propelling and steering me anima during normal,
opeeation so that a rising tide will not catch you unable to e.

,114.
.

..'
(5) Salt water is extremely.damaging to equipment, and will of ct clutch and brake action.

Preventive maintenance and observance of safety precautions are a "must. "
.,.

g. Artillery nositiogs. The division artillery regbilent has some engineer Items of equipment
such as the Case MC 1150 s000plOader. You may be assigned to an'artillery unit for duty. Each 105 -
mm firing battery has equipment attached to it for digging-in the pieces and preparing storage
areas for ammunition. Digging-in is essential. It provide o from enemy air attack and
counterbattery fire. Depending_on the biotic* situation, t 1 h of time the pieces are gotng
to remain in one position, and whether or not the pieces are set up before the equipment reaches
the firing position, empliceMents may be either hasty oldeliberate. ft

.(4:.,I,fasty position. Misty positions' are'constructed when theretpi iiment arrives at the fir-
ing position after the pieces have been set up or when they are not expected to remain
in position for a 'long period Of time, A dozer can be used to push up an, earth parapet
around the front an& sides of the'pleee, leaving the rear 'open for the exit of the piece.
For 105-mm howitzer emplacement, the parapet should be 1/2-ft high and appioxir
mately 4-ft thick near the lop. The outside of the parapet: should slope gradually to the
ground line. Overall width of the parapet at ground line shbulitiote approximately 10 ft.
Overall diameter of the inside of the emplacement :s .24 ft. All earthmoving is done from
the outside toward the firing position. Do not tear up the ground unnecessarily. Back-
blade the area when you' re completed to help camouflage the firing position.

(2) Deliberate position (fig 3-22). Deliberate pOsitions are prepared in stable situations
when the pieces are going to remain in position for a long period.. The equipment arrives
at and begins constructioin of the emplacements before the pieces arrive. These em-
placements ire similar to the hasty position except that they are imertly below ground.
This reduces the overall height of the parapet. The equipment prepares an entrance A
ramp and excavates a circular area 24 ft in diameter, moving the earth into a parapet.
The pokition is 2 ft below ground levet and there should be enough earth to complete
the parapet without dozing from the outside of the pesitioh. The parapet for a deliberate
emplacement is 1,1/2 ft above ground le41. Later, the crews can improve the posi-
tions as needed with sandbags and logs. The weather may affect the construction of delib
erate emplayments. During the rainy season, it may be impractical to dig below ground
levet.
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Fig 9-22. Deliberate 105-mm howitzer emplacement.

h. Storage 'areas and command posts (CP's). The extent to which these
vary, just as they do Thrown positions. Camouflage considerations will mate is
tent of construction work, Drainage of dug-in areas is essential.

(1) In deliberate c nstruction, theequipment arrives at the site firs
ground, level. Large-scale arnimunitiob and fuel storage areas
few feet bel ground level, and the excavated earth used to fo
of the area oward the enemy will fo the highest part of the pa

ted on the side of hills pi loping ground to provide for drainage of the stor-

4

are dug-in will
y affect the ex-

,

nd digs posit o to below
generally placed a
a parapet. The side
pet. Areas should

be const
age pit. rl

In hasty onstruction, the su plies are already stored at ground level and the equipment
is used to,pUsh up a pirepet, higher than the supplies. from the outside. .

Firebreaks, usually 1-dozer-blade wide, havehave to be destructed around fuel stor-
age areis in grassy Ind wooded areas.

Mobile load storage
0of ammunition and digging-in of commdttications vehicleshat CP'* -

can usually be taken care of by constructing a deep, gradually sloping, -pit into which
these vehicles can back. This will keep them well below the level of the parapet and
permit them to drive out at a moment's notice.

(5) Deliberate digging-in of CP's posei no particular problem; however, when the equipment
.arrives after the CP has been established, particular care will have to be taken not to
damage communications wire which is laid throughout the CP area. When digging-in a
CP, it is a good idea to have a communications man or a helper on the ground to move
any wires in the construction area Remember, check the area before yoti begin to work.

r
.
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MARINE CORPS INSTITUMMARINS BARRACKS
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 20013

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
N

Lesson 3

Earthmoving Fundamentals

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 13. 91h, Engineer EquipmentOperator, chap 3.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson you Will be able to identify grade
stakes and Their use, the sequence of construction operations, and the type
of equipment, employed on certain jobs. ..--

orWRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:
a

A. Multipleaehoice: Select the ONE*answer ,which BEST completes the statenient or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the anSwer sheet, blacken the apprdpriatek 4

' box. °

Value: 1 point each

1. In most engineer construction, especially curing combat, is of the utmost
imptirtance.

a. durability
b. camouflage

c.' drainage
i. spied

2. If an operator knocks over a final grade stake, what should he do?

a. Call the survey crew and continue his work.
b. Stop work in that area and call survey crew.
c. eset the stake as close as possible to its original position.
d. Disregard the mistake and continue the work.

3. Learning to estimate height and distance will help an operator'to know
1.

a. what the finished job Will look like.
b. grade stake markings.
c. the capabilities of his equipment..
d. when the equipment is ally loaded. "

4. The removal of objectionable top soil before excoration begins is known as

'grubbing. d. pioneeri
strippin

b.
a. clearing. c.

5. During clearing operationi; what type of 'trees should be removed first?

a. BTUs c. Medium
b. ,Small d. Large

4.

S. Clearing can be best accomplished by push\ stumps, brush, and debrii

NI.

a. from one side tothe other c. from the center toward both sides
b. diagonally from one side to th d. parallel to the centerline

other

len 3; p. 1
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7. The uprooting and, removal of roots

a. stripping.
b. clearing.

8. How should the ripper be employed

a. To looeen the earths
b. To pull out the stump

9. Actual 4i;krthrrovi,nig begins during

a. grubbing.
b. elearing./-

10. When the haul distance is over 300
stripping?

' 11.

a. Dozer
b. Scraper

Or

0.

d stumps is called.

pioneering.

stumps ?

o. To cut the roots
d. None. of ,the above

o, stripping,
d, grading.

'1.:

feet, which type of equipment should be Used for

b. Motor grader
d. Shbvel

When pion'eering a road .with a dozer, you should start at the

a. highest point possible. c, most level area possible.
b. lowest point possible.

12. When pioneering side hill cuts, where should you cast the brush and trees?

a. On the Uphill slope
%b. At the edge of the downhill slope and use as fill,

c. Over the downhill elope far enough that they will not be covered
d. In a windrow at the edge of the downhill slope

13. When cutting si road, which grade stake sholild you watch?
, -

a. The one immediately ahead of you c.. The one immediately behind you
b. The third or fourth stake down

14. Why shoula you avoid digging storage revetments in areas where the water table is high?

a. Water. from the ground may flood the revetment.
b. Rising flood water may fill the revetment.
c. There is no way to provide drainage.
d. Run off after a rain can not be controlled.

15. Which type of drainage system is usually used to drain water across a road?

a. Open channel c. Covered drain
b. French drain . d. Culverts

16. What type drainage system is used to intercept water running down a hill toward a con-
struction site?

a. Covered drains
b. Culverts

c.' Ditches
d, French drains
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17. Crawler-type tractors and towed

a.
b.

(/ to 300 ft.
300 to 1, 500 ft.

scrapers are most efficient on hauls of

1 8. Fills are generally constructed in

A.

b.
loose -- 12
loose -- 18

c. 900 to 3, 500 ft.
d. 1, 500 to 5, 000 ft.

layers inches high.

c.
d.

-compacted 6 to 12
compacted -- 18

1 9. The stake at the beginning of a road site is marked station'

a. 0+00,,
b. 1+00,

c. 00+1.
d. 0.

20. Survey stations are normally how far apart?

a. 25 ft
b: 50 ft

c. 100 ft
d. 200 ft

21. From what point on a grade stake is the depth of out or fill measur

ap Top
b. Bottom

22. A grade stake marked with the letter

a. t 3/4 in.
b. 3 ft 7 1/2 in.

c... Cepterline ((,)
d. Crowifoot (1/)

75"F" and Vie numerals 3, indicates a fill of

dt-

Nio3 ft 9 in.
. 3 yd gin.

.at

A centerline stake marked 13 + 75 would be w far from the starting point. f the 'survey?

a. 1, 375 ft
b. 1, 390 ft

c. 1, 375Yrd
d. 1. 300 yd

24. The horizontal distance from the shoulder stake to the centerline is recorded on the

a. centerline stake. , c. finished grade stake.
b. hub stake. d. shoulder stake.

25. What stakes are used to indicate the earthwOrk limits on each side of the centerline?

a. Shoulder stakes c. Offset stakes
b. Slope stakes d. Centerline stakes

28. The minimum area to be cleared and grubbed extends approximately how far outward
from the slope stakes?

a. 3 ft
b. 3 yd

f

27. A slope of 2 to 1 indicates a ratio of

C. 6 ft
d. 6 yd

a. 2 feet of horizontal distance to 1 foot of vertical distance..
b. 2 feet of vertical distance to ; felkof horizontal distance.
c. '1 foot of horizontal distalice to '2 yards of vertical distance,
d. 1 foot of vertical distance to 2 &thee of horizontal distance,

13, 31.
len 3; p. 3
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28. What-ia -thdit.kted by a Stake that has a tack diiven into the top of it?

.Finish grade
Slope ratio

c. The banked portion of a curve which lies above the regiliar.drade
d. The exact location burveylinand station

29. What type of sbil makes the most stable foundation material?

a. Well-graded lincl compacted clay
b. Well-graded and compacted sand.
c. Well-graded !ad eompacted gravel containing little or no fine materials
d. Well-graded and compacted gravel containing enough fine material to fill the voids

between the gravel

30, :VVhich type of soil fells smooth, but is not plastic and will not hold together vfhen_dry

a. Clay
b. Peat

31. The ribbon, tilt is used to identify

0. Silt
d. Sand

a. sand. a. silt.
b. clay. d. peat.

32. What structural part of a road is designed to support the load'
,. .a. Surface course , c. Base course

b. Subgrade , d. Shoulder
-. .

.. 33. What is the purpose of the base course?

a. Support the load placed .on the subgr ade.
b. Support the load placed on the road.
c. Distribute the load to the subgrade.
d. Distribute the load to the road shoulder.

4.

34. What is the minimum width of the traffic lane of a multilane road'
a. 10 tt c. 12 ft
b. 11 ft 19 ft.

35. The roadbed Of a 2,-larie Toad should be ft' wide.

a. 11 c. 22
b. 12 d. 30

.

38. The noAkill Crown for a gravel-surfaced road is from

a. 1/4 . 1/2 c. 3/4 -- 1
1/2 3/4b: d. 1 -- 1 1/2

P

-in to in. per foot.

+.37. The minimum superelevation value for earth -or gravel-surface roads is inch per
foot.

1/4
b. 1/2

13.31
Ain 31p. 4)
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38. You are part of a crew that is preparing a field for installation of a SATS complex. The
- area under the mats most be sufficiently level so that the mats will not vary more than

in flight over a 12-ft distance.

a. 1/4 in
b. 1,4/ in.

c. -9/4 in.
d. 1 in.

38. What Is the maximum allowable slope for a pioneer helipad?

a. 10% c. 14%'
-b. ,12%

. d. 16% "ii.
, .:.

40. On a military road, the miniratun width of tha,Thhoulder on each side is feet.

41.

a. 2
b. 4

C.
d. 11

41.', The traveled way, of a 2-lane military .road normally is ft. wide?

a. 11 irk" c. 22
b. 12 1 d. 430

. . e
, . .

42. What is often referred to as the back_slope? - 1,

11

1),

1)

a. .Fill slope.

),

b.), Ditch slope

44- There for a pioneer road should be located along natural contour lines to avoid
/N

a. poor soil. 4 c. unnatural concealment.
b. unneceitiary earthwork. d. curves.

L.

C. Cut slope
d. Fore slope

44. The site for a pioneer road should be located.on a route which eliminates curves on

a. long gradual 'grades. c. steep grades.,
b. top of hills. d. level ground.

45. The long axis of a landing strip should be laid, out in What direction?

a. North-south
b. East-west

. .

48. An airstrip for light litapon aircraft is (general* not longer tha

a. 500 e te) C. 1,000 ,
6

b. 750 j ' d. 1, 500

c., General direction of the prevailing wind
Into the sun

os.

,...-41r----------,...4131:'
.

47. , arapet for a 105-mm hasty gun position is approximately feet high,

a.
b.

2
3

1/2
1/2

c.
d.

4
5

48. What is the most important factor in combat-type construction?

.

Nt', lj

. -
.s, ./ ,...

. ? " T; ' ''

. , a. Camouflage c,, . Drainage 0 ? '-4
.1,

b. Cover. . d. Speed ,
4' 41 Q

..,
,

13. 31
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49. When constructing a bypass, what should be done first?

a. Construct 1 lane
b. Construct drainage system

50. Which should you avoid when selecting a

a. Existing roads
b. ExtenstA clearing

13.31
ion 3; p. §

et7

. V

c. Construct a dam
d, Provide traffic control ....

-
site for a piolteer road?

c. Ridge and steam Lines
d. Natural concealment

6,

Total Pointai.. 50

a

...

I

e
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Chapter 4

OPERATING TRACTORS AND TRACTOR-DRAWN EQUIPMENT

Section I. TRACTORS

4-1. INTRODUCTION

A tractor is oke_of the most versatile items of engineer equipment in the Marine Carpi!.
It may be used as a pl-ime' mover, if compatihle with towed items of equipment such as scrapers
and towed rollers, and it can be used to push and assist another vehicle such as a scraper. A
tractor may be equipped with several different types of attachments, such as the bulldozer.
angledozer, forklift, shear:blade, and winch. With one or more of these attachments connected,
it is a self-contained item of engineer construction equipment. The Marine Corps uses both
crawler- and wheel-mounted tractor,. There are several different makes, .models, and sizes.
Your first assignment to an earth-moiing item of equipment will probably be to one of the
tractors. Learn all you can"about a machine before trying to operate it. The beat and most-corn- .

plete source of information on the operation and maintenance of any particular tractor is the
technical manual or theoperator's manual for that trabtor: -Study the manuals and you will help
to reduce tile "down time of your assigned equipment caused by improper lubrication, adjust-
ment, and operation. The .TM or operator's manual will explain how the item should be serviced
and lubricated, how and when the adjustments are made, and how to properly operate it. As
you gain experience and proficiency, the jobs y9mocan do with your tractor will become, more
and more varied. . .

4-2. CRAWLER-TRACTORS

a. General., Although the Marine Corps is trying to standardize its engineer construction
equipment, there are still several models, makes, and sizes of crawler-tractors being used.
At the pieserft time there are ci.awler-tractors made by Terex and Case manufacturers. They
are classed as medium and small (the overall size, weight, and drawbar pull are considered ,

when assignitt the classification). The operating principles sfrid techniques of the ctawler-
tractors are about the seine regiardlesa of size and make. They sire all mounted on tracks and
designed to push Or tow. Steering is accomplished by stopping, slowing, or reversing one
track and skidding the tractor around to the prbper direction.

b. Terex 82-30M crawler-tractor. The description, Weight, and other logistical data were
presented in the first chapter of this course.

(1)1 Conte trols (fig 4-1). The first thing you should cict tefore trying to start the tractor is
become familiar with the controls and instruments. ..Learn thdir location and how they
are used; For example, you must push on the decelerator pedal, which look* like.an
accelefator pedal, to slow the engine. Experience wit similar:machines shows that
some serious accidents have resulted because the operator. released the decelerator
pedal when he should have pushed it. The necessary controls are located within easy
reach of the operator while sitting in the seat. The indicators are located on the dash
in front of the operator and on the Mel tank: Learn the location and use of controls so
that you can use them without seeing them.

a

e
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1'. Transmission shift control lever. 7. Foot rest
2. Steering levers 8. Decelerator pedal
3, Dash fight 9. Parking-emergency brake
4. Light switch 10. Brake pedal
5. Hand throttle -lever 11. Shift lock catch
8. Throttle atop lever ,12. Starter switch

Fig 4-1. 82-$0M crawler-tractor.controls. to

(a)" Transmission shift control lever, The lont lever located to the left of the operator
is the transmission shift control lever used to select the desired direction and speed
range. Movingethe lever forWard will provide forward gear, to the rear will provide
reverse. When the lever is set for either forward or reverse ,direction, pushing it
to the far left provides high speed range, centered is intermediate or second speed
range, and to the right is low range. Neutral is midway between forward-and reverse.
When changing directions, slow the engine speed momentarily before shifting into
the new direction. Upshifts from -low to high can be made`without slowing the engine,

0

but downshifting requires slowing of the engine and the machine. goo-not doWnshift
to brake or slow the tractor; use the brakes.

ring levers. The long levers located on each side'and near the indicators are
th steering levers. To turn right, pull the right lever and to turn left, pull the left
lever. If the load is pushing the tractor, such as a loaded scraper going downhill,

- reverse the steering; pull the left lever to turn right and the right lever to turn left.
"Pulling the lever slightly disengages the steering clutch- onlyand pulling it all the
way to the rear Agnes the steering brake. For gradual turns, disengage the clutch.
For pivot turns, disengage the 'clutch and engage the brake.. The steering brakes
can be used to stop the tractor when the engine is running, but not when it is stopped.
TO stop the tractor with the steering brakes, pull both layers to the rear. Movement
of these levers applitee pressure on the fluid in the steering control master cylinders
ocpted near the lower end of the levers. Two things that will prevent the steering
clutches from operating properly are air in the masteecylinder or lines and lack of fluid.

(c) sDashlitht,_ A light is mounted Over the indicators to illuminate them for easy read-
ing during darkness. AlthoUgh the light is shielded; it is bright enough to be observed4by an enemy. '

.4 .4.

(d) Light switch. The light switch is located od the dash. It has a button t011oAllraeowrietch.
The button is 'to preVent the lights from being turned on.accidentally.: ,h 'Jo

several positions cm the switch fo; turning on the floodlight, blackout lifihts, and
other lights. To turn the lights on, the, button must be depressed and the lever mov-
ed to the.depiited position, but they can be turned Off by movement of the lever only.

4,2-
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(e)

'1

Rand throttle lever. The lever located on the extreme right of the dish is used to
control engine speed. When the lever is raised, it will increase engine 'peed:- Idle
position is down to the throttle stop lever.

. '.:.

Throttle OtOo_leVer. This is a small lever located to the right of the thr Ile lever
which prevent. the throttle being moved to the engine -stop Tb stop the
engine, the *top lever knob must be pushed in and the throttle lever moved down.
The throttle. lever can bmoved to the run postion without moving the stop lever.

'(g) 10.0t rest. .Mounted on each aide of the tractor below the dash are foot rests. Most
operators' like to rest their feet on one of the pedals. The foot rest'is placed there to
eliminate that habit which could cause damage to the operating controls.

(h) Deoeleritor.pedel. Mounted in the right floor Is the decelerator pedal which is used
to control engine speed. To slow the engine, push the pedal down, to increase the
engine speed, release it. The pedal will slow the engine ipeed independently of the
throttle lever, but when released, the engine speed will only increase to the thtottie
lever setting. For examples you can, control the engine speed throughout the speed
"ante by,foot when the throttle lever,is In the full throttle position. If it is set at
half throttle, yeu an only control the speed below half throttle. with the foot.

(1), Perking brake, The parking brake is located on the far right near the seat, Push
down on the pedal to apply the mechanical brake. The lever can be pulled up by hand
or foot to release the brake.

'Brake pedal., This is located near the center on the floor and is used to slow or stop
`the trector. It is also connected to the engine thre. Depressing the pedal will .
reduce engine rpm and by pushing it further, it will apply the brakes. The engine
will return to the throttle lever speed setting when the brake is released. This pedal
actuates both power steering brakes. This brake doe not function'irhen the engine
is stopped.

(k) Shift lock catch, The short lever located to the left of the transmission shift control
lever is used to prevent accidental movement of the shift lever end to prevent start-
ing except when the transmission is in neutral, The shift lever should be locked in
the neutral position before attempting to crank the engine.

(1) Starter switch, This le located on the dash with the indicators just below the throttle
lever. The push buttononr key activates the solenoid and cranks the engine. The
engine should not be cranked longer than 30 seconds.. Allow the crankingmotor to
cool for 2 minutes after each 30-second cranking.

(2) Indicators (fig 4-1). Aq stated before, the gages are mounted on the dash and the fuel
tank. Those most important for trac operation are located on the dash land can be
easily read by the operator. Their cific arrangement on the dash is unimportant, but
after cranking and periodically (at 1 at every 15 minutes) during operation:

(a) Engine oil premium gage. This is the first gage that should ke located and checked
. after cranking the engine. The gage' should indicate satisfactbry oil pressure within
ii-pproximately 30 tegonds after the engine cranks. Normal oil pressure is 45 psi, .

but during cold weather the readings, may be higher until the engine reaches operating
temperature. The oil pressure may vary some with the speed of the engine, but less
than 20 psi at idle speed is insufficient oilfressure for proper lubrication, Do not 4
confuse engine oil pressure with transmission oil pressure.

(b)-imnyeter. The ammeter should be checked next after the oil Pressure, kwill in-
dicate whether the generator is charging or not and If the battery is being 4ischarged
(except for starting motor current). It should indicate a high rate of charge immed-
iately After cranking and gradually decrease to near zero ae,the battery Is rsharged..
A continuous high rate of charge indicates trouble in the charging circuit or with the
batteries. A continuous discharge with the engine running at operating speed indicates
defective charging system, short or grounded wires, or an electrical overload.

4-3 C
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(c) Transmission oil pressure. The tAniirnissien oil prefigure gage, located on the
dish, should show a satisfactory reading when operating the engine at one-half
throttle within a shOrt period of time after the engine. cranks. ,Do not confuse trans-
mission oil pressure with engine oil pressure.

(d) TersneltOree. Both the engine coolant and the transmission (converter out) oil,
temperature gages are located on the dealt. They should 'lowly\ rise as the engine
and,transraidsion warms up. The time rdluired for them ,to reach normal operating
eange depends; on the weather. It will take longer to warm up in colder climates.
The epgintteMperature operating range is between 170F ancl 190F. The converter
temperature range is approxirately200° F and should never,be allowed to go over
250"F. The converter temperature will rise during operation.under heavy loads.

(e) nourineter. This is located on the dash and indicates the total hours the engine has
run There are two typeof bournieters being used by the Maurine Corps; one operates
from the engine rpm and the .other is electrical. Neither meter will agree with the
number of hours that you actually work. . For example, you may work on a par-
ticular job for 8 hours, but the hourmeter will only show 7 hours. The difference is
caused by the way they Are calibrated, The engine is supposedly operated at full,
throttle while under full load for the full 8-hourmeter reading to agree with 8-Itour
job. Regardless of the watch and'hourmeter difference, the hourmeter is the indicator
used to perform the service and maintenance, It is checked prior to nraniting the
engine and the hpurs are recorded on the proper forms. One oithe meters is pi r
to an odometer; the first four numeral', from the left are full hours and the last n bet
on the right is tenths of an hour. Thie type may also be combined , a tachom
which makes it look like e.speedometer; the needle indicates engine rp The other
hourmeter looks like the fagbe of a clock with three hands. One hand mea res in
1-hour increments, one in 10-hour 'increments, and one in 100-hour incre ents.

(3) Miscellaneous gages.
.

(a) Fuel gage. The fuel gage is located on top of the fuel tank-to the left of the operator.
Itindicates the level of fuel in the tank.

(b) Tranemieekm oil level, This is a glass window located on the rear of the trans-
mission drive case which allows the operator to pee the oil level if it is up to, the
window. The proper oil level is the center of the .gage with the tractor engine oper-
atiig and the vehicle parked on level ground. Oil should be visible in the window before

he engine is cranked.

(c) Bayonet gage. A. metal rod type gage is .used to indicate the engine oil level. It
located near the blower on the engine and is checked befOre the engine is crank. .

With the engine stopped, remove the.gage and wipe it clean, replace it, and pull it out
again to determine the oil level. Be sure the gage is pushed down to the stop when
checking the oil or you wilt get a false reading and possiblY overfill the engine with all.

(4) Attachment controls. Although the attackment may be removed, the control for that
attachment (especially hydraulic attachments) is normally left in place..'

(a)' Dozer oditirol, ver, which controls the position of the e, is located to the
right of the operator. e are four positions: float, 10Voeir, h Id, and raise. When
the lever is all the way o the blade will be in the float position; the neXt posi-
tion to thee. rear. will force th de do ; the next position to the rear will holcitthe
blade in the Position wet; and t last positioti, ant ay to.the rear, will raise
the blade:- In addition to the up and down etintril;1 82-30M is also equipped
with a tilt control. It is a pedal located on the forward left side of the operator's
compartMent, jt has three positions: tilt up, Iiold, and tilt oW11. The rillErpivots
from side to side,

'(b) Ripper control, The ripper: control lever is attached to the tipper left part of the
dash near the instrument panel. It has three positionstk raise, and lower,

v
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'(5) Oneret400, After you have limned where the

X

rola are located, how and when the
equiprneg,t is eerviped, a.. ti some of the operatllIg procedures and safety precautions,
you are ready.to start o ethyl! As statedirfore in the discussion of records and
forms; you must have a lid. operato ' permit, an Engineer Equipment Operational
silederci or other aut tioni-and.a or vehicle accident report form. Some parts
of these forma will be filled in by th. spatcher; you are reqUired to complete the A

rest of the 1,orm., certain informat must be entered.onthe form prior to starting
the equipment, sore ring the t it is used; and some Iftei the engine has been
stoppeti. The for* sho 'services areAttfr. It hatiglist of checks that must
be made prior to operatic these are in 4tdditiL6 tbr those checks listed in the TM. The
hournteter reading is recorded by the ciatator in the proper space on the Engineer
Equipment Operational Record,

NI: The Engineer5E4pment Operatiofial Record has been m9,ntioned several
---4

ITITit-9 in thietaragraeh. This was done to emphasize the imp lance of havingr
in your possession authorization to operate the vehicle and the importance of '
maintaining a record of the services performeduand the condition of the item.
-never, for your own legal protection, operate a vehicle without a permt, auth-
ozation, and an accident report, form.

e.
'irk ,,.

..,
The before-operation services must be perforrne to insure that the vehicle] safe,
properlyseryiced, 1%4 ready for operatics befo e you attempt to crap the engine.
Inspect the equipmeaand attached units.ffir lea sr damaged' and any ersonntl in gut
are that could be injere by cranking and moving it. Check to hum a the vehicle has
been properly lubricated a has pleat), of fuel, oil, and water. Any services shown-
as cue on the Engineer Equip ant Operational Record 'must be performed prior to
leaving Ole equipment park. .

(a) Starting the;1nttine

1, Be sure the parking brake is down. Place all attachment control levers in the

neutral or hold position. Raise the throttlellexer to the idle position. In some
caeca, you May have to raise it to a higher speed, but not over one half throttle.

2. Release the neutral start lock and move the transmission selector lever to the
start position.

. e

34_ Preis the starter button or turn the key to activate e cranking motor. Do
not crank the engine for longer than 30 ;seconds at a time. AllOvothe cranking
motor to cool for two minutes between each cranking period. ReleasN3 the
starter button or key immediately after the engine starts.

4. Check the oil pressure indicator after the engine starts. When ft shows a
satisfactory reading, check the transmision oil pressure, the ammeter, and

. . A.other tustrurnents, After the internal parts have had time to receive luhrica-
tion, the throttle lever maybe moved to about half throttle and the engine run
until it warms up. Do not operate the throttle up and down which will cause

* the engine speed to change suddenly. Allow a cold engine to run at a steady
speed. Watch nit: exhaust and listen to the engine. The engine should run
smoothly with no unusual noises and have a clear exhauslhortly after it
'starts. ,

4-5
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While-thikengine warmo -up you-should-get -off the -traotor,and inspect it again.
-Cheekit for oil, water, fuel, and hydraulic leaks .while the engin6is operating.
Check the fan, ptilleYe, belt", and shafts for proper operAion and alinement.

and teOhnlent control operation. -Do the steering level . to properly
After the engine warms PP and before moving the tractor, the tractor

id
...and feel_like_they.sre.nenforniing lheir...job? ..the decelerator '7operate and
-does the engine respond properly? -Wets the dozer control operate and the
bladierreepond as it Should,--Areell indicators functioning an does tie gagine
oper&tiOn indicate they fa dorrect? For example, dOes the ").iladiator eKow
steam while the Indic r reads nornial?

(b) Z1/41erating the tractor. Aite e engine has.warined 41 the controls and indicators
appear to gOnction properly,, and it is safe the tractor and any attached
equipment,, -;you are.ready to operate the vehicle.

the attachment to the"desired position.

2. Move the throttle lever to the Idle position; down to the throttle stop.

/. Place the transmission selector lever in the direction and range position
desired,

. . . . , -
4. Carefully rattle the parking brake lever with the right toot or hand

.. (
.,.... 5. Increase the endlne speed by steadily ;.,in'g the thtottle cont up. .

Continue tO, increaselhe engine speed as the treetq, over and the
desired rpm ilt reached. Do not increase the engine peed suddenly; this.
will create a shock bn theiengine and the power train. The rpmcan be.
decreased by ptishing the decelerator pedal with the foot, applying the brake,
or by moving the throttle lever. You can safely decrease the engine rpm

,,
suddenly. Remember that the range will affect the ngine
rPT , :

::: 8
, i 1. ,6

6. If it in necessary to turn the tractor, .pull thethe steering lever oW the side of the
k vehicle in the direcition alurn is to be made: Pullinglithe lever baekabout

half way will providelt gradual turn. PullIng.it all the way to the rear applies-17 the steering brske and thractor will make a pivOt tbrn. You must learn the
feel of each treetor to"deterhpne just how far to move the steering lever for

, the turn desired. If the engine begins. to lug (sound like it will stall frOm over-
toiling), both levers can be pulled blific to isengage the clutches and then re
leased when the engine gap rpm.' This olio the right thing to do when oper-
ating in unfamiliar soil an, the tracki begin tb spin:, Stop the traoks as soon as

A possible tOprexent getting stuck. . - .,
1 1 -.. I .

7. Pushing on the 'tractor braltk will slow theAengine rpm and stop the 'tralto\r. It
is used to control vehicle speed when trayeling doWnhill and no turns are de-
sired. Remember that releasing the steering chitches disengage *' the power
train, and releasing one clutch at a time with a' load pushing tip tractor will
provide .opposite 'steering. r sudden stone and straight downhill speed con-
trol, use thefr brake. -

,

8. Transmission gear melee xis can be made -while moving. It can be shifted
from low to intermediate to high' range WithoOt changing engine upeed. To change -',___C---,
direction Or to shift. troirfi high to intermediate to low range, you should de-
celerate.the engine momentarily (aloW the engine speed while moving the triug-
mission selector lever) Athe.jtracior can be. moved from .a stop in any 'pee..
range that will allow,the eng e to operate pr
start off in high range '4_0%0 ne is iii4\ ova

-0

. . For example, you can

I

ad.
.w

8. Onceie tractor is moving,- the attachment, canbe lowered work,- Operation
of the attichment_Controls require pordintion and use of the Senses. Lorr
the attaChment. to AO the job, tolit'c ntrol it to prevent it frown going too low or
going up and dein. For example, ower the dower' o start the cut. When it
reaches the desired depth, rain 7ou will have lo move the lever

ti

.
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from hold to raise and lower &Imo; ontinuously to make a smooth cut. 'tMove
the control lesfer with short, quick, ks while making the cut or pushing the
load. To lower or raise the blade, e control can be held in position until the
correct height or depth hi reached...While makinwthe cut, you must be able to feel
the tractor movement up and down and determine the load from the engine sound.
You must watch the attachment, the area in front of the tractor, and glance at the
indicator e Periodically.

10. If the engine shows 1Figns of overloading while plashing a load with the dozer or while
loading a scraper, raising the attachment filighpfly win: relieve part of the load. How-
ever, the site locuition and other circumstanced May make it necessary to continue
loading at the same depth, hi this case, releasing the steering clutch., is desired.
Also check the transmission speed range, Low range is normally used for pushing
with a bull dozer, but higheir speed.tenges are sometimes desirable for loading
scrapers, ,

, *

11. To stop the tractor, idle itr_engine, move the transmsion selector lever to the
neutral position, and push the parking lever down. Ljwer 41 attachnients to the
gound before dismounting. If you are going to be away fromithe tractor for a long

, period of time, "'top the engine, Pb not idle a dieisell engine for long periods; the
incomplete burning of fuel causes carbon build up. It is also possible for the engine
to develop a leak and damage iteelf.

(c) Stopping the erwine. Many "so called" operators park their equipment, stop thet:7
engine, and secure for the day. This is wrong. The engine is still hot and 'stopping
it without slowly pooling it can do severe damage. It must cool slowly and evenly.
Park the tractor and run the engine at, 1,000 rpm and gradually decrease the speed
to low idle over,* five minute period. Let it idle for at leapt two more minutes
before stopping it. If you follow this method of stopping the engine, you are less
likely to have engine trouble with your tractor. Slowly cooling the engine helps
prevent warping, cracking, internal seizing, and other damage. Thib method will
also eliminate the need to recrank the engine to perform a service check or to check
a suspected problem. For example, the engine must ,be running to check the trans-
mission oil level at the sight glass. Check it while the engine cools. Cheek for
loose parts that Maybe vibrating while the engine is still running. There ate other
checks that can be *de, but the important point is to cool the engine slowlybefore
stopping it.

1. Park and stop the tractor as discussed in paragraph (b) 11. above.

.2. Cool the engine slowly. After it has cooled, push the throttle stop lever and
move the throttle lever down to the off position. Turn off (gni** switch.

3. Perform the after-operation service (cleaning, lubricating, and replenishing
of fuel, oil, and water) and the inspection.

4.. Complete the Engineer Equipment Operational Record and return it to the dispatcher.
Verbally report any problems to the dispatcher and the equipment chief even if they
are noted on the Engineer Equipment Operational Reicord.

.:k41

5. Cover the exhaust and protect the seat from water and you are ready to mecure.
Your tractor will probably be ready to operate on a moment's notice while the
other operators are rushing to service and prepare theirs.

c. Case MC iipo scooploader. This is one of the latest medium' tractors used by the Marine
Corps. The te,chnical data was presented in the first chapter of this couree. This tractor is
different from Other crawler-tractors used by the Marine Corm Some of the differences are
listed below: .

, ft

4

,.,

Ir ' 0..a4f,'L . ,
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The Drott 4-in-1 bucket is standard equipment on the Case MC 1150.

It has a power shift transmission which allows liknging from one speed or direction to
another while under full power, directional control is through the steeringiteltitches. The tracksctin be made to turn opposite each other; one forward and one reverse.
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(1) Instruments and controls (fig 4-2). As
slated earlier in this course, you must
learn the location of the controls so that
you can make them function without see-
ing them. You must be able to check the
correct indicator at a glance.

(a) Engine oil pressure gate. This gage,
inarkediENGINE OIL PRESS, indi-
cates the pressure of the engine
lubricating oil. Gage range is 0 to
120 with markings at 10 psi intervals.
Normal reading is 40 to 60 psi,
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Fig 4-2. Case MC 1150 instruments\
and controls.
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(b) Battery generator, indicator: This gage, marked BATT -OEN, indicates the voltage
being supplied td the electrical system. The meter scale consists of a band of four
colored block... From left to right the block colors are red,, yellow, green, and red.
The two colors to the left of the center are markediRATTERY and those to the right
are marked GENERATOR.

(c) Emergency stop handle. The handle, marked EMERGENCY ONLY, is a tacked to a

for the air shut off valve locat
push-pull type cable. The other end of the cable is connected to an actu tingfnechanism

ed between th4engine air Net housing an the Blower.
,.. .

(d) Converter oil perature gage, This gage, marked CONV. OIL TEMP., indicatest
the tempotature. f the.oil in the torque converter. It has a range of 100° to 2800.
The temderatut4C of did oil should not be allowed to rise above 2500.,r.

1 _

(e) glitc h oil pressure gage. This gage, marked CLUTCH OIL PRESS, indicates the
tiensmission4bperating oil pressure. The gage range is 0 to 400 psi pith markings
at 10 psi intervals. Normal operating pressures should be 260 ps to 290 psi.

t

(f) Light switches. Four toggle switched control the panel lights and t loader lights.
Each switch controls a p of lights. 4

(g) Tachometer. The tachometer indicates the engine revolutions per m
. hundreds of rpm. Range isNO to 30. Normal full operating speed is 2 '0 rpm.

(rpm)
in

(1) Ignition switch. This switch controls the engine electrical syste

(i ) Stop handle,. This handle is marked PULL TO STOP. It is connected b a push-pull .

type cable to the governor. When the handle is pulled, the injector ra are placed
in the nolfuel position, stopping the engine.

(j ) Water temperature gate.. This gage is marked ENGINE WATER TEMP, and indicates
the water temperature of the engine coolant. Range of the gage is 100° to 250°.
Normal operating temperature should be 160° to 185° F.

(k) Hand throttle control lever. This lever is 1 ated on the right side of the control
panel and is connected 1331inkage id'the fuel it jector linkage for controlling the engine
epee&

-ye

(I ) Accelerater pedal. This pedal, rocated bei and tothe' right of the control panel,

is connected to the same linkage atfthe hand ithrottle.

(m) Foot lirake pedals. The right and left brekelltdals are used to stop or steer the loader.

When the pedal is depressed, It neutralizet the transmission on that ide so no power

is delivered-to the track.anal brakes the track at the sarne-time.

(n) Parking brake handle . The parking brake handle is located in the heel plate on the

right ide of the control pedestal, When the handled, pulled up the brakes are set

-for parking.

(o ) Qa ucliocikaiteteatertrtc oonetrrotrlidgeThteercilou ipcikaosetatrto thkneobhoiisdeursed fouriocgoltdhewgeoaitoh:reteetratrthiong, ouWht .en

allows starting fluid to enter the air intake housing.

(p) Transmission control levers (steering controls) (fig 4-3). The left and right control levers
are located on' the control console. The lever. operate independently, each controlling
one track, thus permitting the tracks to operate in opposite directions.

11.

(q) Track speed control levers. The..right and left track speed control levers, located
on the operator!s console, control the track speed. Each lever has three positions:
the rear position is low, the center positionbis neutral, and the forward position is
high range.

4-9
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Fig 4-3, Case MC 1150 control levers.

MASTER
SWITCH

(r) Starter switch and neutral lock. The starter switch and neutral lock hold the track
speed control levers in neutral when they are in use.

(a) Master switch. The master switch controls all the electrical cirt:ults' except the
slave receptacle. The switch is on only when the handle is horizontal.

(2) Bucket control levers (fig 4-32). These levers operate the hydraulic control valve which
applies hydraulic pressure to one end of the corresponding cylinders and provides a
return from the other end of the cylinders. The center position for each lever is a hold
pOsition for the corresponding cylinder.

(a) Lift cylinders control lever (fig 4-32). This lever controls the flow of hydraulic
oil to thejki.ft cylinders to raise or lower the bucket. ,

(b) Dump cylinders control lever (fig 4-32). This lever controls the flow of hydraulic
oil to the dump cylinders.

(c) Clam cylinders control lever. This lever controls the flow of hydraulic' oil to the
clam cylinder.

(3) Winch controls (fig 9-32). The winch forward and reverse control lever is mounted
behind the right arm rest. The outer position for the lever le neat-al. The outward
position is forward and the inward position'is reverse. A shift lock holds the lever

'in position. -'

(a) Brake control lever. This lever is mounted to the rear.of the direction control. leVer,
" When the lever 'is in the outward position, the brake is off;',As the lever is.moved.

inward the brake is applied,

(b) Free spool conkrol."The winch free spool control knob is located_ on the left side
of the winch. When the control knob is pulled outward, the spool is free, The linob
must be pushed n to operate the'viinch.r

(4) Operation., As with,the other items of equiprzient, you must perform the'before-operation
inspection and service. Be sure the item has sufficient fuel, oil, and water. and that
it is safe to start,

(a) Starting the engine. The Case.MC 1150 scooploader cannotbe towed to. start ItA
If the batteries are low, an external source of 24-volt power canbe connected
through the auxiliary (slave) power receptacle. Crank the engine by fallbwing the
procedureq outlined below:

4-10
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Set the transmission high ange control !n high or low deperlding on the type
of work to be done.

Check to see that the direction control levers-and the track speed control levers
are In neutral and locked.

Set the park ing brake.

Open the hand throttle approximately one -third of the way.

Check to see that the stop handle is pUished in. If the emergency stop has been
,used, it is necessary to manually reset the lever on the engine. air inlet-housing,

Turn ignition switch to the on position. The starter button is under the neutral
lock. Push down firmly on the lock to crank the engine, .
If the temperature is below 40° F., u se the cold weather starting ai (quick
start). .

0 When the engine starts, release the starter immediately, While The engine le
being turned over with the starter, white or black exhaust smoke should de
observed at the exhaust pipe,. If no smoke is obeerved and the engine will not
start, it is an indication that no fUel is getting into the cylinders.

. . ' 1
.

Immediately after starting the engine, check the instruments for readings. If
there is no oil pressure in 10 to 15 seconds, stop the engine to inveseigate the
cause. After the engine has warmed up, check the temperature gag or the
correct reading; also check the oil pressure.

'

fk.

. . r

Operate the engine atpartthrottle and no load for about five minutes allowing
it to warm up.

(b) Operating the loader. After the engine has warmed up, throttle it down to idle speed
and release the parking brake. Then shift the track. speed control levers forward
into high or-backward into low. To go foryard, ,push the direction, control levers forward
or pull them back to reverse the direction. Do not operate the loader at or near stall sileeda.
as this may cause the transmission-torque converter oil to overheat and damage th-e
system. The loader may be shifted from high to low dpeed at any time usingthe track
speed control leyers; however, if It becomes necessary to change from high to low range, -
stop the loader and move the\high-low range lever to the desired position. To change the .4

dire6tion of travel, reduce engine speed 'and shift the direction control leverN to the
desired position. . .

(c) Stopping th loader. To stop the loader. depress both foot brakes filmultaneously;
` This cuts pSwer to the tracks. Then, shift the direction control levers and the tr.
speed control levers 'to the neutral position and set the parking brake. Before a
off the engine, let it idle approximately 5 minutes to cool it down. To fiut off the
engine, push the hind thrbttle all the way down, and pull out the fuel stop handle.

hen the engine stops, 'push in the stop handle,

d. Case MC 450;tractor. The description, weight, `and other technical information wens
discusied in the first chapter of this Course.

(1) Controls and instruments. Figure 4-4 locates, illustrates, and furnishes the operator
with information pertaining to the various controls and 'instruments for proper
operation of the tractor.

. .
"(a) Hourmeter. This gage records the time that the engine has operated. Elapsed time

is indicated in hours and tenths of hours.

(b) Air cleaner indicator. This indicator is factory set to signal when the filter ele ent.
renuires servicing."

4 -11
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(c) Engine oil pressure gage. phis gage indicates the paprsure ofthe lubricating nil .
with a range of 0 to 80.W. Nortnal reading. witWa wirm engine sbquld be 50 to 75

. psi at 2000 rpm. '
1. ,

\,..._

* -J
(d) r.Ammeter. The ammeter indibates the charging rate of the batteries. It should. show

a high charging rate when t ine is. first started and then go gradually back near,zero alp the battery becomelitir rharged. . . ,. -
.

(e) Light switch. This switch controls the front lights, 'r2.ar lights, and lit nel light. The
ON poiition is 40 degree. clockwise fkom the OFF pofition. -

(f) Power switch. this iwitch is a two-position OFF and ON !witch.
5 e(g) Transmission oil pressure gage.,. This gage indicates the tratisMission'oil pressure

with a range of 10-0 to 400 psi. During normal Operation the gage shquld indicate 225
.0 to 260 psi, ..2.--..,

,. 4

, .

(h) Tokrrei converter temperature _gage. This gage indicates the converter oil tempere-
ture one of 4 zones: green for normal] .yellow indicates the converter is being
overworked and caution Must )3e used during continued operation, red indicates high
temperature and requires that work be stopift.d and the engine be operated at half-
speed * neutral to cool the oil. '..4) ,

,
. .,,.. . . .

(i) Torque converter_pressui.e gage; This gagbau -a range of 0 to 1.00 pet. While
warming up the engine, the gage may registo* high. After reaching normal tempera-
ture the .gage should read 35 to 55 psi. ..- .

.

(j) Engine temperature gage. This gage bylicates the temperatbre of the coolant, the
tractor can operate safely with temperatures up to 230° F. , .

Engine shutoff knob. This knob.shuts-off the engine fuel supply when pulled out. It
must be puslied in to start the engine.

(1) Throttle control lever. . This lever, Which is located in 'front of the driver's seat, '1
?tontrials the engine speed. Moving the throttle forward increases speed and back-

ward slows the engine down.

(m) Accelerator pedal.' The pedal controls variations in engine speed above specific en-
gine speed set by the hand throttle.

(S) Brake pedals. These pedal], are used to stop or steer the tractor and can be used to-
gether. or independently. The le$t brake pedal disconnects the clutch'on the left side
of the transmission so that no power is.delivered to the left track and the left track
is braked at the same time ,The right pedal has the same function for the right
track. A latch is used to lock the two pedals together so that when one pedal is depressed
they both go down together and s p the tractor.

165
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2) Operation. Inaddition to knowing how to start and stop the tractor, the operator must
know how to.coordinate the basic motions to perforni the specific tasks for which the
equipment is designed., -

(a) Starting the tractor. As with other iteme of equipment, you must Arform the before-
operation inspegtion and service. Be sure that the tractor has sufficient fuel, oil, and
water, and that it is safe to start. Crank the engine by following .the procedures out-
lined below:

Set the transmission dual range control (fig 4-5) in high or low, depending on the
work to be done.

.
Checit.to see that the direction controlever (fig 4-5) and track speed control

' levers (fig 1-5) are in neutral. (The neutral lock (fig 4-5) should be in place on
' the track .saed control levers.)

.
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Set the parking brake (fig 4-5).
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' Fig 4-5. Operator's console. and adjacent control.,
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Open the hand throttle by pushing lever forward approximately one-third of the
way.

Check-to see that the engine shutoff knob isolppshed in.

Turn ignition switCh to ON position. The starter button is under the neutral lock.
Puit1Wwn firmly on the lock to crank the engine. Do not operate the starter
more an 30 seconds.

If the temperature is below 40° F, usethe cold weather starting aid.

When the engine starts, release the starter immediately. While the engine is
being turned over with starter, white or black exhaust smoke should be observed
at the top of the exhaust pipe. If no smoke i8 seen and the engine will not start,
it is an indication that no fuel is getting into the cylinders.

Immediately aftei starting the, engine, check the instruments for readings. After
the engine has warmed up, check the engine temperature gage (fig 4-4) for the
correct reading.

the engine at part throttle and no-load for approximately 5 minutes, al-
. wing it-to warm up before operating.

4 -14
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(b) 0 .rat the tractor. After the engine has warmed up, bring it to idle speed and
ease t e par ng rake. Be sure to raise the dozer blade before moving. Then

hift the trak eked control levers forward into high speed or baclotard Into low
speed. To go forward, pOsh the direction control lever forward. To reverse, pull the
lever back, Do not operate tractor at or near stall speed as this may cause the trans-
miision torque convetter oil to overheat and damage the system. You may shift the
tractor from high to low or low to high speed at any time, using qhe track speed-Nitrol
levers; however, if It is necessary to change from h(gh to low range or low to highs
range, stop the tractor and move the dual range lever to the desired position. To change
th6 direction of travel, reduce engine speed and shift the direction control lever to
the desired position.

(c) 'Stopping the tractor. .Deprits both foot brakes together (this disenga gis, the_power
to the tracks in addition to applying braking action). Then shift the direction control
lever and the track speed control levers to neutral and set the parking brake. Once
this has been completed, pull the hand throttle all the way back and pull, out the engine

\shutoff knob. When the enine stop, push in the shtikff knob. I'
5' 11

L

4-3. RUBBER -TIRED TRACTORS
IP

a. ktroductioti. Rubber-tired tractors have been found .to be more efficient and economical
than crawler types Under certain conditions. They are used for earthmoving when haul distances
are lo g and a stable haul road can'be maintained, or when crawler-tractors would harm the sur-
face

pi
the road or runway. OTheffiled tractors have lees traction than drawler types, and there-

.-\ fore will not- pull as heavy a load in sand or mud because of tire slippage. This disadvangage is
1 -pirtly overcome by using `a weight-transfer device which transfers a portion of the weight from

-9--- the towed load to the rear drive wheels of the tractor. This device * especially-tosefuL on a
Y tractor towing an earthmoving scraper... Rubber-tired tractors are more complicated to operate

than crawler-tractor'. Although many of the instruments and controls are the same as those
on crawler-tractors, the differences in engines j transmissions, steering, and the addition of a
weight transfer require a greater number of controls and instruments. The technical manual
for the tractor will provide you with the detailed information on operation and maintenance. Be -.
cause of theft- greater speed and maneuverability, wheeled tractors require that an operator be
extremely safety-conscious. When you are operating a wheeleditractor, prbeeeti slowly and
carefully over rough or bumpy ground. The wheeled tractor bounces more than a crawler-tractor
and has less-stability.'

b. MRS-100 wiitteled Vector. You may come in contact with three rubber-tired tractors in the
Marine Corps, the Case MC 580, the large MRS-L.100, and the much smaller MRS-100. ThelkIRS-
100 (fig 1-6) found in engineer battalions will be described in the remainder of this
paragraph. The tractor is a 4-wheel-drive, 4-wheel-steer prime mover. It is equipped with a
hydraulic dozer, rear-mounted single drum hydraulic winch, rear drawbar, rear-mounted pintle 4

hook, hydraulic power control unit, and weight-transfer. device. The tractor is designed to be sec-
tiohalized into five units Which permit it to be disassembled, transported by air,, and then rapidly
reassembled at the point of intended use. Injilditioii to cortnal dosing, towing, and winching opera-,
tions, the tractor is designed to be used withalyqaulteally operated 4-wheeled scraper. It is
capable of fording in water up to 5 fse( deep. The vbhicfelheequipped with a GMC 4914, 4-cylinder 1,

' diesel engine and an Allison CRT-3731r1Vorqmatic transmission.
(1) ,con kola and instruments. The tractor is equipped with the normal engine instruments

-... which are similar to those described in the paragraphs on crawler-tractors. The
battery-generator, hourmeter, engine-oilpressure gage, engine-coolant temperature
gage, andfuel level gage perform their normal engine funestionsi. -dir

Note: The numbers below refer to the numbers on figthele 4-6.

1. Rear - steering pedal.e 1. Linked to the, rear - steering hydraulicsopritrol valve. Used
to steer the tractor's rear wheels. ,

,

.
2. Rear-steering directional indicator. Locafed to the right of..the rear -wheel Eihcer-

ing pedal. Indicates the steering attitude of the rear wheele'.- ': -

F 0,

3. Weight-transfer pedal. Linked to the hydraulic .control valve spool. Used to
.% operate the weight-transfer device. The pedal has three OsitiOns: HIGH, NEU-

,, TktAL, and LOW. -Cagtiqp; Use only atslow travel speeds.
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4. Front-wheel- drive shift lever. :Located just forward of the steering column. Used
to engage or disengage the front-wheel drive. Option: Always stop the tractor
before engaging or disengaging the front-pal drive.

5. Trailer-brake control lever. Mounted on steering column. Used to operate the
brakes of the towed vehicle independently of the tractor wheel brakes.

6. Stpering wheel. Thekconventional automotiv e steering wheel, equipped with a
horn button. Used to steel- the Orabtor's front wheels.

7. Horn button.
.

.
8. Iranamission-off-' temperature gage. Indicate-s the temperature of the r nsmission

pil which should be 180° F when operating at full throttle under norm conditio
itaution. Do not allow transmission temperature to exceed 250° F. )it o Arr..:
heats, stop the tractor, shift into NEUTRAL, and rev,the en to fu 1 rpm.
Temperature should start to drop in 15 seconds and dro apidly to normal. If
the temperature drops slowly, a malfectid'n in the orqtIF converter is Indicated
ind should be reported. 4:

9. Transmission -oil- pressure gage. 'Indicates the tranomisslon main oil pressure
and should show a constant reading during normal operation. An erratic reading
may indicate low oil level or a malfunction. With the transmission warmed up
to 180° F, the tractor in high range and forward, with the brakes applied, and
operating at full throttle, the reading should be 110 to 120 psi.

Engine-coolant-temperature gage.
.

Xngine-oil-pressure gage. Normal reading is 40 to 60 psi with engine warmed
up and running at 2/ 100 rpm.

A

Panel lamps (3).

1I. Stiller pushbutton switch. Used to crank the engine.

14. Fuel level gage.
- a ,

15. Battery-generator inilicator.

18. Hourmeter.
s -

17.,ht twitches, Three light switches are provided. The lefrintbv h controls the
dash worklight, the right switch controls the right headlight and rear worklight,
and the center switch controls the left headlight and the taillights.

-
18. engine primer (ethe Located on right side ofdaah. Used as a cold-weather

starting aid (below +400 F). Requires an ether bulb cartridge which is inserted
into the primer body, punotbrird, and discharged into the engine air intake.

v

_DKr; Emergency-stop control. Used to shut down when normal shutdown procedure
Ili, Nis.

07'.13),`:

. A r-pressure gage. Normal air pressure in the airbrake system is 80-85 min-
3*imum vid 100-105 maximum,

4.4, ww-taterpreffsure warning light. Located directly above the air-pressure gage,
<0' V glow, ted when the air-pressure in the airbrake system is too low for effeb-

4.stive ',hiking.
,st, a

22. Ignition switch. ProVides an ON and OFF control for electrical current to the
instruments and starter switch.

23.
P.__/

Service brake pedal. Used to apply brakes to all four wheels of the tractor, and
to it towed-vehicle. ..

24. Accelerator pedal. Used to control engine speed.
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25. pow-control lever, Controls the operation of the dozer blNle and has the same
`fouls positionspisitkions as the crawler- tractor control lever: FLOAT, TOWER, HOLD,
and

6. DoTer-bltkcle-tilt control ,lever. Located to right of the dozer operating lcicr.
Used to control the tilt of the dozer blade. .

27. Differential -lock indicgtor not. Mounted on the rear of the transmission shift
tower, the light remains ON when the differential locks are engaged,

2 Transmission "Forwiird-lieverse" lover, Located to right of operator's sest, It.2%
is the right-hand lever in the shift tower. It has three positions: FORWARD,
NEUTRAL, and REVERSE. Caution: The tractor must be brought to a domplete
stop when changing direction of travel. Never change dirhtions with' the vehicle
moving.

a

29. Trapsmission range lever. The left-hand lever in the shift tower, treed to select
the travel rission speed range: HIGH, INTERMEDIATE, or LOW. CAN,Ition: Do
not downshift from INTERMEDIATE to LOW at speeds over 3 mph. Downshifting
at exceetive speed will overspeed the enginf.

30. Transinission shift tower.

Av./ .1.0, 'er
0 *IA

ft'
t -,

\ 4K°

)1111,41.141 1r

7,`, 4%,
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ei

1. Rear - steering pedal. 11. Engine-off-perm gap
2. Rear-seering indicator 12. Panel lamps (3)
3. Weight-transfer foot Oda 13. Starter push - button twitch

4.
S.

!rant -wheel -drive white lever
Trailer-brake control lever

14.

15.

Fuel-level gage
Sattary-generator indicator

6. Steering wheel (front wheels) 16. Hollmetor
7. Horn button 17. Light witcheli
S. Transmission-oil- temperature gage IS. Engine primer (cold weather)
9 Transmission-oil-pressure gage 19. Emergency-Stop control (engine)

10. Engine-coolent-tempgrature gaga 20. Air-pressure pp

Fig 4 -6. MRS-100 instruments

4-17 N. A
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21. Low-air-prisvite warning lamp
22. Ignition switch
21 Service brake pedal
24. Accelerator pedal
25. Dour-control lever
26. Doeer-blade-tiff control '

27. Differential-lock indicate's: light
28. Transmission forward-reverse lever
29. Transmission range lever
30. Transmission shift tower

and controls.
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Note; The numbers betow refer to the numbers on figure 4-7.

2, 3. Saraoer (oLlravlentsiagsafilrol 14rv.trai. The three foremost 'lever@ on the first hydrau-
lic control bank are used to control a hydraulic implement or machine which has been
connected to the tractor. bring scraper operations, the levers are used to control
the following:

Scraper bowl
ScraPer apron

Scraper ejector
I

4. karking hrakeiver. Used to apply .the tractor parking brake. It has a knurled handle
which is used to adjust the brake.

5: in r-c The rearmost lever, mounted on the first hydraulic con-
trol to cOntro .the operation of the hydraulic winch motor. It has three
positiotfil.1112RWAR ix.. NEUTRAL, and REVERSE., -

8. FlztAlight:' -Htii its:toy:1 Switch and',it universal-type mount.
.

7.. ,i,i_trailbr brake Lgeeted4on the scraper conviction panel, these
-eocks ars".usecy.or editing Off or turning on the air supply to the trailer

braksa it it 0 110V

.14 Useil to apply the winch brake. Has a ratchet Find pawl
3n" -.41 .It.is- the longer of the two winch control levers. .

U Sed to select either a high or a low winch epee
WA:RD (test), NEUTRAL, and REARWARD (slow).

tioOl-ltni)b. 'The knob Ay 4c pulled out to permit the cable
jitney be used when playing out cable.

'11

12. -#itaa4.14earing lever and lockout. Located.to left of operator's
OWE be used as 's hand control to steer the rear tractor wheels
out (12),Consiiets 'of.. clip on the floorboard and a pin that locks the

, pod

n

s.

d. Has three

drum to un-

seat, the lever..
., The lock -
lever to the clip.

. . - -.4,- .

13. .pifetentiaHot ontrefl Imr. Used to shift the differential locks into and out of
engagement. Do not use differential locks at high speed. .. ' ,.(

4-18
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\
\ Scraper "BOWL" control lever

2. \Scrsper:"APRON" nontrol lever
3. '6craper "EJECTOR" control leAr s
4. Parking brake lever
5. Winch-motor-control lever
6. Floodlight twitch
1. Cutoff cock (trailer air supply) (2)

8. Winch-brake-control lever
9. Winch-gearshift lever

10. Winch-free-spool knob
11. Rear-steering control lever

(linked to rearsteering control pedal)
1.2. Re ar-steerftaKlever lockout
13. Riffereral-lock-ocqtral Lever

4".

Fig 4-7. MRS-101) rear coptFols.
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.(2) Starting the engine,

(a) Normal conditions.

1. Place the transmission shift levers in NEUTRAL, and engage the parking brake.
Make sure the emergency stop control is' all the way in against the dash and turn the
ignition4witch to ON. Then depress the accelerator pedal to half throttle and
engage the pushbutton starter switch. After the engine starts, release the starter
switai and control the engine speed as needed to assure correct warmup. Check
the oi vcpressure gage afterthe engine starts.

s

2. Ru e engine itt part throttle and no load for approximately 5 minutes, allowing
the engine to warm up. While the engine is warming up, check the gages and make
sure they are registering as they should. If not, check to see why and either cor-
rect or report it.

3. The air brake system pressure gage should always read above 60 psi while the
engine is operating above idling speed. If pressure remains low, 'troubleshoot the
system. Do not drive the tractor until the brake low pressure indicating light
goes out. When. the light. glows, pressure in the system is below the minimum
required for full braking power.

4. The tractor is equipped with an autodiatic transmission. It should not be started
by towing. If battery output is too low to crank the engine, connect an external
source of 24-volt direct current to the tractor electrical system by means of the
electrical recepticle on tlae left side of the tractor.

(b) Cold-weather starting. Perform the normal kfore- operation procedures, then prO-
pare to use the ether starting aid. Unscrew life primer cap, insert the ether cawtle
and replace the cap. Depress the accelerator pedal to three-quarters throttle
position. Engage the starter button, and after the engine is turning over at full
cranking speed, dischaige the ether capsule by swinging the actuating lever through
18'0° to the opposite side of the primer. The engine should start within a tew seconds.
If the engine fails to start after several attempts, troubleshoot' the engine and cor-
rect the defect.

(3) Stopping the engine..
f

(a) Normal. Ground the dozer blade, place all controls in, neutral position, and apply
the parking brake. Decrease engine speed and allow the engine to run at half speed
for 4 or 5 nnu to permit gradual and uniform cOol To cut off the fuel supply,
release toe rressure from the accelerator pedal and ly heel pressure tb the
bottoill of the pedal. Turn the ignition switchp OTi . Be s e the switch is off
before leaving the tractor; if the switch is log on, the const t drain of current to

the instrument panel gages will run the batteries down.,

fb) Emergency. If the normal shutdown procedure fails to stop the engine, pull the
emergency-stop control handle out as far as it willgo. This will step the engine by
cutting off the air supply from the blower. After the engine has stopped, push the
handle all the way in. Before restarting the engine, check to see why the normal
shutdo*n procedure failed, and either corx;ect or report any defects. .

(4) Operating the tractor.

(a) Moving the tractor.

1. To move the tractor, release the 'parking brake, raise any attachment, and with
the engine' operating at idle speed, shift both of the transmission speed and dire
tion levers to the desired position. Now all you need to move the vehicle is to
depress thejaccelerator

4-20
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2. The transmission is full-power shifting. It is possible to upshift or downshift the
transmission at wide-open or at part throttle. Shifting to and from all speeds must

1 be done manually. Do not downshift at speeds in excess of the maximum allowable
range speeds. For traveling at fast speeds, use 2-wheel drive and lock out the
rear steering.

(b) Steering.

1. General. The tractor is equipped with independent front and rear hydraulic power
steering. The steering wheel is used tto steer the front wheels. The rear wheels,
can be steered by either the rear wheel stee 'Mg pedal or lever. Since the systems
are independent of each other, the front and i r wheels can 6e steered continuously
and in different directions. Four distinct methods of maneuvering are provided
(fig 4-8 A., B, C, D).

2. Independent-frontrwheel silvering (A). This type of steering is similar to regular
auto mobile or truck steetIng. If traveling a considerablb distance or at fast

Abilspeeds,
the rear wheels should bedtocked in the straight-ahead position to avoid

rear-end drift or accidental rear wheel steer.

3. Independent-rear-wheel steering (B). By using the rear-steering-control lever (or
pedal),' only the rear wheels are affected. This type of steering is helpful when
backingor.rsitioning a towed vehicle. The front axle steering may also be locked
out, but this feature is only used for sectionalization, not for normal operations.

4. Articulated ateerpgig, By, coordinating both the front- and rear-wheel steer-
ing, the tractor can be turned in a much shorter radius, whether moving forward
or backward. The wheels are simply steered in opposite directions.

5. Crab steering (D). By cross-controlling the steering wheel and the rear-steering
control lever; the tractor can be made to travel in an oblique direction, with no
two w eels moving in the same tracks. This is a useful method of steering when
operati ig at the edge of a shoulder or when positioning the tractor for another
dozer pass. '

.

ft)

c

Fig 4-8. Methods of steering the MRS-100 tractor.

D

1. Servic.inakes. Depressing the brake pedal applies the tractor wheel brakes on
r- all four wheels, and also the brakes of a ttcwed vehicle. The best way to apply tilt

brakes, is to"aepreqs the pedal as hard as tractor speed and road conditions permit,
aDd then gradually reduce pressure'as speed decreases. As the stop is completed,
Mere should only be sufficient air pr'essure in the brake chamber to hold the tractor
stattonary. Never apply the brakes lightly at first nd increase brake presbure as
the speed decreases; this results in a very ro h op. Never "fan" the brake -.-
pedal.t This only wastes compressed a.r. Except in cases of emergency, do not
fully depress the brake pedal. This causes full braking force to,be delivered to
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the wheels and should not be necessarpin ordinary conditions.

2. Trailer brakes. The trailer brakes can be controlled independently of the tractor
brakes by a trailer-brake 'even. The lever will remain in any set position until
moved by,the operator. Trailer brakes are primarily used when going downhill,
with the trailed unit (scraper) pushing the tractor. The trailer brakes must be
applied first in order to prevent jackknifing the unit: If the service-brake pedal is
pressed while the trailer brakes are being applied, the valve which is applying the
greatest force will override the other. Thus both valves may be used at the same
time and the trailer brakes applied harder than the .tractor brakes.

(d) Parkin .

1. When parking the tractor on a slope, set the, parking brake and lower the dozer
blade or scraper to the ground. If there is a bank or ditch close by, turn the
tractor into it. This will prevent any possibility of the tfactorrolling off should
the parking brake be accidentally released.

2. When parking a tractor-scraper combination on a grade, always set the parking
brtike and lower the scraper bowl to the ground, allowing the full weight of the
scraper to rest on the ground.

4

15)* Dozer-blade operation.

(a) Dozer -bade iThe dozer-blade control lever operates in the same
way as thepreviously described one for the 82-30M crawler-tractor. Four positions
are used: FLOAT, LOWEi, HOLD, and RAISE.

(b) Dozer-blade side tilt. The dozer blade can be tilted by using the tilt control lever
which co rols an offset tilt cylinder. Three positions are provided: RAISE, HOLD,
and LO R.

(c) Doz blade s itch. The pitch of the dozer blade is adjusted by a single upper strut.
Gen ally the blade is tilted back for soft ground and forward for hard ground.

(d) Scarifier. Three scarifier/rare attached to the dozer blade f.oy,,back ripping Opera-
tions. During dozing operations they are held up by Ns.

(e) Sliding -shpe operation. The blade is 'equipped with two sliding shoes which assist in
controlling the blade. The blade can be raised or lowered slightly by adjusting the
relative positions of the sliding shoes.

(f) Travel locks. Two cables are provided to hold the blade in the travel p itio

(6) Winching operations.

(a) The rear-mounted single drum winch is used.where powerful, well-controlled line
pull is need ( d, such as freeing bogged equipment. The winch is underwound (pulls
from the bo of the drum) to permit greater line pull without raising the front
end of the tractor. When the drum is almost bare, the smaller effective diameter
reels cable in more slowly, but with greater power. As the cable spooli onto the
drum, the line speed increases' and pulling power is r9duced proportionately.

..4-(b) Use caution when *inching heavy loads, especially if the tractor is driven to move the
oad and more so if Olt pull is. uphill.. Generally, the winch should not be used for

to ng because there is a possibility of overturning the tractor. It is best f o anchor.
he front end of the tractor ald let the winch'do the pulling. When using an anchor.

,, % chain or cable, keep in mind that the winch cable will seek a' straight line between the,,

anchor and the load., In case of a low pull, the rear end of the tractor will be pulled
downward and the rear tires may be blown unless blocking is placed under the tractor
frame. Do not pull from an "angle; aline the tractor so that,the load is directly behind

f-7 it to prevent overturning the tractor or unnecessary strain on the winch, winch
mounting, or cable. If it cannot be alined, use snatch blocks and anchor to pro-

.
vide ytraight pull from the winch.

/fr\
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(7) Weight-transfer operation.

(a) The weight trintfler Is operated by the weight-transfer pedal. When foot pressure is
released, the pedal returns lo neutral. Two stages of_weight transfer are provided.
HIGH WEIGHT and LOW WEIGHT.. The low-,weight position is used during the initial
loading of a scraper. As the scraper becomes ully loaded (heavier), the high'-weight
stage should be used. Do not use the weight tra er while in third-speed range nor
in reverse gear. Do not operate the transfer for ore than 10 minutes,at one time
nor more than 30 minutes per hour intermittently. Exc,essive use of the$eight trans-
fer causes overheating of the hydraulic oil and may damage the hydratiiic system.

r
LA

(b) The weight transfele should be used:

When losding-a scraper.

To prevent wheel spin. Advance recognition of bad traction conditions and use of
weight transfer before wheels begin to spin will avoid loss of traction and momen-

tum-of the tractor. A

To provide addition traction on steep grades, slippery roads, and soft roads br
fills. use LOW when empty, HIGH when loaded.

(c) Use caution when making turns with the weight transfer applied. Such turns should
be made at slow speeds only. Do not use the transfer in a turn if the stability of the
trailing vehicle is noticeably affected or if the tractN.or is turning ;harper( than 90°
inpoelation to the scraper.

c. Case MC 58011 tractor. Sortie technical data on this tracta`'wasgiven in chapter one.
We will now describe and locate for you the various controls and instruments for proper opera-
tion of the tractor. The case MC 580$ 3 tractor is equipped with the normal instruments which
ai'e similar to those described in the paragraphs on other tractors.

4

(1) Instrument panel instruments an controls (fig 4-9).

(a) Water temperature gage. This gage has three color zones -- amber, green, and red.
When the pointer is at amber the engine is still cool and not up to normal operating
zone. When the pointer is in the green you are at normal, operating temperature,
The green band has a temperature zone vVhich canvary between 170° F and 220° F.
When the engine is too, hot the pointer Will be in the red.

(b) Engine oil pressure warning light. This warning light will light 714n the ignition'
switch is turned to the ON position and should go off when the engine starts. When the
lightcomes on during operation it ie an indication of low or no oil% This is a warn-
ing to stop the engine and check fOr the cause. (

(c) Ammeter. This meter indicates whether the batteries are charging or discharging.
It has a red zone for discharge and a green zone for charge. The center-between the
two indicates Q amperes.

(d) Air cleaner indicator. This indicator is a factory -set signal which indicates when the
air cleaner filter elemejit requires servicing. As dirt is trapped, the air flow through
the air cleaner is reduced, causing a red signal to rise in the.indicator, ..When the red
signal is fully exposed, it is locked in position, indicating that air filteeelement ser-
vice is required. A reset button, on top of the indicator, must be pressed to,reset the
the indicator after air cleaner service....

(e) Tachometer and hourmeter. The tachometer indicates the rptn the engine is turning
and the hourmeter registers the number of hours the engine has run.'

(f) Cold weather start control knob. "This knob is used to inject starting fluid (ether) into
the air intake system to aid in starting.
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(g) Ignition switch'. 'r 8 swiiN:i.conlrols tha starting circuit and, the gage eirculki.. There
. , .

are threePo.sitions -OFF,4,0N.,.ankSTART. The START popition has a spring return,
so that when the sw tch is7released, it returns to the ON position.

(h) transmission oil r ::Ure . a e. Thiagage indicates the clutch oil pressure. If the
pointer is in t e red zone, t le engine should be stopped-at ()net and checked out.

(I) Transmission' oil temperature warning light, This light will come on when the trans-
mission oil is above- normal. If 'die light stays_on hfter a period of idling with all con-
trols in neutral, the'engine milt be stoppedand the cause must be checked out.

(j)' Light switch. This switch controls. the-tractor lights and panel lights.

(k) Vngine shutoff knob. The shutoff knobAS marked STOP. When pulled outs it shuts off
the fuel. The knOb must be in all the wtty for-Abe engine to start. .

-

(1) Fuelgage. The fuel gage indicates the amount of fuel remaining in the fuel tank.

TICINPERATME
GAGE

ENGINE Oh,
PFIESSURE t. P NEB.
WARNING "LIGHT

CIJEL
AGE

A
PA a AND .44,
LIGHT 1101111147011* ,
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CO eRT
TIEMPERATVIHE
WARNING LIGHT

',U ' !,r....

+,..±T ANP,1113310N v.' .'ti ,,!ks.Cf-
,. OIL anf$surte ,AI I, ANE 10HITIO C I.
,, GAGE ', tN01611, ba 3 ITCH ; WEAfHER,

k ' IITO,IATi cS:. ' ;
'''''T., CONTROL;

04011 _'
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t-

4:
SHUTOFF AWITCH
coNtRoL
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Fig 4,- . Control- panel instruments and controls.
' ..

.

(2) Driver's copyartment controls (fig' 4-10).

(a) 'Hand throttle control lejier. This le ver is mounted do the right sidt 'of the steering
colutrin, and increases he engine speed when pulled backward and decreases speed
when.pushecl forward. ,

.

(b) Accelerator pedarl, This pedal increases engine speed when depressed.

V

tr,, .

1
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(q) hutch -brake pedal, Dep`rpssing this pedal will disengage the power clutches! ..

within the firSt1 1/2" oped9 travel and the remainder of pedal travel, iipplies
braking force to the tractor, :The pedal. must be depressed when selecting gear
shift work range, Release the pedal to engage power clutch to operate the tractor.

(d) Foot brake pedals. These pedals may be used individually or turning assistance or
locked together for Safq travel or parking,

,. (e). Parking brake control lever. This lever applies thq brakes for parking when the lever-ft\
Is pulled up.

(0 Power-shuttle control lever. This lever controlli'the direction (forward or reverse)
of movement of the tractor.

(g) Transmission gear shift lever. This lever is used to select the gear range desired for
operating the tractor, Gear ranges apply to both forward and reverse aa direction t?
travel is controlled by the power shuttle. The:tractor must be stopped and the foot

'clutch-brake pedal depressed before shifting into any gear range (fig 4-11). The gear
shift festr must be shifted to-start the tractor. A neutral start switch, which is
located 14 the trapsmission, puvents the engine from starting unless the transmisbion
gear shift lever is in the START position.

, .

(h) Loader control lever. This lever _controls all the operation of the loader. Moving the'
lever back raises the-bucket, moving itorward lowers the bucket,. When the lever ip
fully forward the bucket is in float position. Moving the lever tO'the left causes the
bucket to roll back and moving it to the right,dumps the bucket. MoVing the lever far
left and forward automatically returns the bucket from a dumped positiorrio a digging

'position,

(I) PTO.control lever. liThe PTO lever is located Ander-21e driver's seat. The lever is
nYntYPA em to pncrpoP the Prrn and down to dine'/atm-

V N'

STEERING
WHEEL `.

...

k vo*Len .
itSHUTTLE

,,,

,i SHIFT LOCK
LEVER 1 PLATE

!
`./-

,
s-v

`4,

I` ti

kW."'

HAND, THROTTLE
OtHgREtt. LIVER

C434

ALtE1,10
PEDAL

1#TOR
-

Fig 4- tb. Driver's compartment controls.

1'
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A

START 1

N
4

SHIFT PATTERN
Fig 4.41 Tnonsmission shift pattern.

.1

(3) Backhoe controls. fig 9-12). These controls consist of five levers located on the baCkhoe
control tower.

11t. 41.

(a) Stabilizer control lever., Movingihis, lever- toward the boom lowers the stabilizer on
that side. Pullingthil lever back retracts the stabilizer,

lb) Bucket. control lever. When tl contatol lever is moved toward the" boom,4the b ucket.
nos to dump position, When the' lever is pulled. back, the bucket moves to load
position.

i ,.

v

.

(c) 15.., ever. Moving the control lever toward the Vora, moves the dipper
a iiiird. tiling the lever'back moves the dipper arrivin.

(d) 1eBoom ontrol leveN Pushing the control lever towards the bo Iti-lowers the boom.
`

Pulling-the IRIver baek moves the -boom Ofb
1.

re) Swing pedals. These, pedals control the sw g of the backhoe'to right or left. Depress-.
.ing theatright pedal swings the boom.. to the ht; depress the left pedal a d the boom
ewingyeft. ,

'4 4
1.

,
' /

04:0

S

1.1.

co.

V ROaKET
CONTROL

'igva

- ..`
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(4) `Three -point hitch controls (fig 44/). The three-point hitch is equipped with four
hydraulic Controls. The lift, pitch, and tilt levers are used to position the hitch. The
implement lever is,usec) to control the attachment,. The lift control lever is tveclmoically

- held when in the float position. ,

t(a) 'Lift control lever, Moving the lever to th fight lowers the hitch. Full right is the
noel position. Moving the leyer to the left I mers the hitch. `

. ,

(b) tch control lever ng the lever to the right moves the hitch back. Moving the
ley to the left oyes the hikchsforward,

) r(c) Tilt contr a level*. Ppsiiionint thse.tilt,control lever to the right causes it to tilt' to the
r g t. ovi t to the left will cause the hitch to tilt to the left. ,

4

ter'
(5) Starting the engine.

5,

V

-:-,,,

-

CONTROL

.,,

11:1'2:''
!LlF

COi

':e°:TLEVER

'''' " ' 1 ::0w

% u,
nK)0l.1

.0,"

.

Nkli.,:,4.1A5,

,

.:;.7.7::.

.Zik.iff ei 0 .4 s .. ,',

sii,.., yll-

1 ' 44' 1.4,:' 1.
,y ..-

, (a) Perform the operation checks

(b). Set the parking brake. 4

(c) Be sure the power shu\tle control-lever is in neutral.

and services before starting the

St'

- (I) Chttck to see if the engine shutoff knob is pushed in.

engine

. .

4) Open the hind throttle by puglhing lever forward aboilt half the way,.
r

(f) 'Move the transmission gear bhift lever to START position.

(g) Jurnignition switch-to start. '*, .
f

I
,

4emperattire, is below 40°`1, use the cold Weather starting aid.
. #. - .

(I) Immediately after starting ttie.agine, check the instruments for readinga,
,

. e (0441pperate the eng te
at part thiottle aincino loadjon, about 5 minutes.%

- .

r (1) Moving the tractor':''

fi

(a) AfteibOe engine has warmed up, throttle it down to idle speed and,release the parking
brake. '

(b) Deiress the clutch -brake pedal and move the transmission shift lever to desired Work-
rimge

T

"t.
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(c) To go forward; releas.c the clutch-brike(pe. m e th power stawle control lever
forwa.vd. To reverse, pull the level- back. Increase t ine speed as required,
Direction can be *erred without depressing the clutch-brake pedal.

Artp- VIP
(d) T() change transmitillIon gear range, stop the tractor, _depress the clutch-brake pedal

and shift to the desitled range.

Stopping the tractor. Stop the tractor by depressing both foot.K.ralies simultaneously.
This cuts power to ,the wheels and applies lfraking power at the same time. Then shift
thepower shuttle control lever and the transmission gear shift lever to the netral posi-
tion and set the parkifig brake. Shut off the engine by pushing the hand throttle all the way
forward, and pull out the engine shutoff knob. When the engine stops, pushin the shutoff

(7)

'4-4, DOZER BLADES

a: ChAsification an use. ThAlllt)st comma' tractor attachment is the dozer Made, a heavy
.

rectangular steel blade which is mounted on the aont of the tractor. The blade is used for pusfi-ing-earth either straight ahead or clearing treeir ,Drifting the earth to one side is called "side-citsting. " The general classification of dozer blades are the bulldozer, the atiRledozer, and `he
shear tilad'iff(1,,an)1-c leering).

o-

a

. 7 5 ....It) ulldpzors. -Tile bulldozer blade'is rtiountedata,right angle to the long axis Of the.tractor. The blade cari,be raiied or lowered, Vita slightfti.orlipped forward orI
'backward, but it cannot be ang4ad (figs 4-19 through 4 -18); The pitchibrace provide..

- al means; of tilting,an8/or tipping,the blade. Some tractors are equipped so at the.
tilt tan be changed hydraulically. Adjustmerit of the blade to soil condition§§ will greatlyI' increase dozer preduCtion. Bulldozer sideplates help reaiiira ma'kimum load (fig 4-14). ,The bulldozer is shitable for straight drifting of materiallEd fortrenching or hack-a e " ,4 1 I

\-)...
filling.

21

'I.

fi

Fig 4-14, Parts of straight blade bulldozer.
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Fig 4-15. Tipping bulldozer blade.

s.

1

f,

.:sar

Fig 4-16. Straight drifting of material with bulldozer.

(2) Angledozer. The angledozer (sometimes called a bullgrader) cane oth .angled and
tilted (figs 4 -17 through 4-19). The blade is designed so-that it can be angled approx-
imately 30 to the right or:left for sidecasting. The blade may also be tijted up to .

12 inches. The angledozer is the best piece of equipment for pioneeringifoads and for
constructing sidehill roads.' Angledozer k should he planned so the operator does/-not avc th stop frequently to adjust the P5gtion*of the blade.

4
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Fig 4-17, Parts of angledozer.
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Fig 4-18. Adjustment of angledozer bladr,

Fig 4-19, Tilting an ledozer blade,
, . . .

(3) Land-clearing (shear) blade (fig 4-20). An attachthent available for upewith the 82-30M
tractor is the land-clearing blade which is used to clear an ate st ortreet3. It is t .

similar to the angledozer, but has a long spearlike part mounted orf the leading corner
of the blade. The blade is curved more than either the bulldozer or the angledozer 4
and the putting edge is almost parallel to the deck, The blade angles to the right with
the spearlike part attached tc the left lower corner. It is capable of cutting trees up
to four feet in diameter. The operator controls the height of the cutting eV as he
would 'the cutting edge of the bulldozer or angledozer.
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. Fig 4-20, Land-clearing blade.

)
b.

,
Dozer control.

(1) All of the dozers -yap will operate,in the Marine Corps art) hydraulically pera ed. One
key factor in blade control is the speed with which the ble control lever is moved
from the hold position to either the raise or loWer position, and back to the hold posi-
tion. The faster you move, the lever, the less the blade will move up or down. With
the tractor m ving forward, the operator should gradually*,feed (lower) the dozer blade
into the ground tit it statits to cut.'s- This should be done by lowering the blade in small
amounts, until th engine starts to labor. Then raise the %de It small amotInts, until
the engine ceases to labor. At this time yottr tractova ..'llecite should be on the
same plane, and youwillybe taking the maximum possibl.' . t.

(2) Another key factor to ,watch for het% is tile pbtnt at which the tractor tilts forward
into the pat cut by the blade. The blade must be raised in small amounts so that
both tracto d blade will be on the woe platy (fig 4-21), Ite'member: it is easier
to control a f ly loaded blade than a prtly loaded one. ,
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CONTINUE TO RAISE BLADE UNTt.
TRACTOR AND BLADE ARE ON THE
'SAME PLANE, TAKING MAXIMUM CUT.

Fig 4-21. Steps in starting a sit.

4-5. DOZER EMPLOYMENT TECHNIQUES

a. In trocluction. The dozer is usually the first piece of equipment to arrive on a constructionproje nd the last to leave. The economical hauling distance for a dozer ranges from 25 to300 feet. most ve when operated at maximum practicable speeiwand in soilswhich tend to remain in front of the blade during travel. The techniques that will be discussedwill save time and increase production, *conditions permit their use

#b. Blade-to-blade or side, y-side ozing. In
blade-to-blade dozing (fig 4-22)`two dVAnore
dozers work abreast, with the blade edges as
close together as possible. This prevents spillage
around one blade,edge on each dozer. Blade3to-
blade dozing requires time-consuming man-
euvering of the dozers` and s therefore not prac-
tical for hauls oPless ti' n 0 fe6t. Fig 4-22. Side-by-side dozing.

4 .
. c, Slot dozifig. In sl dozing (fig 4.-23 the dozer makes several passes in the same trackswhich builds up a pair of d_ ilows: These ndrowssform a trench, preventing spillage aroundthe ends of the devil blade. Cut sectiops, wh saible, should be "slotted" alternately,f leaving narro1v urlirtit section between slots. The narrow uncut sections can then be removed
by normal deqing,

Sh;

440

'

O a

1:4

I
AI,

Fig 4-23. Slot dozing. . 431, ...."t 4 '''
d. Dowrihill dozijak Another method of increasing prodation is to w ork, downhill whenever

possible. With the assince of gravity a dozer can push a far greater load dow 1 than it
can push on level ground. When ddzing down a steep hill, pile several loads at-t rInk of thehill and then push them all to the bottom in a single pass. . ,

.
.
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4 -8. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIC/4.

a. learitsg.

01 Brush and trees. To deli'r brush and still trees, travel forward in low speed with the
blade lowered a fed inches into the ground to cut the roots (fig 4-24), You can make
one pass knocking over trees and'bruah, '-bact up, and make another pass to clear them
away. Theland-blearing blade can also be used to cut the trees and brush at or above
ground level,

(a) Small and medium. Medium trees from 4 to 10 inci in diameter should be pushed
over with the blade raised as high as possible to gain xtra leverage (fig 4-25). Push
the tree over slowly and back up as the tree falls, to keep the tractor free from the
rising roots. You can now lower .the blade, ove forward and dig the roots free with
a lifting pushing action. Cut medium trees lowering the landing clearing blade to the
desired height and driving the tractor forty d so that the landloclearing blade will con- ,

tact the tree near the left edge.. Cutting the tree will leave a stump and caution must
be exercised to-prevent damage to tractbr or Injury to operator. Push the felled tree
to the disposal area.

. . d
(b) Large. For ttbes over 10 inches in diameter, the removal is slower and more

diffimitt. A preliminary contact should be made with the tree, inspecting for dead
. limbs which might break off and fall on the operator. Contact should be made gently

with the dozer blade high and centered for maximum leverage. Before pushing over a
huge tree, the direction of fall (which is usually the direction of lean) should be deter-
mined: If the tree cannot be pushed over, it must be removed by another method, one
of Which is shown in figure-416, First, the roots are cut on the side opposite the
direlltion of fall. Then the rk, bn both adjaCent sides, are cut. The excalted earth
is used to form a-ramp abovorf first c1.4 so thpt greater pushing leverage oan be
obt'ainedActice tree is-then d overcs".,Thp operator should reverse the tractorpus

.

quickly as the tyee starts to fall in order to get away from the rising root mass. It
may sometWs be necessary to cut the roots on the fourth-side when large or well:
rooted trees are being removed.. Whef-1 the trees arkremoved, the area should be
frilled and leveled to prevent w*er frOm accumulating. To cut these trees with a land-
clearing blade, drive' the trsctor forAard so that.the spear-like part will split the tree
and shear off a portion at a time. Start the cutting at any ipv e 1 desired above ground
level. Observe soots general ty precautions as outlined fo'r pushing trees over with

the buitiozer. qt" .
() Stumps. Stumps re removed in much the same manner as trees. Stumps and trees

should be rem d from the construction site individually. Piling is avoided because --,.
of the difficul emoval when they become- entangled. Care should bd taken when
pushing the trees a stumps, that the do,zer blade does not ride over them and "hang
up" the tractor. D era are never_woiked close together when clearing trees; one

tmachine.rnay push sitree over on another. #he land-clearing blade can be used to push
rees and stumps out of the area after theythave been removed from the ground. '- ..

,.
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1. Raise blade and
push tree over. 2.

rst up, drop blade,
1ft rOots tree.

1'

Fig 4-25. Bulldozer removing\rdium-sized trees.
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aFig 4-26.. Four steps fciv removing large trees wistitbulldozer.

(2) R ks and boulders. . A 'dozer with a tilttd bladittthe most effective piece of equipmentfor moving rocks and boulders. With the blade tilted, remove the earth from thitee.sides i the rock. The dozer should then push from the uncut side, lett!ng the bladePenetrat deep enfough to get under-a portion of the rock. The dozer moves forward,pushes the oak and lifts it with the blade. This combined pushing and lifting actiogis similar to mp 'removal, and provide, a means of .rolling "the rock, boulder, 4.1-

b. Sidehill cstang. ' he angledozemis the best piece of equipment for thia'operatioh becauseof its sidecasting action. A sidehill cut should be worked from the top of the proposed roaddownward, if possible. Aftpr gettingko the top, of the hill, the angfedozer proceeds to form alevel shelf or bench as shown in A, figure 4-27. After the bench is formed, the tractor startsworking parallel (B, fig 4-27) to the centerline of the road. Work ie started, if possible, at apoint ,close to the slope stakes on the high side of the hill. With the blade angled and tilted tokeep the dozer digging low on the inside (againotOhe hill), the dozer begins to work it way down-hill, sidecasting material to the outside edge ctf the road. Care-should be taken to continue the'cut along the uphill slope stakes, keeping the road low on the inside. This should eliminatepotentially dangerous overhangs. Work the material gradually to the outside, tieing particularlycareful when working close to the .soft, doWnhill side of the cut.
4
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Fig 4-27. Starting sidehill cuLon gentle slope.

c. rinishing side slope,. Two ttimmon methods,of finishing a side slope are shown in fig-
,;ure 4-28 and figure 4-29. In finishing side slopetby working parallel to the right-of-way (fig

4-28), the dqzer starts at t1 top and makes sillies of overlapping passes along the slopes Ir-
regularities in the ground will be filled as the windrow is worked down the slope. In finishing
aide slopes by working diagonally, the dozer starts at the bottom and works diagonally 1.12 the .

slope (fig 4-29). A windrow Is formed and.is continually drifted to one side by a series oi.over-
lapping passes, filliktg in tow st.tq or irregularities. This is one of the few instances where a
dozer may be most effectively employed by cutting uphill. You must know the capabilities of
your equipment to perform these operations safely. Learn what degree of slope your tractor
can negotiate safely under different soil and weather conditions.

_ t-

-
Fig 4-28. Parallel limethdd of finish- Fig 4-29. Diagonal m thod of finishing^a

ing4 side slope with a dozer. . side slope with a dq er.

d. Backfilling. Dozers are the best pieces of equipment for backfillin because material i
pushed` directly ahead of the machines over banks into ditches, or directly a inst a structure
When backfillingTculvexts, crawler tractors should not cross over the culvert unless there gr.
12 inches of solid material on top.of the culvert (fig 4-30). The operator sho d raise the blade/
as the dOzer nears the trench or abutment, permitting the fill material to be laced with a min-
imum of.fowe. This will tend to leave ark excess of material, which will allow for the corn- .

paction or sAttlitm of the fill matfrial...It will also tend to keep the dozer from applying too
much pushing force against a structure, causing it to collapse.

(
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Fig 4-30. Backfilling a culvert with a dozer,
c.

r
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e. Ditching. Although the grader is better suited for ditch work, the angledozer can efficiently
construct V-type ditches: The blade should be angled and tilted. Line up the tractor parallel to,and about'2 feet from the stakes markingte ditch. Make a light cut the length of the ditch.
Back up and get the outside track on the windrow. Make as many necessary to bringthe ditch to grade. By keeping the cuts light, you have better c 1 of the blade. After
the first pass, you will probably have to readjust the amount of tilt on the blade. After kfinishing one side of the ditch, turn the tractor around and cut the other side of the V-ditch
in the same way.

14-7. DROTT 4-IN(06 SKID SHOVEL FRONT END ATTACHMENT

a. General. The 2-piece, hinged, Drott 4-in-1 front-end-attchment (fig 4-81) makes it
possible to use the Case MC 1150 scooploader and the 72-31MP Terex tractor as a skid shovel,
bulldozer, scraper; or clamshell. As a skid shovel, the tractor is capable of breaking out
stubborn materials'with an applied force three times the lifting capacity of the tractor: As a
bulldozer, the clam is opened, revealing an efficient bulldozer with radius control moldboard for
smooth dirt-rolling action. By opening the clam slightly, the tractor becomes a scraper, and it
if; possible to control a smooth slicing action designed to accurately strip sod, topsoil, or clay.
With positive hydraulic action it is possible.to operate the tractor as a clamshell for removfng
stumps and trees and carrying them to trucks... This highly versatile attachment is standard
equipment on the Case MC 1150 scooploader and the 72-31MP Ter,ex tractor.

b. Controls (fig 4-32). The bucket hydraulic control levers on the Case MC 1150 scooploader..
actuate spools in the7 hydraulic control valve to apply hydraulic pressure to one end of the
corresponding cylinders and to provide a return from the other end of the cylinders, The center
position for each lever is a hold position for the corresponding'cylinders.4

c. Operation.

(I) Skid shovel. As a skid shovel,' the loader can, dig, transport materials, back fill, load
trucks, and level ttmeven ground., To pick up and transport objects on the Case MC 1150
scooploader, move the loader control- lever forward or backward as required tuatil s e
indicator rod on the tilt cylinder (fit 4.-33) loin to the skid shovel position. Then
the clam-opening, lever to flillxclose the bucket." Lower the bucket until it comes ib co
tact with the ground. As,the tractor movefTorwai'd you can control the depth of cut b
moving the loader control lever to the right or left. When the bucket is filled, tilt it

`back, lift the load slightly, and Semi-skid on the skid 6hoes. The bucket should be
tilted all the way back when transporting a load.
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Fig 4-31; Drott front end attachinent.
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Fig 4-32. Case MC 1150 control levers.
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Fig 4-39. Tilts cylinder in skid shovel position. .s.\

The' bucket May be dumped by either of two methods. First.; the conventional forward
skid shovel dumping action, and second, the bottom dumping action of the 4-in-1 bucket.
Moving the loader control lever to the right will forward dump the -load. To bottom- dump
the load, position. the of the bucket horizontal with the ground and then Ise the clam-
opening lever to open the clam.. When you,areloading trucks make sure the bucket ,does
not strike the. side of the truck, and allow enough room for the dumping action of the bucket.
After you. have dumped the'load, raise and/or tilt the bucket so that it will not strike the
sides of the truck as you reverse the tractor.

(2) Scraper: As a scraper, the loader
is capable of stripping, to a care-
fully controlled depth, a layer of
topsoil or other material from the
.ground. It may also be used for
leveling rough ground in this posi-
tion. Use the loader control lever
to position the indicator rod at the
scraper position. Also move the
clam-opening lever to the right for
the delired cut. 'rife clain-opening
indicatotop the right rear of the
4-in-1 (fig 34) indicates the exact
cut that will be'obtained. When
moving forward, the moldboard
cutting edge will enter.the ground.
until the compaction plate pikes,:
contact, thus giving a cut to the
depth indicated on the plate on the
rear of the moldboard (fig 4-34).
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, Fig 4-54. Clam-opening indicator.
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(3) 134,111dozer, As a bulldozer, the logtder is capable of moving, smoothing, and spreading
large volumes of dirt for a short disfa co. Use the loader control lever to move the
indicator rod on the tilt cylinder 'to thb 11dozer position and use the clam-opening
lever to open the,bucket completely. Lo er the bucket until the left -arm shoes are on
the ground. You can regulate the depth of cut by moving the loader control lever to the
right or left while you are moving forivard.

clamshell. Clamshell operation of the loader is especially efficient for handling stock-
piles of loose material or for handling sjicky,scotiesive materials. Position the inglicator
rod on the tilt cylinder at the clamshell positill and dpen the bucket conpletely.. To
pick up objects or lOad as a clamshell, pull both levers to the left. .Thie will close
the ctuni andyoll the bucket simultaneously. - When stockpiling; lower the fully opened
bucket-onto The pile by using the float position of the loader control lever.

4-8. TRACTOR AND DOZER ,SAPETY PRECAUTIONS

(4)

a. General. Each item of equipment hag specific safety precautions listed in the'tschnical
manila]. atiaTir operator's manual. In addition, every orkanization in the 'Math,* Corps has_
safety rules and regulations which you are required toknow. Safety depends on you. Know and
practice the pafety rules and regulations for your particular piece of equipment. Safety is pri-
marily commonsense, and the best rule when operating equipment le: WHEN IN DOUBT,- SLOW
DOWN.

tf. Precautions.

(1) Keep your equipment clean. Wipe up exceifs grease and oil. Tools should be kept clean
and in their pr er places.

(2), Shut down the engines when refueling the tractor. Keep the funnel or tiose noyzlein con-
tact with the metal rim of the fuel tank. Thts will provide a ground as a safeguard against.static electricity.

.

(3) !nen dismounting from or securing your dozer, rest the blade on the ground, place the
transmission irk neutral, and engag&the traCtor, master clutch. The 823 M and the Case
MC 1150 scooploader reqiiire thatthe attachments be grounded, the cont ols placed in
neotral, and the brakes ejaged.

4110

(4)° If the tractor is parked on a slope, lock the steering brakes..

(5) Do not attempt to perform tiny unnecessary repairt, adjustments, or preventive ain-
tenance services with the engine running. If the engine must be running, make ai pre-

-11mInary adjustment with the engine stopped, then the final ailjusttnent. If gt all pos-
sible have one man that has been instructed on how to stop the engine state by while
making an adjustroent with the engine running.

44,

11

(8) Sloyi.down when traveling over rough- terrain or obstacles. High speed is ha'rd do the
equipment lid the operator.

(7) Sit--do not stand- -when operating. .

(8) When operating at night, in congested areas, or close to buildings, have alsignal Mae
on .the ground Co direct you. .

(9) Watch sour terrain closely. If you have'any doubts about it, stop, 'dismount from
.
the

tractor,,,sid go ahead on foot. Don't goover the crest of a hillb.lindly. '1

(10) When removing trees, check for dead limbs before you s tint Jo work. Ete espdciarly
careful when felling dead trees. ,

(II) .When towing another piece of equipment with a tow cable or chain, tate up the slack
Suddenlerks cause unnecessary stitain on equipment and may break the chain,or cable.

1,*v A S.
t

(12) When towing equipment such as Compressors, trailers, and'acrapers, you !ILIUM be' It
especially careful when making turns. It is posSible to turn so sharply that ihetowed
vehicle cannot 'follow, When this happens the tongue of the toVied vehicle may be bent
or broken '
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(13) li'maintenance must be performed on the dozer blade while it is raised In the air, the
blade must be blocked up to keep it from accidentally falling, -

(14) Do not operate too near the edge of a fill; the edge may give way, overturning the
machirie. When pushing earth over a steep embankment, raise yqur blade and kaeep alarge pile of earth at the.brink. This will serve as a guide and help keep the dozerfrom dropping suddenly. t

Section II. TRACTOR-DRAIGI EQUIPMEVT

4-9. SCRAPERS

The scraper is one of the largest earthmoving.machinese Scrapers are capable-of digging,
loading, hauling, dumping, and spreading large amounts of material. l'hey are particularlyuseful on large Bart moving jobs, such as airfield construction and road projects fecated in .rolling terrain contitnitig nkany cuts and 118. They make shallow, cuts while loading, transport
large loads for considerable distances at relatively high speeds, and spread material in'thin,uniform layers. Crawler-tractor-drawn scrapers should be used on hauls between 300 and1,500 feet. Rubber-tired-tractor-drawn and motorizedScrapers are more efficient for distances
between 900 to 5,000 feet because of their speed. Hes r cOnsolidatedlsoile may require the
use of tractor -drawn rooters and of pusher tractors to awist in obtaining maximum loads,
particularly when scrapers are drawn by rubber-tired tptors.

a. Scraper mechanism. The Marine Corps u es several models of scrapers; however, the
scraper mechanism is basically the same. The vable part* O'f the mechanisin are the bowl, itthe apron, and the ejector plate (tailgate).

(1) Bowl. The raising and lowering of the scraper body or bowl is controlled by hydraulic
cylinders.

\h2) Apr'on and ejector. The apron and ejector are controlled by the hydraulic components.
When material is being dumped the apron rises first. Whep the apron reaches top posi-
tion, the ejector plate starts to move forward. Return springs are used to assist in re-turning the ejector plate to its rear position, after which the apron will return to its
closed position (fig 4 -35).

1113M To
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Fig 4-35. Towed scraper.
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(3) Cutting edge. The leading edge of the bowl is equipped- with reversible, replaceable
4 cutting edges (fig 4 -38). The center portion (stinger bit) extends lowr than the end.

sections. Thii3 aids in loading the material into the center of the scraper. The two
outer sections are known as end sections. The leading edge of the bpw,1 is also equipped
with routing bits whith asst in controlling scraper cuts. All cutting edges should
be reversed oz replaced before they.are worn down to the bowl frame,

dee
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Fig14-36. ScriPper with apron open.

b. maintenance. The'operator's manual or TM will give complete instructions r a par-
, tioular model scraper. It will give lubricating, operating, servicing, adjusting, 1 specting,

and maintaining instructions. It will also give any special procedures that shoultrbe followed
when connecting the'scraper to a tractor.

(1) "Inspection. Before attempting*to attach a tractor to a scraper, examine it carefetly
for loose, broken, misalined, or worn parts. Be sure the hydraulic component. are
in operating condition. It is often easier to replace these items before complete fail-
ure. Remember, the hydraulic scrapers do not have the facilities to lift the drawbar;
you will peed to block it up. Back the prime mover (tractor) clovi to, and in line with,
the scraper dr:awbar and insert the drawbar pin when the holes are lined up. The
hydraulic hoses and weight transfer cylinder are connected after the tractor and
scraper are connected. Be sure the correct lines are connected and that the connections
are tight, Although the connections are protected, the joints shofild be inspected and
cleaned if necessarT before making the connection. Any dirt at the connection will
cause a teak and/or enter the hydraulic system to cause internal damage. Walk
around and inspect the equipment before moving it.

(2) Lubricating. The scraper should be lubricated at the slime time the prime movir is
iterviced. The majority of moving parts are lubricated every 10 working hours. Check
the lubrication guide for yciur particular piece of equipment. s

efalli(3) Tire service. Correct tire inflation is essential to obtain,maximum tire service life.
'Underinflation causes uneven wear, sidewall radical cracks, ply separation, an loose
or broken cords inside the tire. Overinflation causes high cord stress, which turn

I reduces resistance to impact blowouts and increases the danger of rock cutti Air
pressure should be checked during a prestarting check. Do not check or bl d the air
from hottires to reduce the pressure td that prescribed in the manual. IT y u do so, the
air preseiure will drop to dangerous underinfIction when the tires cool at the nd of the
day. The tire pressure must be equal in all tires, or the scraper willenot cut evenly!

4
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,c,- Scraper 'operation

1

40

(1) Scraper, operating cycle. The major steps, In a usual scraper operating cycle are asfollows: 1, loading in the clinaniarea which fleet's- to.bc ut down to grtide is eallldhut); 2, hauling the load to the fill (an areli which neeNii,,t'o be brought up to grade tocalled ti fill); 3, unloading and spreading the load in the fill; and 4, returning to the cut.
(2) Load. Falter the cut with the cjec,tor plate to the' rear and the apron raised 4 to tiinches above the cuttinfeedge. This will leave an opening large enough for the materialto enter wittiput piling up in'Treint of the apron, while keeping the apron low enough toretain the material in theAwl. If material starts to Pile up, open the apron wider.

NOW: The nature of the material being loaded and the condition of the loading'area
will dlermine which gear should be used during the loading operation. For Itght, loosemater&l, you can use a relatively high gear; for heavy, compact material you willhave to use a lower one. Lower the cutting edge into the ground gradually,.to insure asmooth, regular cut. A cut of 2 to 4 inches is normal. Raise the bowl slightly,asthe rear scraper 'Wheels enter the cut zone to maintain an even cut (fig 4-37).

C

4.

Fig 4-37. Partly loaded scraper. 0

Fig 4-38. Fully loaded scraper.
0As the scraper moves forward, the gating ede-will dig into the material, and forceit up into tilt scraper bowl. As the bowl fills, the material will pile up first againstthe eje r plate (fig 4-38), and finally against the back of the apron. When the bowlis fills o capicity, place the elector power control unit lever in the-'frec" p_osilion;

4, this will allow the weight of the material to gradually close the apron as the scraperbowl is raised. Raise the bowl 1 to 2 inches above the surface of the ground while con-tinuing the forward motion of the scraper. 'This procedure will spread any loose ma-terial piled in front of the bowl, and thus leave a smodth. uniform grade for entry to orexit froin the cut.

Note: Maintaining a moderate crown in the' cut will permit the scraper to work near-er TOTee side or edge without sliding awayAfom it. If possible, cuts should be planned
and Worked so that they provide-natural drainage.

.

(a) Wet material. When loading wet, sticky Material where traction is btLd, best re-
sults will be obtained by taking a thin cut. Keep the apron as low nQ possible to

, prevent material from backing up in front.

(b) Sand and graven Loose sand is difficult to load because the material has a tend-
ency to float ahead of the blade instead of entering the boWl (fig 4-39). This tend-
ency may be overcome by a procedure called "pumping." Pumping is done by
raising the apron about 3 feet and lowering the bowl while traveling in a high gear,
thus taking advantage of momentum. Load until the engine lugs down. At thiy point
sand will be pushed up in a pile ahead of the blade: Shift into low gear, lower the

I apron into the pile of sand and continue loading, The bowl is alternately raised and
lowered, allowing engin,e rpm's,,to pick up as needed to maintain forward movement
(fig 4-39). The operation repeated until the scraper is loaded. tiravel is handled
in a similar manner. However, at times it may be difficult to close the apron. If
this should happen, back the scraper a few inches, lower the apron, and raise the
bowl. a,

; a
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Fig 1-39. Scraperoading sand with pumping E0:tion.
.. .

(c) Reeks and st mps. Figure 4-40 Illustrates the method of bringing a scraper blade
against a rock or stump which is too large to be passed over by the prime mover.
To unload a rock or..,stump, stopthe scraper, raise the apron, and pull the ejector
plate forward. After the object has fallen out, turn the prime mover and back up so
you can pull away without contacting the object with Ille scraper.

ST E P fits'

'1%-.1/4,

. HEAD TRACTOR FOR BOULDER.

STEP 3

441'

WHEN FRONT OF
ON isout_ock SRI
TO SIDE AT RIGHT

ACTOR IS Al MOST
ACTOR SHARP
ES.

II/A00.&*

THEN STRAIGHTEN AND MOVE ALONG -
SIDE BOULDER.

WHEN SCRAPER WHEELS PASS OBJECT
SWING TRACTOR AT SHARP ANGLE IN
FRONT OF'BOULDER.

a

Fig 4-40. Scraper loading boulder.

(d) ndehill cuts. The best way to start a sidelAll cut for a scraper is to use a bull-
dozer as described previously. If4ou do not' have a bulldozer, you can start a
sidehill cut as illustrated in figure 4-41. Raise the apron 6 or 8 inches and climb
the slope at right angles to the line-of-slope stakes; When the front end of the prime
mover Is within a few inchep of the stakes, swing the prime mouer around.parallel
with the-line of stakes, while atithe same time lowering the blade into the ground. The
scraper will follow the prime mover through the turn and, as it does, the blade will
cut into the hillside. To get a level bench suitable for starting the lengthwise cut,
it may be necessary to make several passes in this manner. Use caution when
working on.slopes; it is possible to turn the tractor and scraper over or have them
slide down the hill sideways.

THEN STRAIGHTEN TRACTOR QUICKLY.
SCRAPER WHEELS WILL ALSO STRAIGHTEN
AND STRADDLE BOULDER WHICH WILL BE
B ETWEEN WHEELS AND BLADE. DROP
B LADE, LOAO DIRT WITH BOULOER.
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DROP IILAOF HERE

3
CND OF LOAD

4

Fig ,4-41. Opening sidehill with scraper.-

(e) Side sloping. --Figure 4-42 shows,a method of side sloping with a scraper. .The Lae
of thiS method of side sloping will enable the scraper to maintain the correct slope
(ratio.

r?'

( WORK II T RCITOSS AREA TO BE SLOPED

21.. rout rm. TOP OP SLOP! 00wM

3 'RCN LAYER IS CUT. NUT CUT ADRIMIT

SLOPE!, ALLOT 4E TO CUT TO ERROR

4 . nuts RILL SUSUMU TO II POUSHIID IT OTHER METHODS

OR IOUPINIFIT

Fig 4-42. Side sloping with a scraper.

(1) Downhill loading. Downhill loading uses the force-of gravity on the tractor, scrapers
and load to get larger loads in less time. This method should be used in a cut when-

-, ever possible.

(g) Straddle iloactils. When it is necessary to load on the level as in lightdicuts and

stripping, straddle loading (fig 4-4$) is used to- increase yardage hauled. This

method gains yardage tSp every third trip, because the center strip loads with less

resistance to improve performance. Maximuhl efficiency is Obtained when down
.

hill loading and straddle loading are combined.

Fig 4-4'3, Straddle loading with scraper:

(h) Loading with the heir of a pusher dozer. pusher dozeft is one of the best methods

of increasing production. Average loading time is from 1 to 1 1/2 minutes, depending
Pit
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on the ize of the scraper. 'A pusher, when one is available, will enable you to load
witthin his aveilage time limit and WilA provide heaped loads. The pusher dozer
operator is the guide and spotter for rhe loading units. To keep the pusher dcher in
continuous operation, each sdiaper must-be near the dozer -when the dozer is ready
to push. The scraper operator determines this pysition by looking at the cut and at
the ptecedingiscrafer being loaded by the pusher. Close coordination is, required
between the dtzer operitor and the scraper operator to redhce dsmage to the push,.
blocks and tires. The pusher should continue to push the scraper until the scraper
bowl is raised clear of the ground and/the scraper is shifted into high gear jor hauling.
The pusher tractor may be equipped with a standard Pushlilock or a dozer blade..
When pushing with a hydraulically controlled doZer, you should place the co'htrol
in thefloat'position after the pusher contacts the scraper push block.

(3) Hauling. -The closer the bowl °La traveling, loaded scraper is to the ground, the, more
ble it will be and the ledsdahger of its turning over. You should therefore travel

th the bowl as,close as possible to the ground, but high enough to clear any protrud-
ing-objects on the haul road. Travel to the fill with the prime mover in the highest

v gear possible without the engine lugging down. Haul roads should be as smooth as
possible to eliminate vibration4 shock, and wear on both oWrators and machines.

_Haul roads should be wide enough for 2-way traffic or a 14/Sy loop road with frequent
3 turnouts to permit the faster moving units to pass the slower ones. All unnecessary

turns should be elilminated. Figures 4-44 through 4-46 ills Irate methods of eliminating
unnecessary turns and increasing production.

Fig 4-44. Scrapers working from a single cut in two directions to eliminate
-.;ex,tra time consumbd in turning.

Fig 4-45. Scrapers working two cuts with a common fill between them
eliminates a turn on the Lill. -
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Fig 4-46. Scrapers opening a series of cuts alternating with fills. This eliminates
turns and saves time.

(4) Unloadhigandspreading.

(a) Normal. As you enter the fill, raise or lower the bowl to the desires thickness
of spread. Thickness of spread should not exceed 9 inches. Unloald and spread
at the highest possible speed consistent with the smootivejection and flow of the
material. a

'INV..4

ti

1. -First, raise the apron to maximum height and allow the material in it to fall out
When most of this material has been spread, bring the ejector plate forward
gradually; about a foot at a time, forcing more material out of the bowl. Do not
force the material out too rapidly; if you do, you will place too heavy a strain on
the cable. This may cause the earth to pile up ahead of the scraper, causing the

.0
-engine on the prime mover to lug down.

If you are starting a new spread, lower the bowl slightlTas the rear Aeels\Of the
scraper rise on the newly spread material. This will prevent the layer from
thickening.

30.t. If material sticks to the ejector plate it can be dislodged by allowing the ejector
IF plate to return about a- foot and then, bringing the plate forward sharply. As the

material leaves the bowl it will be spread to the desired thickness by the bottom
of the bowl, When the bowl has been emptied, return the ejector plate to its
rearmost position, lower the apron, and raise the bowl to the required height
for return to the cut. NEVER trvel over rough surfaces or make sharp turns with
the ejector plate all the way forwVrd. With the plate in this position the ejector
cable has no "give", and it will break if the scraper takes a bounce or a sharp
turn on the haul road.

(b) Sticky material, The best way to eject wet, sticky material is to bring the ejector
plate forward a foot at a time and retract it 6 inches after each foot of advance. Do
not force the material out too fast; if you do, it will ball up and you may break the
cable.

I/

*(c) Grading. Finishing,can be done with th scraper, partichlarly when.low spots
require material to be hauled in or wh excess material is to be cut. Finish-
ing is usually done ih low gear because f stet speeds make it difficult to control
the bale for a smooth finish. Raise the apron all the way up and then pull the
ejector plate three-quarters forward and leave it in that $osition. When these
adjustments are set, -the operator's only job is to control the blade accurately.
As 4he work nears completion, finishing is done at a higher rate of speed, because

4 -$6
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re area is smoother. Fine grading or "drag down" is porformed with the ejector
..'.

a .-

(d) Fill re chOquete,- Figure 4-47 illustrates the proper t 'Ague fox-Wilding a' fill
with a scraper, Keep the shoulders. (outside edges) 1 higher than the.
center; this preven4 the Scraper from sliding over when' dumping
close to the edge,. and also helps to maintain the 4 . opeOngle as the
fill is built up.' Tileorrect procedure'for ctilhip ravel in the center of
the fill until you approach the area where you. desire to nip; theblwingthe
.tractor and scraper diagonally Silt onto the shq`ulder of the fill. Swig the tr.actow

e parallel to the edge.-Of the fill and begin to dump the scraper. T141s4rill cause the.
rliaterial tp be spread high on the oittsYde and low olk the inside of_th%till. This
procedure is effective in mairktaining both the correct concavelloii-in the center)
cross - sectional area of a, fill and in maintaining Mgt convex (high In the center)
cross-sectional area of a throfigl.cut. When the shoulders Wive bech brought up to
the prescribed grade elevation, The center can be quickly filled in jut before final
leveling and, finishing. Before closing down the job for any Substantiaweriod, fill
fn the low center to provide adequate drainage in the event of rain.

late all the way forward and the blade set flush with the /round.

V

WitaMTVINV.INIC

RIGHT WAY

TO MAINTAIN FILL SLOPE

I. Make fill high on the outside

2. This prevents scraper Item
sliding over slope r

-se
3. Accurate slopes can thus be
maintained to desired heights'
eliminating necessity for handwork

4. If wet condition prevails, arrange
for drainage to prevent water pooling
in center of fill

WRONG WAY

RESULT OF INCORRECT METHOD

I. Scraper will slide over side of fill

? Damage slope will be caused

3. Impossible to maintain accurate degree
of slope. Will have tendency to work away
from edge of fill

Fig 4-49. Method of spreading to maintain fill slopei3.

Scraper safety. Standard safety precautions for scrapers are as follows;

(1) Don't drive faster,than is safe and reasonable under exfstipg job conditions.

(2) Drive off a shoulder at slow speed. On some machines, the sudden dropping of one
wheel'causes a violent tilt; this might throw you off the machines or against a wheel
or lever and injure, you seriously.

(3) Always block up the bowl and apron when replacing the blades or when doing any type
of maintenance work that 'requires a man to be exposed to the hazards of,a falling
apron or bowl.

(4) Keep thioperating platform of the scraper clear of debris, grease, oil, and mud.

-1e
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(5) Never kick your prime mover out of gear when going downt ill; the increase in speed
will make control very difficult. Leave the machirie in.gear and.use your brakes to
control hey. IfAhe brake's fail to hold the load, lower and drag the scraper bowl.

i.''.

(6) Always set the bowl of the scraper on the ground when the machine is not in Operation.
\

.4-10. ROOTER
I

a. Introduction, The rooter, often called the ripper, is used tobreak up material which is
too opmpact to be broke&by dozers, scrapersi and graders, to uproot boulders and stumps; and
to cut the roots of trees rich are to be. dozed down. The Matins Corps has one type of
rooter, whiCh is a rear-mounted attachment (fig 4-48). The mounted-type ripper fpr the
82-30M crawler- tractor is hydraulically controlled. Lubrication, inspection, service, and
maintenance of the ripper is covered in the TM for the specific item or the tractor TM. The
rooter attachment is normallyequipped with three teeth, which are removable,

'47

Fig 4-48. Side view of rear-Mounted-ripper crawler-tractor attachment.

b. Employment techniques. The rooter is always used at its maximum penetrating depth
to reduce the strain on the frame and the hydraulic system. Lower the teeth to the ground
gradually. After they penetrate,, they will pull themselveas'Into the ground to the maximum

\depth.
1,.

4 (1) Avoid rootipg too much. Material which is too fine is often harder to,,load than coarser
material. One or two passes in each 10-foot width will la6 sufficient:"

(2) Never make a turn or back up except to free the teeth th the teeth in the ground. This ,.

may brettk the teeth.

aJ

(3) In most cases, teeth should be balanced. If you are using only a single tooth, it shoultos
be the center one; if you are using two teeth, they should be the two outer ones.
However, when constructing a side ditch, install one tooth in the outside bracket and
work carefully tosrvoid ripping too much.

'4-48
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(4), When startipg to rip, start next to the slope line and work toward the center. This
will keep the cut jow on the sides and crowned in the center.

(5) When .breaking concrete,. dig the teeth of the rooter tinder the concrete slab and then
lift to obtain a breaking action. Do not use the rooter to break reinforced concriete;
nor to break concrete slabs more than 6 inches thick. To do so will-cause excebsive
'Wear or strain on the control systsons.

(6) When rooted material is to be loaded in scrapers, the rooter work in a given area is
completed before scrapers begin loading.

' (7) When cutting roots around trees, use two or three teeth And cut the roots on all foiir
sides of the tree.

4-11. ROLLERS

Rollers are used for compaption of different types of materials. Each roller compacts
different soils at different depths, speeds, and bearing pressiires. Three types of towed
rollers that you will come in contact with are the sheepsfoot roller, and the grid roller, and the
13-wheel rubber-tired (wobble-wheel) roller. Towing a roller is a monotonous but extremely
important and necessary job. The effeCtiveness of a road or airfield depends on the load it will
carry. This loading-carrying ability depends on the load-bearing capacity of the subgrade and
base-course material, which is determined to a great extent by the degree of compaction attained
during construction.

(

a. Sheepsfoot roller. Sheepsfoot rollers (fig 1' -11) are best used for compacting soils other
than sand, gravel, or crushed rock. They are efficient on most base-course materials contair?-
ing sufficient soil binder. The sheepsfoot roller consists of a drawbar and a box frame, within
which two hollow drums with protruding feet are mounted. The drums may be filled with' water,
,fuel oil, used oil, or sand for additional weight. When water is used in cold climates, anti -
free zie mutt be added to prevent freezing and cracking of the drums. The roller can be towed
by either crawler or wheeled tractors.

(1) The length of the feet, limits to 9 inches the depth of the layers of loose material. to be
compacted The sheepsfoot differs from other types of rollers because it compacts
from the b4ittomttom up. As4 material is compa.cted, the feet will not penetrate as far, and
will gradually."walk" tOopprieehhes out of the ground. The shegpsfoot roller will not
compact the upper 2, incli§i0f material due to the irregular pattern of thefeet.

41
(2) Maintenance of a roller is i elatively simple. Generally there will be a lubrication

fitting on the tongue, two fittings on both front and rear of the frame, and a fitting for.
each roller drum bearing (two per drum). The technical manual will give you detailed
lubrication instructions. Outhe'rear of the roller is a cleaning rake which should be
inspected daily and from which any debris should be removed. When turning, you
should take care to prevent the roller tongue from hitting the dozer tracks.

b. The-grid roller. The grid roller is an all-purpose, self-cleaning compactor, particu-
larly effective in clay or sticky materials, since it does not tend to throw material even at high
operation speeds. It is also effective hi the compaction of shale, sandstone, soft limestone, C OA'
al, caliche, and cinders because df the cutting and breaking action of the open face grids. This
roller can be towed by either a trackqd or wheeled tractor. Maintenance on the grid roller is
very similar to that on the sheepsfoot roller.
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c. 13-wheel rubber-tired roller. A rubber-tired roller (fig 1-12) consists of a steel box
(for ballast) mounted on rubber-tired wheels. There are seven wheels at the rear and six in
front, so arranged that the rear wheels do not track the,front wheels. It is also calle.d
"wobble-wheel" roller because thawheele do not run true but wobble from side to side. This
provides a kneading action which increases the compaction of granular material such as
crushed stone. This roller Is usually towed by a wheeled tractor.

(1) The wobble-wheel roller is the best ioller to use when compacting sand clay gravel
courses akid layersof soft crushed rock, limerock, shell, and coral where lateral
movement is needed to adjust and pack the particles. It is also effective in compacting
thin layers of loose soil, particularly that left on top of an embankment by the sheeps-
foot roller.

(2) Lubricktion fittings will be found on each wheel. Tire- pressure should becpecked
daily tonsure equal depths of compaction and prevent equipment breakdown. The
titles on this roller do not have tread like automotive tires.

Roller employment. The job foreman will make decisions concerning the time when
Ailing shall b6gin, the mtthods to be applied, and the number of passes to be made. However,
,y6u should know something about the main considerations which, guide some of these deciAions.

tire following optrational techniques are those which are customarily applied under ordinary -

ircumstances.:
11

(1) Depth of ribose material'. The depth that loose material can ne compacted effectively
_byarollers of different types in a given number of pas'sess is usually determined in the
field.by tests. The following inforniation is intended to serve as a general guide only.

1 For a sheepsfoot roller, the depth of loose material should not 'exceed einches. Six to
twelve passes are usually required to obtain adequate compaction in soil which is
neither too wet nor too dry. When the number of passes is not specified, the usual
practice is to repeat passetfuntil the feet have "walked" themselves almost entirely
out of the ground.. For 13-wheel rubber -tired rollers the depth of loose material should
not exceed ' inches and the depth of bituminous material should not exceed 3 inches.

. .
(2) Number of passes. The nu ber of passes required for a given roller to compa'ct a

given type of soil effective y is also"determined in the field by tests. The following
information is intended to serve as a general guide only. For soil with 'optimum moi.7-
ture content (neither too wet nor too dry), a sheepsfoot roller'should compact a 9-inch
layer of soil to 95% compaction in from 10\to 12 passes. Percent compaction is'the
percent of modified denbity according to a scale devised by the American Association
of Highway Officials. Specifications generally stipulate a certain percentage of com-
paction in accordance with this scale. In soil of optimum moisture content, a 13-
wheel, 10-ton, rubber-tired roller should compact a 4-inch layer of loose soil to
95% compaction in'2 to 4 pates. It should compact a 3-inch layer of cold-laid bitu-
minous mix in from 3 to 5 passes.

, -* .
IP) 'Overlapping. To insure' thorough coverage of a rolled surface, each pass should over-

lap the preceding pass by at least 1 foot, For deep, loose fill material, the overlap
should be wider. %

4t1(4) Crowns ant turns. In compacting crowned surfaces or banked turns on a road,
work dp the slope. For example, on a crowned road subgrade, make the first pass
along the shoulder; then work up to the centerline in successive passes. Then pull out
to the shoulder on the other side and work up to the centerline again. On a banked turn,
start on thelow shoulder and work up to the higher one.

(5) urnin Rolleisi should not turn on a compacted surface unless absolutely necessary,
and then as slowly and as, gradually as posgible.
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MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE. MARINEBAliRAcKS

BOX 1775
WASHiNGVoN D C 20013

1 1GINEE1t EQUIPM-EN'r OPERATOR

'Lesson 4

Tractors and Tractor-Drawn Equipmwt

13. 31h,.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 13.31h, .k:rigincer Equipment Operator, chap 4.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon successful completion of this lesson, you will be able to identify' -

by general homeirlatnre, crawler-tractors, rutiper-tired tractors, and
1PP tractor-drawn equipment. such as the scraper, rooter, sheepsfoot roller,

and pneumatic-tired roller. You will be able to identify the employment
techniques, safety precautions. and methods of ovrat major accessories.
such as the bulldozer, angledozer, shear blade, and th Drott 4-in-1
attachment.

WRI.TTEN ASSIGNMENT:

A. 'Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST compljtes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number oti the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
box.

Value: '1 point oath

1. On the Terex tractor, when the decelerator pedal is released, what, if Olything, happens
to the engine speed?

a. It speeds up to the throttle setting.
b. It cuts off.
c. It slows the engine speed to an idle.
d. Nothing, the throttle must, also be released.

- 2. After the engine is started, which indicator should be checked first?

a. Ammeter c. II eat indicator
b. Fuel-oil pressure indicator d. Engine oil 147s;11-f'e indicator

3. What is the important point to remember when stopping the engine of a crawler-tractor?
)
a. Shut the master switch off to stop the engine.

.b. Cool the engine slowly. .

c. Run the engine at half throttle for 5 minutes.
d. Set the parking brake.

e./4"..j4. Being able to turn Its tracks opposite each other (on forward, one revers s a capability
of which crawler-type vehicle? .

a. 2N crane c. 82-3 (Terex) ..,,
b. Case MC 1150 scooploader

5. If the batteries are .too low to turn the engine of the Case MC 1150 scooploader, how
should you start it?

a. Pull the tractor in low range.
b. Pull the tractor in high range.
c. Connects an external source of d electrical power to the slave receptacle,
d. Pull did tractor in intermediate range.

lsn 4; p. 1
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- 6. The Drott 4zin-1 bucket is standard eqUipment on the tractor.

a. CaseMC 1150 c. MRS-100
b.' Case MC 450 . d. Terex 82-30M

7. When starting the Case IVIC 450, the starter should NOT be4erated more than
seconds atione time.

a. 15
b. 20

c. 301/'

d. 40

8. Befort sfoPping the Case MC 450, the diretion control lever and track speed control
lver should be placed in

.a.
b. neutral.

c. low.
d. second.

9. The transmission oil gage on'.the Case MC 450 tractor should read psi during
normal opei-ation.

a. 225 to 260
b, 190 to 200

c. 150 to 170
d. 100 to 140

10. What are the four distinct methods of maneuvering the MRS-100?

a. Front wheel, back wheel, articulated,' and crab steering
b. Front wheel, back wircel, cress controlling, and crab steering
c. Obliqug, crab, cross controlling and articulated steering
d. Oblique, crab, cross controlling, and frobt wheel steering

-4111 /
11.. If the Rormal shut-down procedur o stop the MRS engine, what would be the next step?

it, a. Put the blade down and stall te r.
ib; b. Return the starter switch to off. .."

c. Push the emergency shut-off hatalt ,
il d. Pull the emergency shut-off handle.

,.'
.

. ..
r. 12. On the MRS-100, the three foremost leveri on the first hydraulic tiontrol bank control

what parts of the scraper operation.?
I

a. ScraRer bowl, scraper apron, and weight, ransfer
b. Scraper bowl, weight transfer, and rear steering
c. Scraper,apron scraper ejector, and scraper bowl'
d. Scraper ejector, scraper bowl, and weight transfer

a.

13. What is the purpose of the weight-transfer devic6 that is used on some rubber-tired trictOrs?

a. Transfers traction to the towed load.
b. Transfers a portion of the tractor weight to the front axle of the tractor.
c. Transfers a portion of the towed load to the rear drive wheels of the tractor.
d. Aids in the operation of the DDPCU.

14. On the MC 580B tractor when the water temperature gage indicator points to the amber
zone, it indicates that the engine is

a, running at normal operating tempera
1 b. in need of oil.

c. not warmed up to normal operatingtereperSture 1

d. running at an ekcessive temperature.

13. 31
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15. On the Case MC 5808 the power shuttle control lever controls the

a. movement of the tractor, c. three point hitch.*
..b. earth auger. d.- backhoe and boom.

18. To stop the Case MC 580B tractor;''you must,

a, disengage the 3 point hitch.
b. depress the accelerator.

c. press both brakes together.
d. 'engage the speed control levet.

17. The shear blade (land - clearing blade) attachment is capable of cutting trees up to
ft in diameter.

E!'. 3 c. 5
_13.44 d. 8

18. What is the best piece of equipment to use for constructing sidehill roads?

a. Tiltdozer
b. Bulldozer

-ft c. Angledozer
d. Motor grader

19. What blade position' cannot be used on the bulldozer?

a. Tilted slightly c. Raised or lowered
b. Tipped forward d. Angled

20. What is the most economical hauling distancefor a-dozer?
I

a. 25 to 30 ft c.....50 to 300 ft
b. 25 to 300 ft d.. 300 to 500 ft

21. When finishing side slopes by working diagonally, what*method of operation should the operator
use?

a. Start at the top and work diagonally down the slope.
b. start at the top pnd work parallel to the right of way.
c. Start at thlbottom and work diagonally up the slope.
d. Start at the bottom and work straight up the slbpe.

22. Which piece of equipment is the least suited for cutting a "V" type ditch?
6.

a. Motor grader
b. Towed grader

c. Angledozer
d. Bulldozer

23. Crawler-tractorq should not cross a culvert unless it is covered by at least inches
of compacted material.

a. 6 c. 18,
b. 1/ d. 24

24. `,After cutting the roots on three sides of a large tree, from which side should the dozer
attempt to push the tree over?

a. The aide on which the roots have not been cut
b. The side opposite the uncut roots
c. The side to which the tree is leaning
d. Any side of the tree

413. 31
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25. What are the four uses of the Drott 4-in-I attachment?
31

a. Skid shovel, bulldozer, scraper. and clamshell
h. Skid shovel, bulldozer, clamshell, and angledozer
c, Skid shovel, clamshell, angledozer, and forklift
d. Skid shovel:* clamshell, forklift, and scraper

26. What should an operator do before dismounting from a dozer?

b.
c.
d.

Ground the blade, place the transmission in neutral, and disengage the master clutch.
Ground the blade, place the transmission in gear, and engage the master clutch.
Block the blade, place the transmission in neutral, and engage the master clutch.
Ground the blade, place the transmission in neutral, and engage the master' clutch..

27. Dubber- tired, tractor-drawn scrapers are most efficient on hauls between

a. .0 and 25 ft.
s, b.' 0 and 300 ft.,

,c. 300 and l, 500 ft.
d. 900 and 5, 000 ft.

28. What is the probable cause when the scraper is cutting unevenly?

a. Dull cutting. edges c. Unecual tire pressure
b. Loose routing bits d. Incorrect cable reeving.

29. What Is the usual operating cycle of the scraper?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Loading, hauling, unloading, and returning
Loading, .hauling, unloading, spreading
Loading, hauling, grading, returning
L6ading, hauling, unloading, loading

30. How deep is a normal scraper cut

a. 1 to a in.
b. 2 to 4, in.

c. 4 to 6 in.
d. 4 to 8 in.

3r. The term "pumping" the scraper is generally used in what type of soil?

a. Clay
b. Organic

c. Sand
d. Peat j

32. Material stuck to the scraper ejector plate can be dislodged by

a.
b.
c.
d.

blocking the apron, and shoveling out the lodged material.
banging th6 sides of the bowl.
refilling with rock and sand.
allowing the ejector to return about zfoot,

33. What are the movable parts of a scraper?

a. Bowl, apron, and ejector plate
b. BoWl, apron, and routing bit

34. How is maximum loading efficiency

a. 'Sidehill a 1 traddle loading
b. Downhill and slot loading

13. 31
len 4; p. 4
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and then bringing the plate,forward sharply.

c. Apron, ejector plat and routing bit
d. Apron, cutting edge7And ejector Plate

obtained with the scraped ?,

c. Uphill and straddle loading
d. Downhill and straddle loading
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35. On the scraper, the stinger hit serve what purpose?

a. Aids in side hill cuts. VOI
b. Aids in keeping the material in the center. f the :scraper.
c, Aids hi keeping the materials into the sides of the scraper.
d. Aids in finish scraping.

36. The rooter should be used at what penetrating depth?

a. Minimum
b. Maximum
c. Depends on terrain
d. At whatever penetrating depth,the tractor pulls-best

37. footers should not he used to break concrete slabs that are thicker than

a. 4

b. 6

c. 10
d. 12

38..To avoid over rooting, make a pass very ' feet in width.

a. 10
b. 15

c. 20
d. 22

inches.-

39. When rolling a compacted area and it becofnes necessary to turn around, ho* should this be
accomplished?

a. Drive off the area; turn around.
b. Do not turn, roll in reverse.
c. Turn gradually and slowly.
d. Turn only on the hard surface, preferably the center.

40. Who cletermines.when and where the compact rolling will be accomplished?

a. Commanding officer . c. Equipment chief
b. Equipment officer d. Job foreman

theepsfoot rollers are most effective in compacting what type of materials?.

a. Gravel and sand c. crushed rock and gravel
b. Clay and sand d. Fill dirt and clay

42. The depth'of loose material that will be compacted by a sheepsfootzoller should not
exceed inches.

a. 2

b. 4

c. 9
d. 12

43.' If you are using the wobbly wheeled roller on bituminous materials, the material rolled
should be how thick?

a. Should not eked 3 in. c. 9 in.
b. 5 in. d. 12 in.

13.3'1
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MATERIALS-JIANDk,ING AND SECTIONALIZED EQUIPMENT

Sect ion 1. IN'IsliODUC'IsION

5-1, GENERAL

The Items of equipment covered in this chapter havi many similar design characteristics.
The equipment includes the Case MC-4000 forklift (fig 5-1); the sectionalized 3-ton hydraulic

Antheny,crane (fig 5-2); and the model 111(F-060, rough - terrain, forklift truck (fig 5-3). , The

vehicles are all wheel-mounted and self-propelled. The 3-ton hydraulic crane ha's the additional

capability of being sectionalized for transport by helicopter or other small aircraft having a.lift

capacity of approximately 6,000 pounds. Similarities among these items of equipmeht include

the use of a 2-cycle, 3-cylinder, series 71. Detroit diesel engine as the powerplant; an Allison

Torqmatic transmission; hydraulic power steering; 4-wheel drive; planetary, double - reduction

axle groups; power brakes; and h3Idraulically operated attachments. Another item of materials-

handling equipment is the 72 -31MP Terex tractor (fig 5-4). This loader pivpts in the center for

steering and is equipped with the Droti 4-in -.1 bucket as is thk Case MC 1-150 scooploader which we

discussed in chapter 4. The technical fnanuM for a particular piece of equipment will provide

you with the detailed operation,pnd maintenance information for that item. Since many of the

instruments and controls are similar, as well as the starting, -stopping, and operating procedures,

they will be covered in general in the remainder of this section. The specific controls, opera-

tion, and safety precautions for a particular machine will be covered in the respective sections,

ENGINE
HOOD

-,1141111L

EXHAUST
PIPE

TOWING OAR

Fig 5-1. Case MC' 4000 rough-terrain forklift.
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Fig 5-2. 3-taap hydraulic Anthony crane.

Fig 5-3, Model RKF-060 rough-terrain forklift truck.

I

41,
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8 ft. -4 tn, 14; 0 11.-0 In, ft 24,000 Us,

Fig 5-4. Model:72-31M} Terex tractor w/bucket loader.
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5-2. INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS

a. Engine instruments and controls. The engines are equipped with many of the same in-
struments and controls as those previously described, In detail in the chapters on tractors.
The instrumfients include: an engine oil-pressure indicator, battery-geriltratort indicator
(ammeter), hour meter, fuel level gage, and water-temperatufve gages Controls include: an
ignition switch, starter butt( ''and throttle control, accelerator pedal, and the engine emer-
gency shutoff lever. The em es are provided with an ether capsule, -cold-weather starting

ti

a. Vehicle instruments And controls.

(1) Thevehicles are provided with dashlights, service lights, and flood lights. -Vehicle...
indicators include a low air-pressure warning light which lights up when the air Ares-'
sure drops below a predetermined level. The crane has an air-pressure
indicator in addition to the warning liftbt. Normal air pressure is 60 psi (pounds per .

square inch) or higher. . .

(2.) Two transmission indicators are used. The first, a transmission oil-temperature in-
.- dicator, indicates the conve'rte'r oil "out" temperature, which should not exceed 2 ° F.

The second indicator is the transmission oil-pressure indicator. After the engine)( s
run at medium speed for 2 or 3 minutes, the transmission oil pressure should not dr p
below' 100 psi.

4 ..1.

0 (3) The vehicles are steered with a conventional automotive steering wheel Which has a .
horn button in the center. Conventional automotivd brake pedals are used to apply the

/7 attached to a common shaft which provides braking action with either foot, A hand
service brakes, The vehicles may t)e equipped with one brake pedal, or two pedals

lever is used to control the emergency or parking brake.
, .

(4) The trapsmission speed and direction selectors are all slightly different, Hoyvever,
they all provide for a low, intermediate, or high range in either a forward or reverse
direction. The transmission is full power shifting Which makes it possible to upshift or
downshift at wide-open or partial throttle. Shifting to and from all r ges must be done
manually. Do not downshift from intermediate or,high range to lo ange at speeds
higher than the maximum rated low speed of the vehiCle. Do not downshift from high
range to intermediate range at speeds in excess of the .maximum rated intermediate
speed of the vehicle. Downshifting at excessive speeds ,will cause overspeeding of
the engine. Never reverse direction when the vehicle is in motion. Hring the vehicle
to a halt and then shift. -1

5-3. STARTING THE ENGINE

a. Normal starting, Always perform a visual check and the necessary maintenance services
, before operating the vehicle. Place transmission in neutral, engage parking brake lever and

Set all attachment control levers in the "hold" or neutral positions.- The vehicle is now ready for
starting. Turn on ignition switch. Open throttle nearly halfway; then depress starter button
until engine starts.- Release starter button as soomas engine starts and ease off on the throttle
as the engine wartns up. Never operate the "starter continuously for more than 30 se onds. If the
'ngine does not start in that time, wait at least 60 seconds before attempting to rest t. As
soon as the engine starts, look at the engine oil-pressure indicator, no oil pressure is shown after
.15 seconds, stop the engine and check the lubricating system` Cor any failures before restart-
ing the engine. film the engine at par( throttle and no lo d for about minutes, allowing the engine to
warm up before moving the vehicle. During the warmup period, check the readings of the instrument
panel indicators to see if the vehicle is operating correctly. Instrument 'readings should he as'
follows:

5-3
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Engine oil-pressure indicator. a void engine is first started,_ the heavy consis-
tency of the cold oil may cause a sharp rise in the oil-pressure reading. As the engine
warms up at idling speed, the oil pressure should drop to a normal reakling of 30 to 45
psi. If the oil pressure drops below 30 psi in normal operation above idling speed or if
the oil pressure varies erratically during operation, stop the engine and investigate
the cause. .

(2) Battery-generator indicator. When the engine is running at or above medium speed and
the generator and generator regulator are operating satisfactorily, the battery-generator
indicator (ammeter) should sholk a reading in the green range, If the indicator registers
well into the yellow or red ranges during operation, the batteries are tiqk being charged.
If this occurs, stop the engine and 'investigate the cause. If it is equipped'with an ammeter,
the indicator pointer should move back to zero as .the battery is charged. If the battery-
generator indicator shows a continuous high rate of charge, stop the engine and investiette the
cause.

..

ri
..

. . la.

(3) Engine water-temperature indicator. When the engine Aas had time to reach normal
operating temperature; the water-temperature should range between 160 and 185° F.
Whenever possible, allow the engine water temperature to reach 160° F before movitg
the vehicle,

.
A .

: N

(4) Transmlision oil-temperature indicat%e, The transmission oilfte I perature should
rend beT9

l
n 1'606 and 185° F after the engine has been warmed up Transmission,

ecinverter til :.'out" temperature should not' exceed 250° F, if it d es, stop the vehicle
and determine the cause of the overheating. If no leaks can be see shift the trans-
mission to neutral and operate the engine at 1,000 to 1,300 rpm. The temperature
should drop rapidly to engine coolant ternPeeature.

11

1(5) Transmission oil-pressure indicator. After the engine has been run at medium speed
for 2 or 3 minutes, the transmission oil pressure should not drop below 100 psi. The
transmission main oil presSure should read between' -110 arid 120 psi at full engine throttle
with the vehicle brakes applied. If the oil pre-ssure is not within specifications, stop the
engine. Do not let the transmissiv oil temperative exceed 2500 when you are making
the oil-pressuresheck,

(6) Air-pressure indicator: After 2 or 3 minutes of. engine operation, the reading of the
brake s3'stem air-pressure gage should always be above 60 psi while the engine is running
at or above fast idling speed. If not, troubleshoot the system.

(7) Low air-pressure warning light. Do not attemfrt to drive the vetficle until the brake
low a,ir-pressure warning light goes out. When the light is on, pressure in the brake
system is below the minimum required for full power braking. If the light does not go
out after idling the engine for 2 or 3 minutes, troubleshoot the air brake system. Avoid
unnecessary engine idling. Prolonged engine idling will result in low operating tern-
peratures which cause incomplete corubbstion. Poor cZmbustion of fuel in a cold engine
causes crankcase dilution; lacquer deposits on valves, pistons, and rings; and rapid
accumulation of sludge within the engine.

b. Cold-weather starting. An ether cold-weather starting aid is provided to assist in start-
ing the engine at temperatures below 40° F or when other circumstances make starting difficult.
To start the engine with -the help of the starting aid, proceed as follows:

(1) Prepare the vehicle for normal starting.

(2). Insert a primer cartridge (ether capsule), neck down, into the discharger body and
screw the discharger cap onto the body.

(3) Turn the ignition switch on and'oPen the engine throttle to about 3/4.

(4) Press the starter bulton. After the starter motor has brought the- engine up to crank-
big speed) discharge the preasure primer by swinging the actuating lever through 1800

to the opOsite side of the pritner, The primer cartridge takes about 15 seconds to
dischargejulfy. If the engine fails to start after several attempts, troubleshoot it to
locate- the defect,-

'A(
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(5) When handling primer cartridges, observ7 the following safety precautions: Insert
primer cartridges in the iirimkr only when they are to be used immediately: Since
ether fumes are toxic areflanimable, do not discharge primer bulbs in a confined
area or near an open flame.

5-4. STOPPING THE ENGINE

4 a. Norrhal. Ground or place the attachments in their normal resting place. Place all attach-
ment and vehicle controls in the hold or neutral position. Engage the parking brake lever. De-
crease engine speed and allow It t9 run at half speed for 2 or 3 minutes, then slowly decrease
to,idle speed. This allows the engine to cool gradually and uniformly. The engine can then be
stopped with the engine shutoff lever and the hand throttle, Turn off the ignition switch before
leaving the vehicle. Leaving the ignition switch on will discharge the batteries due to the con-
stant drain of current to the instrument panel indicators:

b. Emergency engine shutdown. If the engine shutoff lever fails to'stop the engine, pull the
emergency shutoff control handle out as far as it will go. This will stop ithe engine by cutting
off the air supply at the blower. After the engine has stopped, push the handle all the way in
again and reopen the blower shutter with the shutter lever. Before restarting the engine, de-
termine the canse of the failure of the normal shutdown mechanism and correct its.

5- OPERATION -UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS

a. Extreme-cold weather.

(1)
.

Conditions. ..,,

(a) General. Extensive preparation of mechanical equipment is Required when extremely
cold weather is pxpected. Extreme cold generally causessiuhricants to thicken, may
freeze batteries and reduce their electrical effictency., and can cause short circuits
by cracking electrical insulaltVi. Cold also prevents fuel from vaporizing readily to
form the combustible mixture necessary for sailing. Variowt materials. become
hard, brittle, and easily damaged from extreme cold. The doling system should be
drained, flushed and refilled iith antifreeze compound to protect the system against
subfreezing temperatures.

. , .
(b) Storage, handling, and useof fuel, lubricantsiand antifreeze compound.,, The efficient

operation of equipment at arctic tent peratures will depend greatly on the suitability
,-/of the fuels, lubricants, and antifreeze soluti6ns used in the equipment. The effeoth of

careless storage and handling or improper use of such n)aterials,are not always
immediately apparent, but deviations froth the recommended wocedures may cause
major trouble' at any time. Contamination of fuels and lub cakts With moisture isiti
tlirSource of many difficulties irl subfreezing temperatur . Moisture can be ttle
result of sndw getting into the material or condensation in-partly filled containers.

(2) Operation.

(a) General, You must always be on the alert for the ffects of cold-weather on the
1

A vehicles. , You must be very cautious when putting he vehicle into operation after a
shutdown. Congealed lubricants may cause parts f es. Wheels may be frozen

the.ground, After warming up the erfgine tkwroughly, shift the_tranemission ibto

w range:. and drive the veUicle for about 100 yards, taking care notkto stall the

engine. This should warm upsttle transmission to a point where nortn operation

S Can be expected. Check :the enOne and transmission temperature gages, constantly. ilk

If either"gage consistently shows a high temperature, stop operating, determir4tIle cause,
and correct the defect;

. .
. ,

.. .

Parking, .( When stopped for abort 'shutdown periods, the vehi les Should be parked
in a sheltered spot out of the wind. If no shelter is available park the vehicles

'facing the ..wino, to retard the loss of heat from the engine and diator. For longer
shutdown periods, park the vehicles on hard,- dry rounpl. ' If n e is available, pre-
pare a footing of planks or brush. When you are preparing the vehicles for a shut-

Air . J
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down period, place the transmission shift levers in neutral to prevent their freezing
in the engaged position. Clean all parts of UK vehicles of silo* ice, and mud as
soon as possible after operation. Betkure to protect all parts of the engine and
operhtorie controbt from drifting iced snow. Cover the'operatorLs compartment
and radiator. Refuel th-e vehicles immediately to reduce the amounTb'f air in the
fuel tank and thereby minimize condensation. Befor refteling,- drain off any condensation
or sediment from the bottom of the tank thi-ough the drain_cock. Whenever the cooling
syStem is being drained, make sure that the drain openings are not obstructed. This is
particularly important when draining a vehicle to prevent damage due to freezing. If a
drain opening is plugged with sediment, clear it with,:a short length of soft wird. Draining
of the cooling system will be necessaryonly when antifreeze solution is not available. If
the vehicles are to be shut down for a long period, remove the batteries and store them in
a warm place.

b. Extreme-hot weather.
.

.(1) General. Continuocis operation of the vehicles on steep gra r in soft groun.
cause overheating. Watch the engine temperature gage, arid stop the vehicle for
cooling-off period whenever necessary. The best way to cool the engine isiiy allowing
it to run at ) low idle. Inspect and sets 'ce the cooling system, oil filters, and air
cleaner..morp frequently than normally required. If the engine temperature frequently

,,,,, rises above 181° Fr look for obstructions in the radiator fins from accumulated dust,
..,

o 1 '' sand, or litter. Obstructions can bJ cleaned out with compressed Air or a strea of,
water. Flush the cooling ys e if nece ry. 1t the transmission oil tempe atim lre ,r

rises beyond 250° F, itop tfit ye icle, shift to neutral, and run the engine t a fast vi
idle. The tempera rE Siet1 ld droR to the normal operating range in 2 or 13(m nutes,-
If it doesn't, trou I shoot e transmission.

) . (2) Parking. D'o not p the vehicletin the sun for long periods, of tinge. When practicable,
'ifunder-coVer to reduce 'damage and deterioration from sun, sand, and dust.

'if possible, cove he operdiorts compartment. and use whatever i
means are availay. to pr tect the engine compartment from windblown dust t or band.

eludes that are n use for long periods of time in hot, humid weather should be
craned and lubridated fr mlently td reduce resting and damage from insects and rtingus.

c. Fordi Because the Malwririe Corps is involved in many amphibious operations, it must
haVe equipment apable of operation while partiallysubmeiged. It must be able to move from
landing craft to qhore through the surf and cross shallow streams under its own power.

(1) Vehicle condition. The vehicles used are equipped'withothe necessary4components foni
fording. The fording components areinstalled by the factory, but close inspection and
proper maintenance is required to insure satisfactory operation durilig fording. A
Aquarterly preventive mdinienance service and inspection is performed to insure that
the, vehicle ik properlasserviced and Is in satisfactory operating condition. It is lubri-
cated to keep water from' entering the joints. Any leaks arAepaired and loose parts( 'are tightened. All openihigs below to expected water' level are sealed or vented

... above-the water level'. The engine and the power train components must be operating
satisfactorily or trouble can be expected while fording.

ay

p

52) Fording depth. With the factory installed equipment and the vehicle operating saiisfac-
G, torily, it will ford 60 inches (5 ft). This is the total depth of mud and water. Extensions

can be/added to the exhaust system, the intlke system., and component breather tubes,
but the operator could riot control the equipment if the water .rises above the 60 in. level

4 'fon the vehicle. Always check the depth and do not attempt to ford water deeper than 60
inches, no muter hb W narrow the hody'of water.

(3) Fording speed. The operator drives the vehicle into the water slowly and gradually
increases the engine rptn as the water gets deeper. Once'the vehicle is in the water,
it is operated at full engine governed rpm with the'transmission set in the lowest for-
ward speed.ratnge. 'Entering the watei too fast may damage the fan ks it strikes the
water, damage the vehicle, or injure the operator by the sudden shock Of hitting the

4. water. The vehicle speed should not eveed 3 to 4 mph.

4
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(4) Immediate maintenance if vehicle stalls. Should a vehicle stall. while submerged, re-
start it and drive it put immediately if possible...1,V the vehicle fails to start or to move,
tow it out as soon as possible, determine the cause of failure, and repair it. After
leaving the water, adjust the fan belt to pryvent overheating of the engine. As soon as
possible, clean the vehicle with fresh water, lubricate,. and %rform a quarterly pre-
ventive maintenance service. Check all compartments and components for evidence of
water; train and refill if necessary_

d. Towing the vehicles, If it_becOmes necessary 10 tow the vehicles fora relatively long-
distave, both drive shafts must be disengaged. This is necessary to prevent damage to the
transmis&ion from lack of lubrica t pressure when the engine is not running. The 4-wheel drive
selector lever can be used to d age one of the propeller shafts, but thebther propeller shaft
must he disconnected. Do not the vehicle to start the engine; the engine cannot be cranked
b'Sr towing. If the battery output is not sufficient to start the engine, connect an external source
of 24-volt, direct current to the vehicle electrical system with an electrical extension cable
(slave cable). The vehicles are equipped with slave receptacles for use with the slave cable

Section II. TiVitUGH-TERR AIN FORKLIFT

INTRODUCTION_

a. Types. At the present time"the Marine Corps `has two types of rough-terrain forklifts:
The 6, 000-lb capacity RKF-060 and OS-3354 which are very similar in design and are self-
contained, rider-type, mechanized pieces of material handling equipment and the 4, 000 -lb
capacity MC 4000 manufactured by J. r. Case.

b. Common mechaniqes. The forklift mechanism (fig 5-5) of these vehicles consists of three
assemblies: the carriage and fork assembly; upright tilt cylinder and inner slide assembly; and
the upright outer boom assiembly. The carriage and fork assembly mounted 4,1. the extreme front
of these vehic s consists of the roller chains, sprockets, two lift forks, slide shift cylinder
assembly, and he fork carriage. The upright tilt cylinder and inner slide assembly is mounted
at the front of t e v cle. It is attached to the carriage and fo k assembly and is mounted within '11
the upright outer br assembly, It consists of the tilt cylinde and inner slide assembly. The
upright outer booT embty is attaoad at a pivot point in approximately the center of the vehicle,
just ahead and sightly to the ri.ght of the operator's compartment. It attaches to the inner slide
assembly and consists of the extension cylinder assembly and the outer boom assembly. The
vehicle hydraulic, system consists of the hydraulic supply tank assembly, hydraulic pump and the
following functional systems: brake system, steering system, and forklift system.

CARRIAGE
AND FORK
ASSEMBLY

TILT
CYLINDER

/.

UPRIGHT Nt,---Jc
OUTER DOOM ASSEMBLY r-

3

>
. .

/SIDE
SHIFT CYLINDER

EXTENSION
CYLINDER

INNER
SLIDE /

ASSEMBLY /

t
\

-1\ /
LIFT ,/

CYLINDER

Fig 5-5. Forklift mechanism.
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c. Purpose. Rough term forklifts were designed to move palletized materiaLfrom one place
to another over roue terrain. They can be tilted from side to side so that the vehicle can pick
up loads on uneven terrain. Forklifts of this type can be used on beaches to unload landing craft.
in supply dumps to load or move supplies, and at forward airfields to load or unload aircraft.

d. Other items with forklift attachments. In addition.to the two rough-terrain forklifts, the
72-31MP_Terex tractor, described in pare 5-10 can be equipped with a fork attachment and can
be used over rough terrain. The Marine Corps is also trying to find a multiple pallet forklift;
one that will lift more than one pallet at a time from the ground or other places and load
them one at a time. A suitable replacement for the many various makes of commercial forklifts
is also being sought..

6-7. RKF-060 FORKLIFT OPERATION

a. Instruments and controls. Thp RKF-060 forklift truck instruments and controls are it s-
trated in figure 5-6 and 5-7. In 5-7, note that the vehicle is equipped with a low-air pressure
warning light but is not equipped with an air-pressure gage.

(1) The brake lock pushbutton switch has not yet been described. The brake lock is used
only when the vehicle is being used in operations requiring periodic momentary stops.
To apply the brake lock, step on the brake pedal. While holding the brake pedal, depress
the brake lock pushbutton switch. This will trap the pressurized hydraulic Vrake fluid
at-the rear wheel lines, thus keeping the braked engaged. Then the driver an relax .
and remove pressure from the brake pedal. To release the brakes, push the brake pedal
in, at least as far as you did when activating the brake lock. Do not touch the brake lock
switch when removing brake lock action.

(2) Figure 5-6 illustrates the engine-1nd vehicle controls,many of which were covered in
section I. Note that the vehicle is equipped with two interconnect' brake pedals and
that the transmission shift levers are located directly belOw the sering wheel. The
speed selector provides a means of selecting any one of the three tramission speeds.
The direction selector provides a means of selecting either a forward or reverse direc-
tion. The drive selector enable% the operator to select either 2- or 4-wheel drive.
When the drive selector is pulled back, only the two rear wheels are powered.

(3) The steering selector enables the operator to steer the vehicle with either the twO'front
wheels or all four wheels. Two types of steering can be selected in the 4-wheel steer-
ing range: crabbing and 4-wheel. Wiqn the steering selector is pushed forward to crab,
the vehicle will move slightly sideways. When the selector is pulled downward to 4-

) wheel', the vehicle will be in 4-wheel steering. In 4-wheel steering, The two rear wheels
will turn -in the opposite direttion from the front wheels, causing the vehic)e to pivot
or mane a sharp turn.- Whet the selector is in the middle position, the v6icle will be
in front wheel steering position. `_ "

c
I
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A. Steering senictor G. Reach control P. Emergency brake lever
B. Steering wheel H. Rotation (oscillation) control Q. Drive selector
C. Speed selector J. Side shift control R. Accelerator pedal g.
D. Direction selector K. Emergency, off control 8. Service brake pedals
E. Lift oontroj L. Pressure primer discharger T. Instrument panel
F. Tilt control M. Engine off control Hordbutton

N. Clutch cut off control

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
0.

H.

Fig 5-6. Driver's compartment arrangerseni.

cr

Service light switch
Forward floodlight switch
Rear floodlight switch Y.

Throttle
Enginti hour meter
Converter pressure gage
Panel light 4..
Engine oil-preasu gage

S. Brake lock

Fig 5-7. Ins

J. Panel light
K. Ammeter
L. Fuel-level gage
M. Water-temperature gage
N. 'Converter temperature gage
P. Low-air-pressure light
q. Starter button
R. Ignition switch

ushbutton switch

ent panel arrangement.
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(4) The manually operated clutch cutoff control, when engaged, allosis the operator to
speed up the engine, thus increasing hydraulic .pump. capacity without moving the
vehicle. The control is pulled out to engage the transmission valve and pressed in to
disengage ft. When the control is pulled ont,, the brake system is connected to the
transmission valve for "inching,'"

(5) The forklift mechanism is provided with a number of.hydraulie control levers which are
easily- accessible to the operator, The spacing of the forks themselves must be
manually adjusted by the operator. The side shift control is used to shift the forks either
to the right or left. The lift control is used to raise or lower the carriage aid fork
assembly. The tilt control is used to tilt the carriage and fork assembly forward or
rearwari. The reach control is used to extend or retract the. carriage and fork assem:
bly as needed. The rotation (oscillation) control permits the vehicle to tilt (dip) 10° to
the right or left. The center position on these levers is a stop position for any
previo\sly selected movement.

b. Operation.

(1) The starting and stopping of the engine Was explained in Siction 1. Normal operation
of the vehicle will be diScussed here. For normal smooth-terrain operation, the vehi-
cle should be placed in front wheel steer and .rear, or 2-wheel, drive,, The transmission
speed selected will depend on the operating conditions. However, -low range is very
seldom required under ordinary operating conditions, even with full rated loreds on
ordinary grades. It is used only for ascending steel) grades, in very rough terrain, or
in mud, sand, or Eintor. Low range is always used for descending steep grades where
more or-less continuous braking would otherwise be required. Release the emergency
parking brake before moving the vehicle, The desired road speed can be obtained by
simply depressing the accelerator pedal.

(2) To stop the.vehicle, release preshure on the accelerator pedal and depress the brake
pedal, Do not pump the brake pedals, but apply even pressure. This permits the
drive train to assist in braking the vehicle. .If the stop is momentary and the direction
of travel is not going to be reversed, the direction selector cloes.not have to be shifted
to neutral. Light pressure on the brake pedal will hold the vehicle stationary. If the
vehicle is to remain stopped for more than several minutes, place the direction selector
in neutral. , Either the hand brake or brake lock can then be used to keep the vehicle
stionary.

.
9

(3) When changing direction, stop the vehicle and hate the engine at a slow idle speed.
When shifting from neutrlal to reverse, shift the direction selector into forward first
and then shift without pause through neutral to reverse. When shifting from reverse
tp.forward, leave the shift lever-in neutral position for at least 3 seconds before shift-
ing into forward. Never allow the vehicle to coast downhill in neutral. The speed
selector must be in gear at all times when the vehicle is traveling under its own power.

(4) The operation of the forklift itself is relatively simple, but there ar a few operating
precautions which forklift operators should observe:

(a) Do not load the forklift beyond its rated capacity.

(b) Lift, lower, and haul loads with the 'fork assembly upright or tilted back. Tilting IS
preferable because it steadits the load for safer hauling.

(c) Never butt loads with the fork; you Might damage the cargo.

(d) Do not stack a load too high; it will block your view and increase the chances of
toppling the load. If you must haul a high-tiered load, drive -the forklift backward
slowly, watching overhead clearance, to avoid hitting projections which could cause
a bad spill and a serious accident.

(e) Carry the lOad just high enough to cleat the ground,

(r) Since the forklflAts usually operated in close quarters, with reduced visibility, a
good rule to follow is to play it safe 'and slow down.

5-10
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5-8. 08-3354 FORKLIFT- OPERATION

The operation of tlie 08-,3354 and the RICF-060 are very similar. Flgureh 5-0 nhd 5-9
Show the slight difference between the two in the driver's compartment and instrument panel.

Compare these figures with figures 5-8 and 5-7.

An,

A

C
D

0

3

OW ale pismire light
forward floodlight switch
Mar floodlight switch

ontilcontrol

lerter pressure gage
Ibeghee oil pressure gage
S tarter Wks 13,

Boit. -gslierator indicator ,

S ettee hour meter

K Fuel level gage
I. Panel light
IA ignition switch
N Water temperature gage
P Panel tight
Q Converter temperature gage
R Brake lock push-button switch

Service lights switch _

T Panel light
U Air pressure gage

Fig 5-8. Instrument panel arrangement.

A Iteerirs Selectee
B Stoning wheerg
C deed sejector
D Direction selector
X Diecoseneet drive control
F Fork lift control
O Fork tilt control

,

Pork reach control
3 . Fork rotation (oscillation)

control
K Week side -shift control
L Cold start control

Smergeney stop control

Fig Driye

N !mini ogcontrol
P !Emergency brake liter
Q Drive selector
It Accelerator
8 lie eke pedals

rument panel
Horn button ;

ompartment arrangement.
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5-9. MC 4000 ROUGH - TERRAIN FORKLIFT

a. 'Controls and' instruments (fig 5-10).

The control panel and the console on which it is mounted contains many of the engine and
electrical system controls and instruments. These controls and instruments perform functions
similar to others described with the exception of the master switch (fig 5-10, which is not
mounted on the control panel but is located beside the cold start aid knob. Turning this switch
clockwise cuts all power to the instrument panel Mid starter.

'2

1

A

ft

".*

vrivitmk,

21

5

1. ENGINE WATER TEMPERATURE GAGE
2. ENGINE GHT3. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE GAGE .-
4. STARTER SWITCH

5. BATTERY-GENERATOR INDICATOR
.,S. TRANSMISSION SHIFT LEVER

7. FUEL SHUTOFF CONTROL HANDLE
I. STEERING WHEEL
9. HORN BUTTON

I

as

I
J

10 11

$ IS 15 17

24

23

10. NOTATION CONTROL LEVER
11. SHIFT CONTROL
12. LIFT CONTROL LEVER

LEVER

1a TILT CONTROL LEVER
14. CONVERTER OIL TEMPERATURE
15. CL CH PRESSURE GAGE
14. EMERGENCY STOP HANDLE
17. BLACKOUT LIGHT SWITCH

IS

S.

'If
12

4

S.

14

15

13

REAR 01.000 LIGHT SWITCH
19. HEAD AND TAILLIGHT SWITCH
20 DASH LIGHTS WITCH
21. FUEL OIL PRESSURE 4AGE

GAGE 22, ;atonal SWITCH
23. PARKING SNAKE CONTROL
24. ACCELERATOR PEDAL
25. FOOT "RAKE PEDAL

. Fig 5-10. Controls and Instruments.
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Fig "5-11. Meter switch and cold, start aid knob.

(1) Starting the engine. The operator must perform the daily before-operation checks and
services (Table 5-1).

(a) Be sure the transmission shift lever is in neutral and set the parking brake.

(b) The accelerator pedal should be at idling speeck(setting of the hand throttle takes care
of this):

(c) You must always check to see that the stop handle and emergency stop handle (fig
5-12) are in. If the emergency stop has been used it must be manually reset.

Fig mergency stop reset handle.

(d) Now turn the master switch o the ON position and turn the ignition switch on and
press the starter button.

(e) When the engine starts, imme lately release the starter button and check the instru-
meats.

(f) Operate the 'engine at part throt e and no load for about 5 Minutes so At will be
warmed up before applying a loa

5-19
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Table 5-1. Operator's Daily Services:

Intervals

Before
Operationi

During
Operation

After
Qpe ration

Procedure

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

InSpect the Anel supply. See that the fuel tank is
-

C2OLANT. Inspect the coolant level in the radiator. Add
coolant if necessary.

/
OIL. Inspect the oil level in the crankcase. Add oil if
necessary.

DRIVE BELT. Check belt tension. Check condition of
drive belt.

AIR CLEANER. Empty air cleaner dust bowl. Check air
cleanersindicator. ,-Service air cleaner if necessary.

FUEL FILTERS. Drain water and sediment from fuel ".

filter and strainer.
.1

STEERING LOCK PIN. Check to ensure lOck pin has been
removed from locking hole.

STEEIUNG_RELEASE VALVE. Check to ensure valve is
closed so truck can be steered.

TRANSMISSION OIL. Check leyel. Add oil if necessary.

HYDRAULIC OIL. heck level. Add oil if necessary.

LEAKS, GENERAL. Inspect for leaks, paying partibular
attention to the engine cooling system, oil and fuel lines,
and connections. Correct all deficiencies noticed' or re-
port them to organizational maintenance.

VISUAL INSPECTION. Make a general inspection of the
entire truck for damage, loose or missing screws or nuts,
andloose connections.

PUB ATIONS AND TOOLS. Check for forms, manuals,
too d equipment assigriea to the forklift truck. Ensure
tha y are in serviceable conditiori and properly stowed.

INSTQUAIENTS. Ensure that all instruments indicate with-
in requiied ranges.

CONTROLS. Check operation of controls.
+41I

UNUSUALekTOISES. Listen for unusual noises and check
for excessive vibsiittiop. If present, shut off engine and
report to. organizational maintenance. 4
TIRES. Clean oft all mud=and dirt. Inspect the tires for
cuts or other damage.

RADIATOR. Clean bugs, duet, or other foreign matter
froin radiator,
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(2) Starting the forklift. Always,be sure that the steering lock pin has been removed,
steering cutout valve is closed, and the rear axle drive is engaged.

rIP

(a) Release the parking brake and raise the forks off the ground.

(b) Now shift- into the desired range and push the accelerator to move the forklift.

(3) Stopping the forklift, First apply the foot brake. After the forklift has stopped, shift into
neutral, set the parking brake, and put the forks on tip ground.

(a) Do not shut off the engine but allow it to run at half speed for 5 minutes so it will
cool. Then shut off the engine by pulling out the fuel shutoff control handle.

(b) Now turn off the ignition switch andmuster switch and push in the fuel shutoff handle.

Section III. SCOOPLOADER

5 -10. 72 -31 MP TEREXe TRACTOR

L.

a. General description.

(1) The model 72-31MP tractor is 'a 4-wheel-drive, pneumatic-tired (rubber-tired), hydrau-
lically operated, articulated-steering vehicle. The Marine Corps version maybe equipped
vtith a Drott 4-in-I bucket or forklift attachment (fig 5-13). The weight of the tractor
Aries with the applicatioi. The term articulated-steering means that the entire front

e end of the vehicle turnson a pivot point rather than just the front wheels turning in a
given direction.

(2) The hydraulic system which operates the Drott 4-in-1 and forklift attachment is an inde-
pendent system powered by its own gear type, pump mounted on the torque converter
housing. The 72-31MINtractoriases an independent hydraulic oil supply, and hydraulic
pump for the steering and the front end attachment controls.

(3) Two control levers, at the right of the operator's seat, control all functions of the,nttach-
ment hydraulics xstem. The lift control lever'has four different positions: float, lower,
hold, and raise. The tilt control lever will dump, hold, or tilt back when moved front
to rear or open and close the clam bucket when moved left or right. Clam and blade
position indicators are. located 6n the Drott 4-in-1 attachment to aid the operator in
setting the attachment for the desired type use.
I - Forklift Aswmbly 7- bolt .

2 - Grim. Fitting 11- Lift Ann
3 - Adopter 9 - Itght Tilt Cylinder
4 - bushing Rod Ey*
5 ... Mounting Pin 10 - Copped Hydroulic -,..
6- Lockreether Line

4s.

o' 15 - Lift Arm Mounting
11 - Left Tilt Cylinder Point

Rod Ey* 16 - Adopter Mounting
12 Mounting Pin Point
13 - Locimodier 17 - Lift Ann Mounting -
14 - Poll Point

Fig 5-1s. Forkli a ;19 ine b1y.
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b. Instruments and controls.

(1) The 72-31MP tractor is equipped with a transmission control lever located under the
steering wheel on the left side. It controls the transmission range-selector valve. It
has four positions: reverse, neutral, lqt forward, and 2nd forward.

-(2) Figure 5-14 illustrates'the 72-31MP tractor controls anthinstruments. Notice that this
vehicle is not equipped with an automatic clutch release lever. However, fully depress-

' 'ing the brake pedal applies the brake and achlates a transmission declutch valve to
disengage' the transmiesion and provide NH engine power for operating the front end
attachment.

1. Parking brake 6, Light switches
2. Service brake pedal' 7. Accelerator pedal
3, Transmission control lever 8. Bucket lift control lever
4. Transmission forward-reverse lever' 9. Bucl6et tilt c0o1 lever
5. Starter key 10. Rear axle disconnect

a

Fig 5-14. 72-31MP Terex tractor controls.
ii

(3) Thq rear axle disconnect^lever is used to engage the rear axle for 4-wheel drive. Ups
4-wheel drive when working the vehicle and 2-wheel drive when traveling from one Job
to another. Pull up on the control to disengage the.-rear wheels.

(4) The indicators are similar to those" listed for the 82-30M crawlei-tractor.

c. Ope,ration. The work cycle for loaders, can .be divided into four phases: loading, carry-
ing, dumping, and returning.. The most-common operation is removing material from stockpiles
and loading it in hauling units. The Drott 4-1u-1 attachment or elan), bucket permits the loader to
perform a variety of Jobs, in addition to standard loading functions.' The separately controlled
clam can be opened and closed to operate as a clam type bucket or a standard bucket by sideways
movement of the bucket tilt control lever. A clam position indicstOr and a blade pitch indicator
(fig 5-15) are attached to the blade to aid in positioning the bucket componerits as required to
perform its various functions.

4

Clam Position
. Indicator

suustorin

S CRAPE*

111UCKIT

CLAI411141.1.

S W. Positiot
Indicator

Fig 5-15. Clam and blade position indicators.
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(1) Standard loading and dumying 5/1"rations. When using the clam-type bucket as a stan-
dard bucket for loading material from a stockpile into a liatiliag unit, position the haul-
ing unit as illustrated in figure 5-16.

Method

I .0

_ .

Method It

<A4

Fig 5-16. Correct positioning of hauling unit
for loading from a stockpile.

(a) With the loader adjacent to the stockpile, lower the bucket to the ground.

(b) If the clam is open, move the tilt control lever to the right until the pointer is on "0"
of the clam position indicator (fig 5-15).

(c) Tilt the bucket backward or forward until the blade indicator pointer is at bucket
pcisition (fig 5-15).

(d) Rpgage the 4-wheel drive by pushing dillinntrthb control, release the parking brake,
and shift th0 transmission into 1st forward range. Accelerate the engine so that the
bucket is forced into the stockpile, Turn the steering wheel right oisleft tis the bucket

loaded, Move the tilt control lever back and forth as the butket crowds into the
stockpile until the bucket is full. 'When full, move the tilt. control lever back to the
tilt back position and tilt the bucket all the way back. The bucket loading operation
should end with the btailFilto the rear of the mauling will as illustrated in figure 5-16
and tilted back against the stops. If the' stockpile is low, particularly with fl-cc flowing
material, leave the lift control leycr alone. Keep the bdcket one or two feet off'llie.
ground.

(e) Shift the transmission to reverse range and bade altAy from the stockpile with the
steering wheel turned to the maximum away from the hauling unit. Start raisins the. .

bucket while backing away from the stockpile. Whilllb decelerating and shifting to for-
ward range, start a full turn toward the hauling unit. The turn should be co,mpletecl
while changing direction. Allow the bucket to continue to raise during the reverse and
forward movement so that it willtbe ligh.enoug to cleat the hauling unit.

(f) Ttie bucket can be dumped in the standard mettioa by tilting it forward to the dump
position or by opening the clam by moving the tilt ontrol lever to the right to the open
position. When tilting forward, the brake action ill assist in throwing the load Tar-.
ther into the hauling unit. Moving the tilt control lever back and forth will .help
spread the load. After dumping.the load,. pull the tilt control lever back iso the.tilt
back position and release to allow the automatic; bucket leveler to level the bucket for
the next load. Shift the transmission to reverse and back away from the hauling unit,
turning the steering wheel fully away from the hauling unit. Wbile backing away, move
the lift control lever to the float position., While decelerating to change transmission ..
range and changing direction of travel; the turn into the stockpile should be started %,

and completed. Allow the'bucket to drop to aboutcone foot. abche the ground to start
the loading phase of the cyele..'

(2) Scrape loading. The Droit 4-in-1 clatii-type itilitIcet can be used for smooth, accurate
scraper-type loading such as stripping topsoil or sod:

(a) Position the blade by movin the tilt control lever .until the pointer is alined vlith the
scraper on the blade pitch indicator and with 2 or 4 on this clam position indicator
ifi5-15).
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(b) Lower thebucket to the ground, shift the transmission into 1st speed range, and
accelerate the c hie to lad the bucket. The cutting edge should dig inf'until the out-
side or the elan makes contact with the soil. This provides a boiling action as the
bucket is lbittle't With the blade pitch net on 2, the cutting edge will cut down
inches; on 4, it will cut down 4 inches,

(c) Close the clam and tilt the bucket back to the carry 4p0 a 1 tion when it is4loaded. Lift
the bucket to the required carry height.

(d) Dump the bucket in the same manner as described for standard loading and dumping
operation.

(3) Dozing. The Drott I clam-type bucket can Rlso be used as a dozer.

(a) Lower the bucket to the ground and open the clam until the pointer is below the 4 on
Ole clam indicator (fig

(b) Tilt the blade until the pointer is at bulldozer on the blade pitch indicator (fig 5-16).
For level grading; the blade moldboard should be perpendicular to the ground. To
dig in, the moldboard Mould be tlIted'forward; for no digging, tilt the moldboard back.

(c) For dozing a greater volume close the clam and tilt the bucket forward until the
clam cutting edge digs. in. Move.forwarch in this position until the bucket is loaded.
liaise the bucket and open the clam to spread the load while on the move.

(4) Clamshell loading and dumping. Using the Drott 4-in-1 clam-type bucket as a clam-
shell is another operation that..can be performed with this versatile item of equipment.

(a) Position the pointer so that it is alined with clamshell on the blade,pitch indicator
(fig 5-15)

(b) Open the clam until the pointer is below the 4 on the clam position indicator (fig 5-15):

(e) Lower the' bucket over the material to be loaded until contact is made.

(d) Close the clain.while backing away from the stockpile.. When the clam is closed, tilt
the bucket hack to the carry position.

(e) The bucket can be dumped as described earlier.

(5) Handling miscellaneous material. In addition to the uses described above, the Drott
4-in-I clam -type bucket can be used to backdrag, remove large rocks, remove loose

t. stumps, and to pull posts. Some of these operatIttais are illustrated in figure 5-17. Use
caution when performing these operations to prevent excessive shock on the clam or the.
hydraulic system.

Handling Rocks
,.

( Pulling Posts

Fig 5-17. Handling rocks and pulling posts with.the Drott 4-in-1 attachment.
11P

d. Safety precautions. The loader, like all power equipment, is dangerchis if not handled pro-
perly. The following' suggestions are intended as a general outline of safety habits to 6e
opbd tiy the operators and all personnel working around the loader.

5-18
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(1) Always perform a visual check and the necessary maintenance services before you
operate Ott. loader.

(2) Before starting the engine, put the transmission lever in the neutral position and the
hcket,and boom levers in their holding positions.

(3) NeAr,get on or off the loader while IA is in motion.

(4) Never leav4 the loader without first lowering the attadnment to the ground.

(5) Always set the 'parking brake when the loader is not in opel-atioe,

(6) Never bper aie the. bucket or boom coltrols when the boom is in a raised position unless
the engine a running.

(7) Make sure that no pers onntor obstructions are underneath or in the path of the loaders
b9,fvre putting it in motion.

(8) Ube the low-speed range when descending a steep grade.4..

(0) Never transport loads with the boom in the fully raised position. Carry'the bucket
close to the ground as possible; best overall balance is obtained in this position.

as

(10) Never stand or work under the b ket or boom unless they are proptly supported by ,
timbers or an overhead suppoit jith at letsst a 1-ton capacity.

Section IV. SECTIONALIZATION

5-11. INTRODUCTION

The 3-ton hydraulic Anthony crane and the MRS-100 tractor are designed to be readily
transportable by air to otherwise inaccessible working locations. In the absencepof large air-
craft and airfields suitable for landing them, these machines may be transpoed by helicopter
or other small aircraft having a capacity of approximately 6,000 pounds. This is achieved by
disassembling- the maphines in five sections, which may be readily reassembled in the field
by a crew' elf men using no special tools other than those provided in the sectionalization skid
assembly. Detailed procedures for the sectionalization of each machine are contained in the
applicable technical manual. These procedures will be covered in general in this section.
The d'esign characteristits and sectionalization procedures are generally the same for all
machines. The sectionalization of equipment may also be used during maintenance operations
to facilitate accessibility.

5-12. SKIDS AND TOOLS

In order to facilitate the disassembly of the machines into sections, the handling the
sections, ancrthe reassetnbly.of themachines, the Marine Corps has adopted a standa ectional-
ization skid assembly (fig 5-48). Two assemblies are required to make up one set. 0 complete
set is required for sectionalizing a piece of equipment.

a. Two Griphoist assemblies (fig 5-19) are also required for each sectionalization. The two.
Griphoists are used to manhandle the disassembledsections. They may be secured to any
terrain feature such as a tree or boulder or to ak,-I,ron stake, enabling two men-to drag the
sections to a desired location. Each Griphoist is rated for a 3, 300 -lb direct pull and can readily
move any Individual sections. When both hoists are connected to a single section, the section can
be quickly "jockeyed" into anydesired position, over relatively level terrain. Do not use the wire-
rope assembly as a sling or draw it over sharp corners. Broken strands of the wire rope may
snag In the clutch of the hoist and will be troublesome fap-fhe operator.

b. Each seetionalization. skid assembly will support one of tile two vehicle main sections.
The assemblies are equipped with alining driftpins, one 24-inch adjustable wrench, one 5-ton
hydraulid jack, ibur, screw-type jacks with extensions and adapters, guy assemblies,, coupling
bars and spreader bars, and an assortment of pins and nuts. Using a General Mechanici Tool
Kit in addition to the sectionalization skid assemblies and the Griphoists, two men can 'sectionalize
and reassemble either 'piece of equipment.

5-1,9
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5-13. DISAS M13LY

No elaborate preparations are required to prepare the vehicles for sectionalization. How;
aver, they mast ye in operating- condition prior to disassembly, Check the sectionalization skid
assemblies before., disassembling the machines. Locate the vehicles on level terrain if possible.

A, Jack assembly H. Jack extension handle
H. Sleeve extension J. Jack extension hatidle
C. Short weld assembly adapter K. Hydraulic jack handle
D. Long weld ,assembly adapter "L. Coupling bar
E. Guy assembly M. Spreader bar assembly
F. Adjustable open-end wrench N. Hand hydraulic jack
G.. Driftpin P. Straight-headed pin

R. Straight-headed pin

Fig 5-18. Skid assembly, sectionalization.

G riphoist
Wire rope with hook (60 ftic 1/2 in. )
Steel carrying box

4. Maintenance tools with bag
5. Telescopic handle

Fig 5-19. Griphoist ispembly.
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a. The vehicles wert designed with a 2-piece, or section, frame which is bolted together in
the center. Figure 5-20 illustrates the two separated main sections of the 3-ton M60 crane.
Examine the illustration closely and you will notice how the vehicle is raised and supported with
the screw-type jacks. - The adjustalile guy assemblies and spreader bar assemblies are used to
provide additional security and stability. From this illustration you can see that the axle groups
of the vehicles will generally be removed. This means that the propeller shafts and any steering
or braking lines or linkages must be disconnected before removing the axle sections. The axle
assemblies are simply rolled out om under the vehicle after they are disconnected.

t
b. To separate the main sections the vehicles, all the electrical connections, air or

hydraulic lines, fuel liners, and control nkages between the two must be disconnected. Quick-
disconnect couplings with self-sealing ac on are used on the air and hydraulic lines. The ends
of all disconnected lines should be coxere ith dust caps or other protection to prevent dirt or
moisture from entering the air or hydraulic system and to protect the couplings from dirt and
damage. Protective dust and moisture caps e included as a component part of a piece of
sectionalized equipment. The electrical wiri harness is provided with standard military
electrical connections which permit (mien disa embly. All wiring, lines, control?, and link-
ages should be secured to prevent damage. (.

c. When all connections between the front and rear main sections have been disconnected ,'
the 6 bolts on the junction lates on each,fflide of the crane which Join the front and rear main
sections of the crane can removed. Make a careful check to insure that all connections be-
tween sections of the vehicle have been removed and that the disconnected linkages, hoses, tubes,
and wires are free and secured out of the way of further operations. The two hydraulic hand
jacks should then be propped between the bases of the center pairs of screw jacks (fig 5-21),
Work both jacks simultaneously to separate the skid-mounted front and rear main sections of the
vehicle (fig 5-20).

1d. During disassembly of the vehicle, the
4
screw-type jacks supporting the vehicle main,

sections should be raised and lowered alternately .and evenly. The guy assemblies are installed
between the ring in the base of the screw jack and the diagonally opposite corner of the frame.
The guy assemblies are equipped with turnbucktes for lightening dr loosening the assemblies.i

a
ti

PJfj, a Alt
1..

Fig 5-20. Front.- and rear-end sections separated.

5-14. REASSEMBLY
0

The front and rear main sections of the vehicles can be drawn together with the two
Griphoists. The sections should be positioned on any firm, level spot and then assembled,
reversing the disassembly procedures.

pi

a. The'guysf should be loosened and the screw jacks alternately and evenly raised or lowered
as needed to aline the two sections. Care shouldte taken to avoid damaging any disconnected
linkages, hoses, or wiring. The sections can then be bolted together and all hoses, wiring,
and controls reconnected. The axle'groups and other components which were removed during
disassembly can then be reassembled.

b. During reaSilembly, take your time, aline and reconnect the assemblies correctly. When
you finish, recheck all reassembly operations. The plastic dust caps which are removed from

5-21
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the lines should be collected and stored in the vehicle toolbox. The sectionalization tools should
be collected, cleaned, inspected, and repacked into the skrd assemblies. Some trial-and-error
efforts may be required to stow everything in the skids to permit bolting the second skid in
place without distorting it.

c. The vehicles should receive a complqte maintenance check before resuming normal
operations. The technical manuals provide step -by -step disassembly and reassembly instruc-
tions. During sectionalization, use your manuals, follow instructions, and work safely.

p

a

a
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ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
C.

Lesson 5

Materials-Handling and Sectionalized Equipment

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 13. 31h, Engineer Equipment Operatmt, chap 5.

LESSON OBJECTIVE:

WRITTEN ASSIGNMEN'I':

13,31h

Upon successful completion of this letson, you will be able to identify, by
general nomenclature, materials-handling equipment. You will be able to
identify the instruments and controls and the methods of starting and stop-
ping under normal and adverse conditions. You will be able to identify the
correct procedure for fording and towing, and.the disassembling and re-
assembling of the sectionalized equipment, along with the necessary in-
spections, servicing; and safety proceduies.

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate box.

Value: 1 point each

Note: The four vehicles referred to in this lesson are: (1) Case MC 4000 forklift;
(2) sectionalized 3-ton hydraulic Anthony crane; (3) model REF-060, rough-terrain
forklift truck; and (4) model 72-31MP Terex tractor.

1. Normal air pressure for the Anthony crane is at least psi.

a.x30'
b.

c. 60
d. 80

2. If the transmission oil temperature rises above 250° F, the operator should

11. continue to operate, keeping a closet:check on the engine water temperature.
b. continue to operate and notify the dispatcher when 'he secures.
c. stop the vehicle and and determine the cause.
d. stop the-vehicle and check the radiator for external leaks.

3. The batteries are being recharged when the battery indicator' shows a reading in the
range?

a. greeri c. red
b. yellow d. orange

4. How many speeds, forward or reverse, can be selected on the materials-handling equip-
ment?

T4tee speeds in either forward or reverse.
b: ?Three speeds forward and one reverse.
c, Four speeds forward and one reverse.
d. Four speeds forward and four reverse.

len 5; p. 1
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5. If the converter oil "out" temperature rises to 250° V, what should be done to lower it ,,to
normal?

-a. Drain the transmission oil.
b. Shift the transmission to neutral and operate the engine at 1, 000 to 1, 300 rpm.
c. Shift the transmission to neutral and operate the engine at 1, 800 to 2,000 rpm.
d. Drive forward in low range and operate the engine at 1, 000 to 1, 300 rpm.

6. In what manner will extreme cold weather effect the equipment?

a. It increases the electrical efficiency of batteries.
b. Materials become soft and pliable.
c. Lubricants thicken or congeal.
d. It increases the vaporization of fuel.

7. The engine starter should not be operated continuouslAfor more than seconds.

a, 15_

b. 20
c. 30
d. 45

8. Which is the correct method of using an ether primer cartridge. ? '

a. Store the cartridge in the primer until used,
b. Discharge it into the exhaust manifold.
c. Insert it into the primer and use immediately.
d. Discharge it into the air breather for cold weather starting only.

9.. The vehicles are designed to ford bodies of water up to a depth of inches.

a. 48 ...) c. 60
b. 50 d. 72

110. When stopping the engine, it should be allowed to run at half s
the

a. transmission to cool gradually and uniformly.
b. engine to cool gradually and uniformly.
c. hydraulicitystem to cool gradually.
d. radiator tcr cool gradually.

d for 2 or 3 minutes to allow

11. When securing your vehicle in extremely cold weather, you should park

a. facing into the'wind. C. on soft, damp ground.
b. facing away from the wind. d. in an open area

12. The best way to cool an engine when operating in extremely hot weather is to

a. run it at 1, 500 'rpm. c. shut it off,
b. irun it at low idle, d. drain and flush the radiator daily.

1 3. Which vehicle, if any, is equipped with a brakeflock that may be' used to hold the vehicle during
periodic momentary stops?

a. 3-ton hydraulic crane c. RKF-060 forklift
b. Case MC 4000 forlclift d. 72-31MP Terex tractor

13.31 '
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14. What should be done to start the engine, when tpe battery output is NOT sufficient?

a. The vehicle ould be towed in low range.
b. The vehicl uld.be towed in high range.

.c. The slave c should be eyed to connect the vehicle to an external source of 12-volt
direct current

d. The slave cable should be used to connect the vehicle to an external source of 24-volt
direct current.

,,i.

15. How many levers are used Iwcontrol all functions of the 72 -31 MP Terex tractor hydraulic*
.

system?

a. 2 c. 4 0
b. 3 d. 5 9

8 .

18. When the vehicles are being towed for a relatively long distance, what preparation MUST
first be completed?

a. The transmission must be in neutral.
b. Both drive shafts must be disengaged.
c. The transmission Must be in high range.
d. The front drive shaft must be disengaged.

,17. Which adjustment must be made manually by the 6000-lb fOrklift truck operator?

a. Tiltifigtorward of the carriage and fork assembly
b. Spacingf the forks ,

c. Shifting of the forks
d. Retraction of the carriage and fork assembly

18. When hauling a load, the operator shohld tilttthe fork assembly

a. ,forward and carry the load just high enough to clear the ground.
b. ba:ckwarrrand cc, the load 3 feet off the ground.

Ac. backward and carry the load just 'high enoug to clear the.ground.rd. forward and carp the load forward n feet o he ground.. -4

T di--

19. When stopping the 6000-1b forklift truck, you should

a. release pressure on the acceleraterand apply even pressure to the brake pedal.
b.. apply the emergency brakes.
c. shift the transmission to neutral and apply even pressure on th9. brakes.'
d.' shift the transmission to neutral and apply the brake lock.

20.. To energize all electrical circuits except the slave receptacle, the; case MC 4000
forklift is equipped with a

a. throttle control. c. master switch.
b. ignition switch, d. circuit switch.

21. Which of the following items is part of the before-operatidn service on the MC 40Q0
forklift?

a. Air cleaner c. Drive belt
b. Radiator d, Tires

22... Before startino the MC 4000 forklift, check to see that the parking brake is set and make
sure that the transmission shift lever is in the - position.

a. locked
b. engaged

13.31
Ian 5; p. 3
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c. neutral
d. -rearward
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23. What typeof steering does the 72-3.1 MP Terex tractor use?

--7 a. Hack and pinion c. Air assist
b. Articulated f' d. Four-wheel

..-. ..
24. The model 72-31 MP Terex tractor (Marine Corps version) may be equipped with either a

a. bulldozer blade or bucket."
b. Drott .4-in-1 bucket or a forklift attachment.
c. bucket or snowplow.'

r

25. On the 72-31 MP Terex tractor, what are the four lift control lever positions?
4

* Float, lower. raise, and tilt back- c. F lower, hold, and raise
Float, lower, raise, and dump d. , lower, raise, and L-R shift,

26. On the 72-31 MP Terex tractor, what is located on the Drott 4-in.-1 attlichmenkto aid the
operator? r

, ......). , ,..,c -
a. Clam and blade position indicators
b. Transtnistortf instructions

c. SectionalizatiOn instructions
d. Lubrication instructions

f27. The screw-type Jacks in the sectionalization skid assem,bly are used to

a, separate the main sections of the vehicles.
b. draw the ttain ettionn together.
e. support the axle ssemblies.
d. support the two iain sections.

28. Prior to sectionalizing a vehicle, you should NOT\ I.
a. locate 'it n level terrain.
b.

p-atIc.
n the hydraulic systems.

d. make sure it is in opvating condition.
z.,'29. The guy assemblies should be installed between the ring in the base of.tt, screw-type jacks

tr" and1 Opposite the corner of the frame.

horizontally - c. diagonally'iR
b. veftically "

30; In zing till equipment, if all connections have been disconneAed, what is removed,
4I 4.

41. . / 41
C, The 12 cap screws .,

d. The splined shaft

-4.

\*"*.

a. The laminated gaskets
b. The 6 bolls

d

13. 31
lsn 5; p.
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Chapter 6

MISCELLANEOUS-EQUIPMENT

Section I. ROI,LER AND DISTRIBUTORS

6-1, I.ME.J4eDUCTIONc ,

there are two types of road and airfield construction equipment on which you will receive
very little practical application training except when. performing actual construction. The self-
propelled roller and the asphalt distributol are el.dpm used during routine training periods:
However., they must be maintained in operating condition and ready for use when needed. You
may be assigned as the operator for one of them and you sh'ould be prepared. Although training
on these items is seldom scheduled, you can learn how to inspect, seryice, and operate them
properly if you will use your initative. You cak study the TM's and operat6r's manuals, seek
instruction from the dispatcher and equipment chief, and request' permission to operate them
when you are not busy with ot r Very seldom does the Marine Corps lay an asphalt
surf4e, but When it diibs you ill be depended on to he able to operdite the equipment.

6-2.e FIVE- -1'0 EIGHT-TON TANDEM ROAD ROLLER

a. General, Rollers are used mainly for compacting road and airfield subgrades'and for
compacting and smoothing pavipg materials other.than portland cement concrete. A smooth-
steel roller is used for; both compacting and smoothing. The 2-axle tandem roller (fig 6-1) has
a*,singlp large-diameter drive roll at the front and a single smaller-diameter guide roll at the
rearollers usually weigh from 5 to 8 tons. Tandems are the bestmachinesvfor initial and
finish rolling of cold-laid bituminous paving and for finish rolling of hot-laid bituminous paving.
Finish rolling with a 2-axle tandem requires lengthwise, diagonal, and crosswise rolling. Tan-
dems may also be used for compacting thin layers df soil, They should not be used for compaq-
ting base courses of hard, angular material be6ause their roll surfaceca are easily dented.

HUBERVARCO

Fig 6-1: Huber-Wargo model R6760M 5- to 8-ton, tandem road roller:

6-1
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(1) Ballasting. Most power rollgrs with enclosed, drum-type rolls can be ballasted for
additional weight by filling the rolls with sand, water, or a combination of sand and
water. Saud is the least desirable method due to the difficulty of putting it in anti remov-
ing it. Antifreeze must also be used in the water in cold climates since the rollers will
burst if water Is used and freezes. A 2-axle tandem which 'weighs 5 tone empty will
weigh about 8 tone when ballasted with water.

(2) Scrapers, On most smooth-steel power rollers, each roll is equipped with a pair of
scrapers. When the scrapers are eel, they are held in light contact with the toll surface,
so that they scrape off mateial which would 'Otherwise build up and mar the rolled sur-
face. When desired, the scrapers can be locked out of contact with the roll,

(3) Sprinkler systems, To prevent certain 'types of materials from sticking to the roll sur-
face., moist roll surfaces are required. Most power rollers are equipped with sprinkler
systems for this purpose. A sprinkler system consists of a water tank, from which water
is piped to a,cocoa mat (brush-like device) on each roll, The sprinkler system is used
for operating on black top or hot-laid bituminous surfaces.

b. Qpereting controls, The controls and instruments are shown in figuree 6-1 and 6-2. The
machine is powered by GMC 2-cylinder diesel engine which is equipped with the customary
diesel engine instrum.pts and controls. Theseare:' the ignition switch, ammeter, fuel oil-
pressure gage, emergency stop lever, and the engine' throttle lever (14, fig 6 -2).

,

0,0

(1) The roller is equipped with dual operaiina controls for either right or left seat posi-
tions (fig 6-2). The clutch contrql. levers (1) provide a forward and reverse direction.
Move the lever forward to engage the forward:clutch and the machine will move forward.
Mbve the lever backward and the-maching-reVerses direction. When the clutches are
properly engaged, there will be a distinct Ysnap-in" feeling.

(2) The steering control lever (3) is mounted in the top center of the frame. Move the lever
to the right and the toiler will turn right; move it left and the roller will 'turn left.

(3) The gearshift lever (21) is located in the center ol-The4rarne below the operator's seat.
Move the lever forward for low range and backward for high range. The operating
clutch lever must be in neutral before you shift gears.

(4) The service brake is operated through dual foot pedals (16) one at each side of the op-
erator's-platform. The water sprinkling pedals. (15) should be depressed to start the
sprinkling valves when you want to water on the rolls.

(5) The emergency or parking brake lever (17) is located in the center of the operator's .
platform. To set the brake, pull the lever up or tbward the °Orator. The hydraulic
valve selector stem (20) is used to regulate the speed of steering. Turn the valve clock-
wise to increase the steering speed and ,counterclockwise to reduce the steering speed.

0

r

t
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1. Clutch control lever 12. Fuel level gage
2. Hydraulic tank filler cap- 13. Ammeter
3. Steering control lever 14. Engine throttle 1 or'
4. Tachometer 15. Water sprinkling edals
5. Ignition switch 18. Service brake ped
6. Starter 17. Parking-emergency brake lever
7. Fuel oil pressure gage 18. Fuel tank filler cap .

8: Radiator filler cap 19. Sprinkling system filler cap
9. Coolant temperature gage 20. Steering speed seleptor

10. Engine stop control 21. Gear shift lever
11. Engine oil pressure gage 22. Cold weather starting aid

Fig 6-2. Controls and instruments.

6-3
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fc. Operating the roller.

(1) Before you start the engine, make theusual presthrt checks. Place the gearshift lever
and the operating clutch lever in the tirtikral position. Open the throttle to the half -speed

'position, turn the ignition switch to the "on" position, and press the starter button. After
the engine starts, check the engine oil-pressure gage for proper pressure,'

(2) To start the roller moving, move the gearshift lever to the desired position. Advance
the engine throttle to had speed and mov,e the operating clutch lever forward -or back-
ward, depending on the desired direction of travel, until a distinct "snapiin" is felt.
Always start gradually from dead stop to avoid straining the machine and marring the
rolled surface. When changing from forward to reverse motion, or vice versa, put the
operating clutch lever in neutral and allow the roller to drift to a dead stop before en-
gaging the lever In the opposite direction. When rolling bituminous surfaces, youmust
have smooth "starts" and 'stops" to avoid causing depressionS in the surface. You do
thil3 by engaging the operating clutch gradually- -not with a. jerk-in motion.

(3) Keep jhe sprinkling mats wet to prevent the rolls from picking up the Pituminous'ma-
terial and causingrpockets in_the surface. On hot mix surfaces, avoid excessive stee-
ing to eliminate the swirls caused by the guide roll, On hot mix surfaces, operate the
roller at low speeds until the surface has "setup," then roll out the ridges at hill!! speed.
Overlap the previous path by about 1 foot to avoid leaving a ridge. On 1411 dirt or stone,
operate the roller without the.sprinkler. When rolling, start at the dita line and works"
in toward the center.

(4) 'The service brakes may be used to stop the roller. If the roller is to be parked on a
slope, set the emergency brake. To stop the engine, set the engine throttle. Turn the
ignition switch to the "off" position' and turn off the fuel shutoff valve,

ti. Roller safety. A roller is easier to overturn than most other pieces of construction equip-
ment. Rolling on a side slope should always be done at right angles or diagonally rather than
lengthwis'e. Steer carefully when rolling at a shoulder, to avoid $ipsizing into the ditch, and
never bring a roller near the edge of a cut. If you are rolling in cold weather, be careful to avoid
any sheets of ice. As soon as the drive roll on a roller hits a sheet of ice, the operator com-
pletely loses control of the machine.

-6-3. ASPHALT DIMIRIBUTOR

a. Purpose, The asphalt distributor.jkigs 6-3 and 6-4) isused in the construction of surface
treatments, road mix surfaces, arnrpTiTetration macadam. Its basic function 4s to apply the
bituminous material to the surface accurately and uniformly in the desired amount and width.
The application rate of the distrubutor is controlled by the width of the spraybar,- the pump out-
put, and tree forward speed of the truck.

(1) Normal functions, The circulating system (pipe and valve arrangement) is designed to
perform several jobs that are necessary to a well-balanced unit. These functions in-
clude the following:

(a) Fill the distributor tank from a tank car, transport, or storage tank.

(b) Act as a transfer unit. It is capable of filling asupply tank, from a tank car trans-
, port or storage tank without having the bitumen enter the distributor tank.,

(c) Circulate the bitumen in the tank while it is being heated.

(d) Pump bitumen through either or both spraybar feed lines.

p

(e) Cut off the spray at the nozzle and return material in tile spraybar and distributing
lines to the tank. 1411,

(f) Supply materials to a hand-spray unit.
r

08-4
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Fig 6-3. Asphalt distributor.
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Fig 6-4, ^DisAibutor controls.
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(2) Auxillar jaLicitionst Sevetal 01114'1 ti chill functions that the aaphalt distibuto Call per-
form are:

(a) Transport tank for bituminous materials, water, or other liquids which are not con-
taminated by, or'will net contaminate, the distributor.

-. .(b) Act as a circulating heater.

(c) Act as a water sprinkler.'

la: Operation. This paragraph will eove,r the distributor, bituminous material, tank-type,
1, 000 - gallon, truck-mounted, forced-food, gasoline-engine-powered, Etnyre model MX -.FIE. The
distributor has the necessary controls and gages to control the functions listed in paragraph 6-3a.
The principal components and some_operating suggestions are.e.ovewed briefly in this section;
for detailed operating instructions, consult the technical manual for the distributor.

(1) Kaipr components. 1
. . 1

(a) Tank The asphalt tank Is made of steel and welded ins-idc and out for double security.
Two surge plates, are used inside the tank to prevent sudden shifting of the material, -
The tank is equipped with handrails, overflow, manhole, inside v ve, thermometer
well, lifting rings, tank gage, heating-flues, and a stack outlet r the hellting system.

-(b) Operator's platform. The, platform is located at pie left roar for cot,venient operation
of all controls. Ay bell signal System is pro 'ded between' the distributor operator and',
the truckdriver.

.

(c) Tank_g_ages. The amount of m in t e tank may be read from the ball float-type -J
tank gage or by using the measuring stick which is graduated in 25-gallon increments.
A thermomeAlr whilth registers to 600°F is used to give a true av crage temperature
of the material in the tank.

(d) Pump, The pump is a heavy-duty, rotary-gear type, It is capable of bitumen'.
to the 26-foot spraybar with enough pressure to produce an even, fttilike spray from
all nozzles, at any range of application, within the distributpn range of from 1/10 to 3
gallons per square yard. Capacity is 375 gpm (gallons per minute).

(e) Burners. The distributor has two atomizing-type, lo
With blower and fuel pump:. The burners will burn
blower and fuel pump are engine-driven.

(f)"/rransmission. Two-speed, low gearier 1
terial, 14gh gear for heavy applicatiot'i wit
snap-over-center type of clUtch is used
the Tsine and tranbmission..

v-pressure burners, complete
grades Of diesel fuel. The

ifii applirit n and pumping heavy ma-
/

e full-length spraybar. A hand-operated,
ake or break the flow of power between

(g) S bar The oiptlieybar is a turn-up, foldipg extension -type on which the'end sections
are . It is quickly aqijustable in increments of 1 and 2feet to any Yength up to

,26 t. T bar height is adjusted by stops under the operator's platform. The
spraybar can be -gifted laterally 14 inches, 7 inches eabh side of center, making it
easy to 011ow a even line. The end sections may be fplded iNr traveling. The spray

A -' nozzles are noncloggingf Uni-Flo type. 'they are spaced on 4-inch centers for triple
1 1

* I 'rap. Blankly nozzles (1/2-Inch plIft plugs) are* provided -to stop spray from any given'
.se4pn of th' spAybar.

.. . . .

(h)Bittbrnetert The bitumeter or fifth \-i;hiel located on the left aide of the truck chassis
drives theillhumeter which furnishes the operator with the exact speed of the unit in -'
feet per minutevand also the number of feet trabeled. The...fifth wheel is raised or
lowered by the.,ogerator and it should be lowered only while distributing.

. 0' ..
.

.-.
(i) Portable burner, The unit is equipped with a Hauck fire-gun, 'corn ete with carrying

strap, hose, and prtielvtiiiisp'an. A tip is provided for burning o ine,°

t ' .



(j) Hand spray. A 25-foot section of 1-inch, asbestos-packed, metallic hose, with a hand
Spray ay gun, is provided. The hanci spray operates off the distributor.

(2) Operating suggestions,

(a) Nozzles Should be turned so that the angle between the nozzle slot and the spraybar
centerline is approximately 22°. Increase or decrease the angle slightly if crosfi
strealuNippear on the road.

(b) For triple lap, the spray nozzles should be approximately 12 inches above the road
/ 'A, surface.' .

L
(c) Pump speed should be aufficient to give a sharp, straight-edged spray from the nozzle.

Incre'ase pump speed or materi.d temperature if the sprays are not sharp.

(d) Clean the intake and discharge strainers periodically.

(e) /When filling the tank, operate the pump at the irate of about 150 gpm, or at the speed
that the pump runs most quietly.

(f) To accurately determine the amount of material In the tank with the tank gage or meas-
uring stick, make sure that the distributor tank is level.

(g) If the distributor has been previously filled with tar or bituminous material, do not re-
fill it with the other unlike material without first thoroughly washing out the unit.

(h) Do not kill the distributor until all flushing oil is drained from the tank and the cir-
culating system,

(0 Allow 5% for expansion when filling the tank if the material is to be heated in the
distributor. "

(j). Do not force the pump when it is bound by cold material until you thoroughly heat it..

(k) Mater Ad may be stored in the distributor provided that the flues are covered to permit
reheating.

c. Safety precautions. Most of the safety precautions concern the,operation of the burners.

(1) Heat should not be applied until the flues are covered with a minimum of 6 inches of
material.

(2) Open the stack cover 'before lightingthe burners.

(3) 15o not leave lighted burners unattended.

(4) If the flame goes out, turn off the burners immediately.

(5) Never use gasoline in the burners.

mov4/N

tos

(0 Do not heat material above recommended spraying temperature.

(7) DoTtiot put gasoline in the engine feel tank while the burners are operating

^141110.
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Section II. AIR COMPRESSORS AND ROCKCRUSIMIt

6-4. AIR COMPRESSORS

a. Introduction, Usually, one of the first pieces of construction equipment that an equip-
ment operator comes in contact with is the air compressor and its wide variety of pneumatic
tools. The air compressor is an efficient and versatile tool'which can be used during almost
all stages of military construction. Compressed air is used extensively for such jobs 'as saw-
ing, drilling, spraying, and inflating. Basically, an air compres.sor is a machine for com-
pressing air from a low initial intake pressure to a higher exhaust pressure through a reduction
in volume. It consists of a driving unit, a compressor unit and their accessories, The driving
unit may be either a gasoline or diesel engine. Although there are many different makes and
models of compressors,-most of them are quite similar. They are governed by a pressure con-
trol system which is adjusted to compress air to a ma.ymum pressure of about 100 psi.

b. Rotas compressor. J
(1) Introduction. In recent years theMarine Corps has purchased two sties of rotary-type

compressors, the 250 cfm and the 600 cfm. One is slciclinounted and the other is wheel.
mounted. The rotary compressor unit is a self-containeTunit connected to a gasoline or
diesel engine through a direct coupling, belt system. or clutch.

(2) Components and function.

(a) Compressor (fig 8-5). This u t consists of a cast single stage stator, c rnspressor
rotor, rotor blades, end covers flywheel housing adapter, and cmup The rotor is
mounted in the stator slightly off enter. It is supported by the dad c vers and rotates
on two roller bearings. As the rotor rotates, the rotor blades are forced out against
the stator by centrifugal force. An air -oil mixture is trapped letween .the .l es, the
rotor, the stator and end covers.. Because the rotof is slightly.off'centet1 . t i trapped
air is compressed as the rotor turns and is forced out the discharge opening to the
oil separator. There the oil is separated frOm the air by means of a filter. The air
is passed on to the service valves for use and the oil is recirculated through the
system. A minimum pressure valie on the oil separator assembly maintains a pres-
sure in the assembly to aid in air-oil separation and recirculation of the oil from the

# separator through thi9 compressor.
\_J

AIR INTAKE
STATOR

COUPLING

FLYWHEEL
HOUSING
ADAPTER

ROTOR

BLADE

CONNECTION

Fig 6-5.

ROTOR
SHAFT ROTOR

THERMAL
BYPASS
VALVE

CONNECTION

END COVER

OIL
FILTER

THERMAL
BYPASS
VALVE

COMPRESSOR

rrSUPPORT

SWITCH

Exploded view of the the- 250-cfm rotary compressor and thermal bypass valve.

(b) Thermal hypos valve (fig 6-5). This valve le mounted to the compreisor stator and
controls the oil flow irom the separator asscymbly to the filter and compressor. All
the oil is filtered before being circulated thisugh the i!Nigipressor. When the oil-is
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(c)

cold, the thermal bypass valve directs the oil throughothe filter and into the compres-
sor. After the oil reaches approximately 150° F, a .part,or all of the Oil, depending
on temperature, is directed through the oil cooler before being filtered. -*The valve
will mix hot oil from the separator and the cool oil from the oil cooler to maintain a
constant oil temperature. A thermoswitch, which operates because of heat from the
oil, is mounted in the compressor support just below the thermal bypass valve". It
opens and closes an electrical circuit that is connected to engine components that will
stop the engine if the_oompressor oil overheats. The oil filter is mounted on top of
the thermal bypass valve.

Air intake - unloader assembly, This component is mounted to the intake port of the
stator housing and works in conjunction with the speed control/assembly to control
the loading and unloading of the compressor and the engine -rpm. An adjustment on
the speed control determines he pressure at which the intake-unloader assembly will
function. When the air in the parator assembly reaches the desired pressure, the
intake-unloader will close the intake. The compressor cannot get any air to compress
when it is closed off. When the intake-unloader closes, the speed control functions
to idle the engine. The intake - unloader also closes off the intake when the machine
is shut down, preventing oil and air mixture from the rotor stator assembly being
vented to the atmosphere.

c. Capabilities and limitations.

(1) Capacity, The capacity of an air; compressor is determined by the amount of air (at sea
level) that it can compress to a specified pressure, usually 100 psi, ,in 1 minute, under
atmospheric conditions of 68°F and38% relative humidity. This amount is" expressed
in cubic feet per minute (cfm) and is usually included in the nomenclature of the com-
pressor. The number of pneumatic tools that can be operated at one time from an air
compressor depends on the air requirements of the tools. For example, a 55-pound
class rock drill requires 95 cfm of air at 80 psi. A 250-cf compressor can easil
supply enoue air to operateNe opthe drills since their co ined requirements will e
190 cfm. filwever, if a third si.th drill is added to the co ressor, the combiqe de-
mand will be 285 cfm, thus overloadit.the compressor and causing serious wear.
When thqopressure and volume f air to a pneumatic. tool is reduced to 10% below the
set minimum, the efficiency is lowered by 41%:

I.

(2) Altitude. Altitude mustpals be considered when you use air compressors. A single-
stage, reciprocating air c mpressor will lose' approximately 2% of its initial capacity
per 1, 000 feet of elevatiO up to 10,000 feet. Above this, the loss will incrikese more
rapidly. Figure 6-6 sho s the percentage.45f volumetric efficiency for a single -stage

arreciprocating compressor at different altitudes based on 100% efficiency at sea level
and 100 pounds pressure. The efficiency of -rotary compressors is not affected by
altitude as much as reciprocating compressors.

I

0
Altitude Percent of efficiericx

2, 000' feet 98 7
5,000 feet 92. 5

8, Q00 feet 87' 3

10
' %
1)00 feet 84 0

Fig 6-6. Efficiency of air compressors at various altitud)s.

(3) Compressor mounting! Compressors for military construction may be mounted in one
of four ways: truck, trailer, skid, or wheel. Each has advantaps and disadvantages.

(a) Truck-mounted. An advantage of the truck-mounted compressor is its mobility. It A
is well suited for projects which require frequent moves, such as toad work.. The
disadvantage is that two units are tied up for the use of one. When the compressor
is deadlined, the truck is not in use, and vice versa. .

(43) Wheel- and trailer - mounted. Wheel- and trailer-mounted units have the advantage
o/ not tyIng up an extra unit while operating; A prirne mover is required to move
these units from one site to the other, but once in place the prime mover m y be dis-

t:1
t Y
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1itconnected and used for other purposes. Wheel-mounted cornpresso have sev .ral
disadvantages: The frame or chassis is weak and it is possible to p the fron end
out from under the unit by hitting a bump at a high rate of speed. Most wheel ount-
Ingo have a turning radius of _about 30° and an operator can turn too sharply an
damage the tongue. The older model wheel-moun d air ,compressors are top heavy
and do not track well behd the, prime mover. Met of the air compressors in the
Marine Corps are wheel- or trailer-mounted.

(c) Skid-mounted. This compressor is primarily designed for permanent-type jobs
where mobility is riot important.

(4) Friction Pine losses, A rubber hose is generally used to connect the tool to the air
compressor and convey the compressed air to the tool. The hose lining resists the
flow of air, therefore the pressure at the tool isless than at the compressor end. The
air line friction increases as the diameter of the hose decreases and the length of the
hose increases. Through practice it has been determined that a 200-foot, standard
3/4-inch diameter hose is the maximum length to which a handheld tool can be con-
nected without requiring you to calculate the friction loss to determine if the tool will
operate efficfently.

6-5. COMPRESSOR OPERATION

a. Davey 250 cfm. The operation of the Davey air compressor, 250 aril, skid mounted, with
a diesel engine power unit (fig t -19) will be discussed here to give you an idea of how one of
the several types of air compressors used by the Marine Corps is operated. Remember that the
sole source of complete and authentic information is the operptor's manual or technical manual
for the particular air compressor you happen to be operating.

(1) Instrument and control mull, The instruments and controls for starting the engine
arid operation of the compressor, except setting the operating pressure, are located
on a panel on the right rear of the engine. The location and function of the instruments
and controls on the panel are illustrated and described in figure 6-.7. The adjust-
ments for setting the pr'essure and engine speed in relation to air demands are made at
the engine speed control located just behind the instrument panel on the left side of the
engine.

1 s,
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RESTRICTION INAIOATOAk
INDICATOR .qINIE.N POR
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oviotry PANICLt:-
.,V740: oKotr qwyreti,

.RXCEIVEA

E981ivt.plitzcitrix4:-

Fig 6-7. Davey 250 -cfm rotary air compressor instruments and controls.

(2) Operation,

(a) Starting. Perform all the before operation services listed on the Engineer Equipment
Operational Record and those items listed in the TM. After the compressor has been in-

?
spected, and is safe to operate, follow the procedures outlined trl.6: to crank the
engine and begin opdration.

,1. Turn the instrument panel lamp switch on and open the outlet valve on the hose reel
and the service valve.

2. Pull the engine stop cable out to the stop position and crank the engine over for ap-
proximately three seconds by pressing the starter button.

3. Now push the stop control cable in and pull the'idle control cable out,

6-
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4. With the c troll in this position, press both the starter button and the safety switch
but.ton at th same time. Do not crank the engine longer than 90 seconds at one time.
Allow the eking motor to,cool for approximately two minutes after each 90-second
cranking period.' If the engine fails to start after three or four attempts, have it
checked to determine the cause. Release the, starter button immediately after the
engine cranks. Release the safety switch button after the engine oil pressure gage
shows a reading. Stop the engine if the oil presSure fails to show. a satisfactory
reading within 15 seconds after the engine cranks.

th"---'5. Whet e engine starts, .adjust the idle control so that the engine will run at a fast
idle 1, 000 rpm). Let the engine operate at this rpm until the temperature gage
reecho approximately 140° P.

6. After the engine has warmed up, pudh the idle control cable in and close the service
and hose reel valves; Check the readings of all instruments and inspect the coni-
pressor while it is buildi4 up pressure. The preSsure will build up to the pressure
set at the speed control and the equipment is ready for use.

r
(b) Operating adjustments. The location of the adjusting points and the steps to follow

when making the adjustments are shown and described in figure 8 -8. While..the com-
pressor is operating, continue to check the instruments and the equipment.

-,, 't..

(CHAPTER CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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J

BREATHER OIL FILLER PLUG
DAMPING
ADJUSTMENT

OVERTRAVEL
STOP SCREW

UNLOADING PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT SCREW

STEP 1: BEFORE STARTING, RACK THE IDLE
SPEED ADJUSTMENT NUT OFF, RELEASE
OVERTRAVEL STOP SCREW.LOCICNUT
AND BACK SCREW OUT, RELEASE THE
UNLOADING PRESSURE ADJUSTING
SCREW LOCKNUT AND BACK SCREW OUT.

STEP 2: START ENGINE, OPEN AIR OUTLET
VALVE AND ALLOW COMPRESSOR TO

" BLOW TO ATMOSPHERE FOR 15 MINUYES,
THEN CLOSE OUTLET'VALVE, THE
COMPRESSOR WILL NOW UNLOAD BUT
THE ENGINE WILL.NOT SLOW DOWN.

STEP 3; SCREW THE UNLOADING PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT SCREW IN UNTIL THE
PRESSURE GAGE ON THE INSTRUMENT
PANEL INDICATES 102 - 105 PSI, THEN
TIGH'T'EN LOCKNUT.

STEP 4: ADJUST THE IDLE SPEED NUT TO THE
CORR1tCT IDLE SPEED, 800 RPM.

STEP 5: SCREW I HE OVERTRAVEL STOP SCREW

OIL DRAIN
PLUG

IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTMENT

STEP

UNTIL IT JUST TOUCHES THE LEVER
AND THEN TIGHTEN LOCKNUT. IT IS

VERY IMPORTANT THAT THIS ADJUST-
MENT BE MADE PROPERLY. IF THE 4,

SCREW IS TOO FAR FROM THE LEVER, STEP 8:
THE. UNIT MAY STALL ON DECELERATION.
IF THE SCREW IS ALLOWING. THEE
LEVER TO TRAVEL ITS FULL AMOUNT,
THE UNIT MAY STALL ON ACCELERATION,

STEP 6: OPEN AIR OUTLET VALVE TO BRING THE
ENGINE UP TO FULL SPEED AND THEN r
CLOSE VALVE. IF UNIT DOES NOT RE:
TURN TO SAME IDLE, BACK OFF OVER:-
TRAVEL STOP SCREW, READJUST IDLE
SPEED ADJUSTMENT NUT AND THEN
RESET OVERTRAVEL STOP SCREW.

RELEASE THE DAMPING ADJUSTMENT
LOCKNUT AND BACK SCREW OUT ABOUT
THREE TURNS. OPEN AND CLOSE AIR .b

OUTLET VALVE ABOUT 10 TIMES, EACH
TIME ALLOWING COMPRESSOR TO
REACH FULL SPICED OF 1800 RPM WHEN
THE VALVE IS OPEN, AND IDLE SPEED
OF 800 RPM WHEN VALVE IS CLOSED.
THIS WILL WORK THE ALH OUT OF THE
DAMPING DASHPOT AND CYLINDERS.
DURING THIS OPERATION SOME OIL 114.Y.
SPILL OUT OF THE' BREATHER DUE TO
THE QIL RESERVOIR BEING OVER FILLED:
AFTER THE EXCESS OF OIL IS PUMPED
OUT, NO FURTHER OIL WILL BE SPILLED.

OPEN THE AIR OUTLET VALVE 80 THAT
APPROXIMDTELY 1/4 OF FULL FLOW .1

RATE OF THE MACHINE IS DISCHARGED.
IF THE MACHINE HUNTS, SCREW IN THE
DAMPING A13JUI3TMENT SCREW UNTIL
HUNTING STOPS. NOW THY VARIOUS
FLOW RATES FROM FULL LOAD TO FULL
UNLOAD AND SEE IF CONTROL 18 STABLE
OVER FULL RANG IF THE CONTROL
HUNTS AT ANY PART OF THE RANGE, RE-
ADJUST DAMPING ADJUSTMENT SCREW.
THE CONTROL IS NOW FULLY ADJUSTED
AND THE UNIT IS READY FOR OPERATION.

fle

Fig 6-8: Engine dpegcontrol adjustments for the 250-cfm rotary compressor.

(c) 'Stooping the compressdr. To stop the compressor, close the service or hose reel
valves and let the compressor opeirate for five minutes unlOaded. Then pull the engine

stop cable and hqld until the engine stops. Turn the instrument panel lamp switch off

and perfoikm th'U after operation Sqrvice Eyisputlined in the TM and on the Engineer

Equipment Operational Record. Secure the tools, hose, andthe compressor before
turning in the records and forms to the dispatcher,

1,
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c, Operating techniques,

(1) Equipihent location,

(a) The compressor should be located upwind from the work site to keep dust and sand
out of the air intake,-

(b) The compregeo" shOtild be positioned so that the prevailing wind will assist in cool-- ing. Open the side panels during warm-weather operation and close them during
cold weather.

-.. ..

(c) The compressor should be kept as level as possible during operation and should never
be operated when tilted more than 15°. ,.Make sure thatipe compressor is on firm
ground.

s.

(d) The compressor should be placed as near as possible to the work to reduce air-line
length. 4 ,

, -
(e) Locate the compressor so ttisit it can - provide air for the entire operation with a ,,minimum amount of moving. c- ,

''', .

(2) cove:loading Overloading shortens.the compressor life span considerably, Overload-
ing occurs when the total air requirements of the attached tools exceed the rated ca- ,s r.
pacity of the compressor. When compressors are overloaded for prolonged periods of
time ttiey are damaged by overheating and the attached tools function inefficiently or im-
properly. Whe low tool efficiency seems to indicatW overloading, but there are not
enough tools att ched- to cause such overload, air lines should be checked for leaks.

(3) Maintenance;r\

(a) All drain cocks should be periodically opened during prolongekoperations to drain
condensation, thus eliminating rust or danger of freezpg.

(b) Always drain= the receiver tank of air when shutting down the compressor.

6.8. ROOK CRUSHER 75-TPH MODEL 2036/101-S

a. General. This paragraph is designed to familiarize yOu with the 75-TPH rock crusher,
the Marine Corps' newest rock crusher. The complete detailed operation and maintenance pro-
cedures can be found in the technical manual for this piece of t quiOnent.

b. 75-TPH rock crusher, model 2036/101-S (fig 8-9 through 8-19). The 75-TPH rock
crusher consists of a primary unit and a secoAdaryunit. Each is a self-contained unit capable of
crushing rock and gravel of particular sizes. Each plant is composed of the following bitsic
components:

(1) Jra sher, Tt item numbers in this subparagraph refer to fig 6-11). /This con-
iota of one stations and one movable jaw. The stationary jaw is mounted on the

front crosstie and held in place by cheek plates. The movable jaw is secured to a
pitman by wedges. The pitman is connected at one end of an eccentric shaft. As the
shaft turns, it moves the pitman and jaw connected to it. The lower end bf the pitman
is connected to a tension rod with a spring on the opposite end (13, 14, 15). This rod
(15) pulls the movable jaw Away from the stationary jaw. A toggle between the pitman
and the rear Ctosatie holds the movable jaw in crushing position close to the station-
it:ry jaw. The jaw openings can be changed by adding shims between the toggle and P,
frame toggle seat (16, 17). When uncruehable material passes between the jaws, the
toggle breaks, allowing the tension rod to pull apart. This prevents the jaws from
being damaged. A.

'4.
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Fig 6-9. Rock crusher, 75-TPH, primary unit, model 2036.
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1. Main frame 8. Flywheel 15. Spring tension rod
2. Stationary Jaw 9. Rear cover plate 16. Shim plate

- 3. R. H. cheek plate 10. _Jaw wedge bolt 17. Frame toggle sent
4. L. H. cheek plate 11. Pitman 18. Toggle
5. Movable Jaw 12. Locknut 19. Pitman toggleseat
6. End Jaw wedge '13. Spring 20. Cheek plate bolt,
T. Center jaw wedge 14. Tension rod nut

Fig 6-11. Jaw crusher.

(2) Roll crusher (figs 6-12 & 6-13). The roll crusher is simply two heavy manganese shells
that revolve on stationary shafts. The surface of the shells can be smooth or stepped, or
may be a combination with one smooth and one stepped. The shells are driven by star
gears, The openings between the shells are changed by shims held in place by compression
springs: These springs act a's safety r4eases when uncrushable material enteid the
roll crusher (fig 6.-12),

(3) Screen unit. The screen unit consists of a number of screen decks, usually two, although
there may be more or fewer inside a screen body.. This body; in turn resti inside a
main frame. An eccentric shaft, much like the one on the Jaw crusher, is connected to
the screen body. The body, in turn, vibrates all screen decks at one time. Ap equalizer
assembly rigidly connects the opposite ends of the screen body and gives the body. the
controlled circular action established by the eccentric,shaft, Ondend'of the screen body
is set lower than the other. As material is dropped onto the deck; it either falls through
to the next screen level or goes to the jaw crusher. The material that goes to thp, second
deck either falls through to the next deck or goes to,the roll crusher. The material
that goes to the lower deck is ready for thetinal separation. Material smaller time! the
correct size falls throUgl the screen, while correct-size material goes to the final,
product conveyor (fig 6-12).

tr
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Fig 612. Model 101-S secondary plantcomponent parts.
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Fig 613. Model 101-S secondaryplant-.-powek flow diagram.
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(4) popper section.' T e hopper Aectipn is immediately below the final screen deck (fig 8-12).
and receives yie f fished products. A pair of adjustable vanes permit either total
separation tr'Scor ect-size stone from undersize aterial or a mixing of the two in
any pfeportleht. The hopp 'er delivers thafinal praucts to the delivery or reject conveyor,
or both, depending on the vane setting.

.----'
(5) Power units. The power units set crosswise on the plant frame and provide the power

,to run all drives. A GM 6-71 6914B1NT engine powers each unit.

(6) Apron feeder. The apron feeder is the ktarting\pog tiCfor marial in e primary plant.
Material in the hopper is earritcl toward the crusher Ity,a slow-moving steel ipron. The
operator can control the amount of material gol,hg into the cro er by starting and stop-
ping the apron, and thus elimin,ate-overloadh ' f the crush ws. As the material
reaches the end of thetapron, it falls onto the grizzly (a scr made of heavy bars)..
Material too large to pass through the grizzly slides down to the crusher. Material
that passes through the griz small eno h to be hart od by a secondary plant and
therefore need not be crushed by th lam plant (fig 4).

Li-def
(7) Conveyors. Conveyors are used for transporting material to ari from the plants as well

from one point to another within the plants (figs 6-12 & 8-14).----m

(8) Rotary elevator. The rotary elevator, found oil thvsecondary plarlt1 is simply a large
wheel with steps aro rld its inner circumference. Material from a donveyor is dumped
into it while it is to ing, The material is caugh(in a step and dart-tied upward as
the wheel revolves. At the top of the revolution the mateltial falls out of the wheel, by
gravity, onto another conveyor (fig 6-12). ...i : w

(9) Mechartic21 feeder. The me anical feedgr can be used ci the supplying conveyor for
., Al ...f..)

eithe- t a, primary or a secondary plant. As the materittrilf dumped into the hopper,
it in tulip is evenly distributed on the feed conveyor. Theeirmount of maierial supplied
to the conveyor is controlled by a 9winging,gate. It wil en wide to Allow large .
rocks to pass and return to its original position to regu' the Aow of material, ..

,
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POWER FLOW DIAGRAM MO EL 2036 PRI MARY. PlANT

CLUTCH

CLUTC

NTERSHAFT

DELIVERY CONVEYOR

-e&

Atoll COUNTERSHAFT APRON DRIVE

COMPONENT PAR - MODEL 2036 PRIMARY .PLANT

a 01111111

IDLER SHAFTS

a

SPEED REDUCER

KUM CUM ' -

LC'
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Fig 6-14. Model 2036 primary plant. . F.
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c. Setting up the plant. The plant site should be leveled and eady for the plant when it arrives.

After the plant has been located, it should be Jacked from the gr d and securely blocked-Iv
with 8 31 8's or other suitable blocking. This blocking should be p aced beneath the axles aM
directly under the frame rail. Cross braces should be applied to the blocking to prevent it
from turning. After the blocking has been completed, check to make sure that the plant is
completely level and that the blocking will not interfere with the conveyors when they are attached
to the plant. Finally, attach the front axle stay-bolts on each side,of the plant and tighten
securely. Recheck these bolts after the plant has been in operation several hours.

d. Initial operation checks. Before the plant is put into operation for the first time, the
following checks and procedures must be performed.

(1) Fill the fuel tank w1th a clean fuel of the proper quality. Always use a filter when
filling the tank,

(2) Check the radiator to be sure it is properly filled.
1

(3) Be sure the various gages 'begin to register as soon as the engine is started.

(4) Before engaging the engine clutch, examine the machinery to make sure that no obstruc-tion prevents normal operation.

(5) Momentarily engage the clutch and turn the machinery slowly, If all parts are operating
properly, engage the clutch.

(6) Allow the engine sufficient time to reach operating temperature before putting it to work,
e. Contiols.

(1) Clutch controls (fig 6 -15).

CHIP CONVEYOR

CLIITCN CONTROL

PLANT CONVEYOR
SAND CONVEYOR

CUM CONTROL
UTCN CONTROL

DELIVERY CONVEYOR
CLUTCH CONTROL

MECHTANICAL

NECLUCN COTRFEOL

DER

Fig 6-15. Clutch controls.
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(2) Apron feeder clutch control (fig 6-16). This control regulates the amount of feed going

to the jaw crusher. The operator can keep the crushing chamber filled to capacity with-

out overloading by engaging and disengaging the,clutch, thus starting and stopping the

apron feeder.

Olt

Fig 6-16, Apron feeder clutch COntroi. .

(3) Chip chute control (fig 6-17). A handle on the outside of the chip chute operates a vane

on the inside. When the plant is set to produce stone chips, the vane is-opetSed to allow

the chips to pass from the screen to the chip conveyor. When chips are no longer needed,

the vane is closed and the conveyor clutch is disengaged.

VANE

CONTROL HANDLE

rn

rA

irevs
Fig 8-17. Chip chute control.
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(4) flapper vane controls (fig 6-18). The hopper section is equipped with a pair of adjustable

vanes that run longitudinally-witti the screen directly below the sand deck, They are
controlled by handles on the outside of the hopper. The vanes can beiset to mix 100% of
the sand with the crushed maferial.by placing them in position A or can remove 100% of
the sand by placing them in position C. Position B shows the vanes making a 50-50
split of the sand.

MANES 1 CINTOICIIIINDUS

Fig 6-18.

r

POSITION C

Hopper vanb controls.'

{5) 'Meshanical feeder gatkcontrol (fig6-19). The clifitrol gate can e set to deliver a
unjo[orm flow of material by adjusting it up or down with the adju ting rod. lir

0

MUT kW
CIETIIIIE SATE

Fig 6-14. Mechanical
r ' -6-24
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1. SelectioWof screen cloth. After the product size and crusher settings have been determined,
the proper-size screen cloth can be selected. The top deck of the screen should have op rings
a roximately the same size as the 1036 jaw setting. These openingdshould no. t vary more
than 1 8 The screen cloth on the discharge end of :he second deck should be approximately the
same sizeas,the 3020 roll setting. These openings also should not vary more th8n 1/-8". The

-selection of the other screen sizes will be determined by the, desired split of the product size. r,

g: Feeding? operation, A codnuoua, unsupervised feeding system is not practicable. The
presence of large rocks mixed with smaller pieces means that a cextain ammo of skill must be
exercised in regulating the feeding operation so that the crushers atd screen can be constantly fed
at their proper capacity. The operator can control the amount of material going to the crushers
by stopping and starting the conveyors. He does this by engaging and disengaging the tclutches
that operate the conveyors. It Is his responsibility to put into practice the following procedures:

(1) 'Pie operat n-L should have sole charge of the feeding operation and should direct the
dumping of atertal into the feeder hopper. lie should make sure that a cushion of
material always remains in the feeder hopper for its. protection from impact by large
rocks being dumped from a high point.

A

o

A
(2) The size of material being fed to the Brushers hap a definite effect upon production. For

highest production, the operator should make sure that the largest stones being fed to
the crushers are not over 3/9 of the crusher's rated capacity. While a crusher cou
handle material as large as its rating, it would not be nearly as efficient as when hand-.
ling the smaller size material."

(3) The actual crushing of material takes place only between the roll shells or jaws*. The
operator, therefore, should see to it that the crushers are never permitted to run empty.

so, he should avoid overloading the crushers as this has no beneficial effect on the
qt ientity of output.

(4) When the operator observes a large rock progreSsing on the feeder toward the crusher,
he should stop the feeder until the crusher is nearly empty. He should then restart the
feeder, dropping the rock into the crusher opening. When this is (l&ne the elongard
rock falls end first. On the other hand, if the operator feeds a large rock on top of
materials already in the crusher, the,rock will move downward in a horizontal position
and bridge itself across the crusher opening, 'thus stopping all operations.

.
h. Preventive aintenance. Preventive maintenance Means making routine checks and

repairs of possi e trouble spots. Finding and eliminating trouble before it starts saves time,
work, and money. A new piece of machiniry can be kept like new by keeping it clean, well
adjusted, and lubricated.

. i. Preventive maintenance while operating. In addition to the checklist, there\ltre some
commonsense operating practices to follow that will help avoid machinery failure. They are as
follows:

(1) Don't operate the plant 'Without correcting any known defect that may cause further dOage -
to the unit.

(2) Don't attempt to start the plant when the crushers tire loaded with rocks.

(3) Don't allow crusher jaws to strike each other,

(4) Don't allow toggle plate °Otter. 1'

(5) Don't operate plant if-crusher jaws ar loose.

(6) Don't operate plant if bearings overhr at.

(7),. Lubricate more freque-fitly under extremety sandy or dusty conditions.

(8) When feedingykhJ plant wet materials, stop the operation frequently and remove clay
from the .Asher jaws.

-------
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(9) Stop the feeding operation and 'allow the crushing chambers to ernptYefore stopping the

j. Preventive maintenance checks (table 6-1). Establish a preventive maintenance schedule
and check sheet along theolines listed below, Make the schedule fit the job conditions and then
stick to it closely.

Table 6-1. Preventive Maintenance Checks

Doily intervals

cL. 0
0

0.
0

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X'

Xv

x

a n
0 ,

N

<
0

X

IF"

X

Procedure

-",

X

X

X

Check jaws and rolls for wear.

'Check conveyors for wear and proper tension.

Check screen for War and loose"tiedown bolts.

Check hopper side plates for wear.

Check all gear cases for proper lubricant level.

Check all bearings for proper heat and lubrication.

Check all.res for proper inflation.

Check and tighten all bolts on entire plant.%

Check coolant level,in radiator; add as necessary.'
,

Check fuel level; add as.necessary.

Check batteries for proper flid level.

Check lube fittings; see lubrication chapter.

Remove exesss dirt and grease from crusher, and trailer.

Keep,,all hopper and cchkreyor flashings properly adjusted.

check plant blocking for any signs of shifting.

it4 eC,k. for correct tension on pitman.

Check condition of all V-belts.

Keep all tools in their proper place. Make sure n adequate reserve
supply of oil and lubricants is on hand. Check all lid& and caps for
a: tight fit.
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, i_INITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MkRINIE CORPS INTITUTII. MARINE ISARRACKS

BOX 1776
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20013

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Lesson

Miscellaneous Equipment

fr

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 19. 91h, Engineer:Equipment Operator, chap 6.
.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: Upon succetsful com pletion of this lesson, you will be able to identify,
by general Komenclature, tandem rollers, aircoMpressors. and the
rock crusher. You will be able to identify the procedures and methods
of operating the major components4nd their accessories.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

'A. Multiple Choice: ,Select the ONE answer weitch BEST completes-the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number op the answer sheet. blacken the appappriate
box. f,

'80
Value: 1 point each

1. The Huber-Fargo 5- to 8-ton tandem roller is equipped with dual

a. ,service brake pedals. water sprinkling pedals. and clutch levers.'
b. service brake pedals, steering control levers, and clutch levers.
G. steering control levers, emergency brake levers, and clutch levers.
d. steering control levers, gearshift levers, and service brake pedals.

2. \ When rolling bituminous surfaces: what is the method used for changing rolling direction?

a. Put the clutch in neutral, drift $.9., a stpp, and change direction.
b. Shift dowirto the lowest gear, stop, and change direction. .

c. Put the lever in the opposite direction, stopping gradually, and change direction.
d. Slow down, then engage clutch tb the opRosite direction.

3. When compacting a road surface; you should start rolling at the

a. ditch line, and work in toward the center.
center and work out toward the ditch line.

c. fihoulder and work cLiagonally across the road.
d. center and work diagonally across the road.

4. Which type roller is best used for finish rolling of both cold- and h
pavement?

a. Sheepsfoot c. Two-ax tans em-
-b. Thiee-wheeL d.. Wobble heel

3

When operating on black top or hot-laid bituminous pav'ernent, what is use4 to keep the
material from Melting to the surface of-the ,*ollers?

lsn 8; p.

aid bituminous

a. Scrapers
b. 'Sirinkler system
1-

A

c. Walkinyibeams
d. Fixed guide rolls

261
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6. What material is least desirable to.upe for ballasting a roller?

a. Water
b. Fufl 'oil

/c Sand
.d. Drain oil

It 4 '. ,
7. What is the function of the bitumeter loc d on the asphalt truck chassis?

a. Indicates how Much material is left
b. Indicates the exact amount being sprayed
c. Indicates the speed and distance the unit has traveled
d. Indicates when the, material is too thick to spread

8:- What is the basic function of the asphalt distributor?I I
a. Transport bituminous materials.
b.. Apply accusate, uniform, amount of bituminous material.

.Supply srrif units with heated materials. 4
d. Mix the bit inous material.

81

9: To provide a triple lap, the distributor spray nozzles should be approximately A- inches
above the road surface.

a. 6
b. 12

G. 18
24

10, When the tank is being filledwit.h.materialwhich is going to Lie heated in the distributor, how
much should you allow for expansion? ...,.
a.
b.. 5%

c't 1Q%
d. 15%

Fl. The distribiitor burners should no_ t. be started until the flues are covered with a minimum of
inches of material.

a. 4 .c. 8

b. 6 d. 12

12. What should be the approximate single of the nozzle slot to the distributor spraybfir?

a 12°

9-

c. 18°
H. 22°

13. On the rotary air compressor, what device aids in air-oil separation and recirculation of
the oil from the oil separator to the compressor?

a. Stator
b. Minimum pressure valve

c. Bypass valve
d. Rotor

14. On the_ rotary air compressor, what device acts as a safety mechanism to shut off the etgine
in case the compressor. oil overheats?

a. 'thermal bypass valve
b. Safety valve

%.

13.31
lsn 6: p. 2 ,
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c. Thar owl:Itch
d. Automa is cutoff switch
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15. You have Just moved to a new job location. It is 4,000 feet higher than your previous-loc.:1,-
1ton.. What affect will this move have on the capacity of your single-stage, reciprocating
air compressor ?-

a. Increase its capacity by 8% compares to sea level
b. Decrease its capacity by 6% compared to pre' ous location
c. Increase its capacity by 6 %compared to previous location
d. Decrease its capacity by 8% compared tci.previous location

What is the purpose of the safety control switch on the 250-cfm air compressor ?

a. To cause the engine to stop when oil pressure is too low
b. To override the_engine low oil plessure switch
c. To cut off the engine in case the coolant overheats
d. To cut off, the e yine in case the oil overheats

17. What is the correct idle speed for the 250-cfm air compressor.?

a. 600 rpm
b. 700 rpm

c. 800 rpm
d. 1, 000 rprp

18, What should the operator always do after shutting down the compressoi?

a. Open the safety valve c. Engage the engine clutch
b. Drain the receiver tank f d. Open the side;panels

19. The compressor should be kept as level as possible during operation'and'should never be
operated when it is tilted more th'hn degrees.

a: 2 c. 10
b. 5 d. 15

20. On the 75-TPH rock crusher, what protects the crusher jaws from being damaged when an
uncrushable item passes through?

a. The togglebreaks, allowing the tension rod to pull apart.
b. The tension rod breaks, allowing the toggle to pull apart. ,-

c. The grizzly diverts the item to the secondary unit for ejetlition.
d. The mechanical feeder drops the item into the rotary elevator for re)eCtion.'s

21. On the 75-TP11 rock crusher, which control regulates the amount of feed going to the jaw
crusher?

a. Apron feeder clutch control
b. Plant conveyor clutch control

c. Delivery conveyor clutch control
d. Mechanical feeder clutch control

22. the 75-TP11 rock crusher, the hopper section is locatedil)ri the final screen deck.

a. above
b, below

c. in front of
d. in back of,

23. On the 75-TP11 rock crusher,, checking the holy side plate for wear is which preventive
maintenance check?

a. Daily before-operation check
b. Daily during-operation check.

c. daily after-operation check
'd. Weekly check 4

24. Checking all gear cases for proper lubricant level is which preventive maintenance check?

a. Daily before-operation c. Daily after-operation Check
b. Daily during-Operation check d. Weekly check

.1

13.31
lein 6; p. 3 .

Total Points: 24

-4,/)11* *
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Chapter 7

'ASSOCIATED SUBJECTS

7-1. DECONTAMINATION -

a. Detection. The nature and extent of contamination must be known so that the proper
decontamination procedure may be used. There are device!, which can rapidly detect chemical
and radiological contamination, but there is no rapid detection device for biological agents. When
the operator realize, that his vehicle is contaminated, he should put on his protective mask and ,

continue the mihsion until the tactical situation permits a short lop for. decontamination. When
the situation permits, expedients such as gasoline anti diesel fuel, scrubbing with mud, dry sand,
or earth, followed by exposure to wind and sun,-will eventually decontaminate a vehicle. Complete
decontamination can be attaineti by using STB solutions, hot soapy water, and clear water.

ib. Priority for decontamination. First priority is given to immediate personnel decon i.m-
nation and second priority is given to weapons and vehicles.which are to be used immediate

f
yr.

Lower priority is given to equipment and surfaces for which there is no immediate need.

C. Site selection. In the sele tion of a site for second and third echelon decontamination
operations which require the use of a large quantity+of water, accessibility to a source of water
is an important consideration..., are must be taken to avoid selection of areas which friendly
troops will soon use. the loghtion should be downstream and downwind from troops in bivouac,,,
and shOuld offer adeq ate otcMouflage possibilities.

\ d. Protection of per onnel. The individual Marine performing NBC (nuclear, biological, .,

one chemical) decontamination should wear his mask and his normal clothing buttoned at the
neck and tied at the wrists and ankles with string. The head shpuld be covered and gloves worn.
If standard protective clothing is available, it should be worn.

el7-2. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL, (ECONTAMINATION
3'

a. General. Most decontaminants and procedures used in chemical decontamination are
also effective for biological decontamination. The decontaminants which will be discussed are
effective for both chemical and biological,deLcontamination.

b. 'Types of decontaminants.

(1) Natural decontaminants.

(a) Weathering Weathering is the simplest method of decontamination, hnd is used when-
ever possible. However, lack of time, unfavorable weather conditions, or proximity of
contaminationjo unprotected personnel may require use of a thstermetizod.* Weathering
is best accomplished on windy, hot, humid, and 'sunny days.

NA N.. .r

(b) Water. A ougirplain water may be used to flush Nemital agents from surfaces; hot .

water, h soapy water, or water and standard decontaminating agents are morn effective.

(2)*Standard decontaminanls.
'

(a) Decontaminating agent, STB. This' agent is commonly referred to as usapertropical -0
bleach." It is a decontaminant not only for chemical agents but also for bioloptical agents..

1. Characteristics and use. STB is a white powder. It is a chlorinated lime consisting
of calciu41 oxide and bleaching powder. it is corrosive to most metals and injurcous
to most fabrics. Approximately 50 pounds of STB are packaged in an 8-gailort drum.

2. Chemical :tciion. STB destroys mustard, lewisite, and G-agents (nerve agents) i
by converting them into harmless or less toxic compounds. The vapor given off

. tn,reactfbn with tA (one of-the G-agents), however, is toxic. Bleach reacts violently
with liquid mustarct, and the reaction usually produces enough heat to cause flames.
Mixing bleach with water or earth reduces the heat and increases the area coverage
of the decontaminating agetit..

7-1
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3. Bleach mixture, ST13 may be mixed with water to-form a Wet mix called "slurry, "
or it may be mixed with dry earth, sand, or asheis to for,L;dry mix.."

r,

a. Slurry (wet mix). There are two types of (flurryone for manual application and
the other for application by means of a decontaminating apparatus. For-Manual
application with-altabs. brushes, or brooms, the mbst effectivexlurry consists
of approximately `equal parts (by *tight) of STB and water, and is prepared by
mixing six ahovelsfUl of bleach with one 14-qii,trrt pail of water. For use in a

It power-driven decontaminating apparatus, slurry is composed of 40 paha (by,peight)
of bleach and 60 parts or water. .

.,
b. Dry mix, The, proportion by volume is two parts (shovelsful) of bleach to three

parts (shovelful) of earth or other material. >i'l-) ... 'of'
. _,....,-N ...

c. - Use in cold weather,. Bleach mixtures, do not decontaminate Jrnustacd gas Olfacti
at temperatures below 40° F.

t
.

..

4, - Procedure following decontamination. STB may be 1 l't on most
r,

- Ws'

metal) after u .., STB should be rinsed immediately and thoroug 1 . frOmimetal
ould then be oiled or greased to prevent corrosion. :

t .

J.

surfaces, whic
.

(b) lOecontaminaNng agent, DS2.
4e

1. General characteristics. DS2 is a general-purpose debontaminant which is effective
Agaknet all gents.

2. Pre aration and use. DS2 is available in 1 1f/3-quart cans and 5-gallon drums in
P ready-to-u solutions. The 1 1/3-quart cans are for filling the MIA portable

decontamit sting apparatus. DS2 den be applied easily with the Mll apparatus, a
broom, or a swab. fhe solutidn is effective at temperatures of .250 to + 125° F.
Make one a teat ion to the 'contaminated surface and flush witirwater after 30 minutes.
DS2 is noncerrosre to most metals, tiut will soften leather.

3. Safety. DS2 is flammable and must NOT be used on a running engine. DS2 can be
removed fronuth,e skin by flushing-with water.

t.

Nofe:.. Care should be taken not to confuse the Mll apparatus with3.fire extinguisher,

(3) Miscellaneous decontaminants.

(a) Caustic soda (lye). Effective against lewisite and 0-agents. A 5% solution may be
prepared by dissolving 5 pounds of lye in 12 gallons of water. Water is used to (lpsh
the surface after it is decontaminated. Extreme care should be used when handling lye,:
as it is highly damaging to akin, eyes, and clothing.,

.(b) Sodium hyeocPlorite (household bleach). ..EffecTive against blister agents and V-agents.
Normally a tullcstrength solution ispused. If possible, avoid contstct with clothing and
skin. 11,14*

(c) Wastilf 41404.socia), Effective against 0-agents but acts rather slowly on
'blister d V-,agents. A 5% solution of washing soda and hot water is usually
used. I* an erousto the eyes and skin and should be flushed off immediately with
large quantitts larWatpt.

7446., 0,t 1
el(d),.. 0 is ssold te,$ Colt non organic liquids such as gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene,

alt ol, and t achlofide may be used as solveRts for many chemical agent,. They
act as c caning agentogind do not destroy the chftical agents. Safety precautions moot
be followed and thelosivabs and solvent used to wash off the cheinical agents must be
destroyed or buried.

(e) Degreasing solvent (gunk). This noncorrosive solvent should be applied in the normal
-manner And flushed with W'ster or stearii after 15 minutes.

7 -2
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7-3. NIICI.F.ARrDECONTAMINATION

a, General. Radibactive fallout is the main source of radioactive contamination on the battle-
field. When a nuclear explosion occurs on or near the -surface, the fission produets resulting
from the burst adhere to dirt particleg carried into the air. 1.ater these dirt particles carrying
the fission products fall backto earth as a' fine radioactive diet (fallout) and settle op the ground
and unprotected personnel and equipment. Trained personnel use radiacmeters to determine tin'
extent of radioactive contamination. Decontaminants which rave good cleansing characteristics

,are normally used for radiologicalbecontamination because the contamination is primarily from
radioactive dust which adheres close to other surfaces and tends to settle into pores aqd crevices.
In most military operations, nucle contaminants arc 4atisfactorily removed by flushing with water,
by the use of steam, and by brushing. decontamination operations, personnel must wear-.
-dosimeters, Which record the amount of radiation they have received. 13y ohecking their
eters, they can-guard against staying too long in a Y-adioactive area.

;

h.. Dee'ontamination methods.
, . 4

(I) General. Two general methods cif nuclear decontamination pre rethoval and aging. Most .
deContamination is accomplished by removal, although, if time.pdrmits, aging is the most
efficient, When speed in the decontamination et equipment is necessary, brushing should
be done first. If brushing proves ineffective, then washing should be performed. Moni-. .

1
toting will indicate thp need for further decontamination. , t

(2), Removal.

..1.a) Principles. In all removal operations, three general principles are.involved: ... I/

1. Radioactive contamination CANNOT be neutralized or desIroyed, bat only removed....

to an area where it will be less hazardous. After removal operations, the radioactive
contamination smust be disposed of.

9 Different types df surfaces require different decontamination proo,,edures. No' porous
surfaces, such as steel and hard, painted surfaces, should be decontaminated with
procedures usin'elarge amounts of water. Porous surfaces, such as wood and canvas,
should be decontaminated whenever possible with procedures which do net require
large quantities of water, because water tends to drive the fallout farther into the
pores, making removal more difficult.

Ileeentaminhtion should Rroeeed from easier to more difficult methods.
a,

(b) Wet methods.
.

1.
:

Water Watch. LS the- primary decallilminating agent for nuclear contamination, Soaps
and h4 water increase the cleansing action. FRO-pressure equipment should be .

used.. In flushing operations, the operator should be upwind and 15 to 20 feet fipm
the surface being sprayed. The equipment should be sprayed from the top down and
the angle of spray between the pressure stream and the surface being decontaminated
should be 30° to 40°.

ti
2. Steam. Steam is faster acting than hot water in dissolving materials, liquefying

grease, and cleaning. T.he steam jenny, which is standad Marine Corps equipment,
furnishes a satisfactory higli-pilessure jet for radiological decontaminatioa. Hot water
and soap'sihottld be used to aid in washing the. contaminant off the surface.

3. Scrubbing. Scrubbing should be done only on "hot spots" which remain following
flushing, hosing, or steaming. Detergents sav' time by reducing the amount of
scrubbing necessary.

4. Organic solvents, For small-scale operations, kerosene, gasoline, diesel fuel,
alcohol, turpentine, and paint thinner are useful in removing heavy, hard-grease
coatings. They are fast acting and are suitable for wiping "hot spots" left after
large-scale decontamination.

7-3
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(c) ry methods.

-,

1. 'Abrasion. When conteminants are clinging so closely to -a surface that other methods
amineittletive, removing the surface itself by abrasion is an effective method of
radictiogica etontamination.

a. .Vacuum-blaating is the most effectiVe=.method of abrasive dec-ontamination.
Though rapid and sifnplet it is the SO* toothed becntr it Mcks'vp practically
all loosened particles. _

,... ,.
h. Hand methods of abrasion such as planing,

1

asnding, chipping, filing, and grinding
are suitable for sinall are or "hotspots".

.t

2. Brushing. Brushing will itsualky remove contamination to a safelevel. However,
more effective means are required for pomplete removal of contamination.

-
(3) Aging. If time is not an important factor, aging will reduce the contamination to a weg-

ligible amount. The timereql.tired flependst upon the decay rate atvi the amount of radio-
active material. The equipinistit;ehould be Marked and set aside and-the progress of the
aging method determined 1.??/.,TnOnitoring.. . -

7-4. FORDING .

When fording vvitti:any.p.tecte 9 tits, ,ent, -be'ean41 o den boulders or dangerous holes.
Enter the water gear, id fifOrWtee'ea to avoid eltalling. Equipment
fitiould be thoroughly perWted ftaa.ltibries,t0..11.s-.06On. asp9ssiti10.*fter fording. Whenever possible,
equipment should be IA!ashed.With..freSh watel.,'..;after operating in salt water. If the vehicle IS to
operate In- 1Y4Pla ter ti4t dOtii 0/0 0. !Cr AI\ fhb 0.1§>P0-Ine nt of the engine fan,' the genera-)
for drive:beta 011901d 1.?"..,,O.0adfied. ,'1'111-pvivillIfebvidg-fOr',4TitsPage which will provent daniage to
the radiator and -fan .13:ad Watei.' spray on the engine.

7 -5. fiE FO FOR DiNG;1-#13.90:74V.rlf-S

a. Inspection. tA'.'1.119 9t.tg114`6*t19ft Ynklfli be mite to ins.nre that the unit is properly equipped-
and lii-serviceable.e9r9'ion..- 'Gheelcratt.S., bolts, and plugs, candAighten if necessary. Whenever
parts such as gask,e.14,-, ;and vviring are. defective, replace...the-1-n.

'/. ; -

b. LubricAla. CoUwieteiy.lubricate unit according to the lubrication instruction. the 4er'

.rrankrase,,,and gear...014 are clOo'io be changed shortly, it is generally advisable to drain and
refill the;Se.complAritnents time. Perform a quarterly PM on-the item before fording.
Carefully check the instructions in the .1'M for the particular vehicle and if a forcing kit is
nee,es1Iry, follow the-ctirecticnis carefully when mounting i.t on the 'vehicle.

7-6. AFTER-FORDING PROCrINITIES

a

t.

a. After tording ordeepwater operaton hos been c mpleled, wash the vehicle with clean
fresh water. The solid drain pltke in the engine clutcn and steering clutch compartments must
be replaced with verted.plugs.

b. Check all lubricating oil compartments to artermine if they have been contaminated by
water, If they have, the Qtd oil must be drained and replaced with new oil. .

c. As soon.as possible, the vehicle should receive a quarierly PM; it should be completely
lubricated and inspected for damage. TM operator should insppct the oil seals daily for at least
leasi the next 100 hours of operation. If they have been daml. they will develop
leaks and should be replaced.

7-4
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7-7. Mitt: HOPI."

Many of the movable parts on cAuipment dear t1 in this book are operated by means of
wire ropes wolind on winch drums. A seim equip:lett iiperator who will frequently be working with
these wire ropes, you mnsi know their chnracicristicii, how to take, are or them, ami how to us -

them.

a. Construction. Wire rope. is classified according to the type of center (core), the number
of strands, the number of wires per gtrand, the lay, and the fabrication.

(1) Center. A wire rope consists of a number of strands (usually 6) twisted around a
center, or core. This may be an Independent wire-rope c.enttlaAoritheeput center. The
wire-center rope is less Qcxiblx than a hemp-center rlipe, but ire stronger. A up
center will provide a Mewis of continuous4brication.P

(2) Strands. A wire rope is designated by the, number of strands it contains and by the
number of individual wires twisted together to form each strand ( fig 7 -1 ). A_ 6 x 19
wire rope, for example, contains 6L strands, mill each strand contains 19 w)res (fig 7-2).

tt?

6 _STRANDS Aft., 19
WIFIE")frirl 9)

Vig 7-1, Punts of a wire rope. t'ig 7-2. Strand 1.1 rrangement.
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-(3) Lay4

(allaA wiAope is further designated
by, the "lay'," or direction in which
the strands and wires in each strand
spiral around the center of the '-k`

rope. The terms "right lay,',! and
"left lay" refer to the direction iii
which the strands spiral as- .,look
along the rope. In a right- ire,
4hey spiral clockwise; in a to -lay
wire, counterclockwise (fig 7-3).
The terms "regular lay" and "lang

R

la ,refer both to the direction in
which the vtrands spiral and to the v

direction in which the individual
_ 11% r re each strand spiral.

b) In a regular-lay rope (fig '7-4), the
strands and the individual wires in
each strand spiral in opposite direc-
tions, while cin lang-lay rope they
spiral in the same direction. The
c ii plete designation of a wire

1r. with respect to the lay is
right (or left) regular (or tang) lay
However, lance right-lay wire is
much more comm%n than left-lay
wire, m nufacturersl specifica-
tions oft$n omit the designation
"right," If you see a smcification
for regul I r lay or bang lay, the
word "ri ht" is to be understood,
and you should read it as "right, Fig 7-4. Regqarlay and Lang lay wire
regular lay" or "right lang lay." Popes.

, ,
(4) Fabrication. Wire rope is designated by its method of fabricatiOn as "preformed" or

' iri-Oiipreformed." In preformed wire rope, the strands and wires are shaped to con-
form to the curvature of the finished ropteaaft lie together naturally. Preformehl rope
does not tend to untwist when the ropbis Cut, and is more flexible. In nonpref
rope, the unshaped strands arak,simply twisted around the core, and will untw
the ends if they are not\tightly seized.

.1111.

LrFT

Fig 7-1, Right fay and left lay wire
ropes.

tGUL2 LAY VIBE 12GE

titt

L ANG LAY NINE ROPE

b. Composition. Wire rope ii made of various metals, but most of the wire rope used on
heavy equipment is made of steel. The most common grades of steel wire rope, in ascending
order of strength, are': meld plow sfeel, plow steel, and improved plow steel. Plow steel or
improved plow Meek will usually be specified for your equipment.

c. Size. A wire rope is always designated
as to size by its diameter in inches, measured
as shown in the right-hand view of figure 7 -5.

d. Strength, The strength of wire rope
varies with the size, type, .material,.and.
method of construction.. The strength can
be stated as the breaking strength or safe
working load. Ap a rule of thumb, the
diameter of wire ropecp inohes can be
squared and multipliedby 8 toobtain the

-safe working capacity in tons (T = 8D2),

e)'

t. 1 1 -

Fig 7-5.- Wrong and; right ways of
measuring size"of wire rope.
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7-8. IIANDLINd WIRE Iii--)131fh

a. UnAnding. Wire, rope ma e either on a wooden reel or in a plain coil tied with rope
or metal banding. It) eith.4 case, t rope has been:wound into a coil, and to remove it from the
coil you must unwind it as shown in th op view of figure 7-6. If you pull it from the stationary

`coil, as shown In the bottom view, re will be a kink in the rope for every turn in the coil.

b. Transferring. If you have occasion to transfer wire directly fromla reel to a wined drum
or to another reel, pass the wire from top to top or from bottom to bottom as shown in the upper
vlow of figure

MI

REEL REEL

Fig Right and wrong ways of fruit .

ferring wire from reel to witch drum.

Fig 7-6. Right and wrong ways ofNmoving
wire from manufacttirer's coil..

t. -
c. Need for gloves. Any wire rope--even a new one -may contain an occasional "fishhook"

or protruding end of a wire. If a fishhook should slide through your bare hand, it will give you
a very nasty cut. Always wear gloves when handling wire rope.

\hr.
ci. Winding. Turns of wire should not overlap when wound on a drum, but thould be wrapped 1

. in smooth lams, Overlapping will result in binding, causing snatches on the line when the rope
unwinds. The\rope should-be star against the flange and wound close together, Tenshati
should be kept on the rope-during w ding and a wooden stick used to force the turns closer
together., Succeeding layers are nd so that the turns lie in the grooves formed by preceding
layers (fig 7-8).

-11

CROSS-ChER TO
SECOND GROOVE

0 TURN BACK AND
, FIRST CROSSOVER
FOR SECOND LAYER

1

s0 FIVE TURNS ON' SECOND LAYER

Fig 7 -U. Winding wire-rope layers on drum.
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7-9. SE17.INC; WIRE ROPE

a. Purpose of seizing. All wire rope, espe-
cially nonpreformed, must be seized at the ends
(fig 7-9) to prevent the strands from unlaying.
The material used for seizings is an annealed
low-carbon wire called seizing wire. The
recommended length and number of seizingd and
the correct distances between seizings are
listed in figure 7 -10_

b. Steps In seizing. To put a Freizing on
a wire rope, five steps are used (fig,7-9):

Step Wind 'by hand, as tightly as pos-
sible, as many turns of the seizing wire around
the-rope as are required to make up the recom-
mended length of serizing..

Step 2. Twist the ends counterclock-
wise so that the twist is at the center of the

Q

seizing.

Step 3. Twist the ends with the cutter
just enough to take out the slack. Do not try
to tighten the seizing by twisting the ends.

-Step 4. Tighten the seizing by prying
the twist away from the axis of the wire rope.

Step 5.. Again take out the slack by
twisting the ends with the cutter. After
the iieizing is tight, cut off the ends of the
wire and pound the twist down flat on the
seizing.

Rope diameter
(inches)

Number

Regular
lay

1/2 And less , 2

9/16 to 7/8 3

1 to 1 1/4 , 3

1 3/8 to 1 5/8...- 4

1 3/4 to 2 4

2 1/8 and more . 4

of selOngs

Lang lay

-4

9. Setzliil a: wire tine.

Distance'
betWeen
seizings
(inches)

Length :of
seizings
(inches)

J

Fig 7 -10. Recommended seizings,'
e/

7-10. CUTTING WIRE ROPE. A ,
The best way to cut a wire rope is w.fth

an oxyacetylene torch. The nex best way is
with a hammer-type, wire-ro er (fig
7-11). Be sure to ViZf the ire so that
there is a seizing on eIthe side of.the place
to be cut. In the abserite of a torch or cuttef,
wife rope can be cut with a cold chisel or a
hacksaw.,

StiZiNGX
4

Q.,

Fig 7711. Flatnnier-type .W11.6-rope
. cutter;.



7,1 -11. CARE OF W IRY.; ROPE

a. Importance of proper care. Wire ropIf running around winch drums and sheaves will
rwear like any other metal article, and for As reason lui*.nlcatiori is just as important to an
operating rope us It is to. any other piece of working maChinery. The proper functioning of .a
rope depends upon freedoni of movement, with a minimum of friction, of th ndividUalwires
and strands in relation to one another. Friction caused by lack of lubrication corrosion, or
both will seriously shorten the service life.of a rope:

t
'b. Inspection to detect deterioration. 'De.terioratiOn caused by corrosion is more dangerous

than that causectby wear, simply because it is more difficult to detect. Deterioration-causedaby
wear can be detected by examining the outside wires of the rope, because theSe wires become
flattened and reducdti in diameter as the rope wears. Any.rope in which the outside wires 'are
worn to less than 60% of their original diameter sbould be replaced.

c. ' Lubrication. Both internal and external lubrication are required to protect a wire rope
against wear and corrosion, Intelnal lubrication of the wires and core \is taken care of during
the manufacturing process. Lubridation applied in the field is designed not only to maintain sur-
face lubrication, but'also to preveneethe dissipation of the internal lubrication provided 14 the
manufacturer. Consult your equipment technical manual or operator's manual for the type o'f
lubricant required. Frequeney of applicatiOn de ends op service conditions; as soon as the last
coating.hae appreciably deteriorated, it should b enev,ed.

d. Reversing. After a wire rope has been in service for some time, it is a good idea to
reverse it end-for-end; This distributes the wear and fatigue caused by bending (over sheaves
and around di-urns) over different sections of the rope, and thus prolongs its service life.
Breaking in anew rope with a/Alit load, or even With no load, for a short period Atime allows
the rope to become adjusted, under minimum strain, to operating conditions.

e. Avoiding abuses. Abuses which will shorten rope service life are kinking, lack Of lUbri-
cation, And overloading. Also, as a geneLl rule, the wrong type of rope will deteriorate much
more rapidly than the correct type.

7 - 12. WIRE-ROPE ATTACnMENTS

a. Wedge sockets. There are many
different types of attachments which can
be fitted to the end of a wire rope to provide
a means for connecting the end to a pad
eye. The one most frequently used to dead
end wire rope on eartbmoving equipment
is the wedge. socket (fig .7 -12). To install
a wedge socket, remove the pin and knock
out the wedge. Pass the rope up through
the socket and lead enough of it back
through the socket to allow 2 inches of
the dead end to extend below the socket.
Next", i-eplace the wedge and pull the live',
end of the rope to force the wedge into
the socket. Take a strain on the live end
to Securely seat the wedge. Make sure
that the socket is installed on the equip-
inelit so that the live end of the wire rope
wilOform a nearly direct line to the
clevis pin (fig 7-13). To remove the
ropg, simply drive the wedge from the
socket.

7-9

; `,

t

1...11d1r_

^ 0'1
A_"frff

Fig 7-12, Wedge cable socket.

a



7 13, Wedge socket and fitting.

b, Wire-rope clips. A common method of
making up tow cables, slings, or eyes in the
ends of wire rope is by the use of wire-rope

"clips, Figure 7-14 illustrates the cOrrect
method of instalring the clips. The number
of clips to be installed.isequal to 3 times
the diameter of the rope, plus I (No. clips
3d 1). When the calculation results In a
fraction, use tht--next larger whole number.
The clips should be spaced about six rope
diame,ters apart for best service. After all
clips kr e initially installed, tighten tho clip
farthest from the thimble with a wrote?,
Plape`the rope under tension and tighten'
the remaining clips in order, working towards
the thimble,

-7-13, BF:F.VINC,

CORRECT

Fig 7-1.4, Wire-rope clips,

The technital manual or operator's manual for your particular piece of equipment \ ill give
you dc.tailed. instructions on reeving as well as cable specifications. Check the specifications to
make sure you are using the correct type, size, and length of wire rope, Follow the reeving
diagrams closely and double cheek your progress to avoid time - consuming mistakes.4Select the
necessary. tools wnd lubricants and have them at the job site before starting to reeve the equip-
ment. Select a level spot with plenty of working room. If yciti are changing attachments, clean,
lubricate, to and coil all 'reusable cables 4t5r future use. Take your time 'yid work safely,

0
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STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

LESSON OBJECTIVE:

UNITED STATEg MARINE COPS
MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE. MARINE BARRACKS

BOX 1775
WASMINOTON C 20013'

ENG I,NEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Lesson 7

Associated Subjects

MCl'13.31h,Anglieer Equipment Operator, chap 7.

13..31h

Upon successful completion of this lesson ypu will be able to identify
methods of decontaminating ecluipment after an N'Tte attack; procedures
for preparing.- fording. and servicing of equipment after fording-operations;
and procedures for the proper care and use of wire rope.

v-
W It ITT EN ASSIGNMENT: '

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the l,ppropriate box.

Value: 1 point each

1. Arhat ha's the highest decontamination priority?

a. Weapons
h. Equipment'

C. Personnel
d. Terrain

2. What is an important onsideration inlhe selettir of a site for sec2nd and third echelon
deco4tamination?

a. Availability of protectiveclothing
b. Accessibility to a source of water .

c. The area should be upwind frow troops 4n bivppEic.
d. The area should be upstreatn from troops in bivouac.

3. ,Which natural decontaMinant is used whenever possible?

a. rive c. Earth
b. Water d. Weathering

4 -

4. Which standard clecontaminantis corrosive to most metal?

a. STB
b. DAN('

'
c. DS2
d. Wash ng soda

re.

5, The most effpcti,:sfe slurry mi-x, for manbal application IS prepared by mixing-
., "

shovequls of STB to a 14-quart pail of water.

a. 3
b. 4

ff
c. 6
d. 7

Which. decontaminant gives,off a toxic vapor when used against GA?

c. DS2
Gunk

decontaminant must NOT be used on a running engine?

ST13
b. DANC

7.. Because 9f being flammable,

Caustic soda
b. DANC

Which

t

c. STB
d. DS2

r
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-The-ty,lo
tl

general methods of nuclear decontamination are

a burning anf*eathering.
b. weathering and removal.

c. relvoval and aging.
d: removal and burning.

Who.is the primary decontaminant for nuclear decontamination?

a.. Gun
b. -1,2S2

.,
10. WhicirsdeFontaininant is applied by n

r
n. DS2
b, DAM:

11, Which. agetA (7.ANNOT. be. destroyed,

t. G -agents
I). Radioactive fallout ---

w.

c. Slurry
cf. Water

n apparatus

7

resembling; fire extinguisher ?

ct. Steam4

only -remove*

c. 131ological agents
d. Mustard gas

It.12.- If a vehicle will he operating in w tits deep enowgh to interfere With the movement
' of the engine fan, you chould . !tot t

, ,,,c,, . ..1 4

a... remove the ge for driVe-belks, -''' C. run t14 engine at low idle.
b. loosen IV ge r drive belts. d. ran the,engine at full throttle.

. h13. if lubricpting-Oi cc:impartments avdbeetr contaminated by water, T v1fn0t should the operator
do? . .

4 - .. il
, 0 ,

S

vp,.4.- a. Wait at least 100 hours before lnging oil. ' .

b: Drain the old oil and replade it , rith new oil.
c. Drain the'old oil after operating for It hors.

. - d. Install vented, plugs in thecomp4rtments,
O '

,- p
.

.

1.1. What sholllcibe done to a veh icle as Aoily-as possible after fordin*
*

4

a .
a.- Wash, with water 1. -1.,6osen the Ian belts
IL Thoroughly inspect' and lubricate d. .AdjusCtraek chainS. ast,tight. as possible

. .

15, Whenr fording with any piece of equipment, yeti. shotild, enter the water in
.

n
.

in' q
u. high gear. ' . \ t

...

J). low gear and reduce engine speed to avoid stalling.
C....laigh'gdar and increase engine' speed to avoid stalling.
ci low gear ;11.nd increase engine specs] to avoid stalling. ,,

. , ,-1 ,
t*ilerore ford gl.y% ter with

--,

4 piece of equipment, the equipment slibuld be
,.-'-'3'""""bo.."....ftk.. . .

a. insppet d and cleaned with salt water.
bt, inspectbd and lubricated.' .. , ,,

.c. deqontaminated dna"inspected 1:. .

d. cleaned and inspedtect '
17. Whith tyReof wi.r:e rope 'tends to aCtwist at the ends upless it is seized?

a. andenendent wire-rope center
b. le4ft lAng lay

t

c,. OVonpreformed-.
d. Preformed

f,

1. :

fl

a

;

I'

.c
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18. _7,1)/ len winding cable on to a drum, you should.
t%. not wear gloves.
h. overlap the' turns of wire.
c. keep tension.on the rope.
d. use your hands to force the turns closer together.

4
J. Any wire rope In which the outside .wires are worn to less than

diaineter shodld be replaced.

60
b', 70 r

20. How many wire-rope clips
make a tow cable.?

Au

S

a. 2

b. 3

.c. 80
d. t-10

should 13e installed on one
1$

c. 4-

d. .5

% of their 'original
-,

.
end of a 3/4-inch wire rope to

21, The portion of a series of Wire-rope clips shoOld be installed

on alteoate side: of the wire rope.
13 over the .short and of th4. igircilltOpf
c. over the long end of the wire rope, .

22. Wire-rope 'clips should ire installed rope diameters .apart.

'a. 4

b..6'
3 , ., ,.

.

23. 1.1s1g the rule of thumb obtaining the safe working papacity of wire r,iope,
i
determine

. -

the capacity in tons of I/2 in. diameter wire rope? :,-
., I..

c. 8

d. ,10
5,

3.

i

-35

a. 1

b. 2 INA

c. 3

dl 4

24. }Which is the best method of cutting wire rope?

a. Cold chisel
13. -hire-rope cutter

.

y Itpc.;.
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P. Orqacetjlene torch
d. Hacksaw

+
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